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Human beings are storytellers. People listen, read, watch, and create narratives on a daily basis. This PhD
dissertation explores the relationship between people’s fictional narrative experiences – for example reading a
novel, or watching a movie - and their personal development in the context of work. While being absorbed into
a story world and seeing that world through the eyes of a character, people could explore different careers,
work selves and moral perspectives. Consequently, fictional narratives could encourage people to reflect
on their identity, on who they currently are; stimulate people to think about who they aspire to become in
the future; and, ultimately, inspire people to reflect on what type of person they think they ought to be,
by reflecting on their moral character. Narrative templates in novels, movies and television series
could thereby offer people inspiration for the construction of their own personal career narrative.
Due to the novelty of the current research topic, the research approach of this dissertation
is diverse, using various research designs (qualitative, quantitative, retrospective, and
experimental) with several methodological approaches, and a variety of participant samples.
The findings shed new light on the way books, short stories, movies and television series
can influence people’s career identity, future work selves and moral development in the
context of work.
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of who I want and hope to be.
These stories glue the seams
between my different selves,
and their distinctive dreams.
Every day.
the plotlines I embrace and chase,
compose my future way.
I’m re-re-writing me,
Constantly.
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1.
INTRODUCTION

“A reader lives a thousand lives before he dies, said Jojen.
The man who never reads lives only one.”
George R.R. Martin (2011) A Dance with Dragons.
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Human beings are storytellers (Gabriel, 1995). People listen, read, watch and create
narratives on a daily basis. Stories can be experienced as forms of entertainment, offering us
enjoyment and an escape from everyday life (Green, Brock & Kaufman, 2004); as cultural
expressions that influence or regulate our thoughts and feelings (e.g. Miall & Kuiken, 2002;
Oatley, Djikic & Mullin, 2011; Poulson, Duncan & Massie, 2005); as inspirational art
(Oatley, 2002); as invitations to imagine alternative realities (Bruner, 1986); and as cultural
practices that help us to attribute meaning to ourselves and the world around us (Alvarez &
Merchan, 1992). The composition, telling and retelling of stories shape cultures (Bruner,
2003; Cawelti, 2014) and organizational cultures in the workplace (Gabriel, 2004; Hansen &
Kahnweiler, 1993; Schein, 1996). The power of stories thus pervades over society: it is what
defines human beings (Gottschall, 2012).
As narratives are interwoven in our daily lives, they also infringe upon a large part of
our conceptualisations of work and of organisational cultures (Fasulo & Zucchermaglio,
2008; Schein, 1990; 1996). Nevertheless, the study of narratives within the field of
management and organisational studies is relatively new (Flory & Iglesias, 2010), although
the last two decades have seen a considerable increase in the number of scientific studies
exploring the existence, effects, and use of narratives in organizational contexts
(Czarniawska, 1997; Flory & Iglesias, 2010; Gabriel, 2000). This trend has been labelled the
“linguistic turn” within organisational studies (Ng & De Cock 2002; Rhodes & Brown,
2005). Brown and colleagues (2009) state that: “stories are not merely in vivo artefacts but
[are] deeply implicated in all aspects of organizational life” (p. 323). Nevertheless, most of
the studies on narratives and business fall within the realm of non-fictional storytelling,
focussing on how and when storytelling is practised within an organization (Boje, 2008;
Frandsen, Kuhn & Lundholt, 2016), how stories can induce organizational change (Barry &
Elmes, 1997; Humphreys & Brown, 2002), how stories in the workplace are representative of
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collective fantasies and shared emotions (Gabriel, 1998; 2004) and how they contribute to
organizational discourse and sensemaking processes (Patriotta, 2003).
While there are studies that have focussed on the intersection of literature and
organizations (De Cock & Land, 2006; Munro & Huber, 2012), or the ways in which
organizational life is represented in popular culture and movies (Bordwell, 2006; Panayiotou
& Kafiris, 2010), this research often explores how fictional narratives reflect organizations.
Studies on how fictional narrative experiences influence organizational contexts and people’s
working lives are, in comparison, scarce (Bal, Butterman & Bakker, 2011; Islam, 2009;
Poulson, Duncan & Massie, 2005). This is surprising since novels and movies can offer
people new and broader perspectives on business and organisational behaviour, help them to
make sense of their career, and spark people’s imagination, encouraging them to think of how
working life or organizations could be.

1.1 AIM OF THIS DISSERTATION AND RESEARCH QUESTION
This PhD dissertation explores the influence of fictional narrative experiences - such as
reading a novel or a short story or watching a movie or television series - on people’s
working lives. Throughout the chapters of this dissertation, I explore the relationship between
people’s fictional narrative experiences and their personal development in the context of
work. Since fictional narratives have the capacity to influence the people who experience
them, they could have the potential to shape people’s career identity, help them to imagine
different possible work futures, and initiate reflection and moral development. The
overarching research question of this PhD dissertation is: How do fictional narrative
experiences influence individuals’ personal development in the context of work? I use
“personal development” here as a general, overarching term pertaining to the ways in which
fictional narrative experiences could initiate personal awareness, change, and growth in the
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context of work, careers, and business ethics. Under the broad umbrella of personal
development, this dissertation focuses on three separate yet interrelated aspects of personal
development: (1) The influence of fictional narrative experiences on career identity; (2) The
impact of fictional narrative experiences on people’s future work selves; and (3) The role of
fictional narrative experiences in personal moral development.
Whilst these key themes represent different aspects of personal development, they are
also interrelated, gradually exploring more in-depth forms of personal development. Fictional
narratives could encourage people to reflect on their identity, on who they currently are;
stimulate people to think about who they aspire to become in the future; and, ultimately,
inspire people to reflect on what type of person they think they ought to be, by reflecting on
their moral character. In the context of work, fictional narrative experiences could thereby
help people to discover and develop new parts of themselves, gain new insights into their
future work selves, and see their personal role in moral work issues in a new light. As this is
a nascent area of research, the variety of studies in this dissertation explore the three key
themes using multiple methods and from different angles. The chapters for example explore
whether or not stories can inspire young professionals’ and students’ career identity
(Chapters 2 and 3); how hopeful illness narratives can help fellow patients develop a more
sustainable, long-term focus on the future (Chapter 4); how people perceive greedy main
characters in popular Wall Street narratives, such as The Wolf of Wall Street (Chapter 5); and
whether complex narratives, such as literary narratives, can stimulate moral development in
the business ethics classroom (Chapter 6).
In the next section, I will discuss the conceptual background of fictional narrative
experiences and the theoretical foundations of each of the key themes of this dissertation.
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1.2 CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND
In this section, I introduce the concepts that are central to this dissertation. In the first section
I will provide a definition of fictional narratives, and will then focus on fictional narrative
experiences. Subsequently, I will provide a conceptualization of career identity and the role
of narratives in identity formation. Lastly, I will outline moral development and its
hypothesized relationship with fictional narratives.

1.2.1 Defining fictional narratives
This dissertation focusses on the influence of fictional narrative experiences. In this section, I
will define fictional narratives by first focusing on the meaning of fiction and the distinction
between fiction and non-fiction. I will then outline the concept of narrative.
First, there are several ways to interpret the concept of fiction. Aristotle distinguished
fiction or poetry from history or facts in that the intention of history or facts is to represent
reality or truth, whereas fiction encompasses what could occur instead of what is and is
therefore positioned in the realm of possibility (Aristotle in Halliwell, 1987; see also Appel &
Richter, 2007). The aim of fictional works is not to inform or provide detailed knowledge or
facts. Instead, fictional works tap into the world of imagination, which can include unknown
times, illusionary places or even imaginary realities (Apple & Richter, 2007; Oatley, 1999;
Philips, 1995). Thus, according to Aristotle, history or facts pertain to the particular, while
fiction represents the universal (335 BC; trans. 1996). Generally, this dissertation adopts the
conceptualization of Aristotle. However, it is important to stress that this conceptualization is
not without paradox and complexity and that the lines between fiction and non-fiction are
often blurry in reality. To a certain extent, fictional narratives are rooted in reality and they
often contain multiple elements (e.g., concepts, places, people, and natural laws) of the
“factual” world. This mix between true and imagined elements creates verisimilitude, or the
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experience of truth-likeness (Apple & Richter, 2007; Bruner, 1986; Philips, 1995). The
boundaries between fiction and non-fiction are especially blurry in, for example,
autobiographies. These texts may aim to depict a person’s history, however they may be told
from a specific perspective with, at times, “fictional” elements (e.g., Oatley, 1999; for an
example of postmodern critiques on the distinction between fiction and non-fiction, see
Ricoeur, 1984). In conceptualizing fiction, I will therefore use the notion of intention,
whereby the main purpose of fiction is not to meticulously portray the “truth”, but rather to
spark imagination, immersion, and emotion (Oatley, 1999).
For the definition of narrative, I refer to Prince (1982) who defines this term as “the
representation of real or fictitious events and situations in a time sequence” (p.1). In
organizational studies, narratives have been linked to sensemaking processes (Patriotta, 2003;
Pentland, 1999) because they can create coherence in a chaotic world or as William James
(1950) put it: “a buzzing, pulsating, formless mass of signals, out of which people try to
make sense, into which they attempt to introduce order, and from which they construct
against a background that remains undifferentiated” (James, 1950; cited in Patriotta, 2003, p.
352). In narratology, narratives contain two essential elements: the fabula and the sjuzet. The
fabula relates to the “raw elements” that constitute the story, whereas the sjuzet is the
narrative form: the text or images, that represent, manipulate and give meaning to the events
of the fabula (Bal, 2009). For example, in a detective novel, the fabula would constitute the
murder case events in chronological order, whereas the sjuzet refers to the ways in which the
text in the actual novel represents a different order of these events to build suspense.
Therefore, the art of storytelling has been summarized as the conversion of the fabula into its
artistic form, the sjuzet (Schmid, 2010). Central to narratives is the fact that they are told by a
narrator, who is not necessary the same person as the author (Bal, 2009). Narratives are given
meaning when they are reconstructed by interlocutors. For example, readers need to actively
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reconstruct text the story, and as they read the text, they need to rewrite the story in their
minds (Alvarez & Merchan, 1992; Bal, 2009).
As previously discussed, the distinction between fiction and non-fiction is often
blurry. This is exacerbated when the case when we explore the concept of “fictional
narratives”. As a narrative is told by a narrator who connects the events of a story, narratives
have been considered to represent subjective perspectives (Bruner, 1986). Therefore, some
scholars consider every narrative to be fictional (Bruner, 1986). In this dissertation, I use the
term “fictional narratives” as umbrella term to refer to stories, such as books and movies, that
are told with the intent to spark emotion or imagination, and/or provide entertainment. As
different chapters might study slightly different aspects of fictional narratives, a more
specific definition and description of the studied narratives is provided when necessary
within each chapter. For example, Chapter 5 uses the term “popular Wall Street narratives” to
avoid the distinction between fiction and non-fiction, as the main narrative used across all
experiments - The Wolf of Wall Street - is based on a real story, but has been fictionalized and
recreated for imaginative purposes. The narrative stimuli in Chapter 4 are fictional short
stories, but, seeing as their main topic is working with a chronic illness, the chapter mainly
refers to them as “illness narratives”. Chapter 6 specifically focuses on literary narratives books, short stories, and plays that are thought-provoking and complex - challenging the
reader with new language and new ideas (Dixon et al., 1993; Hakemulder, 2004, p. 194;
Miall & Kuiken, 1994).

1.2.2 Experiencing fictional narratives
This dissertation focusses on fictional narrative experiences, pertaining to the reading of a
book or a short story and the act of watching a movie or television series. I should emphasize
this as this focus is distinct from previous studies that investigate how specific literary works
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or movies represent different aspects of organizational life (Bordwell, 2006; De Cock &
Land, 2006; Munro & Huber, 2012; Panayiotou & Kafiris, 2010) or reflect societal and
cultural norms regarding work (Griffin et al., 2017; 2018). There are different narrative forms
– books and movies, for instance - and therefore there are different narrative experiences.
Little research has been conducted comparing the differing influences of reading a book
versus watching a movie. It can be hypothesized, however, that reading a book requires more
mental effort and thus further stimulates the imagination as readers have to co-create story
worlds (Bal, 2009). In contrast, cinematic experiences, such as watching a movie or a
television series, could allow people to become more immersed into the story world, because
different senses are stimulated simultaneously (e.g. visual as well as auditory).
While there may be disparities in the for different types of fictional narrative
experiences, several researchers conversely stress the similarities between fictional narratives
in books and movies, proposing that both are forms of language - with similar narrative
elements, such as plots, characters, story events. Thus, they consider the experiences of books
and movies comparable (Corrigan, 2007; Richardson, 1969). Additionally, theories such as
the “media effects model” comprise the influence of all types of media (including all types of
fictional narrative experiences) on human cognitions, affect, beliefs and behavior (e.g.
Scheufele, 1999; Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007; Roskos-Ewoldsen & Roskos-Ewoldsen,
2009). While the chapters of this dissertation study different types of fictional narratives, the
aim of this dissertation is not to specifically compare their separate influence. Some chapters
of this dissertation focus exclusively on written narratives, such as short stories and books
(Chapters 4 and 6); some on a mix of written narratives, movies and movie fragments
(Chapter 5); and others broadly focus on all types fictional narrative experiences, including
books, short stories, movies, television series and poems (Chapters 2 and 3). In fact, the data
of Chapter 3 established a broader notion of what constitutes a fictional narrative experience,
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whereby participants explained that it was not only personal fictional narrative experiences
that had influenced them, but also the fictional narrative experiences of other people. For
example, when the stories from friends or family members about books or movies had served
to influenced participants.
People have various intentions when engaging with fictional narrative experiences.
According to the uses and gratifications theory of media selection, people consciously select
the media they engage with, including fictional narratives (Ruggiero, 2000). Enjoyment is
often considered to be the main motivation for watching a movie or reading a book (Vorderer
et al., 2004). Studies have suggested that people engage in escapism and go on a mental
retreat, temporarily escaping daily life (Henning & Vorderer, 2001), for mood management
(Zillmann, 1988); developing and maintaining parasocial – or quasi social, as they are
fictional and one-sided - relationships with fictional characters (Giles, 2002), or because they
are interested in a topic or character (Vorderer et al., 2004). However, there are also
arguments that posit that people may not necessarily be driven by “hedonistic” enjoyment
and entertainment motivations, but rather they might seek out fictional narratives to
experience “eudaimonic fulfillment” through fictional narrative experiences, whereby the
experience of negative emotions, for example, is considered meaningful (Oliver et al., 2017).
In this vein, art in general - and fictional narratives in particular - are considered to be
important to people’s emotional exploration and social and personal sensemaking (Oatley,
2017).
There is a body of research showing that people can be influenced by their fictional
narrative experiences (Green, Strange & Brock, 2003; see also Appel, 2008; Marsh, Meade &
Roediger, 2003). Narratives have been shown to be powerful tools when it comes to
persuasion and attitude change (Green & Brock 2002; Wheeler et al., 1999). Narratives can
enhance creativity (Proulx & Heine, 2008) and have been shown to be effective in
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therapeutic contexts, such as bibliotherapy (MacCullis & Chaberlain, 2013), for example,
which is used to relieve depressive symptoms in teenagers (Ackerson et al., 1998), or for
group therapy and the development of life skills in prisons (Billington, 2011; Waxler, 2008).
Additionally, several studies have linked narrative fiction to augmented interpersonal skills
and empathy in readers (Bal & Veltkamp, 2013; Ferrari, Westrate & Petro, 2013; Kidd &
Castano, 2013; Mar, 2018) and there are indications that movies, books and television series
can influence people’s identity, their sense of self (Breen, et al. 2017; Djikic et al., 2009;
Sikora, Kuiken & Miall, 2004). For instance, Shedlosky-Shoemaker, Costabile and Arkin
(2014) found that self-expansion occurred in people when they were transported - or
absorbed - into the narrative world of the fictional characters. Moreover, Dijkic and
colleagues (2009) found that participants showed self-perceptual changes in Big Five
personality traits after reading a literary story and Behm-Morawitz and Mastro (2008)
discovered that teenagers changed their beliefs and self-perceptions after seeing fictional
characters in teen movies.

1.2.3 Narrative influence and career identity
This dissertation explores the influence of fictional narrative experiences on career identity.
My research thus builds upon the work of previous theoretical and empirical studies
suggesting links between fictional narrative experiences and changes in people’s identity or
their sense of self (Breen, et al. 2017; Djikic et al., 2009; Richardson et al., 2007; ShedloskyShoemaker et al., 2014; Sikora et al., 2004; Slater et al., 2014).
I conceptualize identity, or people’s sense of self, through the framework of dialogical
selves theory (Hermans, 2014; Hermans, & Kempen, 1993; Hermans et al., 1992). This
theory is rooted in notions of I, Me, and Mine in traditional psychology (James, 1980) and in
the work of literary critic Bakhtin (1973). According to James (1890), a person’s I (the self-
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as-knower) reflects on their Me (the self-as-known), which incorporates elements, roles, or
people belonging to oneself, as the Mine (see also Hermans, 2001). Literary critic Bakhtin
(1929/1973) described the work of Russian novelist Dostoevsky as polyphonic, consisting of
various distinct and sovereign voices. Similar to Bakhtin’s ideas on polyphony, dialogical
selves theory stresses the discontinuity and multiplicity of identity as consisting of different
selves or I-positions. These different I-positions – such as social and personal positions – are
closely connected but they often represent contrasting positions, constituting a person’s inner
dialogue. They can constitute roles (“me as a researcher”), desired selves (“me as a
novelist”), or character traits (“me as a perfectionist”), and they can be contrasting (“me as a
lazy person”). James’ (1890) notion of the I unites these different I-positions and has the
capacity and imagination to “endow each position with a voice so that dialogical relations
between positions can be established. The voices function like interacting characters in a
story” (Hermans, 2001, p. 248). The I can therefore construct a unified identity through
dialogue that is still changeable (Hermans, 2014; Hermans & Kempen, 1993; Hermans et al.,
1992).
The increases of flexible work and job insecurity, along with the growth of nonspecialized jobs and increased employability across different companies, has brought
attention to the concept of careers (Arthur et al., 2016) and the importance of having a career
identity (Meijers, 1998). Career identity is shaped throughout life, starting in childhood
(Kroger, 2007; Skorikov & Vondracek, 2011) and becoming more prevalent during young
adulthood (Kerpelman & Schvaneveldt, 1999; Meijers, 1998). It has been deemed an
important factor when it comes to career behaviors and perceived employability (Praskova et
al., 2015) and it helps people to navigate the complexity of contemporary careers (Fugate et
al., 2004; Hall, 2002). Previous studies have given different definitions of career identity,
such as “one’s self-definition in the career context” (Fugate et al., 2004, p.17) or the
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“structure of meanings in which the individual links his own motivation, interests and
competencies with acceptable career roles” (Meijers, 1998, p.191). In this dissertation I
combine these different notions and conceptualized them through the framework of
dialogical selves theory. I define career identity as: the interactive structure of I-positions
comprising a person’s self-definition in the context of work and career, which guides career
aspirations, motivations and behavior. Several studies have conceptualized people’s (career)
identity as a discursive phenomenon (LaPointe, 2010) and a narrative practice (McAdams,
2008; Meijers, 1998; Bruner, 2003). People create self-narratives to structure their inner
dialogue (Habermas & Bluck, 2000) and these narratives stimulate mental sensemaking
processes (Patriotta, 2003), offering coherence to the self (Bruner, 2003; Eakin, 1999; Linde,
1993) and, simultaneously, potential avenues for changes (McLean, et al., 2007). Career
counselling has therefore, for example, introduced career writing as a narrative practice with
which to help people express, develop and reflect on their career identity (Lengelle et al.,
2014; Meijers & Lengelle, 2012). The construction of people’s career identity does not
happen exclusively within the individual, but is contextualized: it happens through interaction
with people’s social and cultural environments, including the narratives they experience
(Hermans, 2001; LaPointe, 2010). Individuals thereby adopt narrative devices, such as plot,
structure, or metaphor, to construct their personal narratives (Berger, 1996; McAdams, 2008).
For example, McAdams (2013) found that the “redemptive plot” – reviving oneself after a
serious throwback - is common in American culture and is often a central plotline in the
narrative identity of US citizens. While most studies focus on all types of narrative
experiences within people’s cultures, there are indications that fictional narratives also
influence people’s identity (Breen et al., 2017). One of the aims of this dissertation is to
explore this relationship in more depth and to investigate whether or not there is also a
relationship between people’s fictional narrative experiences and their career identity.
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Therefore, I explore how both people’s I-positions, along with their inner dialogue and
personal narratives, are influenced by fictional narrative experiences.

1.2.4 Narrative influence and possible future work selves
As the aim of fictional narratives is to spark a person’s emotions and imagination and
encourage them to think of what could be, narratives could also inspire people to think about
possible selves - “individuals' ideas of what they might become, what they would like to
become, and what they are afraid of becoming” (Markus & Nurius, 1986, p.954). Possible
selves have been linked to I-positions in dialogical selves theory (Hermans et al., 1992;
Hermans, 1996), but they do not represent the person that an individual considers themselves
to currently be, but rather who they could be. Thereby “these selves provide an interpretive
and evaluative context for the current self” (Hermans, 1996, p.33). Strauss, Griffin, and
Parker (2012) have investigated the existences of future work selves, defining the term future
work self as “an individual’s representation of himself or herself in the future that reflects his
or her hopes and aspirations in relation to work” (Strauss et al., 2012, p.580). Future work
selves are not ideal selves (who people wish they would currently be in an ideal world; see
Boldero & Francis, 2000). Instead, they represent futures regarding a person’s aspirations
towards their future work or career, guiding their career decisions and promoting proactive
career behavior (Strauss et al., 2012).
Story characters in fictional narratives can provide people with possible selves
(Martínez, 2014). When experiencing a fictional narrative, people can be transported into the
world of the fictional narrative, entering a flow-like state (Busselle & Bilandzic, 2009). They
can identify with the story character, experiencing the story as if they were the character
(Cohen, 2001). This process, whereby self-awareness is temporarily reduced, has been
posited as a method through which one can temporarily expand the boundaries of the self
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(Slater et al., 2014): during the narrative experience, people let go of their own identity and
become one with the story character. Afterwards, this can leave a person changed (Slater et
al., 2014). The playful experience of engaging in a fictional narrative can, in this way, induce
identity play, in which people explore provisional selves: who they could become (Ibarra &
Petriglieri, 2010). Indeed, there are some indications that story characters eventually also
become possible future selves (Martínez, 2014; Richardson & Eccles, 2007). This could also
apply to future work selves. Books, movies, or television series could make people feel like
they are experiencing what it is like to have the career or job of the main character. A
participant in the study of Jones and colleagues (2018) claimed that he felt he had
experienced life as the president of the United States after watching House of Cards. In this
dissertation, I will investigate the extent to which fictional characters can become future work
selves and I will assess how this process could work.

1.2.5 Narrative influences and moral development
Finally, this dissertation will explore the role of fictional narratives in moral development in
the context of work. Often, fictional narratives contain one or more moral messages, thus
presenting the reader with moral complexity (Singer & Singer, 2005). Protagonists face
ethical challenges and, in this way, fictional narratives can potentially enhance the moral
awareness of the people experiencing them (Kaufman & Libby, 2012; Nussbaum, 1998; see
also DePaul, 1993). Moral awareness refers to “a person’s determination that a situation
contains moral content and legitimately can be considered from a moral point of view”
(Reynolds, 2006, p.233). This means that people pay attention to different moral aspects
within organizations and their role and responsibility within that system.
As fictional narratives offer people new perspectives, lives, and social and cultural
environments, they can broaden a person’s moral perspectives (Hakemulder, 2000). This is
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closely related to research showing that fictional narrative experiences can stimulate empathy
and theory of mind (Bal & Veltkamp, 2013; Kidd & Castano, 2013; Mar, 2018). This has
been found to be particularly relevant to literary narratives, which challenge readers by
presenting knowledge gaps (Iser, 1988), meaning that people need to engage with sensemaking processes to gradually infer meaning and moral understanding (Booth, 1983). This
can promote deep moral reflection (Hakemulder, 2000; Kaufman & Libby, 2012; Nussbaum,
1998). Finally, fictional narratives have been thought to stimulate moral imagination,
allowing the “imagination to discern what is morally relevant in situations, to understand
empathetically how others experience things and to envision the full range of possibilities
open to a particular case” (Johnson, 1994, p.6; see also Nussbaum, 1997). Fictional narratives
have therefore been considered beneficial in the context of business ethics education
(Badaracco, 2006; Gerde & Foster, 2008; Harris & Brown, 1989; Michaelson, 2014, 2016,
2017; Shepard et al., 1997; Sucher, 2007). Business schools in general - and business ethics
education in particular - have been criticized for offering MBA students little opportunity to
develop moral awareness (Ghoshal, 2005; Giacalone & Thompson, 2006). A pedagogical
method based on fictional narratives has been deemed to offer students a different way of
learning, stimulating ethical complexity and moral imagination, whereby students develop
the ability to proactively recognize moral challenges, and to imagine a full range of moral
actions and potential outcomes.
However, the relationship between fictional narrative experiences and moral
development is complex and does not necessarily make people more morally aware or
empathetic. There have even been murder cases in which the murderer was inspired by a
fictional narrative, as was the case for a serial killer inspired by the book and television
character of Dexter Morgan (Brophy, 2010; Helfgott, 2015). In the context of business, there
are illustrative anecdotes referring to business school students idolizing the character of
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Gordon Gekko in the movie Wall Street (1987), in which students imitate his dress code,
“greed is good” slogan, and his ruthless business attitude (Guerrera, 2010). This could be
explained by the aforementioned work of Slater and colleagues (2014). When people become
absorbed in a story world and identify with the main character, they become less self-aware
and temporarily expand the boundaries of the self (Slater et al., 2014). Similarly, people often
consciously suspend critical reflection and moral judgement to enjoy a book or movie (Ferri,
2007). Engaging in fictional narratives with morally questionable main characters could thus
conversely influence people to become less morally aware as well.
This dissertation will explore how fictional narratives can influence people’s moral
awareness and moral development in the context of work, focusing on different aspects of
narratives and narrative experiences.

1.3 DISSERTATION OUTLINE AND CHAPTER OVERVIEW
Due to the novelty of the current research topic, the research approach of this dissertation is
diverse. I carried out conceptual, inductive, deductive and abductive studies using various
research designs (qualitative, quantitative, retrospective, and experimental) with several
methodological approaches (interviews, surveys, lab experiments, field experiments,
observations, and change graphs) and a variety of participant samples (young professionals,
business school students in The Netherlands and the United States, workers with a chronic
illness, and sales professionals). The rationale behind such a variation of designs and samples
was to explore the topic thoroughly: in-depth and from multiple perspectives. Next, I will
provide a brief overview of each chapter and will explain how it contributes to the
overarching research questions and key themes. Figure 1.1 provides an overview of the
different chapters, demonstrating the links between them and the ways in which the studies
are related to the key themes
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Figure 1.1 PhD Chapter overview
Theory-building

Experimental Studies

Career Identity

Future Work Selves

Chapter 2

Conceptual chapter uncovering three
different pathways through which
fictional narratives can influence the
dialogical self: the personal pathway, the
reflective pathway and the narrative
pathway.

Intervention Study

Chapter 4

Experimental study investigating whether
a hopeful work story of someone with a
chronic illness can enhance the
sustainable employability of fellow
patients, exploring the role of
participants’ awareness of their desired
future work self and level of
identification with the story character.

Moral Development
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Chapter 3

An empirical study with young
professionals and business school
students. Through interviews and
qualitative surveys, participants reflected
on the ways in which fictional narrative
experiences influenced their career
identity. An extended theoretical model
was constructed.

Chapter 5

Three mixed-method experiments show
that successful yet morally ambiguous
characters in Wall Street narratives are
experienced as desired future work selves
by business school students and sales
professionals. Stories told from the
perspective of victims of financial
malpractice can contrast those effectively.

Chapter 6

Inductive case study exploring a
narrative intervention in the context of
business ethics education. The study
shows how literary narratives told from
a variety of perspectives can stimulate
the growth of “moral muscle” in MBA
students.

This figure gives an overview of the different chapters of this PhD, how they are related to each other, and how each chapter contributes to one of
the three key themes: career identity, desired possible future work selves, and moral development in the context of work and business education.

Chapter 2 proposes a conceptual model that theorizes different ways in which
people’s identity can be influenced by fictional narrative experiences. This chapter lays the
conceptual foundation for this dissertation. The model was composed by combining
dialogical selves theory (Hermans, 2014; Hermans, & Kempen, 1993; Hermans et al., 1992)
with other relevant theories and research fields, such as possible selves theory (Markus &
Nurius, 1986; Strauss et al., 2012), narrative impact studies (Djikic et al., 2009; Green et al.,
2002), narrative identity theory (McAdams, 2001; 2008), and literary studies (Bakhtin, 1973;
Koopman & Hakemulder, 2015). In the proposed conceptual model, fictional narrative
experiences can influence the dialogical self through three different pathways: the personal
pathway, the narrative pathway, and the reflective pathway. When people are influenced via
the personal pathway, fictional characters expand the self. They become new I-positions in
the external domain of self (via role models) or the internal domain of self (via possible
selves). In the narrative pathway, it is dialogue between different I-positions that is
influenced. Here, people use narrative devices, such as narrative themes, structures, or
plotlines, from the stories they experience to construct their narrative identity. The reflective
pathway encapsulates the deep personal reflection that people experience through fictional
narrative experiences. This chapter mainly focuses on the first key topic: the influence of
narratives on identity and career identity. However, it also connects this first topic with the
other two key topics, as possible selves and future selves are also introduced into the model
as part of the personal pathway, and moral reflection and development is introduced as part
of the reflective pathway.
Chapter 3 further explores narrative influence on career identity through in-depth
interviews and qualitative surveys with young professionals and business school students. It
empirically grounds and extents the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 2. Participants
described different mechanisms through which fictional narratives exert changes in their
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career identity, such as strengthening specific I-positions through role modeling and vicarious
learning, using narrative templates to structure the inherent temporality of the self, and
learning to assume a meta position and reflect on the totality of I positions. The findings also
suggest, that fictional narrative experiences are embedded into the previous narratives people
have experienced (their personal narrative repertoire) and the fictional stories that circulate in
their culture at large (their cultural narrative repertoire). Furthermore, different process
facilitators were found, such as narrative transportation into the story world, identification
with fictional characters, and perceived truth-likeness or verisimilitude. I constructed a
theoretical model depicting the mechanisms through which fictional narrative experiences
can shape a person’s career identity, the broadened notion of fictional narrative experience,
and the process facilitators. This chapter provides new insights into different key themes of
this dissertation. It builds on theory regarding how fictional narrative experiences are related
to changes in people’s career identity. To a lesser extent, it also offers insight into how
fictional narrative experiences contribute to the development of future work selves and how
participants experience moral development through personal reflection.
Chapter 4 is an experimental study investigating the relationship between
experiencing hopeful illness narratives and the sustainable employability of workers with a
chronic illness. In an online field experiment, I investigated whether or not a hopeful illness
narrative of a worker with a chronic illness could enhance the sustainable employability of
fellow patients, focusing on the role of desired possible future work selves and identification
with the story character. My findings indicate that higher scores on sustainable employability
can be found for people reading a hopeful work story when they feel personally engaged with
the story. This can either happen through a higher awareness of their desired possible future
work selves or through identification with the main character. This chapter mainly
contributes to the second key theme of this thesis by shedding new light on how narrative
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experiences can make people aware of their desired future work selves and how these can
help people to visualize a sustainable career for the future.
Chapter 5 explores the influence of popular Wall Street narratives on the desired
future selves of business school students and financial sales employees. Three mixed-method
experiments found that all participants considered morally ambiguous main characters in
greedy Wall Street narratives to be more desired selves compared to realistic or critical
narratives. An underlying mechanism was the winner’s perspective adopted by these
narratives – an exciting portrayal of self-made, successful men. Another mechanism was
empathy and self-reliance. Narratives told from the perspective of victims of financial
malpractice were related to higher empathy, whereas greed narratives were related to lower
empathy, indicating an activation of the mechanism of self-reliance, whereby people who
focus on money and wealth become more self-centered and less focused on others. Due to
their impact on empathy, contrasting popular greed Wall Street narratives with victim
narratives in, for example, the business ethics classroom could be effective in raising
awareness of malpractices and corruption on Wall Street. This chapter contributes to the
second key theme of future work selves, showing that fictional characters in greed narratives
can be considered desired future work selves and shedding new light on underlying
mechanisms. It explores the influence of greed narratives on both business school students as
well as on people working in the field. Additionally, this chapter contributes to the third key
theme of moral development as critical victim narratives appeared to stimulate moral
reflection and empathy.
Chapter 6 is an inductive case study exploring the influence of a 13-week narrative
intervention in the context of business ethics education. MBA students in a business school in
the northeastern United States read and discussed a piece of world literature every week. The
literary narratives were set in different cultures, social contexts, and times and each narrative
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revolved around a different moral challenge. Students commented that the narratives offered
them safe arenas in which to explore complex moral issues. They felt like they were given
new perspectives on morality and business ethics. At the end of the intervention, they had
developed “moral muscle”, encompassing moral awareness, motivation for daily moral
practice, and the desire to build moral character. This suggests a pliable and dynamic moral
capability that can be taught and learned in a business school setting through a narrative
pedagogy. This is especially meaningful as traditional business ethics courses have been
criticized for being too abstract and rational. Different learning mechanisms contributed to
the development of moral muscle and students showed heterogeneity in moral learning
trajectories, with different starting positions, learning routes, and end states of moral
development. This chapter mainly contributes to the third key theme of this dissertation by
building new theory on how fictional narrative experiences can contribute to moral
development. An important factor to consider is that, when building moral muscle,
participants build moral character by reflection on their identity. Results are thus also related
to the reflective mechanisms proposed in the conceptual models of Chapters 2 and 3.

1.3 PRESENTATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS
An overview of the different chapters of this dissertation is provided in Table 1.1 For each
chapter, the research focus, method, sample, and research outputs (both conference
presentations as well as publications) are given.
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Table 1.1: Dissertation output
Chapter

Research Focus

Method

Sample

Thesis Output
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2

Fictional narratives
and identity change:
Three pathways through
which stories influence
the dialogical self

This chapter proposes a new
theoretical model
conceptualizing the impact of
fictional narrative experiences
on the dialogical self, based on
theories from multiple scientific
disciplines

Theorybuilding,
providing a
conceptual
overview

Overview of previous
empirical research and
existing theory (i.e.
dialogical selves theory,
possible selves theory,
narrative impact studies,
narrative identity theory,
and literary studies)

Published in 2018 as book chapter
in Dialogical Self: Inspirations,
considerations, and research
(pp.29-57). M. Puchalska-Wasyl,
P. Oles, H.J.M. Hermans (Eds.),
Lublin: Towarzystwo Naukowe
KUL

3

“What would Dumbledore
do as a manager?”
How fictional narratives
influence career identity

How does narrative fiction
influence people’s career
identity?

Inductive
theory-building
chapter with
multiple
qualitative
methods

In-depth interviews with
young professionals
(n=20)

Presented at:
Academy of Management Annual
Meeting (Virtual conference, 2020)

Illness narratives and
chronic patients’
sustainable employability:
The impact of positive work
stories

Experimental study of the
impact of positive versus
negative work stories of
someone with IBD on the
sustainable employability of
fellow patients

Online field
experiment

Patients of all age groups
with IBD, recruited via
the Dutch CCUVN
foundation
(n = 166)

4

Empirically exploring the
influence of fictional narrative
experiences on people’s career
identity, building new theory on
the underlying mechanisms

Qualitative surveys with
Dutch business school
students (n=124)

Published in 2020 in PloS
one, 15(2), e0228581.
Presented at:
WAOP (Rotterdam, 2016)
EAWOP (Dublin, 2017)
EGOS (Copenhagen, 2017)

5

6

The lure of greed outside
the business school:
How popular Wall Street
narratives influence desired
future work selves

Developing moral muscle
in a literature-based
business ethics course
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Three experiments to explore
how greedy versus alternative
Wall Street narratives influence
the desired Future Work Selves
of business school students and
sales professionals.

Part 1: Lab
Experiment

Business School Students
(n = 85)

Part 2: Field
experiment

Business School Students
(n = 125)

Part 3: Field
experiment

Financial Sales
Employees (n = 55)

Exploring a narrative
intervention in the context of
business ethics education.
Research aim: to provide an indepth exploration of how the
use of literary narratives for
business ethics education
shapes moral development
processes in MBA students and
what learning mechanisms are
key to this development.

Inductive case
study

MBA students at a
business school in the
North-eastern United
States (n = 58)

Observations,
field notes,
in-depth
interviews,
qualitative
surveys, and
change graphs

Presented at:
Media Psychology (Landau, 2017)
WAOP (Nijmegen, 2017)
Narrative Matters (Enschede,
2018)

Review and Resubmit with
Academy of Management Learning
and Education
Presented at:
Harvard Business School Research
Seminar (Boston, 2018)
WAOP (Leuven, 2018)
The Academy of Management
Annual Meeting as part of the
symposium: The Emergence,
Development and Decline of Moral
Leadership (Boston, 2019)

Other conference presentations related to research in this dissertation: IGEL (Chicago, 2016); AoMO (Bled, 2016); AoMO (Brighton, 2018).
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2.
FICTIONAL NARRATIVES
AND IDENTITY CHANGE
Three pathways through which stories
influence the dialogical self

“Books
challenge and
interrogate;
they give us
windows into
the lives of
others and
mirrors so that
we can better
see ourselves.”
John Green

This chapter has been published as: Brokerhof, I.M., Bal, P.M., Jansen, P.W.G. & Solinger, O.N.
(2018) Fictional Narratives and Identity Change: three pathways through which Stories influence the
Dialogical Self. In M. Puchalska-Wasyl, P. Oles, H.J.M. Hermans (Eds.), Dialogical Self:
Inspirations, considerations, and research (pp.29-57). Lublin: Towarzystwo Naukowe KUL.
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ABSTRACT
Fictional narratives have the potential to influence people who read, view or listen to them. A
body of studies has found that stories can change people’s identity or sense of self. This
chapter proposes a theoretical model conceptualizing the impact of fictional narrative
experiences on the dialogical self. Three pathways are proposed through which stories
influence identity: a personal pathway (through fictional role models and possible selves), a
cultural pathway (by offering narrative themes and structures used in interpersonal and
intrapersonal self-dialogue) and a reflective pathway (when stories increase self-awareness
and help people to adopt or switch between alternative selves or I-positions). The objective of
this chapter is to introduce a new model to explain the impact of narrative fiction on the self,
grounded in Dialogical Self Theory, which can shed a new light on the processes that underlie
this impact.

2.1 INTRODUCTION
C.S. Lewis once said: "In great literature, I become a thousand different men but still remain
myself." This quote reflects the power of stories: through literature and other types of fictional
narratives, such as movies, books and television series, we experience a multitude of different
lives – lives we experience through the eyes of others, of the story characters or the narrator.
Stories can serve as entertainment or an escape from our daily lives (e.g. Green, Brock &
Kaufman, 2004), they can influence our thoughts and feelings (e.g. Miall & Kuiken, 2002;
Mar, Oatley, Djikic & Mullin, 2011; Poulson, Duncan & Massie, 2005), and they can help to
understand the world around us (Alvarez & Merchan, 1992), including others (e.g. Kidd &
Castano, 2013) and – ultimately - ourselves (Djikic, Oatley, Zoeterman & Peterson, 2009;
Fialho, 2012).
According to Bruner (2003) “We are so adept at narrative that it seems almost as
natural as language itself” (p.3). Besides consuming stories, we also compose them. The most
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important narrative we compose is the narrative of who we are, our identity (Habermas &
Bluck, 2000; McAdams, 2008). People create and rewrite their own life-stories while they
age, engaging in dialogue, creating coherence and giving meaning to their lives (e.g. Bruner,
2003; Eakin, 1999; Linde, 1993). These self-narratives help us make sense of who we are, and
give us direction in life (McAdams, 2008).
Several empirical studies have shown that narrative fiction can promote self-reflection,
increase self-awareness and even change or expand people’s sense of self (Djikic et al., 2009;
Fialho, 2012; Kuiken, Miall & Sikora, 2004). For example, studies found that readers
expressed a powerful self-change after reading books or short stories (Ross, 1999; Sabine &
Sabine, 1984), participants showed self-perceptual changes in Big Five personality traits after
reading a literary story (Dijkic et al., 2009), and that teenagers changed their beliefs and selfperceptions after seeing fictional characters in teen movies (Behm-Morawitz & Mastro,
2008). However, currently there is little understanding of how this process unfolds. In
particular, the theoretical link between fictional narrative experience and identity remains
unclear.
A dominant theory in the larger field of media studies, often used for explaining
identity change by fictional narratives experiences, is the media effects model, which explains
how media influence human cognition, affect, believes and behavior through psychological
mechanisms, such as priming, framing and agenda setting (e.g. Scheufele, 1999; Scheufele &
Tewksbury, 2007; Roskos-Ewoldsen & Roskos-Ewoldsen, 2009). The main focus of the
media effects model is the general impact of media on human behavior, therefore a large body
of research is centered around topics like the impact of aggressive media on aggressive
behavior (e.g. Anderson & Bushman, 2001) or the illustrations of slim woman in the media
and its impact on body satisfaction (Groesz, Levine & Murmen, 2002). While this theory is
valuable for conceptualizing the general impact of media consumption, it has also been
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criticized for its underlying assumptions that people are passive consumers of media instead
of active users, and that media influence people in similar ways, thereby not accounting for
individual differences (for an overview see Gauntlett, 1998). The interaction of individual
readers and viewers with fictional narratives can therefore not be fully explained by the media
effects model. Furthermore, fictional narrative experiences are not considered passive
encounters, which makes the link between stories and behavior more complex (Bal, 2009).
For example, reading a fictional narratives require more mental effort than listening to music,
because readers have to actively construct a representation of the described story events (Bal,
2009; Busselle & Bilandzic, 2008; 2009; Gerrig, 1993; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). They can
therefore not be considered passive users of media (Bal, 2009).
Concepts of identity change have also been described as changes in mental models and
schemata evoked by the process of transportation – being absorbed into the narrative world
(Busselle & Bilandzic, 2009; Green, Brock & Kaufman, 2004; see also Gerrig, 1993).
Readers become part of the narrative world, interpreting the text from the perspective of the
narrator (e.g. Brokerhof, 2012; Gerrig, 1993, Segal, 1995). In other words, the reader
becomes “the writer of his or her own version of the story” (Oatley, 2002, p.43; see also Bal,
2009), a process also referred to as the refiguration of the novel (Alvarez & Merchan, 1992).
Even though valuable as a mediator of narrative impact on the self, transportation theories
reflect less on how identity change follows after people experience transportation into a
fictional narrative.
In literary studies, reader response theory (Iser, 1979) is frequently used to explain
individual reader experiences in relation to literary or complex texts. In addition to
transportation theory, emotional change is theorized to explain the influence of fictional
narratives on identity, such as in Djikic and colleagues (2009) who propose emotional change
as a mediator between reading a story and changes in people’s perception of their personality
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traits. While reader response theory takes into account individual experiences, it solely
focuses on the impact of reading – often literary - narratives, not on the influence of movies.
Moreover, studies often focus on stages of reading or on the type of textual elements that
evoke self-reflection, yet still little is known on how literary narratives change the self.
This chapter will explore the link between the experience of fictional narratives and
identity change through the theoretical lens of Dialogical Selves Theory (DST) by Hermans
(Hermans, 2014; Hermans, & Kempen, 1993; Hermans, Kempen & Van Loon, 1992). DST,
grounded in both psychological notions of self from William James (1890) and the work of
literary critic Bakhtin (1973), emphasizes the polyphonic nature of identity (Hermans, 2014)
that can incorporate innovation and transformation through dialogue (Gonçalves & Ribeiro,
2012; Hermans, 2004). A theoretical model will be introduced, conceptualizing the influence
of fictional narrative experience on the dialogical self, with the objective to shed new light on
the processes that underlie fictional narrative impact on identity. Three pathways are proposed
through which narrative fiction can change individual identity. First, fictional narratives can
offer fictional role models and introduce possible selves that become incorporated in the
extended self-domain. Second, narrative themes and structures influence how people
conceptualize and structure their social and narrative identity. Third, narrative fiction can help
people to adopt a meta-position of self-reflection. By enhancing people’s capacity to
understand an event or story from different perspectives or by the experience of defamiliarizing story elements, fictional narratives can increase self-awareness or help people
adopt or switch between alternative selves or I-positions.

2.1.1 Fictional narrative experience
Fictional stories and literary theory have been previously linked to Dialogical Self Theory
(e.g. Barani, Wan Yahya & Bin Talif, 2014; Rojek, 2009). This chapter focuses particularly
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on the experience of fictional narratives: reading a book, listening to a short story or watching
a movie. The term ‘fiction’ was already described by Aristotle, who distinguished fiction or
poetry from history or facts. Contradictory to history or facts, which are supposed to represent
truth and reality, fiction belongs to the realm of possibilities, encompassing what could occur
(Aristotle in Halliwell, 1987; see also Appel & Richter, 2007). Works of fiction do not aim to
provide information or detailed world knowledge; they are a product of imagination, and can
thereby describe different times, places and even realities (Apple & Richter, 2007; Oatley,
1999; Philips, 1995). Therefore, Aristotle stated that history or facts are about the particular,
whereas fiction represents the universal (335 BC; trans. 1996).
To some extent, fictional narratives are always tied to the factual world, since they are
rooted in reality, and often consist of a mix of true facts and imagined elements, thereby
creating an experience of verisimilitude, or truth-likeness (Apple & Richter, 2007; Bruner,
1986; Philips, 1995). Since some non-fiction accounts, for example autobiographies, can
contain fictional elements, the boundaries between fiction and non-fiction are not always clear
(e.g. Oatley, 1999; for postmodern critiques on the distinction between fiction and non-fiction
see, e.g. Ricoeur, 1984). Nevertheless, fiction and non-fiction have been considered to be
different in their intentions, where non-fiction is written with an informative purpose, and
fiction serves imaginative and emotional functions (e.g. see Oatley, 1999).
Secondly, narrative can be defined as “the representation of real or fictitious events
and situations in a time sequence” (Prince, 1982, p.1; for an overview see also Rudrum,
2005). This and other definitions of narrative share two important elements: fabula and sjuzet,
where fabula refers to the ‘raw aspects’ a story is based on and suzjet to the representation
and manipulation of these aspects, giving meaning to these events (e.g. Bal, 2009).
Fundamental to a narrative is also that there is a narrator, a person who tells the story, but who
does not necessarily coincide with the author (Bal, 2009). Additionally, narratives need
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interlocutors to give meaning to a story; in the case of books, readers who actively construct,
and thereby even re-write the story they read (Alvarez & Merchan, 1992; Bal, 2009). Even
though non-fictional narratives have been studied in social contexts, such as organizational
culture (e.g. Humphreys & Brown, 2002), it is difficult to completely separate them from
fiction because even though they reflect real life, they are still constructed by narrators
(Bruner, 1986).

2.1.2 Narrative impact
Researchers of a variety of scientific disciplines have explored the effects of reading fictional
stories, for example in behavioral sciences (e.g. Green, Strange & Brock, 2002), cognitive
psychology (Marsh, Meade & Roediger, 2003), communication studies (Appel, 2008; Appel
& Richter, 2010) and even medicine (McLellan & Jones,1996). These studies have found that
reading narrative fiction can serve as a powerful tool for persuasion (Green & Brock 2002;
Wheeler, Green & Brock, 1999), and can be used for bibliotherapy (MacCullis & Chaberlain,
2013). There is growing evidence that reading narrative fiction can enhance interpersonal
skills and foster empathy in readers (Bal & Veltkamp, 2011; Ferrari, Westrate & Petro, 2013;
Kidd & Castano, 2013; for an exception see Dijkstra et al., 2015). Additionally, stories often
revolve around ethical or moral dilemmas and since readers have to infer the motives and
emotions of the characters, stories have been found to increase ethical awareness and altruistic
behavior (Hakemulder, 2000; Kaufman & Libby, 2012). Therefore, literature or complex
stories are used to improve moral awareness and reasoning skills, for example in business
school education (Sucher, 2007).
Besides understanding others, narrative fiction has shown to impact people’s sense of
self (Djikic et al., 2009; Fialho, 2012; Sikora, Kuiken & Miall). For instance, ShedloskyShoemaker, Costabile and Arkin (2014) found that self-expansion occurs in people are
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exposed to fictional characters if these participants were transported –or absorbed - into the
narrative. In other studies, people expressed transforming experiences when they read books
(Ross, 1999). Sabine and Sabine (1983) interviewed a sample of 1400 Americans, asking
them what books had made a difference in their lives and concluded that stories initiated
powerful changes in the self (Sabine & Sabine, 1983). The next sections will explore the
processes underlying narrative impact on the self, introducing a conceptual model that is
grounded in Dialogical Self Theory.

2.1.3 Dialogical Self Theory
This chapter conceptualizes the processes that underlie the impact of narrative fiction on the
self from the perspective of Dialogical Selves Theory (DST; Hermans, Kempen & Van Loon,
1992; Hermans & Kempen, 1993; Hermans, 2014; 2001). DST perceives the self as a society
of I-positions, which are distinctly different from another, but are part of a person’s inner
dialogue. They include both social and personal positions, such as ‘me as a perfectionist’, ‘me
as a dreamer’, ‘me as a parent’, ‘me as a sports fan’, ‘me as an ambitious employee’ or ‘me as
a reader’, and they can be closely connected but also represent strongly contrasting positions.
DST is partly founded on William James’ (1890) notion of ‘I’ of ‘Me’ and ‘Mine’,
where the ‘I’ (the self-as-knower) reflects on the ‘Me’ (the self-as-known) that incorporates
elements, roles or people belonging to oneself, as the ‘Mine’ (see also Hermans, 2001). DST
also has roots in the work of literary critic Bakhtin (1929/1973) who used the metaphor of the
polyphonic novel to describe the work of Russian novelist Dostoevsky, which in Bakhtin’s
vision consists of various independent authors or voices. Inspired by both theories, DST
combines the notion of a unity or centrality of self – the ‘I’ of James – that keeps a person’s
identity together, with the discontinuity and multiplicity of different selves or I-positions as
presented in Bakhtin’s polyphony, that underlies decentering movements of the self.
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“The I fluctuates among different and even opposed positions, and has the capacity
imaginatively to endow each position with a voice so that dialogical relations between
positions can be established. The voices function like interacting characters in a story.”
(Hermans, 2001, p.248).
Key to DST is the importance of dialogue: via interpersonal or intrapersonal dialogue
different positions within the self can be inhabited or even developed (e.g. Hermans, 2004).
The dialogical self is in flux and the DST framework can therefore incorporate innovation and
transformation of the self (Gonçalves & Ribeiro, 2012).

2.1.4 Meta-position of self
The different I-positions within a person are connected through dialogical relationships and
they exchange experiences and knowledge about their respective ‘Me’ (Hermans, 2014). This
contributes to a “complex, multivoiced, narratively structured self” (Hermans, 2014, p.139).
In daily life, people move from I-position to I-position. Coalitions of the most dominant Ipositions work together producing thoughts, feelings and behavior. Yet, people are often not
aware of the I-positions and dialogical structures that underlie these processes (Hermans,
2014). DST is often used in counseling, where the therapist and client try to create an
overview of different I-positions that work together in a maladaptive fashion – this overview
is also called a dialogical space (Hermans, 2014). In order to gain insight into the self, or to
obtain a ‘helicopter view’ people can adopt a meta-position. According to Hermans (2014,
p.147), “the meta-position can be described as an overview of a greater variety of specific
positions, including their mutual links and associated voices”. This position, which is crucial
for a deepened understanding of the self, is often the aim of counseling, but it can also be
achieved by internal dialogue (Hermans, 2014).
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2.1.5 The external domain of self and society
The core of the society of selves in DST – the internal domain of self - can be depicted as
various I-positions that are in contact with another (e.g. Hermans, 2014). In addition, to
incorporate the representation of others within the self, DST has conceptualized the external
domain of self (e.g. Hermans, 2001; 2014). The external domain of self is still part of a
person’s self, yet, it consists of other people, either real or imaginary, that occupy positions in
the multi-voiced self (Hermans, 2001; 2014). These positions or selves do not encompass
‘actual’ others, but they are personal interpretations of them that have become part of people’s
self. The external domain allows people to gain alternative perspectives on the world, as if
one momentarily steps into the shoes of another person.
Often, important people for a person’s identity reside in this domain, for example
parents, partner, friends and colleagues, but new persons – also imaginary or non-real people
– can enter this space within the self (Hermans, 2014; 2001). For example, a projection of a
counselor can often be found after several counseling sessions (Hermans, 2014). Applied to
the context of religious narrative experiences, an important or influential character that can
occupy a position within the extended domain of self is Jesus. An example of this is the ‘What
would Jesus do?’ movement, whereby people actively reason from their interpretation of
Jesus and the Bible.

2.1.6 The self as a structure of circles
In Hermans (2014) the internal domain of self can be seen as the core circle of the self.
Around this semipermeable circle is the extended domain, which is still part of the self but
less close to the core and which is depicted by another permeable circle around the core circle
(e.g. Hermans, 2001, 2014). Positioned around this is society – the environment people live in
and the social and cultural influences this environment exerts on them. The changeable nature
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of self by external influences on both the internal and external domain of self is represented
by the permeability of these domains. Media at large, and fictional narratives in particular,
will reside within society. Yet, the previously described impact of fictional narratives on
identity and self shows that fictional characters or the fictional world can become part of the
self-domain. Additionally, the mental process of story refiguration and the interaction with
literary or complex stories might induce or contribute to a meta-position of self, the position
that promotes in-depth self-reflection via a dialogical space.

2.2 THE IMPACT OF FICTIONAL NARRATIVE EXPERIENCE
ON THE DIALOGICAL SELF
This chapter proposes a theoretical model conceptualizing the influence of fictional narrative
experience on the dialogical self. Figure 2.1 shows the internal domain of self, the external
domain of self and the societal surroundings (as in Hermans, 2001; 2014). The lines of these
are permeable, signifying the influence of one domain on the other and on the domains on the
separate selves or I-positions. The (possible) dialogue between the selves or I-positions is
represented by the dotted lines. The left side of the model depicts the fictional narrative
experience, such as reading a novel or a short story or watching a movie. Fictional narratives
reside in society, however, fictional narrative experience can influence or enter the domains
of self. This influence is conceptualized through three different pathways: the personal,
cultural and reflective pathway. First, the personal pathway shows how fictional characters
can enter the external domain of self and thereby expand the self. In addition, fictional
characters might represent or become possible selves - “individuals' ideas of what they might
become, what they would like to become, and what they are afraid of becoming” (Markus &
Nurius, 1986, p.954) - that form a closer relationship to one or more I-positions of the internal
domain. Second, the cultural pathway shows how the fictional world and narrative structures
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used in stories can influence interpersonal and intrapersonal dialogue and thereby change
identity. Third, the reflective pathway explains

Figure 2.1 Changes in the dialogical self by a fictional narrative experience

The left side of the model depicts the fictional narrative experience, such as reading a
novel or a short story or watching a movie. Fictional narratives reside in society, however,
fictional narrative experience can influence or enter the domains of self. This influence is
conceptualized through three different pathways: the personal, cultural and reflective
pathway. First, the personal pathway shows how fictional characters can enter the external
domain of self and thereby expand the self. In addition, fictional characters might represent or
become possible selves - “individuals' ideas of what they might become, what they would like
to become, and what they are afraid of becoming” (Markus & Nurius, 1986, p.954) - that form
a closer relationship to one or more I-positions of the internal domain. Second, the cultural
pathway shows how the fictional world and narrative structures used in stories can influence
interpersonal and intrapersonal dialogue and thereby change identity. Third, the reflective
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pathway explains how complex, thought-provoking or literary narratives can challenge people
to such an extent that they move to a meta-position of self-reflection, constructing an
overview over different I-positions or selves.
While the arrows form left to right represent the three different pathways through
which a fictional narrative experience can lead to identity change, the line from the self
towards the fictional narrative experience represents a feedback loop that reflects the process
of refiguration of the story (Alvarez & Merchan, 1992) and the mental models and frames that
contribute to the understanding and the personal experience of a fictional narrative (Bal,
2009). The sections below will elaborate on each pathway, followed by a discussion and
recommendations for future research. Table 1 presents an overview of the three different
pathways and the underlying processes and their implications.

2.2.1 The personal pathway
When people experience a story, they have insight into the feelings, thoughts and motivations
of the narrator or different fictional characters (e.g. Bal, 2009). Fictional narratives can
thereby offer people inspiring role models or even alternative selves (Richardson & Eccles,
2007). The personal pathway in the model explains how stories can expand the self, by adding
an extra voice or I-position to the internal dialogue. In case of a very influential fictional
narrative (e.g. a person’s favorite book that they re-read several times) this extra voice may
remain as part of the self for a longer duration, but in other cases the dialogue might last
shorter. Our present postmodern era intensifies and accelerates the flux and flow of positions
in and out of the self-space (Hermans, 2001). Narrative fiction can contribute to this flux. The
model proposes two mechanisms by which fictional narratives can expand the self via the
personal pathway: role models and possible selves. See Table 2.1 for an overview of the
different pathways with examples.
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Pathway
Personal

Cultural

Reflective

Table 2.1 Overview of the three different pathways
Narrative
Process
Changes in Self
Examples
Impact
A fictional
Broadening
a) Adding a
What would Harry Potter
character
or expanding fictional role
do? What would Gandalf
becomes a
the self
model or guide in do?
guide, role
the external
model or
domain of Self
possible
b) Adding or
Undergraduate student: I
self.
activating a
have been watching Suits
possible self in
and now I realize I also
close relation to I- want to specialize in law
positions in the
internal domain
of self
The ideas
represented
in the
fictional
story world
or the
narrative
structures
influence
narrative
identity

Establishing
the structure
of
intrapersonal
and
interpersonal
dialogue

A complex
or thoughtprovoking
story or
literary
narrative
defamiliarizes
people from
their daily
routines

A dialogical
space is
created,
where a
meta-position
is adopted
that has an
overview of
different Ipositions and
their
dialogical
dynamics

a) Narrative
themes, e.g.
‘good’ versus
‘bad’ forces and
dominant story
metaphors
become
incorporated in
the self
b) Narrative
structures of
fiction are used
for constructing
identity
a) A deepened
understanding of
the self-domains
and I-positions

Harry Potter fan: I am
against Donald Trump, he is
like the bad Lord
Voldemort.

b) Recognizing
perspectives of
the coalition of
dominant Ipositions and
actively looking
for alternatives

In my job, I feel trapped
like Gregor, which is
related to dominant Ipositions of ‘me as fearful’
and ‘me as inferior’. How
can I adopt the I-positions
of ‘me as brave’ and ‘me as
open to new experiences’ at
work that are dominant
when I travel?
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Seeing a Hollywood movie
activates the part of myself
that believes that one day I
will find true love and my
happily ever after.
Reader of Kafka’s
Metamorphosis: different
characters in this story
represent different parts of
me. I feel trapped like
Gregor, but I am also
dominant towards others,
similar to Gregor’s father.

2.2.1.1 Fictional role models
Characters of novels or movies can become guides or role models, similar to the
representation of the father, mother or – in counseling situations – therapist in the external
domain of self (e.g. Hermans, 2014). When an inspiring fictional character enters the domain
of self, it is the personal interpretation and reflection a person has of this character that
influences the self. Similar to the process of social learning (Bandura, 1969) such an external
I-position can offer people an example of how to behave or think. Even though it seems
plausible that most of these external I-positions would be positive and inspirational, these
fictional role models could also be negative and serve as a prevention of ‘how not to be’, as
for example in a study by Lockwood, Jordan and Kunda (2002) who found that negative role
models are most motivating for prevention-oriented people. When powerful enough,
projections of fictional characters could enter the external domain of self and become part of
our identity.
The well-known example of What Would Jesus Do? as mentioned above, has been
extended to several fictional characters, often those with a wise character or strong moral
vision. Examples are: What would Gandalf do? (Lord of the Rings) and What Would
Dumbledore Do? (Harry Potter; see also Knudslien, 2015). Central to this concept is that this
fictional character becomes part of people’s identity, serving as guiding figure. When making
a decision or thinking about one’s behavior, the representation of this fictional character can
be consulted. While engaged in internal dialogue someone with Gandalf or Dumbledore in
their external domain of self, can reason and behave from this perspective.

2.2.1.2 Possible selves in fiction
A second mechanism in the personal pathway in which fictional narratives can impact the
self, is by showing people how life could be. When an individual becomes transported or
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absorbed into a story and experiences the world through the main character’s eyes, this
experience can affect the reader’s own life (Green & Brock, 2002). Fictional narratives can
thereby provide people with possible selves (Martínez, 2014). Central to the transition from a
fictional character to a possible self, is narrative identification, the “process that culminates in
a cognitive and emotional state in which the audience member is aware not of him- or herself
as an audience member, but rather imagines being one of the characters in the text” (Cohen,
2001, p.252; see also Liebes, & Katz, 1990; Igartua, 2010).
An I-position derived from or activated by a possible self would be of the structure
‘me as wanting to be like the story character’. For example, an undergraduate student who
was previously undecided about her future career, wants to specialize in law after watching
the drama series Suits, which portrays the daily life of people working at a law firm. In this
case, the fictional characters represent a desired or wished-for possible future work self (e.g.
see Strauss, Griffin & Parker, 2012).
Fictional characters can become possible selves by activating dormant I-positions
already present in the self or they can promote new I-positions. In many cases, possible selves
in fiction will activate or confirm existing I-positions, but they could also challenge people.
For example, in a longitudinal interview study, Richardson and Eccles (2007) found that
“reading allowed adolescents to explore possible selves – an interest in historical figures
helped one African American male to develop values resisting stereotypes of male or African
American, just as an African American female came to resist conforming to gender and racial
stereotypes in dress and occupational ambitions” (p.341). When the introduction of a new
possible self is so strong that it puts readers or viewers in a reflective state, they might move
from adding new selves though the personal pathway, towards a meta-position of self in the
reflective pathway (see below).
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Even though role models and possible selves are strongly intertwined (see also:
Lockwood & Kunda, 2002), possible selves are more closely related to I-positions in the
internal self-domain. In the theoretical model, therefore, the role models or guides described
above remain in the external domain of self, whereas possible selves derived from fictional
experiences are connected to the I-positions of the internal domain of self.

2.2.2 The cultural pathway
Narratives and culture are deeply intertwined (e.g. Berger, 1996; McCracken, 1998). On a
social level, the composition, telling and retelling of stories shapes cultures, including folklore
and popular culture (e.g. Bruner, 2003; Cawelti, 2014; Stephens & McCallum, 2013) and
organisational cultures in the workplace (Schein, 1996). On a personal level, the narrative
elements of people’s social environment and culture influence the construction of identity
(Vassilieva, 2016). In the model of figure 1, the box around the narrative structures is
especially permeable because of their reciprocal relationship with reality, stories express
verisimilitude (e.g. Apple & Richter, 2007) and reversely narrative fiction has an impact on
(popular) culture (Kellner, 2003; see also Munévar, 2016; Oatley, 1999).
Whereas the personal pathway will add selves or I-positions, the cultural pathway
influences the themes or structure of interpersonal and intrapersonal dialogue. A central
element to the dialogical self is how the dialogical process is organized and people’s social
and cultural environment plays a crucial role in this (Hermans, 2001). Fictional narratives, in
turn, are central to this environment. The cultural pathway of narrative impact influences the
self in two ways. First, the story themes influences people’s cultural beliefs and their social
identity - how they categorize their world - for example the dichotomy of ‘good’ versus ‘bad’
and beliefs in a just world that are often activated by stories (e.g. Appel, 2008). Secondly, it
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creates narrative story structures (e.g. plot, central themes) and metaphors that people use to
construct identity (e.g. Berger, 1996).

2.2.2.1 Narrative themes
In today’s world, the immense entertainment industry plays a significant role in popular
culture and in the lives of the people who consume these popular narratives (McCracken,
1998). These fictional narratives provide people with social categorizations and beliefs, for
example the belief in a just world (Appel, 2008). Reversely, popular narratives also offer
information about the culture or society in which they are created, reflecting social identity of
the main audience (McCracken, 1998). Furthermore, popular narratives often provide people
with predictability, by portraying traditional themes or dichotomies like a ‘heroes versus
villains’ or genres such as tragedy and comedy – already identified by Aristotle (384-322
B.C.) - which give people the means to create coherence in their sense of self (Berger, 1992;
McCracken, 1998). Thereby, fictional narratives provide people with social categorizations
embedded in narrative themes (McCracken, 1998).
Besides confirming collective stereotypes and beliefs, narrative fiction can also offer
people a new perspective or help them make sense of a new or historical political or social
situations, such as literature written after the South-African Apartheid regime (e.g. see
Moslund, 2003). Literary narratives, which are challenging by nature, often show themes,
ideas and concepts that diverge from the dominant culture and should therefore always be
‘foreign’ in some way (e.g. Saunders, 2001). The type of impact that narrative themes and
concepts – of both popular and literary fictional narratives - can have on people’s personal
identity is diverse and a research topic in itself. Therefore, a full exploration of this topic is
beyond the scope of this chapter.
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Some popular stories become so influential, that they become part of larger society
debates. An example of this societal impact is Harry Potter. Millions of fans have joined the
virtual world of Pottermore and newspaper articles have analyzed the Harry Potter books in
relation to real-world issues (see also Mutz, 2016). Recently, American President Donald
Trump has been compared repeatedly to Lord Voldermort (e.g. see Kickham, 2016). This
resonates with the clear portrayal of ‘good’ (e.g. Harry) versus ‘bad’ or ‘pure evil’ (Lord
Voldemort) in the story. When Harry Potter fans compare Donald Trump to this clear-cut evil
fictional categorization, they want to differentiate themselves from that person.

2.2.2.2 Narrative structures
Besides providing people with mental categorizations and narrative themes, stories can also
influence the way people structure their own life story, constituting the dialogical part of the
self (McAdams, 2001). In DST it is not only the I-positions that constitute the self, it is the
dialogical relationship between them forming a complex narrative identity (Hermans, 2001;
Salgado & Hermans, 2005). Culture provides people with the basis for their personal narrative
structures, such as metaphors, story archetypes, people’s own position in their self-story, or
the narrative plot (McAdams, 2008). For example, several studies have found that North
Americans tend to tell more self-focused memories compared to East Asians (Wang, 2001;
see also McAdams, 2008). Similar to the nature of the self, the narrative structures of self are
also dynamic and changeable over time (McAdams, 2008).
The narrative structures people develop during their childhood and use later in life for
the construction of identity are influenced by the narrative structures presented to them in
fictional narratives or literature (Ricoeur, 1992). For instance, Mar, Peskin & Fong (2010)
argue that reading fiction allows adolescents to “reason about the whole lives of characters,
giving them specific insight into an entire lifespan without having to fully lived most of their
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lives” (p.76). Fiction thereby can influence people’s suzjet – the organization and form of
their own narrative structures. This narrative organization underlies, for example,
autobiographical reasoning, which is central to the narrative construction of identity
(McAdams, 2001; Lilgendahl & McAdams, 2011). By using narrative structures people also
try to attribute meaning to the world around them, for example metaphors of life found in
fiction are often used for the understanding of real-life complex organisational phenomena
and experiences in the workplace (Cornelissen, 2005, Morgan, 1986).
One example of such a narrative impact is the redemptive story present in many
American movies and books, such as the film The Pursuit of Happiness, where the main
character faces several obstacles, but eventually he or she overcomes them and is a wiser,
happier person. The redemption story is often used in personal narratives to structure negative
events in such a way that they have a positive meaning: suffering will be redeemed
(McAdams, 2013). Another example is the search for ‘true love’ striving for a ‘happily ever
after’ that encompasses a large part of American Hollywood movies (Illouz, 1997). When a
single person is watching a romantic comedy, this will activate his or her search for one true
love and this ‘happily ever after’, if this narrative is incorporated into one’s I-positions.

2.2.3 The reflective pathway
The third pathway through which narrative fiction can influence the self is the reflective
pathway: de-familiarisation or novelty of story elements and insight into story characters can
put people in a meta-position. The meta-position is engaged in self-reflection and can be seen
as an I-position that assumes a ‘helicopter view’ over the different domains and dynamics of
the dialogue between different I-positions. The process of reflecting on the self from this
meta-position has been conceptualized as the emergence of a dialogical space. Similar to
Hermans (2014), the model in this chapter uses a semipermeable rectangular to represent this
dialogical space:
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“A dialogical space can be described as an invisible, in-between arena that has
semipermeable boundaries with its surroundings. It emerges when participants are involved in
interchanges in which experiences, insights and discoveries emerge that cannot be reduced to
one or the other party, but are the result of the generative verbal and nonverbal dialogical
process itself.” (Hermans, 2014, p.146).
A dialogical space can be achieved in dialogue with other people, but it can also
emerge as intrapersonal dialogue within one person (Hermans, 2014). Fictional narratives,
and art at large, are likely promote this dialogical space, because stories stimulate imagination
by offering people a safe arena to explore identity issues and possible lives (see also,
Hermans, 2014). This chapter distinguishes between two changes that can be achieved via the
reflective pathway. First, an increased self-awareness can be found through fictional
experiences and, second, based on these insights people can actively adopt or create new Ipositions to counteract dominant coalitions of self. The reflective pathway is most likely
activated by complex literature and thought-provoking stories. In addition, this pathway can
be linked to empirical studies showing that books can have counseling properties, such as
bibliotherapy (MacCullis & Chaberlain, 2013) by, for example, relieving depressive
symptoms in teenagers (Ackerson, Scogin, McKendree-Smith, 1998) and for group therapy
and development of life skills in prisons (Billington, 2011; Waxler, 2008).

2.2.3.1 Increased self-awareness
Literature and novel elements or ideas in narrative fiction can result in higher self-awareness
(e.g. Fialho, 2012). When this self-reflective state occurs, the person resides in a metaposition, reflecting on several different I-positions and the relationship between these
(Hermans, 2014). This happens when people, for example, read a book and suddenly see
themselves in a different light, seeing I-positions or connections between I-positions they
were not aware of. This is most likely to happen when a story is complex or in some way
challenging to the reader, such as in literary narratives (for a review see Koopman &
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Hakemulder, 2015). Kuiken, Miall and Sikora (2004) found for example that people
experienced “self-modifying feelings” after reading literature, which describe a deeper or
changed understanding of the self. They stressed, however, that such experiences do not occur
in every reader, and among the readers who do experience this, this does not happen every
time they read (Miall & Kuiken, 2002). The reflective pathway is therefore not commonplace.
There are competing views arguing either the objectivity of literary textual features
independent of the reader (see Miall & Kuiken, 1994) or stipulating that reading experience
defines what is literature across different readers (see Dixon, Bortolussi, Twilley and Leung,
1993). The model of this chapter accommodates the first view, recognizing that there are
certain elements of texts that will more often activate self-reflection. However, it particularly
stresses the second notion: which fictional narratives will induce self-reflection in a person
will always partly depend on the person who experiences them.
What most conceptualisations of complex stories have in common is the notion of
ambiguity that defamiliarises the reader: the reader is surprised by a novelty in the text, has to
slow down and make conscious effort to interpret the text (for an overview see Miall &
Kuiken, 1994). In foregrounding theory, the mechanism by which this is achieved is by
“deviations from daily language” (Hakemulder, 2004, p.194). The ambiguity requires more
mental effort, because the reader has to restructure story elements using problem solving
skills and active refiguration (Alvarez & Merchan, 1992; Bal, 2009; Beach & Hynds, 1991).
Increased insight into the I-positions can be achieved when, for example, someone is
reading the novella The Metamorphosis by Kafka. This literary classic tells the story of
Gregor Samsa, who gradually transforms into a horrible insect-like creature. A large part of
the story is about Gregors stay in his parents’ house and his problematic relationship with his
family, in particular his father. Perhaps this reader will recognize different parts of him or
herself in the story in the different story characters: ‘I feel trapped the situation Gregor is in,
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but I am also dominant towards others, similar to Gregor’s father.’ Being in a meta-position
creates this overview over several I-positions. This is different to narrative impact via the
personal route through which I-positions are added to the self, without a larger overview.

2.2.3.2 Looking for alternative I-positions
In some instances, people will go beyond merely attaining an increased self-awareness, they
will change their sense of self by trying to actively shift between I-positions, a state often
found in successful counseling (Hermans, 2014). Several studies have shown that empathetic
skills, such as perspective taking, can be promoted by literature reading (Kidd & Castano,
2013; Bal & Veltkamp, 2011). Whilst this skill can be used to understand others, taking their
perspective, it can be hypothesized that this mechanism could also increase perspective-taking
of different positions within the self.
An example of this, also based on Kafka’s Metamorphosis, can be found when the
story helps the reader realize dominant I-positions in one situation and motivates him or her to
replace them with other I-positions that are present in another context. A reader might think:
In my job and work environment, I feel trapped like Gregor, which is related to dominant Ipositions of ‘me as fearful’ and ‘me as inferior’. How can I adopt the I-positions of ‘me as
brave’ or ‘me as open to new experiences’ at work that are dominant when I travel?
Besides support by anecdotal accounts (e.g. Shirley, 1969), this type of change can be
regarded as the rarest form of all changes mentioned in this chapter. It is plausible that for
most people narrative impact like this can only be achieved with interpersonal dialogue, for
example in a reading group or with a counselor who uses stories for active discussion.

2.3 DISCUSSION
This chapter presented a model describing the processes that underlie narrative impact on the
self through the lens of dialogical selves theory. There are some additional points regarding
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the presented model that should be addressed. First, even though narrative impact is often
described as positive phenomenon, it is neither morally good nor bad. Via the personal
pathway, for example, unachievable, unrealistic or even morally wrong role models or
possible selves could influence people. The serial killer Dexter has for example inspired a 17year old fan to murder his girlfriend based on his wish to be like Dexter (The Guardian, 2014;
see also Donally, 2012). However, fictional narratives can also broaden the mind of the
reader, listener of viewer, when people become transported into narrative worlds experiencing
the lives of different people. This way, people can develop new possible selves countering
stereotypes (Lockwood et al. 2002).
Second, narrative fiction may have an impact on people, but this does not necessarily
challenge existing structures of the self or offer new insights. On a cultural level, stories
compete for dominance (McAdams, 2008) and the most popular fictional narratives are often
those that comply with the dominant culture, similar to the concept of power structures
underlying discourse described by Foucault (2012). On an individual level, the reinforcing
spirals framework (Slater, 2007) describes the impact of personal media selection to affirm
and maintain people’s social identity. It is important to address, that while all three pathways
can introduce changes to identity, broadenings people’s self- and world-image, the selfselection of affirming stories might also lead to the affirmation of the current self. Using
Hermans’ (2014) notion of centering and decentering movements of the society of I-positions,
people might choose affirmative stories, because they promote centering movements in the
self, creating coherence and organization between I-positions (see Hermans, 2014). However,
there is also ample empirical evidence showing stories can challenge people, even when these
stories are self-selected (e.g. as in Wigfield & Guthrie, 1997). The reflective pathway will
most often promote decentering movements, but also novel role models (personal pathway) or
stories that show counter-stereotypes (cultural pathway) can have the type of impact, which
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may cause initial chaos within the structure of I-positions. Similar to psychotherapy, new
insights retrieved from a meta-position will eventually lead to new centering movements and
a repositioned self.
Lastly, this chapter has not specifically elaborated on the influence of different types
or forms of fictional narrative (such as movies or books) or individual differences (like
openness to experience or reading habits) that influence narrative impact. Moreover, several
hypothetical and empirical questions remain to be explored, for example regarding the most
common I-positions that will be influenced by fictional narratives, or the influence of Ipositions that specifically address fictional narrative experiences, such as ‘me as a science
fiction fan’ or ‘me as a reader of complex literature’.

2.4 CONCLUSION
This chapter proposed a theoretical model conceptualizing the influence of fictional narrative
experience on the dialogical self. Three pathways were proposed through which narrative
fiction can change people’s identity: the personal pathway (through role models and possible
selves), the cultural pathway (through narrative themes and narrative structures) and the
reflective pathway (by increasing self-awareness and looking for alternative I-positions).
The objective of this chapter was to shed new light on the processes that underlie
fictional narrative impact on identity. Several aspects of this topic remain to be empirically
explored, but using a new paradigm to study this phenomenon - the concept of the Dialogical
Self – can lead to new insights into the power of stories, a topic that is at the core of society
and identity. In the words of American author Paul Auster (2010, p. 2), “human beings
wouldn't be human without narrative fiction”.
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3.
“WHAT WOULD DUMBLEDORE DO
AS A MANAGER?”
How fictional narratives
influence career identity

“In books I have travelled
not only to other worlds,
but into my own.”
Anna Quindlen

This chapter has been presented as Brokerhof, I. M., Bal, M., & Petri, D. (2020). Fictional
Narrative Experiences and Career Identity: How Stories Influence the Dialogical Work Self.
In Academy of Management Proceedings (Vol. 2020, No. 1, p. 20136). Briarcliff Manor, NY
10510: Academy of Management.
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ABSTRACT
This study explores the influence of fictional narrative experiences, such as reading
books or watching movies or television series, on people’s career identity. To
investigate this relationship, 20 semi-structured interviews were conducted with
young professionals from a variety of work disciplines, and 125 students wrote micronarratives and answered open questions in a qualitative survey. Fictional narratives
were related to changes in career identity through different mechanisms, such as (1)
strengthening or changing specific work-related I-positions through role modeling and
vicarious learning, (2) using narrative templates to structure the inherent temporality
of the self, and (3) encouraging individuals to assume a meta position and reflect on
the totality of I-positions. Different process facilitators were identified, such as
narrative transportation into the story world, identification with fictional characters,
and perceived truth-likeness or verisimilitude. The findings also indicate that fictional
narrative experiences are embedded into the previous narratives a person has
experienced (their personal narrative repertoires) and the fictional stories that
circulate in their culture at large (their cultural narrative repertoire). This study
contributes to the fields of narrative impact studies and careers research by
demonstrating that there are different mechanisms through which fictional narratives
can exert influence on career identity, that narrative experiences do not operate in a
vacuum but are rather embedded in a larger personal and cultural narrative repertoire,
and that narrative experiences create opportunities for identity play, whereby people
can experiment with different career identities.
Keywords:
Fictional narrative experience; Stories; Career identity; Dialogical self; Identity play.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
Franz Kafka once wrote: “a book is like a key to unknown chambers within the castle
of one’s own self.” Indeed, books, movies, and other fictional narratives can stimulate
people to explore their sense of self and identity (Djikic, Oatley, Zoeterman, &
Peterson, 2009), affecting emotions and cognitions (Miall & Kuiken, 2002;
Pennebaker, 1997), and beliefs (Appel, 2008). Additionally, narratives in general have
been linked to the construction of people’s career identity (Corso & Rehfuss, 2011;
Meijers & Lengelle, 2012), which has been conceptualized as a narrative practice
(McAdams, 2008; Meijers, 1998; Bruner, 2003), and a discursive phenomenon
(LaPointe, 2010). Narratives are at the core of shared culture (Bruner, 2003) as
individuals give meaning to the world and themselves by creating and experiencing
narratives (Cunliffe & Coupland, 2012; McAdams, 2008). A narrative can be defined
as “the representation of real or fictitious events and situations in a time sequence”
(Prince, 1982, p. 1). While all narratives can be perceived as a some form of fiction
because they are created from the perspective of a narrator (Ricoeur, 1984), we refer
to fictional narratives as stories that are created not for the purpose of telling truths or
facts, but for painting a picture of possibility and imagination - for what could be
(Aristotle 335BC, trans. 1996; see also Appel & Richter, 2007). Fictional narratives
are often expressed in the form of books, films, plays, and television series (Green et
al., 2003). Growing media consumption, while changing in form in favor of online
media (Kilian, Hennigs & Langner, 2012), results in an increased amount of fictional
narrative exposure. This may subsequently lead to changes in perceptions in both
people’s personal and professional lives.
Over the past two decades, the connection between narratives and careers and
organizational life has been investigated (Corso & Rehfuss, 2011; Lapointe, 2010).
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There is a growing body of research studying narrative fiction as an expression of
organizational culture (Boje, 1991), as a form of social and organizational analysis
(Watson, 2011), and as a means to investigate the relationship between literature and
organizational studies (De Cock & Land, 2006), exploring the use of literary devices,
such as metaphors, synecdoche, or irony, in organizational contexts (Cornelissen,
2005; Oswick, Keenoy, & Grant, 2002). Additionally, narrative devices have been
deemed to contribute to the construction of people’s career identity (Lengelle,
Meijers, Poell, & Post, 2013; McIlveen & Patton, 2007). Due to its complexity, career
identity has been described as dynamic and multifaceted, incorporating a dialogical
act of formulating, performing, and negotiating different identity positions (Lapointe,
2010). Narratives have been considered central to the concept of career identity. This
has been described as a discursive phenomenon (LaPointe, 2010) and a narrative
practice (McAdams, 2008; Meijers, 1998; Bruner, 2003).
Fictional narratives in novels, movies, or television series may exert influence
on a person’s career identity. For example, by portraying specific fields of work or
industries, such as finance (The Wolf of Wall Street; Wall Street), law (Suits; To Kill A
Mockingbird), politics (House of Cards; Scandal), police and detective work
(Sherlock Holmes), or medicine (Grey’s Anatomy), they could provide people with
ideas of how organizational life could be. Additionally, by depicting fictional
characters in specific industries, fictional narratives could offer people role models
(King & Multon, 1996) or inspire possible work selves (Richardson & Eccles, 2007).
Furthermore, fictional narratives could inspire people’s career identity by offering
them different narrative tools for developing, constructing, and formulating their
identity narratives (McAdams, 2008). Complex stories could promote a deeper
awareness of the self (Kuiken, Miall, & Sikora, 2004), helping people to unravel
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hidden complexities in their career identity. Based on previous research, we can thus
expect links between fictional narrative experiences and career identity (Brokerhof et
al., 2018; Mar et al., 2008; Slater et al., 2014). While conceptual studies indicate that
fictional narratives could influence career identity in various different ways
(Brokerhof et al., 2018), little research has been conducted to empirically explore this
relationship.
Building on studies suggesting a link between fictional narratives and identity
change (Brokerhof et al., 2018; Djikic et al., 2009; Mar et al., 2008; Slater et al.,
2014), this study inductively explores the link between fictional narratives and career
identity. In-depth interviews and surveys with open questions were conducted to
uncover the mechanisms through which fictional narratives can shape or change
people’s career identity. We conceptualize career identity through the theoretical lens
of dialogical self theory, which considers identity as polyphonic, consisting of
multiple I-positions or selves (Hermans, 2001). We combine this theory with narrative
identity theory (McAdams, 2008), which refers to the narrative process of creating a
temporal coherence between these different I-positions. We thus define career identity
as the interactive structure of I-positions comprising a person’s self-definition in the
context of work and career, which guides career aspirations, motivations and
behavior. A person’s career identity provides direction, and can therefore be
compared to a compass (Fugate et al., 2004). Being able to form a constructive,
coherent career identity has been considered a fundamental component of
employability (Mcardle et al., 2007) - essential in finding employment (Meijers &
Lengelle, 2012) - as a factor enhancing work performance (Lobel & Clair, 1992), and
stimulating long-term career success (Corso & Rehfuss, 2011).
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This study contributes to the field of narrative impact and careers research by
exploring how books, movies, and television series are related to changes in people’s
career identity. The findings indicate that there are different mechanisms through
which narratives can influence career identity: (1) strengthening specific I-positions
through role modeling and vicarious learning; (2) using narrative templates to
structure the inherent temporality of the self; and (3) encouraging the assumption of a
meta-position of self and reflecting on the totality of I-positions. Different process
facilitators were identified, such as narrative transportation into the story world,
identification with fictional characters, and perceived truth-likeness or verisimilitude.
Furthermore, the findings of this study indicate that narrative experiences do not
operate in a vacuum, but are instead embedded in a larger personal and cultural
narrative repertoire that exerts influence on the self beyond one single narrative
experience. By linking the empirically derived mechanisms of narrative influence
(strengthening or changing I-positions, offering narrative templates, and stimulating
reflection) with three conceptually informed pathways of narrative influences
regarding identity change (personal, narrative, and reflective), we provide a new,
empirically grounded, theoretical model explaining how novels, movies, and
television series can contribute to the development of career identity.

3.2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Fictional narrative experiences have been conceptualized as imaginative activities
(Oatley, 1995). When people read a book or watch a movie, they become co-creators
of the story (Bal, 2009). It is as though there is a “semi-permeable membrane”
(Oatley, 1995, p. 55) between the reader and the narrative created by the author. The
reader, watcher, or listener can leave her own reality behind a be transported into a
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narrative world in a mental process similar to the state of flow (Green et al., 2004).
The narrative recipient then forgets the self by connecting, or even merging, with
characters, and upon her return from the narrative world back to reality, she can take
something of that narrative experience with her, altering her identity (Djikic et al.,
2009; Oatley, 1999; Slater et al., 2014) or enhancing her theory of mind (Kidd &
Castano, 2013). In this way, fictional narrative experiences can simulate mental
processes similar to learning from experience (Mar & Oatley, 2008; Oatley, 1995).
Temporary changes to the self due to reading a book or watching a movie
could evolve into long-term changes in self and identity (Slater et al., 2014).
Richardson and Eccles (2007) for instance showed that for readers, the story
characters in books and short stories can become possible future selves – “individuals'
ideas of what they might become, what they would like to become, and what they are
afraid of becoming” (Markus & Nurius, 1986, p. 954). The concept of future selves
has been applied in the context of work and careers, and in this context, a future work
self has been defined as: “an individual’s representation of himself or herself in the
future that reflects his or her hopes and aspirations in relation to work” (Strauss et al.,
2012, p.580). People can have multiple future work selves, which stimulate proactive
career behavior and guide career aspirations (Strauss et al., 2012).

3.2.1 The dialogical self and narrative identity
According to dialogical self theory, people’s identity is “complex, multi-voiced,
narratively structured]” (Hermans, 2014, p. 139) and has been conceptualized as a
multitude of different I-positions all in dialogue with each other (Hermans, Kempen
& van Loon, 1992). These I-positions include both social and personal positions as
well as character traits and roles and they can sometimes be contradictory; for
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example, “me as ambitious” and “me as idle”. This theory is rooted in the multiplicity
described in the work of literary critic Bakhtin (1973), who introduced the metaphor
of the polyphonic novel, whereby several independent voices are in dialogue. It can
also be linked to the notion of the ‘I’ (the self-as-knower) of psychologist William
James (1890), who reflects on the ‘Me’ (the self-as-known) and the ‘Mine’ (the self
who comprises different elements, people and roles). Hermans (2001, p. 248) wrote
that: “The I fluctuates among different and even opposed positions, and has the
capacity imaginatively to endow each position with a voice so that dialogical relations
between positions are established. The voices function like interacting characters in a
story.” In this theory, the self is in flux through the dialogue between the different Ipositions, or elements of the self. Psychotherapy and counseling have used dialogical
self theory to strengthen I-positions that are empowered and solution-focused,
simultaneously making people critically reflect on I-positions that are problem- or
illness-centered (Gonçalves & Riberio, 2012; Lysaker & Lysaker, 2002).
In the dialogical self, other people - real or imagined - can occupy advisory
positions in the multi-voiced self (Hermans, 2014). Significant others, for instance,
can reside in a person’s external domain of self, such as parents, family, friends, and
colleagues, yet, throughout life, other people can enter this part of the self, such as
counselors or therapists (Hermans, 2014). In accordance with this, fictional characters
could also become part of the self, as exemplified by the “what would Dumbledore
do?”-movement inspired by the Harry Potter books written by J.K. Rowling
(Knudslien, 2015; Brokerhof et al., 2018). In this movement, people try to imagine
what, Dumbledore, the fictitious, wise headmaster of Harry Potter’s school would do
in their situation. When people engage in self-reflection, they can take the position of
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a “helicopter view” also referred to as meta-position, from which they can oversee
multiple I-positions and their inner dialogue at once (Hermans, 2002).
Narrative identity theory suggests that the self tries to create a sense of unity by
connecting – and, at times contrasting - I-positions, cultivating a sense of selfcontinuity by linking life events within time (McLean, 2008; Singer, 2004).
Therefore, an individual’s narrative identity can vary across space and time
(McAdams, 2008), connecting different parts of the self and life events, evolving
throughout their life (Bauer et al., 2008; Ezzy, 1998). This narrative construction is
closely related to the general notion that human beings understand the world through
stories, including their own identities (Lucius-Hoene & Deppermann, 2000).
Important to narrative identity theory, as well as dialogical selves theory, is the notion
that a person’s identity is continuously shaped and is therefore capable of change and
that narratives can play an important role in this process (McAdams, 2008; Oatley,
1995). This dynamic quality has also been deemed important for career identity, as
people need to be able to flexibly respond to changes in personal employment and
their organizational environment (LaPointe, 2010). Narrative strategies have been
shown to bridge the need for coherence and ambiguity (Hoyer & Steyaert, 2015).

3.2.2 Fictional narratives and career identity
Personal identity and career identity are largely intertwined (Corso & Rehfuss, 2011;
Dorn, 1992; Lapointe, 2010; Mcardle et al., 2007). Since a person’s work and career
often occupies an important part of their life, many central I-positions are work- or
career-related (Hermans, 2002). According to Lapointe (2010), the dynamic concept
of career identity is largely a discursive act, through which work-related identity
positions are articulated, performed, and negotiated. During this process, people
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create their own career identity narratives (Lengelle et al., 2013), which assist in selfreflection and stimulate the critical development of a person’s career identity,
affecting their work and career (Meijers & Lengelle, 2012). Central to the concept of
career identity is the fact that it gives people direction when navigating the complex
landscape of careers, functioning as a compass and helping them direct themselves
towards different career opportunities (Fugate et al., 2004; Mcardle et al., 2007).
Having a well-developed career identity is considered especially relevant in the
context of the modern job market because people’s careers usually no longer evolve
within the boundaries of a single organization (Arthur & Rousseau, 2001; Arthur,
Khapova, & Wilderom, 2005). This makes careers less externally defined and more
reliant on career identity, which can guide a person’s employments decisions, offering
direction to their career paths (Fugate et al., 2004; Mcardle et al., 2007).
Previous studies have identified different ways though which fictional
narratives can influence identity and, therefore, also impact upon career identity
(Brokerhof et al., 2018; Djikic et al., 2009; Green et al., 2003; McAdams, 2008).
Firstly, fictional characters could be perceived as role models (as in the “What would
Dumbledore do?” movement) or possible selves (when people want to pursue a
similar future career or job as a fictional character; see Richardson & Eccles, 2007).
Another way in which fictional narratives could influence people’s career identities,
would be through the narrative devices these stories offer. Plots, themes, and
metaphors could help people to organize their inner dialogue and life story
(McAdams, 2008), constructing their career identity (Bolton, 1994). Finally, previous
research has suggested that complex narratives can encourage people to engage in
self-reflection (Miall & Kuiken, 1994). When applying this to the lens of dialogical
selves theory, this suggests that fictional narratives could encourage people to adopt a
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meta-position of self, critically evaluating both I-positions and the dialogue between
them (Hermans, 2014).
This study will empirically investigate the relationship between fictional
narrative experiences and people’s career identities and work-related parts of the self.
As this is an explorative study in an emerging research field, data collection will rely
on in-depth interviews with young professionals and qualitative surveys with
university students. This sample is comprised of people at a formative age, during
which career identity development has been considered especially prominent
(Kerpelman & Schvaneveldt, 1999; Lengelle et al., 2014; Meijers, 1998). For students
and young professionals, the development of career identity is important when it
comes to making early career decisions and maintaining study motivation (Lengelle et
al., 2014). The main research question of this study is: How are fictional narrative
experiences related to changes in the career identity of young professionals and
students?

3.3. METHODS
3.3.1 Research design
Given that our inquiry deals with processes of subjective experience, interpretation,
and the inner complexities of career identity formation, we adopted a social
constructivist approach (Collins, 2010). In an inquiry of this kind, theory is built
based on recurrent patterns in the data that are indicative of a set of mechanisms that
link narrative experiences with multifocal processes of career identity (i.e., theoretical
induction; Ketokivi & Mantere, 2010). To this end, our study exposes two data sets:
in-depth interviews with young professionals and open questions and micro-narratives
in a qualitative survey with business school students. The semi-structured interviews
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were used to exhaustively assess the dynamics of different ways of narrative
influence, leaving space for varying individual perspectives, stories, and opinions
(Harrell & Bradley, 2009; Hove & Anda, 2005). Specific questions were employed to
answer the research question, along with more open-ended queries, allowing space for
the emergence divergent viewpoints across professionals, experiences, and industries
(Whiting, 2008). In the second data set, students were asked to answer open essay
questions and write micro-narratives in an online survey. Questions in the qualitative
survey built upon the findings of the interview study, exploring whether or not the
patterns emerging from the interviews were also empirically grounded in a larger
sample with students, simultaneously encouraging participants to explore the
questions in more depth and add additional information that they deemed to be
relevant. The combination of both data sets allowed us to explore the relationship
between fictional narrative experiences and career identity thoroughly and from
multiple perspectives. The interview data and survey data were used to lay the
empirical foundations on which a new model, based on theoretical induction, could be
built.

3.3.2 Sample and procedure
The sample consisted of 20 young professionals and 125 business school students.
The sampling procedure was purposive (Ritchie et al., 2013) and young people were
targeted because previous research has indicated that career identity development is
especially prominent during adolescence and young adulthood (Kerpelman &
Schvaneveldt, 1999; Meijers, 1998). The interview sample consisted of 11 female and
9 male participants, with an average work experience of 2.15 years (ranging from 1 to
4 years) and an average age of 24 (ranging from 21 to 28). The young professionals
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had less than 5 years of work experience and had a variety of professions, consisting
of management consultants, risk managers, digital marketers, sales and project
managers, researchers, psychologists, customer service representatives, lawyers, and
HR professionals. The organizations that participants worked in included educational
institutions, public trading companies, startups, consulting firms, and governmental
and EU-institutions.
The 20 semi-structured interviews took place in 2018 and were conducted
face-to-face (9 interviews) or via Skype (11 interviews), based on the location and
availability of the interviewee. The average duration of the interviews was 41 minutes
(ranging from 36 to 50). After a brief introduction, 12 open in-depth questions were
asked. The questions in the interviews focused on the different ways in which
fictional narrative experiences can influence career identity, exploring diverse
methods of possible influence (as in Brokerhof et al., 2018) and spanning a variety of
theoretical stances 1. The interview protocol can be found in Appendix 3A. At the
beginning of the interview, participants were told that they could skip questions or
stop the interview at any time. Alongside these questions, there was space for the
participants to bring in their own ideas, to elaborate on questions, and uncover
personal experiences. A pilot interview was conducted and the questions and the
structure of the interview were refined. Based on this, a short preparation question
was created, asking the participants to think of some of their favorite narratives and
characters in advance, allowing for an in-depth discussion during the interview.
The second data set consisted of 125 business school students enrolled in a
business administration bachelor program at a Dutch university. In the sample, 64%
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Including dialogical selves theory (Hermans, 2014); possible selves theory (Strauss et al.,
2012); narrative identity theory (McAdams, 2008); literary studies (Bakhtin, 1973); and narrative
impact studies (Djikic et al., 2009).
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were male and 36% were female, with an average age of 19.5 years (ranging from 17
to 33). The study took place at the start of 2020 and students received research credits
for their participation. The study was conducted in accordance with the ethical
standards of the university. Prior to the study, students received information on their
participation rights and gave informed consent. The open essay questions assessed the
different ways in which fictional narratives could shape participants’ career identity
and students were encouraged to reflect on different aspects of narrative influence.
Extra questions were added based on the interview study. The open questions of the
qualitative survey can be found in Appendix 3B.

3.3.3 Data analysis
Interviews were transcribed verbatim and were subsequently analyzed in Atlast.ti,
whereby codes were identified and refined in a circular process. They were then
categorized and grouped, formulating broader second order themes. Overall, the
analysis method consisted of theoretical induction, whereby inference is
contextualized and simultaneously linked to theory. This method considers empirical
inference and theoretical explanation to be intertwined (Ketokivi & Mantere, 2010).
The second data set was also analyzed in Atlas.ti, and, in a similar fashion, it was
analyzed by theoretical induction to gain a broader perspective of the theoretical
model.

3.4 ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
This section will provide an in-depth analysis of how fictional narratives facilitate
career identity change. In the empirical data, we identified three distinct mechanisms
through which narrative fiction could influence the self: (1) adding new or
strengthening existing I-positions through role modeling and vicarious learning; (2)
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using narrative templates to structure the inherent temporality of the self; and (3)
encouraging individuals to assume a meta-position of self and reflect on the totality of
I-positions. These mechanisms were not equally common amongst the participants.
Two elements of fictional narrative experience appeared to play a part in narrative
influence: the body of narratives an individual had personally experienced, which we
labelled an individual’s personal narrative repertoire, and the perceived impressions
of fictional narratives via others in the social environment, which we labelled the
cultural narrative repertoire, which included, for example, a movie the participants
had not seen themselves, but had heard about from friends or family. Additionally,
different process facilitators were identified: narrative transportation into the story
world, identification with fictional characters, and perceived truth-likeness or
verisimilitude. Figure 3.1 shows the conceptual model based on the analysis,
portraying the broadened notion of fictional narrative experience, the three different
mechanisms of identity change and the process facilitators. Appendix 3C contains a
table with the fictional narratives mentioned in the cited quotes.

3.4.1 Changing or strengthening career-related I-positions
Participants indicated that fictional characters inspired new or strengthened existing
career-related I-positions. Overall, vicarious learning from fictional characters
emerged as the most prominent mechanism through which fictional characters
facilitated identity development by being perceived as role models or becoming
possible work selves. The majority of interviewees (90%) and survey participants
(92%) had experienced this mechanism. Participants described career role models in
three key domains: (1) work conduct and skills; (2) leadership, and (3) inspiration and
resilience. Additionally, participants experienced fictional characters as possible
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selves. Several participants even reported that they had made career decisions based
on their narrative experiences.

3.4.1.1 Fictional role models: work conduct and skills
Several participants reported that they saw fictional characters as personal role models
based on their exemplary work behaviors, attitudes, and skills. A teacher (Interview
Participant 16) mentioned the behavior of a fellow teacher in the movie The Class:
“…when, before the exams, she goes and picks up the kids to make sure that
they go to the exams and receive their qualifications. So she is not only a
teacher, but takes care of the kids as a head of class, and acts as a protector of
the children (…) And I really looked up to this character, even though I think I
could never grow up to how she was as a teacher. Because I am not enough
for this.”
Role models in fictional narratives also provided positive examples of personal work
skills, such as conflict management, encouraging colleagues, caring about others, and
cooperation at work. A psychologist (Interview Participant 17) highlighted the
therapist’s way of approaching clients in the series Therapy:
“But he is very sensitive, he pays very close attention to his patients, and he
has the academic and professional knowledge that enables him to ask great
questions and reflect back to the patient. (…) [My mission is to give] this kind
of guidance, that I am with the patient and I provide them with the space and
time where they can work on their problems (…) And they facilitate their own
change, for which I provide the mental and intellectual space.”

3.4.1.2 Fictional role models: leadership
The majority of the interviewees identified a fictional leader that served as a specific
example of how they would like to organize their subordinates and teams if taking on
a supervisory position in the future. A digital marketer’s (Interview Participant 8)
example from Parks and Recreation focuses on people management:
“She [Leslie Knope] tries to make the best of everyone, and so she is very
open to everyone. So that's why I like her, and that's why I think she is a very
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good example of a good boss. (…) I think it is very important that the worker
feels valued. And it is very important, as well, to get open feedback.”
This was also found in the survey data. Many female participants specifically
mentioned empowered women in fictional narratives as leadership role models. In this
context, mostly television series, such as Suits, Dynasty, Girl Boss, and Gossip Girl,
were mentioned. Survey Participant 53, for example, wrote:
“Blair Waldorf from Gossip Girl inspired me to be a boss lady. In a sense she
was a work role model, as she got her things right and done in whatever way
she needed them to be done (…) It felt powerful to put myself in her shoes.”
Survey Participant 94 wrote:
“The character that inspired me the most career-wise would be Miranda
Priestly from Devil wears Prada, I watched that movie over 10 times now, and
the qualities that I love about her, and thus, things I would like to achieve in
my life and future career are her confidence, bossiness, priorities hierarchy,
straight-to-the-point work attitude and many more (…) The greatest thing I
admire about Miranda is her (…) devotion towards her work.”
Leadership role models also brought forth negative examples, especially in the
interviews, in which participants mentioned leadership examples they did not want to
follow. Regarding the leadership style of Dumbledore in Harry Potter, Interview
Participant 14 commented that Dumbledore was an anti-role model:
“So Dumbledore, a very romantic man, threatens the lives of all his
subordinates, as well as the lives of his underage students, he doesn’t share
information, even when it could save lives because he's very mysterious. He
basically created reckless endangerment to all stakeholders [laughs]
throughout 7 books (…) And basically, [with my high school teacher] I felt
just like with Dumbledore, that he wasn't acting to meet the needs and
interests of his students, but instead to stroke his own ego.”

3.4.1.3 Fictional role models: inspiration and resilience
More general personality and character traits of fictional characters were also often
mentioned. Participants expressed that they admired particular traits that they could
apply in their work and career. The fictional characters mentioned in this context
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inspired participants, who often highlighted their bravery and resilience. For example,
introducing her favorite childhood animated movie and character, Mulan, a regional
sales and project manager (Interview Participant 10) noted:
“…but if there is real danger, you can do it, and Mulan was the same: in
order to protect her dad, she did everything she could, and it's not even
necessarily identification, but more like, I want to be like her. (…) Because
she is always as brave, as brave I want to be.”
Fictional characters sometimes offered support to participants for an extended period
of time, like Hermione in Harry Potter did for Survey Participant 46 when she went
through high school:
“Hermione from Harry Potter, both in the books and the movies showed that one can
remain smart and keep friendships. For me, she has become a role model because she
helped me through the stages of high school as you could relate to her in the entirety
of her high school experience. Even though her experience was in a magical world,
you can relate to her in the 'normal' things she went through, (…) She is a very
interesting and headstrong character, who grew over the period of the books/ in the
time that she got older and therefore, she can be really good to relate to and it is easy
to put yourself in her shoes.”
Finally, fictional characters did not have to be human to be considered inspirational
role models. Survey Participant 34 was, for example, inspired by an animated rat in
Ratatouille:
“The rat in Ratatouille followed his dream no matter what happened. I never
went through that myself, but it made me think about what I want to do most.
Perseverance is something I would like to copy. I liked that he really chased
his dream and gave everything up for that. It felt good to put myself in his
shoes.”

3.4.1.4 Fictional characters as future work selves
Participants also mentioned characters that became part of their career identity,
influencing their desires for a future career and career plan. Such fictional characters
can be considered future work selves, shaping career decisions and behavior. Many of
these examples showed temporal instability that were prominent at earlier stages of
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the participant’s life and had faded away since, but several remained. For example, a
management consultant (Interview Participant 3) and a risk manager (Interview
Participant 5) had both been inspired by television series (House of Lies) and movies
(The Big Short) to enter their respective professions, which they were still actively
practicing at the time of the interview. Students in the survey sample also mentioned
basing their field of study partly on movies or television series. An example is Survey
Participant 63:
“Most of the stories that have inspired my career were real-life businessbased stories, such as The Wolf of Wall Street, The Big Short. Watching such
movies has inspired me of studying Business [sic.].”
Sometimes, students mentioned starting a study program and quitting it after they
realized that reality differed from their expectations based on fictional representations.
In several instances, students mentioned that they had started a law program based on
assumptions from the series Suits. For example, Survey Participant 97 said:
“The series How to get away with murder and Suits, influenced my life.
Because of those series I went to law school, but that didn't last. I loved the
series a lot and I thought I wanted do something like that, but in real life it
wasn't the same as I thought it would be. So, it lasted about a year, and it gave
me not everything I see would fit me as a person.”
This was also found in the interview sample, where a management consultant
(Interview Participant 1) explained that he had considered becoming a lawyer in the
past after having seen Suits, but then decided it was not for him after all:
“I mean, I really liked their [main characters Harvey’s and Mike’s] ability to
navigate the legal system, especially the legal aspects of finance. And what's
possible, and what's not. So I really liked that aspect. But ultimately, I decided
that I would never want to become a practicing lawyer.”
Several participants mentioned how putting themselves in the shoes of fictional
characters and their professions helped them to vicariously explore different possible
future work selves in a playful way. Sometimes, they still dreamed of a different
future career based on fictional narrative experiences. For instance, a neuroscientist
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(Interview Participant 15) who, after watching E.T. and, years later, Interstellar, was
inspired to become an astronaut and, at the time of the interview, still dreamed about
achieving this in the future. Other times, the exploration of different possible future
selves in fiction was merely described as a playful experience that did not last. For
example, a business school student (Survey Participant 23) wrote:
“The main character of the series The Good Doctor influenced me a lot. I
have doubted a lot about the studies I wanted to do. Medicine was one of the
studies that attracted me the most, Doctor Shaun Murphy inspired me to look
at that career path. But the character Elizabeth from the series The Blacklist
pulled me toward investigating and police type of work.”
Finally, while most fictional characters were considered desired future work selves,
participants sometimes also mentioned possible work selves that they were afraid of
becoming, like Survey Participant 48, who felt connected to the book character
Meursault, but hoped to avoid becoming him in the future:
“Meursault in The Stranger by Camus (…) his character is more of an
example of what I do not want to become, since a theme in the book is
existentialism and he's very numb and pessimistic of the world around him
(…) Meursault works in an office and does not elaborate on it probably due to
its mundaneness. (…) a trait that I did not admire in Meursault was his
inability to wake up from his detached perspective (…) There was a time
period when I was a teenager when I felt rather detached and unexpressive
towards my parents, that would probably be the closest time when I was like
Meursault.”

3.4.2 Using narrative templates to structure career identity
Participants also stated that they used ideas, themes, and metaphors of fictional
narratives to structure the different I-positions within their career identity. These
narrative devices provided ways of arranging their own life story. In the interviews,
this pathway was harder to assess than the influence of fictional characters, perhaps
due to the, at times, automatic nature of using narrative devices, such as themes and
plots, which could become internalized. In the survey, participants were asked to
write about their career identity in a micro-narrative, which allowed us to analyze the
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data for narrative themes and plotlines common in narrative fiction. Often, survey
participants appeared to use narrative elements of their favorite genre to construct
their own career identity narratives, indicating an internalized familiarity with the
congruent narrative devices. When analyzing narrative themes in career narratives,
three subthemes emerged: (1) good versus bad; (2) hard work and success; and (3)
work-life balance and meaningful work. Furthermore, three categories within
narrative plots surfaced: (1) from rags to riches; (2) resilience and personal growth;
and (3) breaking away. In the majority of cases, participants described their career
identity narratives in the form of a personal story, but sometimes participants divided
their narrative in specific chapters or, alternatively, they would draw their career plot
line with arrows and key words, such as Survey Participant 76, who started the micronarrative in the following way:
“I would get a good job, but then a lot of things go wrong, and I will fix all of
this (…) Good life --> drama --> better --> good life. Getting stronger and
more secure.”

3.4.2.1 Narrative theme: good versus bad
The conflict of good and bad, perhaps the oldest of all literary topoi, appeared in
multiple accounts; sometimes through an explicit organizational lens and sometimes
through personal career choices. Apart from the opposition of good and bad in
individual behavior, systemic oppositions emerged as well, such as the virtues and
wrongdoings of capitalism. A management consultant (Interview Participant 3)
addressed the topic directly when talking about The Lord of The Rings:
“I mean, obviously, right, deep down, it's a very simple question: the fight
between good and evil (…) I think there is definitely an inherent part of a
clash between capitalism, and what I would consider a good human nature.”
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The desire for choosing a good, noble career path, in which participants could help
other people, was also mentioned is this context by Survey Participant 84:
“I would work in politics or for the UN, I would travel all around the world
and help as many people as possible (…) helping people/children in poorer
countries.”

3.4.2.2 Narrative theme: hard work and success
Another dominant theme was that of hard work and having success. Students
mentioned, for example, that they were particularly inspired by hardworking,
successful fictional characters and that this theme also appeared to be dominant in
their career identity narratives. Survey Participant 83, for example, wrote that the
television series Friends and Gossip Girl were inspiring for her career narrative:
“(…) because I saw in both of them that hard work really pays off and that
office work can be fun. I saw that you can really work your way up and that
you sometimes just have try. They just give you a feeling like you can do it if
you really try.”
Hard work and success were often connected into one theme, in which hard
work ultimately resulted in success, as explained by Survey Participant 118, who
expected to:
“(…) be working hard and building up a career [in order to become] a
successful woman who works hard and finds her career important, I would
develop in my career by getting an important position in my job. (…) Major
themes in my career narrative would be a successful woman and hard work.”
The theme of hard work and success was often also connected to becoming an
entrepreneur; for example, by Survey Participant 101:
“I see myself as a successful entrepreneur in the future, I will experience
peaks and valleys, but I will end victorious.”
Success was also connected to wealth and money but, in some cases, it was explicitly
linked to living your full potential.
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3.4.2.3 Narrative theme: work-life balance and meaningful work
Lastly, work-life balance and meaningful work appeared as a theme sparked by
experiencing fictional narratives. For example, Survey Participant 74 first wrote how
he was inspired by the movie 8 Mile and how personal and family conflict can
interfere with people’s careers and vice versa. Later in his career narrative, he wrote
that he expected to become “a business man that works in a big city with a very fun
family” but that work problems would absorb all his time and this would cause
conflict with his family: “the family gets less attention and gets mad (…) [in the end]
I win the battle and focus on my family again.” At times, family and friends were
considered to interfere with career success. For example, in the narrative of Survey
Participant 81, who wrote:
“I would have a cool job that makes a lot of money, the main events would
have something to do with my family interfering with my career and me
standing before difficult choices regarding my norms and values.”
For other participants, it appeared they would switch careers after they started a
family. For example, Survey Participant 103 said:
“I would probably be a federal agent from NCIS or something like that, I
would love to help people and be active, but I know once I would start a
family I would switch to something more safe.”
Fictional narratives also stimulated people to see careers in the broader
context of other important facets of life. Survey Participant 45, for example, wrote
that he was inspired by:
“stories about the life besides work, it [these stories] made me think about the
fact you should do something you truly love to do and not for the money. Life
is short and you should do anything to be as happy as possible.”
This theme was closely tied to finding purpose in one’s work, as mentioned
by many interview participants. A management consultant (Interview Participant 2)
talked about The Old Man and the Sea:
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“And yeah, I mean it teaches a lot, like what matters? Only the achievement?
Or you only care about the end result? I mean that sort of things come into my
mind. Or why you should do such work alone? Why not rely on someone else?
(…) [Having purpose in my work is very important,] like, unless I don't find
some, I don't know, commonness, between the work and between my
personality, it's really hard to do.”

3.4.2.4 Narrative plots: from rags to riches
A dominant plotline that emerged in both the interviews and the surveys was the
theme whereby people start with nothing but work their way up to success, in line
with redemptive narratives, in which people turn misfortune into opportunity. We
labelled this theme “from rags to riches”. A lawyer (Interview Participant 20) cited
Annalise Keating’s redemptive story (from How to Get Away with Murder) and how
she worked her way up from a disadvantaged position:
“She is a typical strong, hardworking, independent woman who's come from a
poor, black, Midwest family, well, actually, from the South, but whatever. The
typical minority girl who can achieve big things in life, and have a law degree
from Harvard…”
A movie often mentioned in this context was The Pursuit of Happyness,
which was deemed a hopeful narrative structure: if you work hard enough you will
eventually be successful, even when you come from nothing. Survey Participant 122
also expected to start with nothing, but eventually succeed:
“In my career, I will start with nearly nothing, no help or anything, and I
would gradually achieve more, with a lot of setback along the way. (…) When
I will start to believe in myself, I will start making a career.”

3.4.2.5 Narrative plots: resilience and personal growth
Another common narrative plot described by the majority of Interview Participants
and Survey Participants was coping with hardships: the (in)ability to influence one’s
destiny and succeed against difficult odds. Eventually, these struggles would be
overcome, resulting in a “journey to becoming a better self” (Survey Participant 29).
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Survey Participant 94 wrote an elaborate career identity story, filled with metaphors
about overcoming personal struggle:
“I have always been in difficult mental situations, that, eventually got me to
the University and will get me to my dream job (…) From a difficult and
confusing childhood, to extremely dark teen years (…) that made me fearless,
stronger than ever, flying on the wings made of sorrow, darkness and silence.
First couple of chapters will illustrate, how, shortly after I escaped from my
dark place and moved to Amsterdam. (…) It continues with a beautiful story
of me finding a soulmate, (…) who open new horizons to me, and by
combining our ideas, we reach the highest point of the mountain of success.”
The topic of resilience and personal growth was also commonly mentioned by female
participants, such as Survey Participant 42, who hoped to become a CEO, but
expected a lot of challenges related to being a woman in a man’s world:
“I would be an independent woman struggling to reach the top and fulfil her
goals in a work environment mainly populated by men. I would sometimes
make a mess and be seen as funny, with my head in the clouds or panicking for
little stuff, but in the end I would complete my works in an original and
effective way, maybe, with time, surpassing my colleagues and having them
recognizing my abilities, instead of being at war with them, to end with a
happily ever after workplace with me as a CEO ;)”

3.4.2.6 Narrative plots: breaking away
The final common plot we found could be defined as “breaking away”. Although less
common than the first two plots, the theme is distinct in describing how the
participant is stuck in life, often by their personal background, and then breaks free,
following their own path towards career success and happiness. An illustrative
example is that of Survey Participant 121, who writes:
“My story would be about a boy with migration backgrounds raised in a
household where financial freedom was not present. His parents really
pressure him to succeed in the way they want him to succeed. Firstly, he goes
the way his parents want him to. Later he realizes that way doesn't make him
happy. He decides to follow his own path and dream (…) He is struggling
with what way to go, He doesn't want to let go of family, but also not of
happiness.”
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Similarly, Interview Participant 15, a neuroscientist, always strongly related to the
story of Harry Potter growing up:
“especially the part where he was locked down in his room, under the
staircase, so I’ve always felt that I’ve been locked down, because of the
conservative society that I’ve been growing up alone, lonely.”
In the end, he left his family and country behind to make a new start as a student at
the University of Oxford. He added jokingly: “which is where the Harry Potter
[movie] was shot.”

3.4.3 Taking a meta-position of self
Finally, participants asserted how fictional narratives encouraged them to take a metaposition of self, reflecting on work-related I-positions and the narrative construction
of their career identity. Participants mentioned that this mechanism resulted in: (1)
increased self-awareness; (2) the conscious development of alternative I-positions;
and (3) critical moral reflection. While all interviewees evidenced deep reflection in
their responses to fictional narrative experiences, in the survey, 14% of the
participants (17 people) could not recall any reflective experience as a result of
watching or reading a fictional narrative.

3.4.3.1 Increased self-awareness
Identifying with a character made individuals self-aware of the negative
characteristics of the fictional person that they might share, resulting in a critical,
outside view of oneself. Talking about the character of Hermione in Harry Potter, a
customer service representative (Interview Participant 6) noted:
“I've always, you know, studied hard and got good grades, so [I was like her]
in that way. And similar to her, perhaps not to the extreme that she did it, so I
really hope I didn't irritate anyone [laughs], but in that, I was similar to her,
yes.”
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The majority of the interview participants described characters whose work behavior
reminded them of themselves. A risk manager (Interview Participant 4) saw herself
similar to Lucca Quinn from The Good Wife:
“She is a lawyer. (…) And I think she reminded me of myself because... She is
also very career focused, but also has empathy towards people. And even if
she keeps a bit cold, or keeps a distance, she is always there for people who
need her.”
Stories about serious personal or societal struggles made people more aware of their
own privileged positions. Survey Participant 115, for example, realized that always
striving for more, without appreciating what you have, is not always a path to
happiness:
“In the book De Aanslag [The Assault], which is a story about the second
world war, I realized that we are very lucky to live right now instead of that
time period. (…) we need to be happy that everything is quite steady in our
country and we need to be happy with what we got. Personally, I always want
to strive for more, but this made me realize that that is not always what will
make you happy, career-wise as well.”
Furthermore, Survey Participant 33 revealed that she often engages in reflection on
what is truly important in her life and career after engaging with fictional narratives
about illness and death:
“whenever I watch or read something about someone who is ill or dies, I
rethink my life, I start to appreciate my health and blame myself for not being
aware of how lucky I am that I am this healthy. It makes me appreciate every
moment we have, and even aim more for a career that I really enjoy and love.
In the end, you spend most of your life on this job or career, so it's crucial to
find a flow or drive.”

3.4.3.2 Looking for Alternative I-positions
Identifying with or being dissimilar to characters also prompted several of the
interview subjects to search for alternative I-positions; namely, trying to adopt or
avoid behaviors of characters they approved of or despised. Showcasing Forrest
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Gump’s exemplary attitude to life in the second part of the movie, an international
business student (Interview Participant 13) said:
“I really liked how positive he has become... And optimistic, because
personally, I am not, and I try to be like more positive, and optimistic. And like
he was, I don't know, everything, when he was really optimistic, everything
went the way that it should go, he didn't think too much outside like that.”
For Survey Participant 17, the poem The Giving Tree, by Shell Silverstein, was an
eye-opener. As a natural pleaser, she realized she did not always have to please
everyone as it might ultimately backfire and she wanted to develop alternative parts of
herself.
“The poem "the giving tree" basically just is a way for me to think about not
giving too much of myself to something or someone, and that it is not needed
to be a people pleaser all the time.”
She added that this poem had served as such a life lesson to her that she started to
recommend that her friends and family read it too.

3.4.3.3 Moral Reflection and Empathy
A third way in which fictional narratives influence career identity by making people
adopt a meta-position of self is when they encourage people to reflect on moral
questions and challenge them, looking at colleagues in a different light and
empathizing with them. For example, Survey Participant 48 mentioned confronting
himself with the lure of easy money and corruption after watching the movie War
Dogs.
“War Dogs stimulated reflection because it involves arms dealing. It made me
ponder whether I could live my life knowing I'd make a lot of money but
weapons exist to kill and are frequently used in wars. The hunger for money
was a theme that made me think and reflect on myself. Would I one day be
willing to be a lawyer laundering money or dealing weapons?”
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The movie made him realize how easily people can be attracted to quick money.
Upon reflection he realized he wanted to be “in a field of work that would benefit
society rather than harm it” and promised himself to not engage in shady business in
the future. Survey Participant 70 stated that critical stories and documentaries have
the potential to “make you think your brain out” about how important it is to make
ethical decisions and that part of setting up a new business idea always involves
ethical choices. Additionally, participants gained an understanding of other people’s
point of views, which stimulated them to reflect on their own working lives. For
example, Survey Participant 18 mentioned that he started thinking about his own boss
after watching the television series The Office:
“It sounds funny, but The Office actually made me change my insights on
some things. When I saw the first few episodes I thought: 'how is this funny,
and this boss is a horrible guy'. But then you see his perspective and
understand that everybody has their own life with their own problems that
affect their behavior. So it made me have more empathy and think about my
own boss, who probably has a lot more things to deal with then just managing
me”

3.4.4 Embeddedness of fictional narrative experiences
Many participants commented that their fictional narrative experiences were not
necessarily limited within the boundaries of one story, but that they were
contextualized and measured over time against other fictional narratives.

3.4.4.1 Personal narrative repertoire
Participants asserted that they were influenced by a body of fictional narrative
experiences, sometimes referring to this instead of to one specific story. Specifically,
interview participants drew connections or pointed out dissimilarities between
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different fictional narratives, embedding them in the context of their broader narrative
experiences. Furthermore, participants sometimes became aware during the
interviews that there was an underlying, broader theme in the stories or characters that
influenced them, facilitating further self-reflection. A lawyer (Interview Participant
20) talked about multiple intertextualities. Discovering a common theme in the
fictional narratives he liked most (Pére Goriot, The Heart, Antigone, and Forrest
Gump). He noted: “It's actually interesting that I didn't know that I was picking out
stories (…) with an ethical base, but it has also it's morality…”
We labelled the collection of people’s personal narrative experiences their
personal narrative repertoire. This repertoire stimulated reflection. For example,
Survey Participant 17 mentioned that she often watches dystopian movies because
she is fascinated to explore “how social systems can ruin the world and society
quickly.” When participants further elaborated on their personal narrative repertoire
during the interviews, they often adopted a bird’s-eye view of their experienced
narratives, making further observations about themselves. This illustrated the
temporal extensiveness of people’s personal narrative repertoire, in which single
fictional narrative experiences are embedded.

3.4.4.1 Cultural narrative repertoire
The broader – societal and cultural – embeddedness of fictional narratives, especially
for television series and movies, also emerged in this study, mostly during the
interviews. We labelled this people’s cultural narrative repertoire. This repertoire
encompasses the body of stories and representations in books and movies that are
related to perceived opinions about jobs, organizations, and industries. In the
interview data, people working in business and legal fields often thought their
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industries were negatively depicted in fictional narratives. Contrastingly, people
working in STEM fields, psychology, and academia perceived a mixed or positive
picture painted by narrative fiction. A management consultant (Interview Participant
1) reported a rather negative image that outsiders have of his profession:
“usually all the other movies that depict people in the business field focus
more on the amount of money that we make than why we are actually doing it.
So I'm personally not, I'm personally a consultant, not a hedge fund guy. But
even consultants are a lot of the times depicted as like these international jet
setting assholes [laughs].”
Contrastingly, a tour guide (Interview Participant 11) talked about an overwhelmingly
positive representation of her job in movies:
“I think they picture someone who is half human, half god. Because, in these
movies, it is so different that many times it doesn't depict real life situations.
So it doesn't show what you have to do when you get into a traffic jam... It
doesn't really show the real depths and reality, and I think people think that
for us, tour guides, this is a vacation.”
The cultural narrative repertoire could influence different narrative themes and
plotlines, while also promoting further reflection based on how outsiders might view
people’s professions. In some instances, fictional narratives influenced participants
even when they had not experienced these narratives personally, but had only heard
about them from friends or family. For example, Interview Participants 12 and 19
mentioned that they did not see The Wolf of Wall Street but were confronted with the
depiction of wealth and greed in the movie when they mentioned their jobs to people.

3.4.5 Process facilitators
Finally, the interview and survey data suggest that three process facilitators stimulate
fictional narrative influence: (1) narrative transportation, whereby people become
immersed in the narrative world; (2) identification with characters, including the
approval or disapproval of certain fictional characters or some of their character traits;
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and (3) perceived truth-likeness or verisimilitude, identifying the real-life
embeddedness of the narrative, creating a bridge between the imaginary and the real,
and making comparisons with other narratives or between fictional worlds.

3.4.5.1 Narrative transportation
In the interviews and surveys, most participants mentioned narrative transportation or
emotional immersion into the story world as important facilitators of narrative
influence. During narrative transportation, participants experienced a detachment
from the outside world and felt as if they were part of the story world. A digital
marketer (Interview Participant 7) mentioned having this experience when reading
The Lord of The Rings: “the author builds up the world very beautifully, and I could
really imagine myself being in that world.”
For some participants, experiencing narrative transportation was viewed as a
prerequisite for wanting to finish a book or movie. For example, Survey Participant
107 mentioned: “if the story doesn’t make me forget about my own life and [I will
not] be immersed in the lives of the characters, I will not be interested in it.”

3.4.5.2 Identification with fictional characters
Identification with fictional characters was also mentioned in the context of narrative
influence, as participants found it easier to put themselves into the shoes of characters
they could identify with. For example, Survey Participant 54 wrote: “If you can
identify yourself with the characters you can better imagine yourself with the people
there.” High levels of identification were generally related to a positive assessment of
a characters who were considered role models or possible selves. However,
participants indicated that, sometimes, a lack of identification with a character created
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a dialogical space wherein they could explore a deeper meaning and/or message to
the story, thus simulating self-reflection. Survey Participant 84, for example,
commented that, while she would often read books with characters allowing for
identification, she would also learn from characters with very different perspectives:
“I find it interesting to read about characters like me so I can reflect [on] the
behavior or thoughts of myself, But I’m also interested in learning from
people very different from myself and learn to see things from different
perspectives.”

3.4.5.3 Verisimilitude
Realness or verisimilitude – or sometimes lack thereof – also seemed a mechanism
through which fictional narrative experienced influenced career identity. Many
participants reflected on the resemblances or dissimilarities of stories to reality.
Participants explained that realness often made them more responsive to the ideas,
characters, and themes expressed in a movie or book. Interviewees and survey
participants mentioned that making connections with their own lives and life stories
was the main mechanism by which perceived realness resonated with their narrative
identity. Survey Participant 107, for instance, wrote:
“If it [a fictional narrative] resonates with my environment I find it more
interesting, because I can somewhat place myself in the character’s situation,
If it’s too fake and not realistic at all, it won’t attract me.”
For many participants, stories perceived as set in “unrealistic” fictional
worlds, were still related to changes in career identity through all the core pathways.
Science fiction, futuristic worlds, and fantasy worlds were mentioned in this context.
However, in these instances, internal consistency appeared to be important. For
example, Survey Participant 29 stated that a story world would exert influence, no
matter how realistic, “as long as the story fits the narrative world.”
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Furthermore, in some cases, lack of verisimilitude facilitated personal
reflection in participants. For example, in Interview Participant 17, who reflected on
the extraordinary performance of the therapist in the series Therapy, reflecting on her
personal experiences as a therapist: “[The series] gives the impression that he is
always on the top of his game and perfect, but it doesn't work like that in reality.”

3.4.6 Influence of Books versus Movies
Movies and series were observed to be the most prominent sources of narrative
influence. In the interviews, the influence of books seemed, however, to have greater
temporal stability, with 65% of the participants reporting memorable literary texts
from childhood. However, this influence could also be due to the fact that this is a
formative period. In the survey, we asked participants whether they considered there
to be a difference between reading a fictional narrative or experiencing it
cinematically. Participants often reported that books required more effort but
stimulated their imagination more and that movies and television series seemed more
real and accessible. In line with this, Survey Participant 125 wrote that “Reading a
book makes you think more creatively than watching a movie, because you have to fill
in parts yourself” and Survey Participant 7 wrote that “Movies and tv shows are
videos so they give a more clear image of career. While books are less clear. So
movies and tv shows make me reflect more.” For many participants, however,
narrative form did not appear to matter to narrative influence. As Survey Participant
14 noted: “they all have a different way of storytelling which gives multiple insights
about yourself.”
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3.4.7 Morally ambiguous characters
A wide variety of books, movies, and television series were mentioned by
participants. However, there were two fictional narratives that many participants
referred to: the movie The Wolf of Wall Street and the television series Suits. In the
survey sample, The Wolf of Wall Street was mentioned by 22% of the participants,
and Suits by 21% of the participants. Even though these fictional narratives portray
morally dubious main characters, many participants admired them and felt inspired by
their character traits, work environment, and lifestyle. This was, for example, the case
for Survey Participant 8, who admired Jordan Belfort in the Wolf of Wall Street:
“He worked as a broker in New York on Wall Street and I admire the
following characteristics: Self-assured, Knowing how to handle [things],
Taking good care of the people who are close to him, because it quickly wins
people over.”
Mostly, the main characters in The Wolf of Wall Street and Suits influenced
participants via the personal pathway: they functioned as role models or were
considered desired possible selves. Survey Participant 113 said that the movie
motivated him to study business: “The Wolf of Wall Street made me really want to
study so I could earn much money”. While most participants mentioned both fictional
narratives in a positive, non-critical way, a few participants were critical, like Survey
Participant 69, who admired “his hard work, he became extremely successful in his
career. He had an ability to make sense of things very quickly and use every
opportunity he had” but later became disappointed in the character: “In the beginning
of the movie, I was inspired by his actions, However, by the end of it, I was almost
disgusted by what he was doing”.
For Suits, the main character, Harvey Specter, was mentioned most often and
praised for his job dedication, confidence, and ruthlessness. While participants did not
necessarily want the same career path, they admired these character traits and hoped
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to apply them in their career. For example, Survey Participant 89 wrote about Harvey
Specter: “I admire his will to win, I thought about being a lawyer but ultimately
[decided] that just isn't particularly for me, but his traits are suited for more jobs in
the business world.”

3.5 DISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to explore whether or not fictional narratives are related to
changes in people’s career identity and to uncover the underlying mechanisms. The
main findings of this study are summarized in Figure 1. We identified three
mechanisms of fictional narrative influence in the data: (1) Changing or strengthening
career-related I-positions; (2) Using narrative templates to structure career identity;
and (3) Assuming a meta-position of self, reflecting on both career-related I-positions
as well as their dialogical construction. As shown in Figure 3.1, the mechanisms are
extended in the study by adding different process facilitators: narrative transportation,
identification with the main character, and verisimilitude. Furthermore, the
embeddedness of narrative experiences in a personal and cultural narrative repertoire
is also included in the model.

3.5.1 Theoretical contributions
The theoretical model constructed to represent the findings of this study, resonates
with existing theory, emphasizing different types of identity change through fictional
narratives (e.g., Slater et al., 2014; Djikic et al., 2009; McAdams, 2008).
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Figure 3.1.: Conceptual model of fictional narrative influences on career identity
Narrative Experience

Mechanisms of Change
Changing or strengthening I-positions

Fictional Narrative
Experience

Through vicarious learning and narrative
simulation, a story character is perceived as
a work role model or a possible work self.

Reading a book or
watching a movie

Personal Narrative
Repertoire

The totality of stories a
person has experienced
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Cultural Narrative
Repertoire

The context of stories in the larger
culture that a person (indirectly)
experiences

Employing Narrative Templates
Fictional narratives offer people narrative
devices, such as narrative themes and plots,
to construct their career identity.

Taking a meta-position of self
People take a meta-position of self, critically
reflecting on both career-related I-positions
and their identity narrative.

Career Identity
Fictional characters strengthen existing
career-related I-positions or new I-positions
are added to the self.

The inner dialogue between different Ipositions is (re-)structured in order to create a
coherent career identity narrative, offering
inherent temporality.

People experience enhanced self-awareness,
they develop alternative
I-positions, and reflect on moral and
existential questions.

Process Facilitators
•
•
•

Narrative transportation
Identification with the characters
Perceived truth-likeness or verisimilitude

This model depicts how fictional narratives can influence career identity within the framework of dialogical self theory. The arrows depict the direction of
influence. The three mechanisms depict distinct ways in which participants indicated that fictional narratives influenced or change their career identity.
Note that there is also a feedback loop representing the fact that career identity also influences fictional narrative experience and the process facilitators.

The empirically derived mechanisms of narrative influence (strengthening or changing Ipositions, offering narrative templates, and taking a meta-position of self) can be linked to the
three conceptually informed pathways of narrative influences of identity change (personal,
narrative and reflective, in the conceptual model of Brokerhof and colleagues, 2018).
However, this study empirically grounds the existence of different mechanisms of
influence. Furthermore, this research broadens and deepens existing theory on fictional
narrative influences on career identity, by thoroughly exploring how different mechanisms
operate when they shape or alter the self, identifying different process facilitators and
showing how fictional narrative experiences do not operate in a vacuum, but are embedded in
people’s personal and cultural narrative repertoires.

3.5.1.1 Mechanism 1: changing or strengthening I-positions
When fictional narratives influenced people’s career-related I-positions, this happened
through fictional characters that functioned as role models or were considered possible work
selves. When participants described how they considered these fictional characters to be role
models, this resembled vicarious learning in organizational contexts (Gioia & Manz, 1985;
Manz & Sims, 1981). This notion is rooted in social learning theory, whereby people learn
from observing others (Bandura & Walters, 1977). When people observe organizational
behaviors in fictional characters, they can create mental scripts for these behaviors,
internalizing and modeling them (Gioia & Manz, 1985). In our study, role models emerged as
the most prevalent mechanism through which narratives influenced I-positions. In line with
previous studies (Lockwood et al., 2002; Lockwood & Kunda, 1997), participants indicated
that role models had influenced their career identity and their subsequent behavior. The
exemplary behavior that led to changes in career identity could be grouped into: work
conduct, leadership, and resilience. The variety of fictional characters that function as role
models is demonstrative of the subjective nature of fictional narrative experiences and
influences (Appel & Richter, 2010; Green et al., 2003).
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In line with Richardson and Eccles (2007), participants also asserted that they perceived
fictional characters as possible work selves. This can be linked to vicarious learning and to
simulation theories, which posit that people who experience fictional narratives can feel as if
they are merged with the main character, living the story (Mar et al., 2006). Sometimes,
possible selves showed temporal discontinuity and served mainly as a temporary playground
for career identity. Nevertheless, participants also mentioned possible selves that prompted
them to work or study in a particular field. These fictional characters helped individuals to
navigate between different career opportunities (Mcardle et al., 2007). The “playfulness” of
exploring possible work selves through fiction resembles the process of identity play, which
can be defined as “people’s engagement in [a] provisional but active trial of possible future
selves” (Ibarra & Petriglieri, 2010, p.10). This process has been described as an almost
flirtatious method, through which people experiment with different possible selves. According
to the current findings, reading books or watching movies could be a fruitful playground on
which to explore possible future career roles and jobs.
Although various fictional characters were related to changes in I-positions, the main
characters of The Wolf of Wall Street and Suits were often mentioned, especially by the
student sample. These characters were admired for their character traits and sometimes had
even inspired students’ decisions to study business or go to law school. It is worth noting that,
while both main characters can be considered morally ambiguous, participants did not often
critically reflect on them. This suggests that the first mechanism, whereby fictional characters
change or strengthen people’s career-related I-positions, operates independently from the
third mechanism, whereby people adopt a meta-position of self, characterized by critical,
moral reflection.
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3.5.1.2 Mechanism 2: Employing narrative templates
Participants also employed narrative templates to structure their inner dialogue and career
narratives, creating coherence and the sense of inherent temporality. Participants occasionally
mentioned narrative themes or plots derived from specific fictional narratives. Other times,
however, themes and plots could not be traced back to specific books or movies but were
related instead to multiple fictional narrative experiences or people’s narrative repertoires.
The themes found – such as the dichotomy of good versus bad – have been commonly
identified in fictional narratives (Appel, 2008) and in people’s life stories (McAdams, 2008).
Other themes, like hard work and work-life balance, have rarely been alluded to in narrative
identity theory, but are common in career research (Bimrose & Hearne, 2012; Bunderson &
Thompson, 2009; Strong, et al., 2013). Furthermore, narrative plots, such as personal growth
and “from rags to riches”, have often been found in books and movies (Cutting, 2016;
Pavlenko, 2002). These plotlines resonate with redemptive stories, dominant in the personal
narratives of people in the United States (McAdams, 2006), whereby people suffer but
ultimately learn from this experience and turn it into a personal advantage. The findings of
this study suggest that narrative devices in fictional narratives can be helpful when (re)structuring people’s career identity.

3.5.1.3 Mechanism 3: Taking a meta-position of self
Several participants mentioned narrative influence through taking a meta-position of self,
deeply reflecting on themselves and who they felt they ought to be in their career. This is in
line with, for example, the work of Seilman and Larsen (1989), who found that fiction – as
opposed to non-fiction – can result in enhanced self-reflection. People became more selfaware through this mechanism, at times altering I-positions or engaging in moral reflection.
This resonates with the idea that “fiction can be a way of exploring professional issues that
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are too problematic or not accessible enough to deal with in any other way” (Lengelle, 2014,
p.76; see also Bolton, 1994). We expected that reflection would mostly occur as a response to
literary narratives – stories that have challenging and surprising elements (Hakemulder, 2004)
where people need to fill in the gaps (Iser, 1988). However, while this was often the case,
popular narratives also influenced people in this way. While the mechanism of reflection was
evident for all interview participants, not every participant of the study experienced this type
of identity change. This could be explained by Kuiken and colleagues (2004), who suggest
that deep self-reflection is a relatively infrequent phenomenon among readers of fiction.

3.5.1.4 Embedded narrative experiences
Fictional narrative experiences appeared to be embedded in people’s personal narrative
repertoire - the body of narratives they had personally experienced in the past - and their
cultural narrative repertoire - fictional narrative experiences as reflected by an individual’s
social environment, which are not necessarily personally experienced. Participants drew on
their repertoires when answering questions in the interviews and surveys. Personal narrative
repertoires can be linked to intertextuality in literary studies (Orr, 2010) and intermediality in
media studies (Rajewsky, 2005), which propose that people can identify common themes,
characters, or storylines between narratives, as well as uncover contradictions between them.
Cultural narrative repertoires resonate with Said’s (1993) notion of cultural archives,
whereby dominant narratives in a culture form a backdrop to which individual stories are
constructed and interpreted (see also Guhin & Wyrtzen, 2013). This larger repertoire of
narrative experience could thereby shape narrative experience and fictional narrative
influence (Allan, 2011). In organizational literature, people have been shown to rely on their
personal narrative repertoires when they carry out narrative identity work, or the “social
efforts to craft self-narratives that meet a person’s identity aims” (Ibarra & Barbulescu, 2010,
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p. 137), especially when they undergo role transitions. Indeed, a person’s narrative repertoire
might help to make sense of their identity in times of change (Boje, 2001). Narrative
repertoires might include provisional narratives of self, but also larger “cultural archetypes”
and the stories of other people (Ibarra & Barbulescu, 2010, p. 144).

3.5.1.5 Process facilitators
Participants indicated that there were three different facilitators that shaped the process by
which a fictional narrative experience could exert changes on career identity. These were:
narrative transportation, identification with the characters and the verisimilitude or realness of
the narrative. The notion that narrative transportation might increase the influence of fictional
narratives is in line with findings of previous studies (Bal & Veltkamp; 2013; Busselle &
Bilandzic, 2009). Participants described how immersion in the narrative world was similar to
experiencing a flow-like state (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Ryan, 2015) and that this enhanced
the influence of fictional narratives. These influential mechanisms resembled theories
pertaining to the temporary expansion of the boundaries of self (Slater et al., 2014), in which
an individual is transported into a story and temporarily becomes one, or merges with, a
character, thus changing or expanding reality. Additionally, identification with characters was
considered to be an important mechanism for narrative influence, in line with previous
research (Cohen, 2001; Hoffner & Buchanan, 2005; Jose & Brewer, 1984). Furthermore,
verisimilitude appeared to play a role with regards to narrative influence on career identity.
The narrative coherence within a story world was specifically deemed to be an important
factor. This is related to the notion of narrative realism (Busselle & Bilandzic, 2008), which
refers to narrative coherence within story worlds. External realism (resemblance to the outside
world), in contrast, was often not considered important for the participants in this regard.
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3.5.2 Theoretical implications and future research
The conceptual model of this study unites different theories of narrative influence and career
identity; mainly dialogical selves theory (Hermans, 2014), narrative identity theory
(McAdams, 2001; 2008), possible selves theory (Markus & Nurius, 1986; Strauss et al.,
2012), narrative impact studies (Djikic et al., 2009; Green et al., 2003; Miall & Kuiken,
2002), and literary studies (Bakhtin, 1973; Iser, 1988; Koopman & Hakemulder, 2015). The
model in Figure 3.1 encapsulates the different ways in which fictional narrative experiences
can exert influence on the self. This study empirically grounds the notion that changes in
career identity are related to distinct mechanisms, which can co-exist (Brokerhof, et al.,
2018). These empirically derived mechanisms of narrative influence (strengthening or
changing I-positions, employing narrative templates, and taking a meta-position of self) thus
broaden and deepen existing theory on the influence of fictional narratives on career identity.
The findings provide an in-depth exploration of how different mechanisms operate when they
shape or alter the self, identifying process facilitators that influence those mechanisms.
Furthermore, fictional narrative experiences do not operate in a vacuum, but are rather
embedded in people’s personal and cultural narrative repertoires. Future research could
explore this model through more deductive research designs in order to see whether or not the
results can be generalized across different populations. Additionally, even though the model
was designed for fictional narrative experiences, perhaps other experiences could induce
similar change mechanisms with regards to people’s career identities. Future studies could
also explore this.
The findings also showed that morally ambiguous characters (e.g., those in Suits and
The Wolf of Wall Street) were often considered role models or desired future work selves.
This suggests that vicarious learning, whereby through which fictional characters change or
strengthen existing I-positions, does not necessarily spark critical reflection. Future studies
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could investigate these findings further and explore whether or not these morally ambiguous
characters can indeed become incorporated into the self in the long run.
Furthermore, this study suggests that fictional characters can inspire the development
of possible work selves, extending existing theory (Strauss et al., 2012). Currently, the notion
of possible future work selves only encapsulates desired future work selves (Strauss et al.,
2012). This study, however, suggests that – in line with the framework of possible selves in
general (Markus & Nurius, 1986) – feared or avoided selves can also be central to career
identity. Fictional narratives could confront people with existing avoided or feared selves or
spark the development of new ones.
In line with narrative identity theory (McAdams, 2008), this study suggests that
fictional narrative experiences can offer people useful narrative devices, such as themes and
plots, through which people construct their narrative identity and inner dialogue. Some
common narrative themes and plots have been identified in previous narrative identity
research, such as redemptive elements in “from rags to riches” plotlines, and the theme of
good versus bad (Appel, 2008; Cutting, 2016; McAdams, 2008; Pavlenko, 2002). Other
themes and plots resonate with career research in particular, such as work-life balance,
meaningful work, and resilience (Bimrose & Hearne, 2012; Bunderson & Thompson, 2009;
Strong, et al., 2013). Future research could focus more on these work-related themes and
plotlines to explore their generalizability in career narratives.

3.5.3 Practical implications
The findings of this study could be applied to career counselling and could be useful additions
to more general narrative practices in career counselling (Meijers, 1998; Lapointe, 2010).
Different mechanisms could be specifically targeted by coaches and counselors. People in
need of new role models and possible work selves may reflect on fictional characters and
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evaluate character traits and desired or feared elements of these characters. For example,
female participants in this study often mentioned feeling empowerment through strong female
leaders in fictional narratives. Furthermore, people could read books or stories in order to
learn new narrative templates, such as a specific plot, with which to re-construct their identity
narrative, creating coherence in the self by integrating disjointed I-positions or identity
elements (as in Siegel, 2009) or enabling change within the self, by imagining alternative
future plotlines (for example, in Bujold, 2004; Lapointe, 2000). Finally, fictional narratives
could help people to adopt a meta-position of self - something that is normally achieved
through counseling (Hermans, 2014) - critically reflecting on both I-positions and their inner
dialogue and addressing existential questions about who they think they ought to be.

3.5.4 Limitations and suggestions for future research
Several caveats pertaining to this study should be addressed. First of all, the focus on young
professionals and students could have rendered the outcomes of the study biased, given the
temporal instability of fictional narrative influence. The young participants in this study had
limited job experience. To investigate the influence several years’ worth of job experience on
the influence of fictional narratives on career identity, longitudinal studies are necessary,
assessing career identity changes over a longer period of time.
Career identity development has been considered prominent in young adulthood
(Kerpelman & Schvaneveldt, 1999; Lengelle et al., 2014; Meijers, 1998). While this implies
the practical relevance of the current study, it could also indicate that people in the later stages
of their life may be influenced differently. Future studies could investigate this. In addition,
with our contemporary aging workforce, maintaining a strong career identity may have
become more important for older workers in order for them to remain employable (Froehlich
et al., 2014). Future studies should investigate whether or not the same mechanisms still
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apply. Most participants in this study resided in The Netherlands or studied there. The
discovery of a cultural narrative repertoire suggests that this model should be explored on a
sample with more diverse cultural, social, and national backgrounds.
Additionally, this study used retrospective methods to access past narrative
experiences, which relies heavily on memory and may therefore not always be accurate.
Future research could employ different methods, such as experimental studies, to address this
issue. In line with selective exposure theory (Frey, 1986), and confirmation bias (Nickerson,
1988), movies and books may often be actively selected by participants to reinforce existing
beliefs or identity structures (Pennycook et al., 2017). This narrative preference could
influence which characters or themes people identify with (Slater, 2007), limiting the
explanatory power of the current study and raising questions as to whether novel identity
positions and opinions about the self were created, or whether they were merely existent ones
being reinforced. Experimental studies could dive deeper into the causal relationships
between fictional narratives and career identity.
This study did not comprehensively explore the effects of different kinds of narrative
fiction on career identity. In the survey, some differences were identified between
experiencing books in comparison to movies or series. For instance, it was asserted that books
spark more imagination and that movies are more easily accessible. As little research exists in
this area, potential future studies could further explore how different narrative forms can
affect identity change by assessing participants’ identity constructs after reading a certain
story for half of the subjects and watching the movie adaptation of this text (with the same
narrative content) for the other half.
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3.6 CONCLUSION
This study sheds new light on the different mechanisms through which fictional narratives can
shape people’s career identity, using dialogical selves theory to conceptualize the self. The
findings indicate that fictional narrative experiences can change or strengthen career-related Ipositions, offer people narrative templates to structure career identity, and encourage people
to adopt a meta-position of self, critically reflecting on both I-positions and their narrative
dialogue. Furthermore, fictional narrative experiences do not operate in a vacuum but are
embedded in an individual’s larger personal and cultural narrative repertoire. Narrative
transportation, identification with fictional characters, and verisimilitude all emerged as
facilitators of fictional narrative influence. The new conceptual model of narrative influence
on career identity combines different theories and offers a new framework for future research.
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4.
ILLNESS NARRATIVES
AND CHRONIC PATIENTS’
SUSTAINABLE EMPLOYABILITY:
The impact of positive work stories

“When we own our stories,
we get to write a brave
new ending.”
Brené Brown

This chapter has been published as: Brokerhof, I. M., Ybema, J. F., & Bal, P. M. (2020).
Illness narratives and chronic patients’ sustainable employability: The impact of positive
work stories. PloS one, 15(2), e0228581.
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ABSTRACT
The number of workers with a chronic disease is steadily growing in industrialized
countries. To cope with and to give meaning to their illness, patients construct illness
narratives, which are widely shared across patient societies, personal networks and the media.
This study investigates the influence of these shared illness narratives on patient’s working
lives, by examining the impact of reading a positive work story versus negative work story on
patients’ sustainable employability. We expected that this relationship would be mediated by
positive emotions and the extent to which the story enhanced awareness of desires future
selves, and moderated by identification with story character. An online field experiment with
166 people with Inflammatory Bowel Disease in The Netherlands showed that while reading
a positive story of a patient with the same condition significantly increased positive emotions,
these emotions did not influence sustainable employability. However, reading a positive story
was related to higher sustainable employability when patients became more aware of their
desired possible future work selves. Finally, identification with the story character moderated
the impact of story type on sustainable employability. This study showed that personal
engagement with a positive work story of a fellow patient is related to higher sustainable
employability. Findings can be helpful for health professionals to empower employees with a
chronic disease.
Key words: Illness Narratives; Narrative Impact; Sustainable Employability; Chronic Illness;
Identification; Desired Future Work Selves; Positive emotions; Online Field Experiment.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
I see a positive future for myself! I know I have the brain and perseverance to hold a
challenging position that mentally demands a lot from me. I am limited by my body to work
part-time, but I find it nice to use that extra day off to do something fun (…) I will never stop
learning in my career. (…) PS. I took a photo of this as a memory for myself for when I am
not doing so well :)
- Participant, positive story condition
During the last decades the prevalence of different types of chronic illnesses have
rapidly increased (Ward et al., 2014) causing chronic illness to be labeled as a new global
health burden (Yach et al., 2004). Chronic illnesses can be defined as “illnesses that are
prolonged, do not resolve spontaneously, and are rarely cured completely” (Beatty, 2012, p.
91),(Prevention, 2009). Living with a chronic illness has a pervasive effect on various
different aspects of people’s personal lives (Wagner et al., 2001).
Besides physical distress and coping with the direct symptoms of the illness, chronic
illnesses affect people’s identity, future expectations, employability, working life, social life
and mental health (Charmaz, 2000; Manago et al., 2017; Stewart et al., 1989). While
employment may pose extra challenges for people with a chronic illness, having work is
important as it provides both manifest and latent benefits: work does not only provide income
and a means for living, it also provides latent benefits such as a daily time structure,
contributing to a collective purpose, social contacts, social status and activity, which in turn
contribute to psychological well-being (Jahoda, 1982). Reversely, being unemployed is
associated with a lack of these latent benefits resulting in distress (Paul & Batinic, 2010) and
lower mental health and well-being (Creed & Macintyre, 2001; Paul & Moser, 2009).
Since the number of workers with a chronic disease is steadily growing in
industrialized countries (Tu & Cohen, 2009), this draws attention to their specific workplace
problems and their sustainable employability, which we define as the perceived ability and
motivation to maintain a healthy working life until retirement age (van der Klink et al., 2016).
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Sustainable employability has been conceptualized as a multi-faceted construct (Fleuren et al.,
2018), yet at the core is a mindset that is focused on long-term employment and the subjective
perceptions that one will remain able and motivated to work until retirement age (Le Blanc et
al., 2017; van der Klink et al., 2016). This perception will increase chances of successful
employment as employees with a high sustainable employability are motivated to actively
manage their work and balance it with their personal values and capabilities (Raad, 2009; van
der Klink et al., 2016). Due to increased prevalence of chronic illnesses and the additional
challenges of working with a chronic illness poses for sustainable career development,
research on interventions to increase sustainable employability of chronic patients is relevant
for both society at large and these individuals themselves in order to maintain a healthy and
productive workforce (McGonagle et al., 2014; Varekamp & Van Dijk, 2010).
One way to make sense of and cope with the impact of chronic illness is through
creating an illness narrative, which is “a story the patient tells, and significant others retell, to
give coherence to the distinctive events and long-term course of suffering” (Frank, 2013;
Kleinman, 1988, p. 49; Lillrank, 2003). Illness narratives are often shared and available to
large audiences through social media, television, and patient support group websites and
magazines. Stories about illness thereby contribute to a broader, cultural understanding and
the social construction of the illness (Garro, 1994; Sharf & Vanderford, 2003; Steffen, 1997)
which in turn influences patients (Kleinman, 1988; Steffen, 1997) and medical professionals
(Alexander et al., 2005).
Even though the construction of personal illness narratives is undergirded by larger
cultural narratives and the social construction of the illness (Garro, 1994; Kleinman, 1988;
Robinson, 1990), little is known about the direct impact of illness narratives on fellow
patients. These narratives can provide patients with information and examples of how to cope
successfully with chronic illness (Ayers & Kronenfeld, 2007). Sometimes patients may
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actively seek information via shared illness narratives of fellow patients as part of the coping
strategy of information seeking (Charmaz, 2000; Felton et al., 1984), illustrative of a general
trend where patients engage more in medical self-help online than seeking care from medical
professionals (Ayers & Kronenfeld, 2007).
The current experimental field study aims to add to the existing body of research on
illness narratives by investigating the impact of illness narratives on fellow patients,
specifically the effect of reading an illness narrative about working with a chronic condition
on patients’ sustainable employability. Principally, the impact of positive, hopeful stories,
versus negative, depressing stories is investigated. In this context, “positive” does not mean
that the patient has not suffered from the illness for a prolonged time or has only mild
symptoms, yet it means that the story character is coping well and has found a way to
successfully work, despite of her/his illness. “Negative” stories refer to illness narratives in
which the patient is depressed and is not coping well with the illness. Positive illness
narratives could offer people inspiration, help them with visualizing a positive work future or
provide role models for building a meaningful life. Compared to negative illness narratives,
positive stories could therefore stimulate patients to imagine a sustainable career despite their
illness.
Besides the direct impact of positive illness narratives on sustainable employability,
we propose that positive stories will increase patients’ sustainable employability by evoking
positive emotions via the mechanism of emotional contagion and subsequent broaden-andbuild processes that increase the thought–action repertoire in readers helping them envision
more possibilities for their future working life (Fredrickson, 2004; Hatﬁeld et al., 1994).
Secondly, we expect that positive illness narratives will increase the awareness of the
patient’s own wished-for future, by inspiring their desired Possible Future Work Self (PFWS)
– an “individual's representation of himself or herself in the future that reflects his or her
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hopes and aspirations in relation to work” (Strauss et al., 2012, p. 580). Lastly, we expect that
through social comparison mechanisms (Buunk & Ybema, 1997) the reader’s identification
with the story character will moderate the impact of story type on sustainable employability,
with stronger relationships when identification with a story character is high rather than low.
Figure 4.1 summarizes the conceptual model investigated in this study.

Figure 4.1 Conceptual model of the impact of type of story on sustainable employability

4.2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
4.2.1 Narrative impact
A large body of studies shows that narratives have a profound impact on people (Green et al.,
2003), influencing people’s world-beliefs (Appel, 2008), enhancing social skills, such as
empathy (Bal & Veltkamp, 2013; Kidd & Castano, 2013) and increase self-awareness and
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self-reflection, ultimately leading to changes in people’s sense of self (Djikic et al., 2009;
Sikora et al., 2011). Recently, the persuasive power of narratives has been applied in medical
contexts (Dillard et al., 2010), where narrative methods were used for patient communications
(Herxheimer & Ziebland, 2004; Hinyard & Kreuter, 2007; Wise et al., 2008). These narratives
influenced patients’ decision-making processes regarding different treatment options. A
variety of narrative impact mechanisms in medical contexts has been found, ranging from
narratives increasing attention for and comprehension of medical information (Kreuter et al.,
2007), narratives inducing decision-making bias by making people rely on heuristic rather
than systematic mental processes (Winterbottom et al., 2008), or, contradictorily, narratives
have shown to stimulate patients to reflect on their own impact bias, thereby helping them
overcome barriers for cancer screening, for example by making them aware of their own
affective forecasting (Dillard et al., 2010).
From a career perspective, personal narratives about work and building a career also
provide inspiration and guidance to workers (Christensen & Johnston, 2003). Narratives of
successful business people are regarded as important tools for successful interventions in
career counseling (Brown & Krane; Christensen & Johnston, 2003). This may be even more
relevant for people with a chronic illness, for whom building a successful career poses
additional challenges (Varekamp & Van Dijk, 2010). Indeed, personal illness narratives
shared in support group settings helped people cope with their illness in different domains of
life, including family and working life (Ketokivi, 2009).
Encountering a positive work narrative may increase hope and work motivation in
fellow patients, by showing them the possibility of an open future with new possibilities
despite of illness. This perception of an open-ended future could, according to socioemotional selectivity theory (Carstensen et al., 1999) stimulate patients to engage more in
planning, future-oriented behavior and goal-setting. Moreover, in the context of the shifting
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perspectives model of chronic illness (Paterson, 2001) providing people with a positive future
work perspective can make patients shift from an illness perspective to a wellness perspective,
whereby the focus of the patient is not only on managing the illness, but also on achieving
other important life goals, like having a valuable working life.
Proactive behavior, motivation and adaptability for maintaining a healthy and
satisfying future working life, are important facets of sustainable employability (van der
Klink et al., 2016). Workers who perceive themselves as sustainably employable are actively
motivated in managing and balancing their work to their personal values and capabilities
((SER), 2009; van der Klink et al., 2016). For chronic patients it is important to be motivated
to actively deal with health issues regarding work, which is a key factor to having a healthy,
successful and fulfilling working life (Varekamp & Van Dijk, 2010). Since positive stories
offer an empowering experience, increasing a patient’s positive future time perspective, we
expect that positive work stories will be positively related to sustainable employability
compared to negative work stories of patients with the same chronic illness.
Hypothesis 1: Reading a positive work story of a fellow patient is positively related to
sustainable employability of chronic patients compared to a negative story.

4.2.2 The mediating role of positive emotions
Emotions play a central role in the construction and experience of stories (Hogan,
2011). Narratives can evoke strong emotions, experienced similarly to emotions in the real
world (Green et al., 2003). By means of emotional contagion mechanisms, which pose that
people adopt the emotions of their surrounding environment (Hatﬁeld et al., 1994), patients
reading a positive illness narrative will also likely adopt the emotional sentiment in the story
and experience emotions like joy, inspiration and comfort. Consequently, the broaden-andbuild theory of positive emotions predicts that this positive emotional mind-set will broaden
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their “momentary thought–action repertoire” increasing creative thinking and generating new
solutions (Fredrickson, 2004, p. 1367). After reading a positive work story of someone with
the same illness, patients are therefore more likely to perceive ways to achieve sustainable
employability vis-à-vis patients who are reading negative stories. Therefore, we expect that
the experience of positive emotions will mediate the relationship between positive work
stories and sustainable employability.
Hypothesis 2: Positive emotions mediate the relationship between reading a positive
work story and sustainable employability.

4.2.3 The mediating role of possible future work selves
Narratives offer people opportunities to experiment with different possible selves (Brokerhof
et al., 2018; Richardson & Eccles, 2007) and different lives (Bal & Van Boheemen, 2009).
Therefore, patients who put themselves in the shoes of a character with a positive work
experience may be stimulated to imagine their own desired or wished-for future work selves.
Strauss and colleagues (Strauss et al., 2012) found in a series of studies that awareness of
Possible Future Work Selves (PFWS) increased proactive career behavior and served as an
important motivator for planning a career. Proactivity and awareness of sustaining a career in
the future are key concepts of sustainable employability (van der Klink et al., 2016). We
therefore expect that awareness of desired PFWS will mediate the relationship between
reading a positive story and sustainable employability. Reading positive stories will positively
relate to people’s sustainable employability if it helps them imagine themselves in a desired
future career.
Hypothesis 3: Possible Future Work Selves mediate the relationship between reading
a positive work story and sustainable employability.
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4.2.4 The moderating role of identification with narrative role models
An important mechanism by which stories influence people concerns the reader’s
identification with the main story character (Bal & Veltkamp, 2013; Cohen, 2001). When
identification with the main character is stronger, stories generally have more impact (Cohen,
2001). Based on social comparison processes (Festinger, 1954) we expect that identification
with the main story character will moderate the relationships between reading a positive story
and sustainable employability.
The Identification-Contrast model (Buunk & Gibbons, 2007; Buunk & Ybema, 1997)
argues that social comparison with others who are doing better or who are doing worse may
either improve or worsen well-being and self-evaluation depending on whether individuals
identify or contrast themselves with the other person. If individuals identify with a better-off
other this will lead to inspiration and improved well-being due to assimilation of the other’s
position, whereas contrast with such a successful person would lead to dissatisfaction and
lowered self-views (Mussweiler et al., 2004). On the other hand, contrast with worse-off
others may lead to consolation about one’s own more favorable position whereas
identification may lead to fear that one would deteriorate to the other’s worse position. Based
on this reasoning, we expect that a positive story will only lead to more positive self-views
(i.e., higher sustainable employability) in comparison to a negative story if readers identify
(rather than contrast themselves) with the main character.
Hypothesis 4: Identification with the story character moderates the relationship
between positive work story and sustainably employability, such that a positive story
only leads to higher sustainable employability when identification is high.
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4.3 METHODS AND MATERIALS
4.3.1 Participants
An online field experiment was conducted in The Netherlands with a sample (n =166) of
people with Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD). IBD is a chronic disease with the two most
common diagnoses being Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis. Even though many people
with IBD are able to have some form of employment (Marri & Buchman, 2005) the
uncertainty of the disease, which is characterized by active periods with flare-ups and quiet
periods of remission, has a strong psychological impact on people suffering from it (Casati et
al., 2000).
This study was approved by the ethical review board of Utrecht University, the
Netherlands. Patients were informed about the experiment in the digital newsletter of the
Dutch IBD foundation, CCUVN (Crohn en Colitis Ulcerosa Vereniging Nederland), where
they could click on a link to participate. Participation in the study was voluntarily and
participants were told that they could stop at any time if they did not wish to continue.
Informed consent was obtained from each patient before starting the experiment. At the end
of the experiment participants had the opportunity to enter in a prize raffle, in which they
could win one of two 50-euro digital shopping vouchers. Initially, 252 individuals clicked on
the link provided by CCUVN. In total, 186 of this group finished the experiment. Participants
who dropped out of the study did not significantly differ from the final sample. After
removing 14 people from the analysis because they failed the manipulation check (a simple
question to check whether they had read the story) and 6 people who were retired, the final
sample consisted of 166 participants.

4.3.2 Design and procedure
The online field experiment consisted of two experimental conditions: reading a positive work
story of a fellow patient versus reading a negative work story of a fellow patient. Of the 166
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participants who completed the experiment, 90 participants (54%) were randomly assigned to
the positive story condition and 76 (46%) were put in the negative story group.
First, all participants filled in demographics, questions about work and mental and
physical health, mastery, employment status and type of IBD. Subsequently, participants were
randomly assigned to either the positive story condition or the negative story condition. After
reading this story, participants first filled in the manipulation check, which was a relatively
easy question about the story content (i.e., “how long ago was the main character diagnosed
with IBD?”) to make sure they had read the story attentively. Then they answered questions
about their identification with the character and their affect after reading. After this, the
participants described their Possible Future Work Selves in an open question and rated their
own PFWS. After the PFWS measure, participants answered a quantitative scale of
sustainable employability. To counter-balance a possible negative impact of the story, a
positive mood manipulator was added for all participants at the end of the experiment, where
participants were encouraged to write three good qualities of themselves and three people
who socially supported them.

4.3.3 Measurements
Two different stimuli were used in the experiment, a positive illness narrative for the positive
story condition and a negative illness narrative for the negative story condition. The narratives
were fictitious, but based on real experience since they were written by a short story author
with IBD, therefore a fellow patient of the participants. The stories were written in Dutch,
they were of equal length and were gender neutral, and were written from a first-person
perspective since this is found most effective in an illness context (Winterbottom et al., 2008).
The narratives were similar in terms of illness onset, diagnosis and history of illness, where in
both stories the patient had struggled severely and for a prolonged period of time with health
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issues, also for several years before the official diagnosis (narratives are available in
Appendix 4A).
In the story, the main character was diagnosed with IBD five years ago, and reflects on
living with IBD, specifically focusing on working life. Yet the tone and ending of the story is
either positive (after five years the main character is coping well, has found a good balanced
job) or negative (after five years the main character is not coping well and has tried working
but is currently unemployed).

4.3.3.1 Positive emotions
Participant’s emotions after reading the story were measured by a list of 12 positive and 12
negative emotions, whereby people were asked to select all emotions that they currently
experienced, based on the Multiple Affect Adjective Checklist (MAACL, (62, 63). Examples
of items referring to positive emotions were “encouraged”, “inspired” or “comforted”, and
examples of items referring to negative emotions were “sad”, “discouraged”, “irritated” or
“anxious”. The positive emotions captured two constructs, namely: comfort and inspiration,
whereas the negative emotions captured three constructs, namely: depression, hostility and
anxiety. In the present study only positive emotions were examined, and comport and
inspiration were combined into one score for positive affect.”

4.3.3.2 Desired possible future work selves
Participants read a short description of PFWS and were asked to freely describe their PFWS
in an open question (question text is available in Appendix 4B). On average, participants
spend 276.8 seconds on thinking about and writing their PFWS, with a large variety between
people (SD = 297.2). Similar to the method employed by Strauss and colleagues (Strauss et
al., 2012), participants were then asked to self-rate their micro-narratives. They rated on a 5point Likert scale (ranging from 1= “Absolutely not” to 5= “Very much”) to what extent they
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had just described a desired self, which was used as an indicator of how aware patients were
of their desired PFWS at that moment.

4.3.3.3 Identification
The measure for identification with the main character consisted of three items (Ybema &
Buunk, 1995), which were averaged to a total score (M = 3.23, SD = 1.04, α = .87). A sample
item is “Can you recognize yourself in the main character?” (Responses on a 5-point Likert
scale, ranging from “No, absolutely not” to “Yes, absolutely”).

4.3.3.4 Sustainable employability
For sustainable employability (α = .89) a six-item scale was developed, based on earlier
research (Van Vuuren et al., 2015) and comparable to the conceptualization of Le Blanc and
colleagues (Le Blanc et al., 2017). Several pilot studies with this scale suggested good
reliability (α > 0.75) and meaningful relationships with other constructs (Koel, 2015). A
sample item is “I expect that, until retirement age, I will be motivated to work” (Responses on
a 5-point Likert scale ranging from “Definitely not” to “Definitely”). For a full overview of
all items, see Appendix 4C.

4.3.3.5 Physical and mental health
The control variables for physical and mental health were measured with the SF12 (Ware Jr et
al., 1996) and scored into a physical health score ranging from 13.74 to 61.67 (M = 44.8; SD
= 10.08) and a mental health score ranging from 22.27 to 60.83 (M = 45; SD = 10). The
measure consists of 12 different items and is approximately orthogonally scored, using the
original scoring (Ware Jr et al., 1996), with questions about both physical and mental health.
For example: “During the past 4 weeks, how much did pain interfere with your normal work
(including both work outside the home and housework)? (Responses on a 5-point Likert Scale
ranging from “Not at all” to “Extremely”). The measure of physical health was used as a
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background variable, to check whether there would be differences between conditions. Mental
health was added to the model as a control variable, since it is strongly linked to proactivity
and motivation at work (Cooper & Cartwright, 1994).

4.3.3.6 Mastery
Mastery was measured with the Pearlin Mastery Scale (Pearlin et al., 1981), which consists of
seven items, which are answered with a 5-point Likert scale. Sample items are: “I often feel
helpless in dealing with the problems of life” (reversely scored) and “What happens to me in
the future depends on me”. Mastery ranged from 1.86 to 5 (M = 3.45; SD =.66). Since
mastery is linked to resilience and motivation (De Santis et al., 2013), mastery was added as a
control variable to the model.

4.3.4 Analysis
For the statistical analysis SPSS 24 was used with the PROCESS plug-in of Hayes (Hayes,
2017) to be able to test all hypotheses simultaneously in one model. In order to generate biascorrected confidence intervals, correct for irregular shaped sampling distributions and
increase the robustness of the indirect effect, the standard bootstrap option of 5,000 resamples
in PROCESS was used (Hayes, 2012). In the moderation analysis with Process, identification
was mean-centered. The story condition was dummy-coded (0 = negative story; 1 = positive
story) in all analyses.

4.4 RESULTS
4.4.1 Descriptive statistics
To check for significant differences in demographic and background variables per condition
an ANOVA was carried out, which showed no significant differences between conditions.
The two most common diagnoses in the sample were Crohn’s disease (55.4%) and ulcerative
colitis (43.4%). 33.7% of the participants were aged between 18 and 34, 37.3% were between
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35 and 49, and 28.9% were age 50 and higher. 34.3% were diagnosed less than 5 years ago,
39.8% 5-15 years ago, and 25.9% longer than 15 years ago. 82.5% were either employed or
self-employed and the remaining 17.5% were unemployed, disabled for work, or student. See
Table 1 for a correlation table of the descriptive statistics.
Table 4.1: Means, standard deviations, reliabilities and correlations of the study
variables
Variable

M

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1. Gender

.27

44.60

--

2. Physical health

44.8

10.08

-0.08

--

3. Mental health

45.0

10.00

-0.16*

0.21**

--

4. Mastery

3.45

0.66

-0.14

0.45**

0.54**

.84

5. Desired PFWS

3.83

1.03

-0.19*

013

0.16*

0.14

--

6. Positive Emotions

2.08

2.13

-0.11

0.17*

0.06

0.24**

0.17*

.68

7. Identification with
story character
8. Sustainable
Employability

3.23

1.04

0.09

0.03

-0.17*

-0.09

0.20*

0.42**

.87

4.01

0.71

-0.11

0.31**

0.33**

0.43**

0.29**

0.20**

0.15

Note: Reliabilities are reported along the diagonal. N = 166. PFWS = Possible Future Work Self.
Gender 0 = female, 1 = male. † p < 0.1 * p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001.

4.4.2 Hypotheses testing
Similar to the model in Figure 4.1., hypotheses 1- 4 were simultaneously tested using
PROCESS. Table 2 shows the results of the bootstrapped moderated mediation regression
analyses for the direct impact of the story condition, the indirect effect of story condition
through positive emotions and desired PFWS on sustainable employability, and the
moderation of identification with the main character. We ran the analyses whilst controlling
for mental health, and mastery. Age was also added as a control variable, because it is
intrinsically linked to sustainable employability (Le Blanc et al., 2017). Overall, the final
model predicted 34% of the variance in sustainable employability. H1 predicted that reading a
positive work story of a fellow patient increases sustainable employability of chronic patients
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8

.89

compared to a negative story. However, no main effect for story condition was found (b = .05, ns). H1 is therefore rejected.
H2 predicted that positive emotions mediate the effect of reading a positive story on
sustainable employability. The results showed that reading a positive story indeed led to
significantly more positive emotions than the negative story (b = 1.58, p < 0.001). Table 4.2
shows that positive emotions did, however, not significantly predict sustainable employability
(b= -.01, ns). Unstandardized indirect effects of story condition on sustainable employability
through positive emotions were computed for each of 5,000 bootstrapped samples, and the
95% confidence interval was computed by determining the indirect effects at the 2.5th and
97.5th percentiles. The bootstrapped unstandardized indirect effect of H2 was -.018 (ns; 95%
CI = -.10 to .06). Therefore, H2 was rejected.
Table 4.2: Bootstrapped mediation regression analysis predicting sustainable employability
Variable
Control Variables
Age
Mental health
Mastery
Independent Variable
Story type

Positive
Emotions

Desired PFWS

Sustainable
Employability

-0.13 (0.19)
-0.01 (0.02)
0.99 (0.27)***

-0.31 (0.10)**
0.02 (0.01)†
0.09 (0.14)

-0.15 (0.06)*
0.01 (0.01)
0.27 ( 0.09)**

1.58 (0.30)***

0.45 (0.15)**

-0.05 (0.11)

Pathway 1
Mediation of Positive Emotions

-0.01 (0.03)

Pathway 2
Mediation of Desired PFWS

0.11 (0.05) *

Pathway 3
Direct effect of Identification
Moderation of Identification with Story
Character

-0.09 (0.08)
0.42 (0.12)***

Intercept

-1.31 (0.98)

3.15 (0.50)***

2.59 (0.36)***

F
R2

10.24***
0.20

6.13***
0.13

10.32***
0.34

Note: N = 166. PFWS = Possible Future Work Self. For every parameter the unstandardized coefficient (B) is
reported with in brackets the corresponding standard error (SE). For bootstrapping 5,000 resamples were
requested. * p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001.
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H3 predicted that a positive story increases sustainable employability through desired
Possible Future Work Selves. The results showed that reading a positive story indeed
significantly increased participant’s awareness of desired PFWS (b = 0.45, p = 0.004).
Subsequently, increased awareness of desired PFWS also significantly increased sustainable
employability (b = 0.11, p = 0.0297). Furthermore, the unstandardized indirect effect of story
condition on sustainable employability through awareness of PFWS was 0.05 (95% CI = .004
to .12). Therefore, H3 was supported.
H4 predicted that positive stories lead to higher sustainable employability than
negative stories only when the participants identify with the main character. The moderation
of identification with the main character on the impact of story on sustainable employability
was significant (b = 0.42, p < 0.001). Figure 2 shows the interaction of identification with the
main character and story type on sustainable employability. The simple slope of story
condition for participants low in identification (-1 SD) was -.47, p = 0.002, showing that the
negative story was related to higher sustainable employability than the positive story when
identification with the main character was low. Moreover, in line with Hypothesis 4, the
simple slope of story condition for participants high in identification (+ 1 SD) was .38, p =
.021, showing that the positive story was related to higher sustainable employability than the
negative story when identification with the main character was high. Figure 4.2. shows a
graph with the impact of the interaction of identification with the main character and story
type on sustainable employability. H4 is therefore supported.
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Figure 4.2 Interaction between type of story and identification with main character in
relation to sustainable employability

4.5 DISCUSSION
This study investigated whether reading a positive illness narrative about working with a
chronic illness related to more sustainable employability of patients with the same condition,
and whether this process was mediated by positive emotions and awareness of PFWS, and
moderated by identification with the main character. A field experiment indicated that
positive illness narratives only contributed to higher sustainable employability than negative
illness narratives when people personally engaged with the narratives. First, positive stories
significantly contributed to higher sustainable employability when they activated patients to
think about their own desired future work selves. Second, the extent to which the person
identified with the main character of the narrative determined whether the positive or the
negative narrative was more related to high sustainable employability.
Based on socio-emotional selectivity theory (Carstensen et al., 1999) we expected that
positive stories would increase people’s perception of an open-ended future, and increase
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planning and a future-oriented mind-set, which are strongly linked to sustainable
employability (van der Klink et al., 2016). This would also be in accordance with the shifting
perspectives model of chronic illness (Paterson, 2001), whereby a positive story could make
people switch from an illness perspective to a wellness perspective, whereby he or she
focuses on other important life goals, including working life. Nonetheless, no direct
relationship was found between reading a positive illness narrative and sustainable
employability, indicating that merely reading a positive story does not automatically increase
sustainable employability – more is needed to elicit this change.
In addition, contrary to our expectations, positive emotions did not mediate the impact
between positive narratives and sustainable employability. We found that positive stories led
to more positive emotions than negative stories, which is in line with emotional contagion
mechanisms (Hatﬁeld et al., 1994). However, the proposed broad-and-build effects of these
positive emotions (Fredrickson, 2001) leading to an increased motivation and proactive mindset towards one’s own employability in the future did not occur. These results imply that
merely experiencing a positive emotional state does not translate to concrete increased
sustainable employability.
Awareness of desired PFWS did significantly mediate the relationship between
reading a positive story and sustainable employability. This is in line with the idea that
narratives offer people opportunities to experiment with different possible selves (Brokerhof
et al., 2018; Richardson & Eccles, 2007) and with studies showing that positive and hopeful
stories increase wellbeing and positivity (Peters et al., 2013). Patients in the positive story
condition had the opportunity to put themselves in the shoes of the main character, who
successfully managed to work with IBD, and those who as a result became more aware of
their own desired work selves, showed higher sustainable employability.
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Furthermore, this study shows that the impact of positive illness narratives on fellow
patients is moderated by the identification with the story character. In line with the
Identification-Contrast model (Buunk & Gibbons, 2007; Buunk & Ybema, 1997), participants
who strongly identified with the main character in the story seemed to assimilate the other’s
position, leading to higher sustainable employability when reading the positive rather than in
the negative illness narrative. On the other hand, participants who did not identify with the
character seemed to contrast themselves with the character in the story, leading to higher
sustainable employability after reading a negative rather than a positive narrative (cf.
(Mussweiler et al., 2004). This suggests that confrontation with a positive story that is
regarded as unattainable for oneself, may sometimes lead to discouragement if identification
is low. The moderation effect of identification is in line with research showing that in order
for outstanding characters to be effective role models, identification with them is important
(Gibson, 2004).
The significant relationships of both desired PFWS and identification with sustainable
employability suggest that personal engagement with an illness narrative is necessary for its
impact. With personal engagement we mean that the narrative has to resonate with the patient
on a personal level in order to exert an influence, because the results indicate that merely
reading the positive story – even when this induces positive emotions – does not relate
positively to sustainable employability. The significant mediation of desired PFWS suggests
that to imagine oneself in a desired work future is a prerequisite for perceiving a sustainable
work future for oneself – a fundamental part of sustainable employability (14). In addition,
personal engagement can be linked to the notion of identification (75), whereby it takes effort
or psychological involvement for the reader to put themselves in the shoes of a character.
Identification and personal engagement could be further stimulated by increasing perceived
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similarity with a character, for example by having similar attitudes towards life, age or
educational level (75).
Furthermore, since positive emotions induced by a positive story did not contribute to
higher sustainable employability, it is likely that cognitive processes are also required for an
illness narrative to impact sustainable employability. Indeed, awareness of possible selves has
been conceptualized as an interplay of emotional and (meta)cognitive mental processes
(Markus & Nurius, 1986; Oyserman et al., 2006). Since a possible self is fundamental to a
person’s current self-concept (Erikson, 2007), awareness of a desired PFWS can have a strong
motivating power (Erikson, 2007; Markus & Nurius, 1986; Oyserman et al., 2006) as was
portrayed in the study of Strauss and colleagues (Strauss et al., 2012). Similarly, the interplay
of emotional with cognitive mental processes related to awareness of possible selves, can
explain the higher sustainable employability among patients with increased awareness of
desired PFWS in comparison to those who only experienced a positive mood as a result of
reading the positive story.

4.5.1 Limitations and implications for future research
A number of limitations regarding the present study should be addressed. First, this
experimental study aimed to explore the impact of illness narratives on patients with a chronic
illness by investigating the immediate impact of one positive versus negative story on
participants’ sustainable employability. The duration of the effects of the story is therefore
uncertain. Even though the results of this study suggest that a deeper, cognitive form of
mental processing may be involved, future studies should investigate this in more depth and
explore the impact of exposure to several stories over time. Gaining more insight into indepth and long-term mechanisms of narrative impact could also contribute a deeper
understanding of at which moments of a patient’s journey reading a positive narrative could
exert the most beneficial impact, for example at the time of diagnosis, during a flare-up or at
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time of remission. Moreover, with the widespread availability of illness narratives online and
in the media, future studies could also focus on how to counter the influence of negative
narratives with positive experiences of fellow patients. This could also be applied in future
studies, whereby patients in a negative story condition could besides receiving a positive
mood manipulator also read the positive narratives in the end of the study. In addition, this
study focused only on written narratives, future studies could explore other ways to present
narratives (e.g. visual), or longer stories, such as books or novels and investigate the impact of
actively discussing narratives in counseling sessions. Future research could also focus on
intervention programs that combine narratives with other forms of occupational health
therapy. In such interventions, personal engagement with positive role models could also be
encouraged.
It also has to be noted, that although this is an experimental study, most of the findings
are the result of internal analyses, relating measured rather than manipulated constructs. This
precludes definite causal interpretation of our findings. For example, we cannot say for sure
that sustainable employability really is the effect of identification with the positive story
character, as people with a higher score for sustainable employability might identify more
with the positive character to begin with. We tried to counter this by controlling for mental
health and mastery, which we measured before reading the story. Future studies should,
however, try to manipulate identification with the story character rather than merely
measuring it.
Thirdly, this study focused on sustainable employability, which is a complex construct
with several conceptualizations and different measurements (Fleuren et al., 2016; van der
Klink et al., 2016). Nevertheless, research on sustainable employability has focused on
people’s subjective experience of their chances for obtaining or retaining long-term
employment (Le Blanc et al., 2017; van der Klink et al., 2016). In line with this research, we
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focused on the participant’s perceptions of a common core element found in each of these
conceptualizations: the ability and motivation to maintain healthy working life until
retirement age (see also ((SER), 2009; Le Blanc et al., 2017; van der Klink et al., 2016).
However, it remains unclear to what extent these conceptualizations of sustainable
employability are related to actual prolonged successful employment. We believe this field of
study would greatly benefit from long-term prospective studies that examine this relationship.
Additionally, by focusing on the perceptions of individuals, this study took a personal
agency perspective (Ford, 1992) investigating whether patients can be empowered through
positive illness narratives. Even though it was beyond the scope of this study, the work
opportunity for patients provided by employers is also an important factor for achieving
sustainable employment (Le Blanc et al., 2017; van der Klink et al., 2016). In turn, inequality
of the work environment has a profound impact on people’s health (Siegrist & Marmot, 2004)
and for chronic patients this is even more important. Overall, patients with a chronic illness
have lower employment ratings compared to the rest of the population (Mau et al., 2005).
Since intervention programs that stimulate employment for people with a chronic illness have
shown to be effective (Bambra et al., 2005), future research could expand the scope of this
study by investigating the impact of positive work stories of chronic patients on employers’
motivation to create opportunity for these employees.
Fifthly, this study focused on sustainable employability for chronic patients based on
the rationale that employment provides people with both manifest (salary) and latent benefits
(e.g. time structure, collective purpose and social contacts), which are linked to higher
psychological well-being (Jahoda, 1982). Even though this study mainly focused on paid
employment, it should be noted that volunteering work or informal care for others, can also
provide such latent benefits (Jahoda, 1982). Future studies could adopt a broader notion of
work by including these types of participation more explicitly in their research.
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Finally, this study specifically focused on the effect of illness narratives on patients
with IBD, a group of chronic illnesses that has an increased incidence rate with more
diagnoses every year (Molodecky et al., 2012). Even though it is evident that every chronic
illness will present its own challenges for sustainable employability, we aimed to uncover
more general mechanisms by which positive illness narratives can inspire fellow patients.
More research is needed to investigate to what extent results can be generalized to patients
with other chronic illnesses.

4.5.2 Practical implications
On the basis of this study, it could be advised to occupational health professionals and career
counselors to use inspiring illness narratives for patients in order to increase their motivation
and proactivity for a sustainable working life. This study indicates that it is important that
patients can personally relate to the story. For example, a young student with IBD who wishes
to study a semester abroad will be most empowered by hearing a story of another student with
IBD who managed to study abroad despite of illness. In addition, more personal engagement
and cognitive involvement with stories can be stimulated by for example more in-depth
interaction with patients or by giving them exercises to actively think about desired PFWS.

4.6 CONCLUSION
Improving the sustainable employability of individuals with a chronic illness is highly
important for society, for employers and for the ill individuals concerned. Our study shows
that reading narratives about successful fellow patients may contribute to sustainable
employability. Moreover, our study shows that it is essential that such a narrative is
personally relevant for the individual and promotes identification with the main character in
the story. A positive narrative may then increase motivation and perceived ability to work
until retirement as the narrative enhances a positive future work self.
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5.
THE LURE OF GREED
OUTSIDE THE BUSINESS SCHOOL:
How popular Wall Street narratives
influence future work selves

“I’ll make you richer
than the most powerful
CEO of the United States
of […] America.”
Jordan Belfort (2014) in
The Wolf of Wall Street

This chapter was presented at the Media Psychology Conference (Landau, 2017); WAOP
(Nijmegen, 2017), Narrative Matters (Enschede, 2018).
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ABSTRACT
Popular Wall Street narratives displaying greed and wealth, such as The Wolf of Wall Street,
have become large box-office successes, reaching a wide audience. In a series of three
exploratory mixed-method experiments, this study investigates how popular Wall Street
narratives shape students’ and sales employees’ future work selves - who people hope or
aspire to become in their future job or career. The findings indicate that, for business school
students as well as sales professionals, characters in greedy Wall Street narratives are
considered more desired future work selves in comparison to characters in critical or realistic
narratives. Participants perceived morally ambiguous characters in greed narratives through a
“winner frame” of self-made success and wealth. Greed narratives were also associated with
lower levels of empathy, indicating an activation of the psychological mechanism of “selfreliance”. In contrast, narratives adopting a “victim perspective” – in which the main
characters suffer as a result of financial malpractice – were associated with higher levels of
empathy. This study demonstrates the appeal of greedy characters on the future work selves
of people working in or aspiring to work in the field of financial sales. It sheds new light on
the underlying mechanisms with which popular narratives can perpetuate a culture of greed in
Wall Street.
Key words: Wall Street narratives; Wolf of Wall Street; Greed; Future work selves;
Empathy; Business ethics; Mixed-method experiments.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
“Let me tell you something. There's no nobility in poverty. I've been a rich man and I've been
a poor man. And I choose rich every […] time.”
- Jordan Belfort in The Wolf of Wall Street.
The book (2008) and movie (2013) The Wolf of Wall Street display the excess lifestyle
and wealth of Jordan Belfort: a talented sales professional who becomes fortunate and
successful at the expense of ignorant buyers of penny stocks. His behavior, personality, and
business models exemplify the culture of greed on Wall Street (Salek, 2018), whereby we
define greed as “excessive acts of self-interest that impose costs on - or otherwise deprive the
well-being of - others” (Wang et al., 2011, p.645). The culture of greed in the financial sector
is considered a systemic, cultural, and societal problem (Hansen & Movahedi, 2010) and it is
reproduced on multiple levels, such as the financial system at large (Cassidy, 2002; Sorkin,
2010) the risk-taking culture on Wall Street (Hansen & Movahedi, 2010; Ho, 2009), the
personality traits of people attracted to business and finance (Brown et al., 2010; Wachtel,
2003), the hegemonic worldview propagated by business schools (Ghoshal, 2005; Giacalone
& Thompson, 2006; Wang et al., 2011), and communication in the media, including popular
culture (Mills, 1951; Salek, 2018).
The movie The Wolf of Wall Street became an enormous box office success
(accumulating an estimated profit 400 million dollars globally) and was nominated for five
Oscars (Pulver, 2020). According to Salek (2018, p.1): “Despite projecting a portrait of Wall
Street greed, the film’s cultural reception demonstrates a public ambiguously mesmerized by
a wealthy individual and his “get rich quick” philosophy.” The incredulous wealth, office
parties, and culture of greed are extensively depicted in the movie (von Tschilschke, 2019).
This could normalize unethical and illegal behavior and even encourage viewers to find
similar pathways to financial wealth and prosperity (Salek, 2018). Alongside The Wolf of
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Wall Street, several other popular Wall Street narratives have been published in the last
decade, such as Margin Call (2011), Equity (2016), Inside Job (2010), and The Big Short
(2015), contributing to a cultural phenomenon. These narratives vary in the extent to which
they criticize the culture of greed (Long, 2018; Tschilschke, 2019; Tseronis, 2015) and could
offer a critical perspective, making people more aware of corruption and malpractice. In fact,
explicitly critical Wall Street narratives can be considered part of the “art for activism”
movement, whereby writers and directors engage in activism in order to raise awareness of
societal issues (Beker, 2013; Reed, 2005; Roulet, 2015). However, purposefully using art for
activism may not always have the desired effect. For example, Oliver Stone’s intentions with
the movie Wall Street (1987) were to depict the destructive effects of financial greed,
corruption, and gluttony (Denzin, 1991; Arsenault, 1998). However, instead, the movie
became a cult phenomenon across business school campuses (Guerrera, 2010; Denzin, 1991;
Arsenault, 1998). As Ken Moelis, UBS banker, said in the Financial Times: “these kids told
me that they watched it so many times I thought they knew more about Gordon Gekko than
their families” (Guerrera, 2010). Even the culture of Wall Street itself adopted features of the
movie, such as famous one-liners (e.g. “Greed is good”) and fashion statements like the film’s
slicked-back hairdo, which made the Financial Times refer to the movie as “a bizarre case of
life imitating art imitating life” (Guerrera, 2010).
While anecdotal, the movie Wall Street is illustrative of the reciprocal relationship
between popular narratives and the business world. Organizational life is represented through
popular culture and movies (Bordwell, 2006; Panayiotou & Kafiris, 2010) and, conversely,
narratives have been shown to influence and constitute organizational discourse and identity
(Gabriel, 1998; Humphreys & Brown, 2002; Patriotta, 2003). Additionally, people’s narrative
experiences – reading a book or watching a movie - have been considered to influence their
working lives (Bal et al., 2011; Islam, 2009; Poulson et al., 2005). It is therefore possible that
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popular Wall Street narratives also shape the career aspirations of business school students
and workers in the field of financial sales. More specifically, research suggests that fictional
narrative experiences, such as reading a book or watching a movie, can influence people’s
future work selves (Brokerhof et al., 2018; 2020; Martínez, 2014; Richardson & Eccles,
2007), which can be defined as people’s “representations of the self in the future that
encapsulate individually significant hopes and aspirations in relation to work” (Strauss et al.,
2012, p. 581). Narratives are especially influential when they are personally relevant
(Brokerhof et al., 2020; Green et al., 2003) or when people can perceive similarities between
the characters and themselves (Cohen, 2001; Hoffner & Buchanan, 2005).
Previous research suggests that, for business school students or people working in
financial sales, characters in popular Wall Street narratives could thus shape their future work
selves. However, besides anecdotal evidence (Guerrera, 2010), no studies have yet explored
this phenomenon. Additionally, while anecdotal evidence and narrative research suggest a
link between Wall Street narratives and future work selves, little is known with regards to
underlying mechanisms, whereby fictional narratives could impact upon the self.
Furthermore, no research has yet explored the difference between narratives that are critical
towards the culture of greed on Wall Street and narratives that depict celebrations of greed
and wealth. This study investigates the relationship between Wall Street narratives and the
future work selves of business school students and sales professionals, exploring the
mechanisms that underpin this relationship. We use the umbrella term of ‘Wall Street
narratives’ to refer to narratives found in popular culture, such as movies and written stories,
that describe the stock market on Wall Street or take place in the financial sector. We
conducted three exploratory mixed-method experiments to investigate how business school
students and sales professionals perceived the main characters in different Wall Street
narratives. In the first mixed-method study, we compared the influence of Wall Street
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narratives which either glorified or criticized the culture of greed on the future work selves of
business school students. The second study replicated and extended the first study by
investigating the underlying mechanism of self-reliance, whereby money-primes make people
more self-focused and less attuned to the need of others (Vohs et al., 2006; 2015), by adding
empathy to the design. The third study was conducted to ascertain whether or not the main
results were generalizable to the work field of financial sales. We used different modes of
Wall Street narratives (movies, texts, and movie clips) and different methods to approach the
topic in more depth.
This study contributes to the field of management studies and business ethics in four
different ways. First, the empirical findings suggest a relationship between characters in
popular Wall Street narratives and the future work selves of both business school students, as
well as financial sales professionals, indicating such narratives can contribute to maintain the
culture of greed on the real Wall Street. Second, greedy characters in Wall Street narratives
were considered to be more desired future work selves across all three experiments, compared
to characters in critical or realistic narratives. This indicates that these greedy characters tap
into people’s desirable work futures and professional aspirations. Third, participants
uncritically perceived these greedy characters as “winners” - wealthy, successful, and selfmade men - underscoring the attractiveness of winner narratives. Even characters in narratives
that both displayed greed and criticism, were seen as desired future work selves and
interpreted as winners, indicating that the lure of greed was stronger than the critical elements.
Fourth, the elements of critical narratives that made the deepest impression on participants
were scenes in which victims of financial malpractice on Wall Street told their story. Empathy
appeared to counter the effect of the lure of greed in Wall Street narratives as narratives told
from this “victim perspective” were related to higher levels of empathy in participants.
Compared to these victim narratives, greed narratives adopting a “winner perspective” were
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related to lower empathy. This could be indicative of the mechanism of self-reliance found in
research on the psychology of money (Vohs, 2015), which stipulates that people become
more self-focused and less attuned to the needs of others when they experience money
primes. The findings suggest that contrasting greed narratives with critical narratives told
from the perspective of victims of financial malpractice can arouse empathy and broaden
people’s moral perspectives. Our findings serve as a stepping stone in the exploration of the
influence of popular Wall Street narratives displaying high levels of greed, suggesting that
alternative narratives, told from a “victim perspective”, could counterbalance the lure of
greed.

5.2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
5.2.1 Narrative influence
Narrative experiences – reading books, watching movies or listening to someone telling a
story – have been shown to have a profound impact on people (Green et al., 2003). They can
inspire people intellectually (Oatley, 2002), help people with emotional regulation (Miall &
Kuiken, 2002), stimulate people’s empathetic abilities (Kidd & Castano, 2012) and influence
their belief-systems (Appel, 2008). As narratives shape culture and social life, reflecting
moral norms and values (Bruner, 2003; Hakemulder, 2000; Singer & Singer, 2005), the
influence on organizational culture has also become widely recognized (Boje, 2008; Gabriel,
2004; Shamir & Eilam, 2005; De Cock & Land, 2006; Schein, 1996). They have been shown
to impact upon beliefs surrounding jobs and the workplace (Boozer, 2003; Panayiotou &
Kafiris, 2010) and influence people’s job expectations (Brokerhof et al., 2020).
There are different explanations regarding the ways in which narrative influence
unfolds. Simulation perspectives argue that experiencing narratives evokes mental processes
similar to learning from experience; as if people are putting themselves in the shoes of the
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character and are thereby “living” the story (Mar et al., 2008). When people become absorbed
or transported into the narrative world – entering a flow-like state and forgetting their
immediate surroundings – this effect is magnified (Gerrig, 1993). A strong desire to remain
submerged in the fictional reality and enjoy the piece of art can stimulate a phenomenon
referred to as the ‘willing suspension of disbelief’ (Ferri, 2007), whereby people temporarily
suspend critical reflection and moral judgement. Part of the influence of narratives might then
occur through the mechanism of media priming - the automatic influence of a stimulus on
people’s emotions, cognitions, and behaviors (e.g. Roskos-Ewoldsen & Roskos-Ewoldsen,
2009). While this may explain part of their influence, narratives are often more complex than
simple primes and people have to fill in the gaps of the story in order to understand its
characters or plotlines, reconstructing the narrative themselves (Alvarez & Merchan, 1992). In
this way, people attentively interpret the story (Gerrig, 1993), reconstructing it using mental
models and scripts (Busselle & Bilandzic, 2008; Bal, 2009; Johnson-Laird, 1983).

5.2.2 Possible selves and identity play
Narrative experiences have been shown to shape people’s identities and their sense of self
(Djikic et al., 2009). Conversely, people’s identities are conceptualized as a narrative that they
create and re-write throughout their lives. In this way, the narrative devices of books, movies,
and folktales are employed as tools for its construction (Habermas & Bluck, 2000; McAdams,
2008). Career identity can be broadly defined as the “structure of meanings in which the
individual links his own motivation, interests, and competencies with acceptable career roles”
(Meijers, 1998, p.191). An important part of people’s career identity is how they see
themselves in their future work or career - their future work self - which gives direction to
their current work decisions and encourages proactive career behavior (Strauss et al., 2012,
p.580; Markus & Nurius, 1986).
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Narratives in popular culture offer people the opportunity for identity play “engagement in [a] provisional but active trial of possible future selves” (Ibarra & Petriglieri,
2010, p. 10). Movie or book characters can thus become possible future selves (Martínez,
2014; Richardson & Eccles, 2007), including future work selves (Brokerhof et al., 2018). The
theory of the “temporary expansion of the boundaries of the self” (Slater et al., 2014, p. 439)
outlines how this process of temporarily ‘becoming’ the movie or book character can relieve
people from the arduous task of maintaining their own identity. When losing themselves in a
movie or book character, people can expand their boundaries of self, thereby assimilating
parts of the character into their own identity. After the story is finished, these changes can
remain and the self is expanded (Slater et al., 2014; Shedlosky-Shoemaker et al., 2014). Via
this mechanism, reading books or watching movies can help people to explore possible future
career paths and jobs, resulting in the adoption of future work selves as part of a person’s
career identity (Brokerhof et al., 2018). Via similar processes, Wall Street narratives could
also influence the future work selves of business school students and sales professionals by
means of offering them an opportunity for identity play.

5.2.3 The path of greed
Popular Wall Street narratives, like The Wolf of Wall Street and Wall Street, vividly show
business students and sales professional a seductive path of greed. Almost as a parody of John
Bunyan’s (1678/1965) The Pilgrim’s Progress, the character Gordon Gekko in the movie
Wall Street seduces the young Bud Fox to take this path of greed and corruption, against the
attempts of Bud’s blue-collar father, who tries to convince his son to take the “narrow and
straight” path towards moral virtue (Arsenault, 1998). When we consider that a business
school student might be on a similar personal journey, greed narratives could fulfill this same
seductive function. Studies on the psychology of money have, for example, shown that
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attention for money decreases empathy and helping behavior due to the underlying
mechanism of self-reliance (Vohs, 2015). Even a short money prime activates this mechanism
(Vohs et al., 2006), suggesting that people, on an automatic level, will become more selffocused and less empathetic after watching any type of Wall Street narrative. According to
cultivation theory, repeated exposure to such narratives could promote people to permanently
adopt the attitudes and beliefs from these narratives (Appel, 2008), thereby making it more
likely that they take the path of greed.
In contrast, critical Wall Street narratives could perhaps offer alternatives to the path
of greed, by showing different perspectives of Wall Street and money-making. They could
show the damage caused by greed-driven businesses and financial malpractice, stimulating
critical thinking. Indeed, narratives have the capacity to stimulate critical thinking in students
(Koek et al., 2016). The power of narratives to open people up to alternative perspectives and
new ways of thinking also resonates with the use of the art for activism movement, whereby
songs, movies, and stories serve to raise awareness of injustices in society, seeking to
instigate social change (Reed, 2005; Shank, 2004). An example of this is Beecher Stowe’s
(1852) book Uncle Tom’s Cabin, which changed readers’ beliefs regarding equal rights
(Strange, 2002), or El Gore’s (2006) film An Inconvenient Truth, which increased concerns
over climate change in those who watched it (Nolan, 2010). Critical Wall Street narratives
could, in a similar way, be contrasted with greed narratives, thereby influencing the future
work selves of students by making students aware that there is an alternative path to the path
of greed.
While there is a body of research on narrative influence (Green et al., 2003), showing
that narrative experiences can influence people’s future work selves (Brokerhof et al., 2020),
little is known when it comes to the ways in which different popular Wall Street narratives
can influence the future work selves of business school students, who may aspire to have a
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similar future career, and sales professionals working in the financial sector. First, the
influence of Wall Street narratives on people’s work aspirations is relevant in light of the
pervasiveness of the culture of greed (Hansen & Movahedi, 2010). Narratives shape cultural
and organizational life (Boje, 2008; Gabriel, 2004; Shamir & Eilam, 2005; De Cock & Land,
2006; Schein, 1996), including moral norms and values (Singer & Singer, 2005; Hakemulder,
2000). It is therefore vital that we gain a more comprehensive understanding of their role in
reproducing the culture of greed. Second, while these studies suggest an association between
popular Wall Street narratives and people’s future work selves, little is known regarding the
underlying mechanisms that could influence this process. Third, this study explores the
influence of different types of Wall Street narratives and can therefore generate new insights
on which attributes of critical narratives could offer alternative perspectives and contrast
greed narratives. This knowledge could be used by business schools in, for example, business
ethics education, counteracting hegemonic organization-centered worldviews (Ghoshal, 2005;
Giacalone & Thompson, 2006; Wang et al., 2011).
The overarching research question of the exploratory mixed-method experiments in
this work is: How do greedy versus critical Wall Street narratives influence the future work
selves of business school students and sales professionals? In the first study, we conducted a
mixed-method lab experiment exploring the main phenomenon of this research paper: the
influence of Wall Street movies on business school students’ future work selves (seeing the
main character as someone you aspire to be in your own future work or career). We compared
a movie depicting the culture of greed and excess wealth (The Wolf of Wall Street), with
movies that either explicitly criticize the culture of greed (Inside Job), or mixed movies
whereby the culture of greed and excess wealth are celebrated and, at times, criticized (The
Big Short).
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5.3 STUDY 1
5.3.1 Design and Narrative Stimuli
A between-subjects experimental design was chosen with three experimental conditions: 1)
Greed; 2) Greed & Criticism; and 3) Criticism. The movies used for the different
experimental conditions in this study were carefully selected. First, the principal researcher
pre-selected movies based on research and reviews. Then, four people - two in the research
team and two outside of it - watched the movies to make the final decision. The final selection
of movies for the three experimental conditions were: The Wolf of Wall Street (Greed
condition), The Big Short (Mixed condition – both greed and criticism), and Inside Job
(Critical condition).

5.3.1.1 Wolf of Wall Street
The full movie, The Wolf of Wall Street, was used for the Greed condition (the first
experimental group). Originally based on a book (Belfort, 2011), the movie, directed by
Martin Scorsese, extensively shows incredulous wealth, office parties, and the culture of
greed on Wall Street. There is no explicit criticism of Belforts’ morally problematic behavior
(Tschilschke, 2019; Salek, 2018), therefore it was selected for the greed condition.

5.3.1.2 The Big Short
The full movie, The Big Short, directed by Adam McKay (2015), also shows the culture of
wealth and success, however it is also explicitly critical towards corruption on Wall Street,
(Friedman et al., 2019; Long, 2018) and both of these elements are highlighted in media
reviews (O’Hehir, 2015; Irwin, 2015). The movie has been used in economics education as a
result of its clear explanation of the financial crisis of 2008 (Chan, 2017). The critique of the
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system and the display of wealth gained by the main protagonists results in a paradoxical
narrative, both explicitly critiquing and confirming neoliberal ideology (Long, 2018). It was
therefore used for the Mixed experimental condition: rated high on displaying greed and
wealth as well as explicit criticism.

5.3.1.3 Inside Job
The movie Inside Job, directed by Charles Ferguson (2012), informs the audience about the
financial malpractices and moral shortcomings of Wall Street and the financial system and
“advocates taking up action, namely by reinstituting the accountability of financial agents”
(Tseronis, 2015, p.337). Explicit criticism is expressed, for example, when Matt Damon, the
voice-over, narrates: “This crisis was not an accident. It was caused by an out of control
industry”. The movie has been used to teach business ethics (Biktimirov & Cyr, 2013). While
it mentions the greed for money and power in Wall Street culture, it does not actually depict
it, as in the two aforementioned films. It was therefore selected for the Critical condition.

5.3.2 Procedure and Measures
Participants - business school students at a Dutch university - were randomly assigned to one
of the experimental conditions. The movies were watched in ‘cinema style’: with a group in a
darkened classroom of the university. Before the movie, some general background questions
were asked via an online survey on the students’ laptops. Halfway through the experiment, the
movie was briefly paused (for around 5-10 minutes), so that students could obtain
refreshments or visit the bathroom if needed. After the movie ended, the students completed
the possible work self measure. This measure consisted of a 5-point Likert Scale question
regarding the extent to which the main character represented a desired future work self,
similar to previous research (Brokerhof et al., 2020; Strauss et al., 2012; see Appendix A). For
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example, for the Greed condition students were asked: “To what extent do you consider
Jordan Belfort a desired future work self?” (see also Brokerhof et al., 2020). After presenting
participants with the clear introductory test, we deemed that a single-item measure best
captured the core of the construct, without complicating the experiment (Wanous et al., 1997;
Shamir & Kark, 2004).
After 6 days, we sent the students a qualitative essay question by email, which they
could complete within two days (6-8 days). In this question, students were asked to reflect on
the film they had seen last week: “This is an essay question. What scene, event, or passage in
the movie you watched last week made the biggest impression on you? And why? Please
describe this in the box below.” These qualitative responses were analyzed and coded in
Atlas.ti. Quantitative analyses were conducted in SPSS version 24. The surveys were
constructed with Qualtrics Survey Software.

5.3.3 Participants
Business school students (N = 82) at a Dutch university participated in this lab experiment as
part of the research credit participation system of their university. The study adhered to the
ethical standards of the university. Before the study started, students read and accepted the
informed consent and were informed of their rights. The sample consisted of business school
students with future career prospects of working in the financial sector. There were 29
participants in the Greed condition, 26 participants in the Mixed (both greed & criticism)
condition, and 27 participants in the Criticism condition. To check for significant differences
in demographic and background variables per condition, an ANOVA was carried out, which
showed no significant differences between conditions. The average age of the participants
was 18.5 years (SD=.89). 51% identified as female and 49% as male.
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5.3.4 Results
5.3.4.1 Future work selves
After watching the movie, participants indicated the extent to which they considered the main
character a desired future work self: someone they would like to become in their future
careers. See Figure 5.1a and Table 5.1 for an overview of the average scores for each group.
There was a significant difference between groups, as determined by a One-way between
subjects ANOVA F (2, 79) = 12.48 p < .0001 N2p = .24. Post hoc comparisons using the
Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean score for the narrative with the critical perspective
(M = 1.93, SD = .92) was significantly lower than the mean of the greed narrative (M = 2.79,
SD = .98) at the p<.01 level. The critical narrative was also significantly lower in comparison
to the mixed narrative (with both greed and criticism; M = 3.31, SD = 1.16) at the p<.0001
level. The greed narrative and the mixed narrative did not show significant differences and a
homogeneous subsets test confirmed this.
Table 5.1: Means and Standard Deviations for Study 1
Viewing the story character
as a Desired Future
Work Self

Post-hoc
Tuckey HSD
comparisons

Experimental condition

n

M

SD

1) Greed Perspective
(High greed,
low criticism)

29

2,79

0.98

1) > 3)**

2) Greed & Criticism
(High greed,
high criticism)

26

3,31

1,16

2) > 3) ***

27

1,92

0,91

2) > 1) ns

3) Criticism perspective
(Low greed,
high criticism)

Note: The following Wall Street Narratives were used for the experimental groups: Greed perspective:
Wolf of Wall Street; Greed & Criticism: The Big Short; Criticism perspective: Inside Job. * p < .05; ** p <
.01; *** p < .001.
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Figure 5.1a: Desired future work selves for Study 1

5.3.4.2 Qualitative findings
In order to obtain a more in-depth view of how participants experienced the movie during the
week after the experiment, we used a follow-up questionnaire to ask the students to describe
the part of the movie that they had thought about most often during the past week. We used a
step-wise method to code the results, first making codes which were combined into frames
(Gioia, Corley, & Hamilton, 2013; See Figure 5.1b and Table 5.2 for an overview). For the
Wall Street narratives, different themes emerged from the qualitative data. 97.1 % of the
participants completed the essay question. In the first experimental condition, watching the
movie high in greed and low in criticism, three main frames were found. We labeled the most
dominant theme (mentioned by 46% of the participants) a ‘winner frame’. It contains codes
that refer to participants admiring the main character, pertaining to his self-made success and
wealth, which they found inspirational. Participants 1 and 5, for example, stated:
“the main character starts at the bottom and works himself up to a very successful salesman.
This didn’t happen overnight, but made the biggest impression on me. Never give up, if you
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want to do something you can do it” (Participant 1).
“everyone looks at him [Jordan Belfort] like: Wow. (…) It kind of teaches the craft of a
salesman. And just hypes you up in general. Also the way it is filmed is nicely done. It creates
tempo and excitement” (Participant 5).
The second most common frame (dominant for 36% of the participants) was labeled Personal
life suffers and it referred to the sad personal life of the main character, referring to his
divorce and drug use. The third frame (mentioned by 11% of the participants) was Moral
exploitation and referred to the exploitation of the investors and the egoism of the main
character.
Figure 5.1b: Dominant frames for Study 1

Note: This figure represents the qualitative data of study 1. Colors represent the different dominant frames per
experimental condition when students were asked after 1 week to describe the movie they had seen and what part
of the movie made the biggest impression on them.
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Table 5.2: Dominant frames for each of the experimental groups
Illustrative Empirical Data
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Greed Condition: The Wolf of Wall Street
The part where he transformed a small business into a huge company and created a new
organizational culture, because he got so much success out of it (Participant 12)
[How he] managed to sell the big chunk of penny stock the first caller he has at the new "amateur"
company he starts to work at. And that everyone looks at him like: Wow. Or the scene where he
teaches his friends how to sell stock. These scenes make you realise how big of influence you have on
whether or not it sells. It kind of teaches the craft of salesman. And just hypes you up in general.
Also the way it is filmed is nicely done. It creates tempo and excitement. (Participant 5)
I really enjoyed the period when the main character had success and did well, I like seeing how people
build something from nothing (Participant 22)
when Jordan Belfort was speaking to his employees, after they had made a lot of money. I think it made
the biggest impression of me because, Jordan made it look like nobody could stop the company
and that they were the best of the best. (Participant 21)
After watching this movie, I thought that people should have belief in their life, especially you have
some thing you really like, you need to do yourself to achieve your goal. […] the belief in you heart
which can encourage you. (Participant 27).
the main character starts at the bottom and works himself up to a very successful salesman. This didn’t
happen overnight, but made the biggest impression on me. Never give up, if you want to do
something you can do it. (Participant 1)
The part where his wife wanted to divorce him and where he got so mad that he took his daughter out of
bed and placed her in the car and caused a car accident. This made a big impression on me (Participant
21)
The scene when he [Jordan Belfort] wanted to leave with his daughter after his wife told him she wanted a
divorce. He then crashes into a column. Here you see how bad he is actually doing. (participant 6)
The scene where Jordan Belfort takes so much drugs and then tries to get Jonah Hill of the phone when
he is spilling their secrets while their phone is being tapped. (Participant 15)
The one when he came back home under influence of drugs and when Leo and Jonah fought in the kitchen
where the kid could see him. (…) It made a big impression on me because its just sad to see how
messed up he is and the struggles he has with containing himself, and how those things that affect
his whole family. (Participant 20)

First order
category

Second order
theme

Frame Explanation

Admiring
main
character

Winner
Frame
(46%)

Participants main takeaway from the movie
was their admiration
of the main character.
They emphasized his
entrepreneurial ability
to create wealth and
success and they felt
inspired by him.

Personal Life
Suffers
(36%)

Participants focused
mostly on how the
personal life of the
main character fell
apart, mentioning the
dramatic divorce
scene and how his
drug use ruined him.

Success and
wealth

Personally
inspired
by movie

Divorce and
car crash

Problematic
drug Use

Table 5.2 (Continued)
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Illustrative Empirical Data

First order
category

Second order
theme

Frame Explanation

The fact that you can be so heartless. That you don’t care at all about other people and are that selfish. I
just cannot imagine it and I have thought about that a lot. (Participant 14)
The scene of Jordan in the office where he is encouraging his employees to pick up the phone and dial
potential investors. Essentially exploiting those who are vulnerable for personal gain. The scene is
also quite up-beat and so grabs the viewers' attention. The scene depicts working in the stock market to
be almost Utopian (Participant 9)
Greed and Criticism Condition: The Big Short
The fact that one man set everything in motion. When he bought so many shares in betting the housing
market to fall. (Participant 32)
When they were all sitting around the table and Jared Vennett tells everyone he has essentially
outsmarted them (Participant 52)
That Ryan Gosling [Jared Vennett] walked in and took advantage of his own company’s mistakes and he
was able to make a lot of money. (Participant 49)
The biggest impression I got was when one of the hedge fund managers got a great return and proved
everyone wrong. He got it right when no one believed in him. (Participant 44)
I forgot the name of main actor, but I do remember those people make a lie for all of the stakeholders and
stolen all the money from the market and put it on their own pockets, even it will lead to thousands of
millions of people will lose their job or home. It’s all about money without feeling (Participant 48)
The fact that Mark told that he had offered his brother money as a response to finding out about his dark
thoughts really made me think about how much we focus on money and often think it is the
solution to all of our problems. (Participant 50)
Two of the main characters visit a tenant of a Florida suburb. (…) This showcased the discrepancies
created by the housing bubble. It was rather shocking to see how much of a distortion in society
can result from the financial workings (in real estate). (Participant 45)
The end when you saw the impact the crisis had. Especially when the people that where responsible
were not blamed, and the people that had nothing to do with it were blamed. (Participant 47)
The last scene when everyone had to leave and where out of jobs. The whole thing just hit me right
then, the consequences it had. The way of filming was kind of in a light way, joking a lot, until that
moment. It became very serious and I just thought this really happened it is not just a movie
(Participant 37)
The scene where you could see the damage the economic crisis delivered to the people. You could see
that a lot of people were fired and this moment touched me the most. (Participant 46)

Selfishness

Moral Frame
(11%)

Participants emphasized
how the main
character was
heartlessly exploiting
people

Winner
Frame
(42%)

Participants emphasized
how the main
character had
outsmarted everyone
and gained financially.

Moral Frame
(27%)

Participants focused on
how money corrupts
and can cloud thinking
and how the financial
system failed.

Victim Frame
(23%)

Participants highlighted
the people who lost
their jobs due to the
crisis and how they
were innocent

Exploiting
Employees

Smart main
character
Gains of
main
character
Downside of
money

Unfair
system

Job loss

Table 5.2 (Continued)
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Illustrative Empirical Data

First order
category

The scene which marked the biggest impression on me was probably the moment that everyone realized
the market and the entire economy was collapsing. It is so saddening to see that so many people were
affected by this and how the majority lost their jobs, their homes and their integrity. In addition,
the fact that this is a true story is truly impacting, hence I feel the movie in general made quite a big
impression on me (Participant 40)
Not really a particular scene, but more what happened to the people who were sold those 'bad' mortgages.
They don't think twice because they get a mortgage but they actually don't know the
consequences of their choices. (Participant 43)
Criticism Condition: Inside Job
Watching bankers get confronted for betting against loans that they were encouraging others to invest in.
Their refusal to answer questions or take responsibility for their actions was shocking.
(Participant 57)
The scene where you saw the lawsuit from the fraudsters of Wall street. In that scene you could really see
how they were trying to talk their way out of their crime. That's what interested me the most.
(Participant 77)
The part of how much money is being taken advantage over in wall street (Participant 62)
the fact that a lot of people knew what was going on, but did nothing to prevent it. Also that a lot of good
companies bought bad products. How could these products be rated triple A? (Participant 66)
The fact that the companies purposely traded in bundles of bad mortgages and insured themselves
after they sold them so that they would make money if they went bad, and they knew they would go
bad (Participant70)
the end of the documentary where they told us that even now very important people how were in high
positions when the financial crisis took place, are still in those positions. (Participant 69)
the scene where they let you know that the people who sort of like are responsible for the financial
crisis are still ruling in the government. this impressed me the most, because it shows that court
doesn't always do justice. (Participant 59)
The scene that made the biggest impression on me was when they interviewed a Spanish woman. She very
emotionally explained what had happened to her and her family; they were wronged and this had
severely affected her family. She explained that her husband had to work very hard to support them.
The way in which she talked about this subject made quite the impression - mainly due to her
emotional way of telling the story. (Participant 67)

Innocent
victims

Denial of
fraud

Second order
theme

victims of malpractices.

Moral Frame
(76%)

Immoral
businesses

Unfair
system

Emotionally
affected
by victim
stories

Frame Explanation

Victim Frame
(24%)

Participants stressed
how the fraud and
immorality of
financial industry had
made the biggest
impression on them.
They were startled
how corrupt business
people were still
denying their role in
the system and their
wrongdoings.

Participants mainly
focused on the victims
of the crisis,
describing how their
stories had
emotionally affected
them and

Table 5.2 (Continued)
Illustrative Empirical Data
The part about the people living in tents, because they lost everything during the crisis and they
didn't have a home anymore, so they needed to sleep outside in those small tents. These people
were poor, had no food or work. (Participant 74)
That people get in such big trouble, especially the ones who lost a big amount of money. And I don't
understand how it got so out of hand. For example, how easy it was for people to get a mortgage when
banks did know that they don't have enough money for future payment. It is just bizarre what people
did to get profit out of it. (Participant 82)
When they told about what the people working at the bank did with all the money they got from the
company. After this, they described how many people that put their money on those banks were in
trouble because the banks went bankrupt. The contrast is very big and I can't believe how the
people working at banks could do this. (Participant 64)

First order
category

Contrast
people
who lost
with those
who won

Second order
theme

Frame Explanation
contrasting the people
who lost everything
due to the crisis with
those who made
financial gains.
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In the second experimental condition, watching the movie high in greed and high in
criticism, three main frames were found. Similar to the greed condition, the winner frame was
the most dominant theme, with 42% of participants mentioning it. Rather than combining
their feelings with mere excitement, participants noted the journey of the main character that
predicted the financial crisis and was not believed by anyone, referring to how he ended up
making a lot of money from this prediction. They said that it was “smart of him that he had
predicted this so early on” (Participant 31) and that “Ryan Gosling [Jared Vannett] walked in
and took advantage of his own company’s mistakes, so he would be able to make a lot of
money” (Participant 49).
A Moral frame emerged as well (dominant for 27% of the participants), whereby
participants described how they disapproved of the system and immoral behavior on Wall
Street. For example, participant 48 wrote that: “those people make a lie for all of the stake
holders and [have] stolen all the money from the market and put it on their own pockets.” In
this experimental group, a clear new frame emerged: a victim frame (dominant for 23% of the
participants) whereby the perspective of the victims of malpractice on Wall Street was
adopted, exemplified by Participant 46, who wrote “The scene where you could see the
damage the economic crisis delivered to the people. You could see that a lot of people were
fired and this moment touched me the most.”
The third experimental condition, depicting the movie that was low in greed and high
in criticism, stimulated the use of moral frames in students. The vast majority (76%)
mentioned moral issues with the system or corrupt leadership. When leadership was
mentioned, however, it was clearly distinct from the ‘winner frame’ in the other groups as,
this time, it was not accompanied by excitement, success, or making-it-against-all-odds, but
was instead shown to be immoral leadership and corruption, accompanied by a sense of anger
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and disbelief that so many people involved in the crisis were still in powerful positions, even
in governments. Participant 81 wrote:
“when the interviewer asked a question and the person being interviewed started stumbling,
looking away, showed body language representing uneasiness, or said something like ‘no
comment’. As well as several persons that 'did not want to be interviewed', why would this
be? Pretty certain it is because they have information that they don't want to be shared. This
shows how corrupt the top layer of society is. Not just them of course, but a whole lot more.
What I found quite shocking as well was that these people are still holding the same
positions” (Participant 81).
Similar to the mixed condition (both greed and criticism), the “victim perspective”
(24%) also arose from the data, whereby the perspective of the victims of malpractice on Wall
Street was adopted and combined with emotions of sadness. Participant 73 wrote:
“The scene where the tents were showed, and the man who lived in a tent was interviewed.
Also the scene where the woman, who could not speak English, was crying. It made an impact
on me because these people are far more relatable than businessmen” (Participant 73).

5.3.5 Discussion
This study investigated the main phenomenon of this research: the influence of Wall Street
narratives on the possible future selves of students. The results indicate that the main
characters in the critical movies were perceived to be less desired future work selves
compared to the narratives portraying greed and an excess lifestyle, indicating that, even in
the mixed narrative, the greed and success elements of the story overshadowed the critical
elements. The qualitative part of the study indicated that greedy characters were perceived
through a “winner frame” in both movies high on greed. The critical narratives mainly
depicted the fraudulent behavior of sales professionals on Wall Street. The few short
fragments involving people who were suffering from these fraudulent practices, however, had
a relatively large impact and were perceived through a “victim frame” the in students’
reflections. This dichotomy of winners versus losers is considered central to the classical tale
of the American Dream and has been employed to justify social and economic inequalities
(Sandage, 2009). It is a narrative structure wherein the winner works hard and is thus
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rewarded and the people who fail in the system carry the blame themselves (Sandage, 2009;
Danilova, 2014). On an instinctive level, it is attractive to empathize with the winner, as
studies in the animal kingdom have shown (Dugatkin & Druen, 2004). Participants in the
critical condition group did not frame the successful stockbrokers as winners anymore and
therefore did not consider them part of their desired future work selves. As the Wall Street
narratives of Study 1 dedicated little time to portraying the “victim perspective”, we decided
to conduct a second study, this time comparing the influence of a “winner perspective” versus
a “victim perspective.” In this second study, we also sought to investigate the underlying
mechanisms through which these narratives influence students.

5.4 STUDY 2
5.4.1 Purpose of the study
In this study, we replicated and extended Study 1. We conducted an online field experiment to
explore the influence of popular Wall Street narratives on the future work selves of business
school students, this time using written narratives instead of movies and employing a multitrait, multi-method approach. To investigate underlying mechanisms, we also included an
empathy measure. This is in line with ‘art of activism’ studies, which demonstrate that
showing people a different perspective can increase their awareness and enhance their
empathy (Shank, 2004; Nolan, 2010). Additionally, Vohs’ (2015) psychology of money
theory stipulates that primes with money activate the mechanism of “self-reliance” in people,
making them less focused on other people and more focused on themselves, paying less
attention to the needs of others and decreasing their levels of empathy. We wanted to explore
whether or not this mechanism could also be applied with regards to reading a Wall Street
narrative with several references to money and wealth.
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Seeing as the qualitative data in Study 1 indicated that the perspective of the Wall
Street narrative mattered, we compared the influence of a story that employed a “winner
perspective” in the greed narrative (The Wolf of Wall Street) versus the perspective of victims
in the critical narrative (a newspaper story of people who lost their houses due to malpractices
in the financial sector). We used the following exploratory research question: How do Wall
Street narratives told from different perspectives (‘winners’ versus ‘victims’) influence the
future work selves and empathy levels of business school students? We compared these two
experimental groups with a control group.

5.4.2 Design and narrative stimuli
A between-subjects experimental design was chosen, with two experimental conditions
(“winners” versus “victims”) and a control group, in order to assess baseline empathy scores.
This online experiment used written texts as stimuli. For continuity in the replication of Study
1, a chapter of the book The Wolf of Wall Street (2008) by Jordan Belfort was selected for the
“winner perspective” condition. For the “victim perspective” condition, the main researcher
collaborated with another researcher, selecting a text about people who suffered gravely from
the financial crisis, losing their homes and suffering from severe depression because of this
(New York Times article: ‘Increasingly in Europe, Suicides by Economic Crisis’). For the
control condition, an article from the New York Times about protecting nature was used (New
York Times article: ‘High Above, Drones Keep Watchful Eyes on Wildlife in Africa’).

5.4.3 Procedure and measures
The study adhered to the ethical standards of the university. After participants had received an
online informed consent form and had agreed to participate, they answered a few background
questions on demographic variables. They were then randomly assigned to one of the three
experimental conditions: the “winner perspective” condition, the “victim perspective”
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condition, or the control group. Due to the lack of control inherent in online field experiments,
the page with the text was time-blocked (so that students could not immediately click to go to
the next page) and, after the text, two simple questions were asked in order to check whether
or not the students had read the text with their full attention.
After this, all participants were asked about the extent to which they considered “being
a stockbroker” as a desired future work self (Brokerhof et al., 2020; Strauss et al., 2012). The
same introductory text from Study 1 was used to explain the concept of possible future work
selves. After this introductory text, we asked the students: “Think of your desired self and
imagine an ideal world in which you could choose any profession you like, regardless of
education or talent. To what extent is being a stock broker or banker a profession you would
consider desirable for your future work self?” Similar to Study 1, participants answered this
question on a 5-point likert scale. The second part of the future work self question was
slightly different to the question in Study 1, in which the main character was posited as a
potential future work self. We assumed, in this instance, that nobody would aspire to become
a depressed victim of financial malpractice. Additionally, this type of formulation was also
applicable for establishing a reliable baseline score with the control condition.
Empathy was measured using the mind in the eyes test (Baron-Cohen et al., 2001).
This validated measure has also been used by Kidd and Castano (2012) to assess people’s
state empathy after reading a narrative. In this implicit measure, participants have to estimate
the emotional expression of people’s eyes. Participants see a photo and have to decide what
emotion is expressed in the person’s eyes, choosing from 4 different multiple-choice options,
of which one is the correct answer. The test consists of 36 items and one test question at the
beginning.
The surveys were constructed using Qualtrics Survey Software and the statistical
analyses were conducted in SPSS version 24.
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5.4.4 Participants
In the second experiment, Dutch business school students (N = 125) participated in an online
field experiment. Initially, 129 students participated, however the 4 students who failed to
correctly answer one of the two attention check questions (simple control questions to check
whether or not the student had read the text) were removed from analysis. Participants were
awarded research credits for their participation. There were 39 participants in the condition
reading a narrative from a “winner perspective”, 43 participants in the condition reading a
narrative from a “victim perspective”, and 43 participants in the control group. To check for
significant differences in demographic and background variables per condition, an ANOVA
was carried out, which showed no significant differences between conditions. The average
age of the participants was 20.7 years (SD=2.2). 24% identified as female and 76% as male.

5.4.5 Results
5.4.5.1 Future Work Selves
There was a significant difference between the groups, as determined by a One-way
between subjects ANOVA F (2, 122) = 3.66 p = .029 N2p = .06. See Figure 5.2a and Table 5.3
for an overview of the average scores for each group. Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey
HSD test indicated that the mean score for the narrative with the “winner perspective” (M =
3.41, SD = .1.02) was significantly higher than the mean of the “victim perspective” (M =
2.79, SD = .98) at the p<.05 level. The scores for desired future work selves for the “victim
perspective” were also lower when compared to the control group (M = 3.33, SD = 1.11), but
this was only marginally significant (p = 0.07). While the “winner perspective” was higher
than the control group, this was not significant.
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Gender had a significant impact on whether being a stockbroker was perceived as a
desired Future Work Self (p <.001), with men (M = 3.31, SD = 1.13) seeing this as a more
desired future self than women (M = 2.69, SD = 1.17). When adding gender as a covariate to
the model, the results of the ANCOVA were: F (3, 121) = 4,97 p = 0.003 N2p = .11 and the
post-hoc tests with Bonferoni showed the same significant comparisons between the two
experimental groups.

Table 5.3: Means, standard deviations and post-hoc tests for Study 2

Experimental
condition

n

Being a
Stockbroker is
considered as a
Desired Future
Work Self
M

Post-hoc
Tuckey HSD Empathy
comparisons

1) Winner
perspective

39

3.41

1.0
2

2) Victim
perspective

43

2.79

3) Control
group

43

3.33

SD

Post-hoc
Tuckey HSD
comparisons

M

SD

1) > 2)*

.64

.14

2) > 1)*

1.2
6

3) > 2)†

.71

.1

2) > 3)

1.1
1

1) > 3)

.66

.09

3) > 1)

Note: The following Wall Street Narratives were used for the experimental groups: Winner perspective: Wolf of Wall Street;
Victim perspective: Stories of victims of economic malpractices in the NY times. † p<.1 * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.
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Figure 5.2a: Desired future work self for Study 2

5.4.5.2 Empathy
There was a significant difference between the groups, as determined by a One-way
between subjects ANOVA F (2, 122) = 3.53 p = .032 N2p = .06. For an overview of the
results, see Figure 5.2b and Table 5.3. Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test
indicated that the mean score for the narrative with the “victim perspective” (M = .71, SD =
.1) was significantly higher than the mean of the “winner perspective” (M = .64, SD = .14) at
the p<.05 level. The scores for desired future work selves for the “victim perspective” were
also higher compared to the control group (M = .66, SD = .09), but this was not significant.
Gender did not have a significant effect on empathy.
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Figure 5.2b: Empathy for Study 2

5.4.6 Discussion
The results indicate that the perspective through which a Wall Street narrative is told a “winner” or “victim” perspective - matters. The stockbroker profession was perceived to be
a less desirable future work self in the victim condition compared to the “winner perspective”,
and – marginally – compared to the control group. People in the “winner perspective” were
more attracted to the luscious lifestyle presented as part of the job, in line with winner
narratives (Sandage, 2009; Danilova, 2014), while participants in the “victim perspective”
found a career in Wall Street less appealing, perhaps because they saw the negative impact of
Wall Street malpractices. This indicates, however, that showing a “victim perspective” did not
get people to think outside of the dominant winner paradigm and did not motivate them to
become a different kind of stockbroker. The “winner perspective” and control conditions did
not differ, implying that the “winner perspective” of stockbrokers might indeed be the
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baseline perspective in business school students.
Participants in the victim condition scored higher on the empathy measure than
participants in the other groups. The main difference was found between the two experimental
conditions. Indicating that showing a “victim perspective” increased empathy compared to
showing a “winner perspective”. This implied that some critical thinking and perspective
taking was achieved in the victim condition while, for the greed condition, lower empathy
scores suggested that the mechanism of self-reliance was activated, in line with research on
the psychology of money (Vohs et al., 2006; Vohs, 2015).
In the first and the second experiment, we investigated the impact of Wall Street
narratives on business school students, who could have a potential future in financial sales.
Due to a lack of work experience, the career expectations and aspirations of students may be
quite susceptible to the influence of books and movies (Brokerhof et al., 2018). In the third
experiment, we therefore conducted a short experiment with a sample of people already
working as stockbrokers and financial sales professionals, comparing a greedy Wall Street
narrative (The Wolf of Wall Street) with a realistic depiction of working in the financial sector
in order to investigate whether or not people familiar with working in the field of financial
sales would still be attracted to greedy, winner narratives.

5.5 STUDY 3
5.5.1 Purpose of the study
For the third study we conducted a short online field experiment with financial sales
employees. The purpose of this experiment was to ascertain whether or not the main findings
of the previous two studies could be generalized to the working field of financial sales. We
compared the influence of a short video of a greed narrative (The Wolf of Wall Street) with a
more realistic narrative (a short CNN documentary) to explore whether or not the main
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characters of greed narratives would still be perceived as more desired future work selves by
employees already working in the field. We formulated the following research question: How
do different Wall Street narratives (greedy narratives versus realistic narratives) influence
the desired Possible Future Work Selves of sales professionals?

5.5.2 Design and narrative stimuli
The study was a between-subject online field experiment with two experimental conditions
and a control group. The experiment was shorter than the previous experiments as a result of
the anticipated limited time availability of the participants in the sample. Therefore, short
movie clips were used (about 3 minutes long) to facilitate the comparison of narrative
fragments depicting greed and an excess lifestyle with realistic narrative fragments, showing
the actual work of sales professionals and stockbrokers. The movie clips for the experimental
conditions were The Wolf of Wall Street (“winner perspective”) and a short CNN clip on the
life of a stockbroker (“realistic perspective”). The selection of the different conditions was
made based on four independent viewers (two inside and two outside of the research team).

5.5.3 Procedure and measures
The online experiment was created using Qualtrics survey software. First, participants read
the informed consent, which outlined their rights (e.g., the fact that they were free to leave the
experiment at any time). They were also told to only participate if they could complete the
study in one go and to do it when they could sit in a quiet spot where they could hear the
sound, either via headphones or the build-in sound system of their computer. The survey
started with a few background questions (gender, age, and education level). Then, Qualtrics
randomly assigned participants to one of the conditions and they watched a short movie clip,
embedded in the survey, for approximately 3 minutes. After the movie clip ended, a simple
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question regarding the content of the clip was asked to make sure the participants had paid
attention (e.g. for The Wolf of Wall Street clip, this was “what did the main character throw
into the audience?” and the correct answer was “a watch”). The sales professionals then
completed the future work self measure. The introductory text and the 5-point Likert scale
question from Study 1 were used (see also Appendix 5A; Brokerhof et al., 2020).

5.5.4 Participants and data analysis
Dutch sales professionals participated in this online field experiment and were recruited
online via sales companies and snowball sampling. The primary inclusion criteria for the
participants were that they had to work within sales. Since 7 participants failed the attention
check, they were removed from the study. The final sample consisted of 55 participants, of
which 65% identified as male and 35% identified as female. The average age was 27.22 years
(SD=5.19) and the participants ranged in age from 22 to 55 years old. The participants had
finished different levels of education: High school (10.9%), Community College (3.6%),
Higher Vocational Education (56.4%), University Bachelor’s degree (10.9%) and University
Master’s degree (18.2%). There were 26 participants in the first condition and 29 participants
in the second condition. To check for significant differences in demographic and background
variables per condition, an ANOVA was carried out, which showed no significant differences
between the conditions. The results were analyzed in SPSS version 24.

5.5.5 Results and discussion
There was a significant difference between the groups, as determined by a One-way between
subjects ANOVA F (1, 53) = 4.05 p = .049 N2p = .07. The main character in the winner
narrative, displaying greed, was significantly more likely to be perceived as a desired future
work self (M = 3.04, SD = 1.22) than the main character in the realistic narrative, which
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displayed the reality of working as a stockbroker (M = 2.41, SD = 1.09). See Figure 5.3 and
Table 5.4 for an overview of the average scores for each group. These results indicate that
employees in the field of financial sales are still prone to the lure of greed in popular Wall
Street narratives. Not only do business school students aspire to become the Wolf of Wall
Street in the future, but people in financial sales also see this image as more of a desired
future work self than the more realistic and less glamorous portrayal of working in sales. This
could suggest that the lure of greed is maintained beyond the business school.

Table 5.4: Means and standard deviations for Study 3
Viewing the story character as a
Desired Future Work Self
Experimental
condition

n

M

SD

1) Winner
perspective

26

3.04

1.22

2) Realistic
perspective

29

2.41

1.09

Note: The following Wall Street Narratives were used for the experimental groups:
Winner perspective: Wolf of Wall Street; Realistic perspective: The life of a stockbroker (CNN).
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Figure 5.3: Desired future work self for Study 3

5.6 GENERAL DISCUSSION
This study explored the influence of popular Wall Street narratives on the future work selves
of business school students and sales professionals. While previous research suggests that
fictional narrative experiences, such as reading a book or watching a movie, can influence
people’s future work selves (Brokerhof et al., 2018; 2020; Martínez, 2014; Richardson &
Eccles, 2007), only anecdotal evidence has extended these findings to include the influence of
Wall Street narratives on the future work selves of business school students or sales
professionals (Guerrera, 2010). Three mixed-method experiments showed that business
school students and sales professionals considered the main characters in The Wolf of Wall
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Street and other greed narratives to be more desired future work selves when compared to
critical or realistic narratives. The qualitative analysis in Study 1 revealed that participants
perceived these greedy characters as attractive, successful, and exciting. These characters
were interpreted from a “winner perspective” – an exciting portrayal of self-made, successful
men – with little critical reflection on the characters’ greedy and morally ambiguous behavior.
This is in line with previous studies showing that winner narratives are dominant in American
culture (Sandage, 2009) and that these narratives are used to justify social and economic
inequalities (Danilova, 2014; Sandage, 2009). Since the participants in this study were Dutch,
it indicates this same mechanism may extend beyond the United States. When narratives were
simultaneously critical while portraying wealth and greed, greed was most important when it
came to participants considering these greedy main characters, whom they perceived as
winners, as desired future work selves. The qualitative data in Study 1 indicated that the
relatively short parts of the critical Wall Street narratives, during which the story of victims of
financial malpractice was told, made a relatively large impression on participants. Therefore,
the second study compared narratives told from different perspectives: the greed narratives
were told from a “winner perspective” and the critical narratives were told from a “victim
perspective”.
When participants read narratives from the perspective of victims of financial
malpractice, they scored higher in terms of empathy when compared to participants reading
Wall Street narratives depicting greed. This suggests that greed narratives, whereby a large
part of the story revolves around money and wealth, activate the mechanism of self-reliance.
This mechanism is described in research on the psychology of money (Vohs et al., 2006;
Vohs, 2015) and stipulates that people who focus on money and wealth become more selfcentered and less focused on others. The findings showing that victim narratives were related
to higher levels of empathy could imply that some degree of perspective-taking was achieved
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in the victim condition, in line with studies showing that narrative experiences can increase
empathy and theory of mind (Bal & Veltkamp, 2011; Ferrari et al., 2013; Kidd & Castano,
2013).
Furthermore, participants reading a victim narrative were less likely to consider “being
a stockbroker” as a desired future work self, compared to participants exposed to greedy
characters. In Study 1, participants perceived the main character of the mixed narrative (high
in greed and criticism) as a desired self, indicating that the lure of greed was stronger than the
criticism of it. Perhaps the luscious lifestyle presented in greed narratives is what makes
people consider these characters to be desired future work selves - an element that was
missing in the critical narrative (without greed) of Study 1 and the victim narrative of Study 2.
Additionally, seeing the negative impact of Wall Street malpractices may have been offputting for people to consider a career in Wall Street as desirable. The “winner perspective”
and control conditions did not differ significantly, which could imply that the “winner
perspective” of stockbrokers might be the baseline perspective in business school students.
While not tested directly, this could indicate, however, that although victim narratives were
related to higher levels of empathy, they may not get people to think outside of the dominant
winner paradigm or motivate them to become a different kind of stockbroker, such as one that
is more socially orientated.
The third study explored whether or not the main findings could also be extended to
include financial sales employees. Indeed, these employees also indicated that they
considered the greedy main characters as more desired selves than main characters in a
realistic Wall Street narrative. This indicates that the lure of greed is not only strong for
business school students, but still remains attractive to employees working in financial sales.
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5.6.1 Theoretical contributions and implications
Our findings suggest that popular Wall Street narratives depicting wealth, success, and greed
are not only a reflection of, but also a reproduction of the culture of greed on Wall Street
(Hansen & Movahedi, 2010; Salek, 2018). On a cultural level, Wall Street narratives appear
to have bi-directional relationships with ideology (Long, 2018). Narratives are rooted in
reality: a phenomenon referred to as verisimilitude (Apple & Richter, 2007; Bruner, 1986). In
this way, they reflect and represent dominant norms and values in organizational life
(Bordwell, 2006; Panayiotou & Kafiris, 2010), which has been hypothesized with regards to
the movie The Wolf of Wall Street (Salek, 2018; Tschilschke, 2019). Aside from reflecting
norms, popular narratives can set norms as well. Business school students, as well as sales
professionals, were attracted to greedy characters when they depicted wealth and success,
suggesting the pervasiveness of the lure of greed. When these greedy characters become part
of students’ and sales professionals’ future work selves, they thus reproduce the culture of
greed, as future work selves guide career decisions and behavior (Strauss et al., 2012).
Additionally, by reproducing cultural scripts (Friedman et al., 2019) and tapping into people’s
existing attitudes and beliefs (Appel, 2008; Green & Brock 2002), even critical narratives can
justify or normalize attitudes of greed, regardless of the intent of the filmmakers to raise
critical awareness (hooks, 2009). In Study 1, the greedy main characters in the movies
showing greed and wealth conjointly with criticism were actually perceived as more desired
selves than those in the movies only portraying greed.
Incorporating the dominant greedy winner narratives as desired future work selves
could justify greedy and morally ambiguous behavior, seducing students and financial sales
employees to take the path of greed. Our results suggest that the attractiveness of winner
narratives could be an underlying mechanism in this process. As stated earlier, winner
narratives are dominant in stories regarding the American Dream (Sandage, 2009). People
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enjoy empathizing with winners and the process of rooting for the winner and rewarding them
is also widely seen in the animal kingdom. For example, Dugatkin and Druen (2004) showed
that, even after randomly manipulating a first win for one animal, the winning animal ended
up higher in the group hierarchy. The qualitative analysis in Study 1 suggests that the winner
dynamic may also apply to the findings of this study. Winner narratives propagate a high
degree of agency to success and achievement and they are often employed to attribute
people’s misfortunes to their own failure (Sandage, 2009). This could give rise to the
mechanism of blaming the victim (Ryan, 1971), whereby people who are poor or homeless
are held responsible for their own predicaments, while, in reality, their problems are, to a
large extent, caused by societal structures (Treas, 2010).
Relatedly, the greed displayed in popular Wall Street narratives may fit within the
organization-centered worldview, focused on materialism and profit-making, that is dominant
in business schools (Giacalone & Thompson, 2006). Several studies have suggested that
business school students become socialized into this worldview and, instead of challenging it,
they gradually adapt (Ghoshal, 2005; Harris & Brown, 1989). Popular Wall Street narratives
also tap into this worldview and could contribute to its reproduction. Indeed, the lack of
criticism expressed by students in response to the Wall Street movies depicting greed,
indicates that perhaps critical moral reflection does not happen automatically. While critical
narratives or narratives told from the perspective of victims of malpractice were related to
higher levels of empathy, they made working in the financial sector less appealing to students.
These findings may indicate that business school students do not feel compelled to work in
the financial sector to become a different type of stockbroker and do not see any possibility of
changing the system, instead seeming to accept the dominant organization-centered
worldview and winner paradigm.
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On an individual level, narratives represent a mode of thought that is different from
logical reasoning (Bruner, 1991; 2004). They are related to sense-making processes and tap
into people’s emotions (Patriotta, 2003; Gabriel, 1998). Greedy characters in Wall Street
narratives that are depicted as winners could be especially engaging as people enjoy
empathizing with the “hero”, who is central to the story (Campbell, 1949). There are several
mechanisms that explain the attractiveness and persuasiveness of greed narratives told from
the “winner perspective”. Via the willing suspension of disbelief, people actively defer critical
thinking and moral judgement in order to enjoy the story (Vorderer et al., 2004). In addition
to this, the playfulness of narrative experiences can inspire identity play (Ibarra & Petriglieri,
2010) and immersive narrative experiences can invoke identity change (Brokerhof et al.,
2018), whereby people temporarily expand their boundaries of self (Slater et al., 2014). Thus,
when it comes to reading or watching books or movies for entertainment, people often
willingly let their guard down. This could explain the attractiveness of greedy characters and
their influence on the people who experience the world through these characters’ eyes.
Considering these characters as desired future work selves could ultimately lead to identity
change (Brokerhof et al., 2018; Slater et al., 2014), impact upon career behavior (Strauss et
al., 2012), and seduce people towards the path of greed to wealth and prosperity (Arsenault,
1998).

5.6.2 Limitations and future research
There are several limitations of this study that should be addressed and could present
opportunities for future research. The experiments in this study investigated the main
phenomenon: the influence of popular Wall Street narratives on the future work selves of
business school students and sales employees. Purposefully, the experiments were kept
relatively simple. While we uncovered underlying mechanisms by adding a qualitative
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element to Study 1, which gave insight into the perception of greedy characters through a
“winner frame”, and adding an empathy measure to Study 2, suggesting that the mechanisms
of self-reliance are activated by greed narratives told from a “winner perspective”, more
research is needed to further explore these underlying mechanisms. For example, in Study 1,
students watching the mixed narrative (high on greed and criticism) perceived the main
character to be a desired work self. This indicates that, when narratives depict criticism in
conjunction with celebrations of greed and wealth, the lure of greed is stronger than the
criticism. Perhaps, the explicit criticism may even free people to critically reflect, seeing as
they consider it “outsourced” by the narrative. Future research could investigate the influence
of mixed narratives in more depth.
In addition, this study tested the influence of real movies and stories. While this
strengthens ecological validity, as these are popular Wall Street narratives that people can
actually encounter, it poses challenges for the internal validity of findings. Future studies
could isolate narrative elements or use edited narratives instead of real movies to, for
example, further investigate the attractiveness of greedy characters in mixed narratives and
explore whether it is indeed the luscious lifestyle presented by these narratives that is stronger
than the criticism.
Furthermore, this study measured participants’ individual responses after watching the
movie or reading the story - there was no time for group discussion or extensive reflection
and, in real life, this is, however, often the case. Moreover, research from business ethics
education suggests that a narrative approach with critical discussions could stimulate moral
reflection in students (Badaracco, 2006; Garaventa, 1998; Michaelson, 2016; 2017; Sucher,
2007). Future studies could investigate whether group discussions of popular Wall Street
narratives would alter the findings.
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Except for the qualitative part of Study 1, which took place one week after the
participants watched the movie, the findings of this study mostly focused on short-term
effects. We should therefore be careful to make assumptions regarding the longevity of the
results. While cultivation theory suggest that repeated exposure could possibly strengthen
these results (Appel, 2008), we only investigated single exposures. Future research could
investigate the influence of several popular Wall Street narratives instead of only a single
exposure.
Furthermore, while we compared greed narratives with critical narratives and realistic
narratives, the characters working in financial sales were all, to some extent, greedy
characters. Future studies could explore the influence of Wall Street narratives whereby the
main character is a financial sales professional who shows moral courage by not taking the
path of greed, but instead chooses a path of moral virtue (Arsenault, 1998). Such a counterstereotypical role model could activate new frames in viewers and challenge dominant
organization-centered worldviews. If a such an alternative character is portrayed as a winner,
this could potentially also be attractive and could influence the future work selves of people
experiencing these narratives.
Another avenue for future research is the assessment of the role of motivation in
narrative experiences. The experiments in the current study randomly assigned participants to
an experimental condition but, in reality, it is likely that people would actively select the
movies that they watch and the books that they read (Frey, 1986). This selection could
confirm people’s existing beliefs and worldviews (Pennycook, et al., 2017; Nickerson, 1988).
Recent changes in media algorithms could enhance this selection effect, via recommendations
that function like “echo chambers” in social media, whereby people are offered stories that
match their interests and thereby confirm people’s worldviews (Quattrociocchi, et al., 2016).
Future research could explore the role of narrative selection further.
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While not the main focus of this article, Study 2 indicated that, in general, men were
more attracted to becoming a stockbroker than women. This was stable across the different
experimental conditions and thereby independent of the narrative condition. Previous studies
have shown that the majority of workers in financial sales are male and that there is a gender
pay gap amongst stockbrokers, caused by unequal work opportunities (Madden, 2012).
Additionally, there are relatively few working mothers employed as stockbrokers, which has
been linked to high work pressure and work-family conflict (Blair-Loy, 2009). The culture in
fictional narratives has also been associated with depicting the typical stockbroker as the risktaking “Wall Street Alpha Male” (Maclean, 2016, p. 427). Indeed, the main characters in the
greed narratives chosen for this study were also men. While no gender effects were found for
Studies 1 and 3, the findings of Study 2 indicate that future experiments could further explore
the gender effects of popular Wall Street narratives or experiment with female lead characters.
Last, there are several methodological limitations that demand attention. For example,
the future work selves were measured through single-item measures. This was a conscious
choice, made in order to keep the studies relatively simple, and was in line with Wanous and
colleagues’ (1997) statement that “from a management perspective, a single item is usually
easier to understand than a scale score, which might appear as academic nit-picking” (p. 250).
Still, there are limitations to short single-item measures and future studies could investigate
whether or not the results remain the same with different measures, both qualitative and
quantitative. Another methodological caveat is that all participants of this study were Dutch,
therefore more research is needed to see whether or not these results could be generalized and
replicated in other cultures. Perhaps findings would be different for participants in the United
States, seeing as this is where Wall Street is actually located. Finally, this study adopted a
multi-trait/multi-method approach, whereby different methods and types of Wall Street
narratives (movies, texts, and movie clips) were employed in the different studies. While the
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findings suggest similar patterns for different narratives forms, the main aim was not to
compare these different forms. Future studies could investigate whether movies or books
exert a stronger influence on people’s future work selves or contribute more strongly to the
reproduction of the culture of greed.

5.6.3 Practical implications
This study implies that popular Wall Street narratives should be part of the discussion
surrounding the culture of greed in business schools and in the workplace. In order to address
the culture of greed in business schools, alternative narratives could be shown from a “victim
perspective” in order to stimulate empathy and critical thinking. As victim narratives were
related to higher levels of empathy, hearing their stories in the classroom could be helpful or,
alternatively, institutions dealing with debt restructuring, residential evictions, and poverty
could be visited.
Additionally, future studies could explore whether active discussions could also help
raise moral awareness and fuel critical reflection towards greedy narratives. This is could be
especially helpful in the context of business ethics education, whereby a narrative approach
has been propagated to stimulate moral imagination and critical reflection (Badaracco, 2006;
Garaventa, 1998; Michaelson, 2017, 2016; Sucher, 2007). Actively addressing the dominant
worldview in popular Wall Street narratives could make students more aware of automatic
assumptions and help them to develop alternative worldviews (Giacalone & Thompson,
2006).
Furthermore, popular narratives often use prototypical identities and stereotyping
(Weber & Mitchell, 2002). The stereotypical, greedy main characters in popular Wall Street
narratives may make it harder for (future) sales professionals to step out of these assumed
roles of greed. If several Wall Street narratives - critical or not – depict sales professionals as
greedy people, this may not encourage business school students or sales professionals to take
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a different path and step away from this negative stereotype. Counter-stereotypical main
characters in Wall Street narratives, who do not take the path of greed but instead choose a
path of moral virtue (Arsenault, 1998), could activate alternative frames, challenge dominant
organization-centered worldviews, and serve as role models for alternative future selves.

5.7 CONCLUSION
While the culture of greed has been considered a systemic, cultural, and societal problem
(Hansen & Movahedi, 2010), the influence of popular culture represented in movies and
books has received little attention. This study suggests that narratives could be one of the
reproductive mechanisms of this culture. Greedy characters are considered desired future
work selves by business school students and sales professionals and can thus influence career
behavior. The depiction of these characters as “winners” may normalize dominant
organizational-centered worldviews of greed and profitmaking, encouraging people aspiring
to work in financial sales to attempt similar paths to prosperity. Compared to greed narratives
from a “winner perspective”, narratives that adopted a “victim perspective”, showing people
who suffered from financial malpractice on Wall Street, increased empathy in participants.
Therefore, critical Wall Street narratives assuming the perspective of victims of financial
malpractice could offer people alternative frames and stimulate critical thinking. Future
studies could investigate whether or not the mechanisms of winner narratives and self-reliance
could be employed to challenge the culture of greed and offer alternative worldviews.
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ABSTRACT
Traditional business ethics education has been criticized for having an overly quantitative
and rational focus, neglecting students’ personal involvement and moral development. In
this study, we investigated individual moral development during an alternative pedagogy
for business ethics education—using world literature as course material. This complex
case study investigated personal experiences and developmental change processes among
58 students during a 13-week MBA moral leadership course. The findings elucidated that
the use of literary narratives stimulated the development of “moral muscle,” a dynamic
moral capability that needs to be learned by regular reflection and practice. This moral
development was stimulated by (1) the evolution of group discussions, (2) reflection, (3)
emotional struggle, and (4) the expansion of moral vocabulary by applying theory onto
narratives. Additionally, the study reveals heterogeneity in moral learning trajectories
during the course, showing different starting positions, learning routes, and end states of
moral development. The findings offer novel insights into the use of literary narratives in
business ethics education and shed new light on different individual paths toward moral
development and the ways in which a narrative pedagogy toward business ethics
education could foster these.
Keywords: Literature-based course; Moral development; Literary narratives; Business
ethics; Reading; Moral muscle
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
Over recent decades, numerous business scandals, rising income inequality, and the
perceived failures of globalization and shareholder-focused capitalism have drawn
attention to the importance of moral education in business schools (Hummel et al., 2018;
Giacalone & Thompson, 2006; Swanson, 2004). In addition, research has shown that
business school students are, on average, different from the general student population as
they cheat more in educational contexts (McCabe et al., 2006) and score lower on
empathetic abilities and higher on narcissism (Brown et al., 2010). This highlights the
importance of moral education in business schools to address these issues. However,
while business schools have the opportunity to educate socially responsible managers and
ethically aware business leaders (Carlson & Burke, 1998; Gu & Neesham, 2014), MBA
programs have instead been criticized for not educating their students in essential
managerial competences (Pfeffer, & Fong, 2002; Rubin & Dierdorff, 2009; Swanson,
2004). According to Ghoshal (2005, p. 76), business schools have even “actively freed
their students from any sense of moral responsibility” by propagating business theories
stemming from amoral ideology. Therefore, business schools may not promote good
management practices and should critically re-assess their academic philosophy and
teaching approach (Ghoshal, 2005). Bennis and O’Toole (2005) also propose a need for
shifting the dominant pedagogical focus from mathematical and quantitative skills to
“softer” skills, such as reflection and moral awareness, which are currently often
neglected. This gives prominence to the pursuit of new, alternative teaching methods that
can stimulate soft-skill development in MBA students, which can reduce these moral
issues around management education.
The pursuit of alternative teaching methods has sparked the use of new pedagogical
approaches toward business school education, such as using film (Ayikoru & Park, 2019;
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Giacalone & Jurkiewicz, 2001) drama (Garaventa, 1998), computer games (Mayfield &
Mayfield, 2019; Verzat et al., 2009), and literary narratives (Franco, 2017; Martin et al.,
2018). The use of literary narratives, such as novels, books, short stories, and comics, has
also been employed in teaching business ethics education (Badaracco, 2006; Gerde &
Foster, 2008; Harris & Brown, 1989; Michaelson, 2017, 2016, 2014; Shepard et al., 1997;
Sucher, 2007; von Weltzien Hoivik, 2009). Using narratives in the business ethics
classroom has been hypothesized to bring something unique to business learning
environments as stories allow students to immerse themselves in a variety of narrative
worlds, settings, and characters, enabling them to engage in reflection, perspectivetaking, and empathy (Michaelson, 2016; Gottschall, 2012; McAdams & Koppensteiner,
1992; Harris & Brown, 1989). Additionally, novels are assumed to stimulate a more
holistic way of thinking about what it means to live a good life in relation to one’s
environment (Michaelson, 2016), confronting students not only with business dilemmas
but with the larger moral challenges that constitute being human in a complex world
(Garaventa, 1998).
While there is anecdotal evidence that using literary narratives in the business ethics
classroom is helpful for stimulating moral development (Badaracco, 2006; Garaventa,
1998; Gerde & Foster, 2008; Kennedy & Lawton, 1992; McAdams & Koppensteiner,
1992; Michaelson, 2017, 2016, 2014; Shepard et al., 1997; Sucher, 2007; von Weltzien
Hoivik, 2009), studies investigating student experience and personal development when
using narrative pedagogy are scarce. An exception is the case study by Harris and Brown
(1989), who used the Lewis’s (1922) novel Babbitt to teach business ethics. Even though
this course ultimately “failed” due to a lack of student participation, the authors still
expected that with clear instructions and a careful constructed pedagogy the use of
literary narratives offers students a unique potential for moral development. The implied
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value of literary narratives for developing moral awareness and reflection in business
ethics education revolves around the power of literature to offer moral complexity and
stimulate moral imagination (Michaelson, 2016; Nussbaum, 1998; Young & Annisette,
2009). An in-depth exploration of how students actually experience literary narratives’
value for moral development in the context of business ethics education, remains,
however, to be investigated.
The present qualitative case study investigates students’ developmental change
journeys over a 13-week literature-based moral leadership course. At a business school in
the Northeastern United States, 58 MBA students read a piece of well-known world
literature each week, discussing the narratives in conjunction with ethical philosophy and
making sense of the moral challenges and complexities in the stories both individually
and in group sessions. Our aim was to explore in-depth how the use of literary narratives
for business ethics education shapes moral development processes in MBA students and
what learning mechanisms are key to this development. The objectives of this study were
twofold: to (1) investigate how a literature-based course can influence learning in the
context of business ethics education and (2) explore how individual students experienced
moral development during the course.
This inductive case study contributes in several ways to the field of business ethics
education by exploring students’ experiences with a literature-based course. First, from
our data analysis, the notion of “moral muscle” turned out to be a central concept,
encompassing moral awareness, motivation for daily practice, and building moral
character. The concept of moral muscle suggests a pliable and dynamic moral capability
that can be taught and learned in a business school setting and that can be contrasted with
theory regarding stable predispositions or personality factors in moral reasoning, which
cannot be trained (Brown & Trevino, 2006; Ciulla, 2004; Haidt, 2001). Second, our study
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shows how a pedagogy with literary narratives offers the complexity, immersive
experiences, and narrative learning required for growing this moral muscle, including
how such learning can be fostered through group discussion, reflection, emotional
struggle, and an expanded moral vocabulary. Finally, the study reveals heterogeneity in
moral learning trajectories over the course episode, showing different starting positions,
learning routes, and end states of moral development. Awareness of such heterogeneity
can prove crucial for educators and offers new theoretical insights into the dynamic
nature of moral development.

6.2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Narrative teaching methods have become ubiquitous in business ethics education
(Michealson, 2016), whereby we broadly define narrative as “the representation of real or
fictitious events and situations in a time sequence” (Prince, 1982, p. 1; see also Rudrum,
2005). The most popular narrative method, the use of case studies, was developed to
address the limitations of traditional teaching methods, with textbooks and abstract theory
(Mari, 2010), which did not promote ethical development but instead led to student
“apathy and confusion” (Solomon, 2001, p. 418). While cases have a strong narrative
component, they are written with a specific pedagogical purpose and rational logic to
efficiently prompt students to think in a particular direction, or they end with a “decision
cliffhanger”: the moment where—an often binary—central decision needs to be made
(Grafström & Jonsson, 2019; Michaelson, 2016). Therefore, they are less messy versions
of reality since “unnecessary” details are left out, and efficiency is deemed crucial
(Grafström & Jonsson, 2019). The limitations of cases for business ethics education have
sparked the relatively new pedagogical method of using books, novels, and short stories
in the business ethics classroom, first introduced by Coles (1989). Various studies have
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proposed that literary narratives offer moral complexity, emotional involvement, vivid
reading experiences, moral imagination, and multiple perspectives toward moral issues
(Badaracco, 2006; Garaventa, 1998; Gerde & Foster, 2008; Kennedy & Lawton, 1992;
McAdams & Koppensteiner, 1992; Michaelson, 2017, 2016, 2014; Shepard et al., 1997;
Sucher, 2007; von Weltzien Hoivik, 2009). Michaelson (2016) thus stated that “a good
novel is to a case study what case method is to dry lecturing” (p. 595).
Making complexity, imagination, and emotions part of business ethics curricula has
been hypothesized to better prepare students to become more discerning and morally
aware business managers (Marques, 2019). Moral awareness here refers to “a person’s
determination that a situation contains moral content and legitimately can be considered
from a moral point of view” (Reynolds, 2006, p. 233), which means paying attention to
different moral aspects in the organization and one’s own influence on or role in the
larger societal system. Moral awareness thereby is dynamic and can be seen as a complex
interplay of personal factors, such as ethical predispositions and moral intuitions (Haidt,
2001; Reynolds, 2006), intersecting with the characteristics of moral issues, such as their
proximity and the magnitude of their consequences (Jones, 1991), combined with
contextual factors relevant to the situation (Solinger et al., 2020; Trevino, 1986).
Literary narratives can offer learning experiences relevant for business ethics
education since they have the capacity to stimulate empathy and moral awareness (P.M.
Bal & Veltkamp, 2013; Ferrari et al., 2013; Hakemulder, 2000; Kidd & Castano, 2013;
Mar, 2018). Additionally, narratives can function as safe arenas for exploring moral
issues (Boyd, 2009) and discussing sensitive, personal, or complex ethical issues in social
settings (Canning, 2017). Novels and short stories are often colloquially referred to as
“literary” when they are complex, challenging, or thought-provoking—defamiliarizing
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the reader with new language or ideas (Dixon et al., 1993; Hakemulder, 2004, p. 194;
Miall & Kuiken, 1994).

6.2.1 Reading literature for moral complexity
Protagonists in books and short stories often face intricate moral challenges in complex
environments, whereby there is no simple solution (Nussbaum, 1998). These are often not
clear-cut dilemmas but ambiguous, complex, and hard to immediately recognize, which
resembles how ethical challenges often present themselves in real life (Werhane, 2002;
Young & Annisette, 2007). Reading books requires mental effort because the reader has
to reconstruct the story in their mind (M. Bal, 2009; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998).
Similarly, moral challenges also have to be reconstructed, and recognizing and defining a
moral challenge has been considered a valuable exercise for business ethics students
(Harris & Brown, 1989; Yong & Annisette, 2007). Once an ethical challenge is
recognized, possible solutions to moral challenges in literary narratives are also complex,
often representing different norms and values, social contexts, and multiple characters
(Singer & Singer, 2005). This sense-making aspect of reading literature, through which
the reader has to gradually infer morality instead of being directly told what is right or
wrong, can be fruitful for stimulating moral reflection (Booth, 1983), and the more
complex ethical layers in literature can therefore be seen as invitations to ethical
evaluation, which can be explored through ethical criticism (Nussbaum, 1998).
Another aspect of literature that contributes to its complexity is that novels and short
stories extend beyond the realm of business stories and mirror all facets of life (Harris &
Brown, 1989). Due to their length, rich detail, character development, and complex
storylines, literary narratives offer readers a broad perspective, with stories sometimes
spanning different cultures and times—sometimes the whole lifetime of a character. This
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offers readers a more holistic perspective on how to be as a person and not only on how
to act in specific organizational circumstances (Michaelson, 2016; Young & Annisette,
2009). This more holistic perspective is, according to Giacalone and Thompson (2006,
p.267), what has been often lacking in business schools, where students are socialized
into an “organization-centered worldview,” with a hegemonic focus on profit-making and
materialism. Students can feel powerless against this worldview, not challenging it but
adapting to it instead (Brown & Harris, 1989; Ghoshal, 2005). After this adaptation,
students’ attention to social responsibility and ethics is then often merely employed out of
“concern for personal impression management and external public relations” (Giacalone
& Thompson, 2006, p. 269) and not out of true personal involvement, leading to what the
authors refer to as “sham ethics.” They argue that a human-centered worldview shifts the
central focus to human beings and the world at large, with business serving humankind
and the planet instead of the other way around (Giacalone & Thompson, 2006). The use
of literary narratives can offer a broader, more complex and human-centered worldview,
which can provide business school students the opportunity to reflect on their own place
in the world and the role of ethics in core identity questions centering around ‘What sort
of person do I want to be?’ (Michaelson, 2016; Young & Annisette, 2009).

6.2.2 Reading literature for moral imagination
The complexity of literary narratives combined with the immersive reading experiences
can offer a safe playground for business ethics students to develop moral imagination
(Nussbaum, 1997; Young & Annisette, 2009). According to Johnson (1994, p. 6), this
encompasses the “imagination to discern what is morally relevant in situations, to
understand empathetically how others experience things and to envision the full range of
possibilities open to a particular case.” Moral imagination allows people to proactively
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recognize moral challenges instead of reactively responding at a later stage (Hargrave et
al., 2020), to engage in systems thinking by considering multiple stakeholders and
perspectives (Werhane, 2008), and to act in novel ways by being able to imagine multiple
possible outcomes (Johnson, 1994). According to Hargrave and colleagues (2020), the
three steps involved in morally imaginative sense-making are reproductive imagination,
productive imagination, and free reflection. We argue that literary narratives can
contribute to each of these steps.
The first step, reproductive imagination, consists of recognizing what is morally
relevant in a situation while being aware of one’s personal limitations and bias
influencing this interpretative process (Johnson, 1994; Hargrave et al., 2020). Through
reading and discussing novels and short stories, business school students can playfully
practice recognizing different moral challenges (Michaelson, 2016; Sucher, 2006).
During immersive reading experiences, readers become absorbed into the story world,
experiencing moral challenges through the eyes of the story’s character(s) (Busselle &
Bilandzic, 2008; Gerrig, 1993). Similar to real-life experience, books and novels not only
tap into the cerebral, rational part of students’ brain, as many other business school
courses, but they also offer the reader emotional involvement (Gerrig, 1993). Through
experiencing characters in narrative worlds that are unfamiliar to them, students can be
confronted with limitations in their own experience and knowledge, which can expand
their horizons (Young & Annisette, 2009; Nussbaum, 1997). By using literary narratives
in the business ethics classroom, students’ repertoire for proactively recognizing different
moral situations in the future can thereby also be extended (Young & Annisette, 2009).
The second step of moral imagination, productive imagination, describes how people
can then look at the morally challenging situation from multiple perspectives (Johnson,
1994; Hargrave et al., 2020). Central to this process is empathy—understanding and
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considering other points of view (Johnson, 1994)—which has been regarded as crucial for
moral development (Fesmire, 2003; De Waal, 2010). Reading novels has indeed been
shown to stimulate empathy and theory of mind in readers (P.M.Bal & Veltkamp, 2011;
Ferrari et al., 2013; Kidd & Castano, 2013) by exposing them to different characters and
new ways of thinking about moral situations (Hakemulder, 2000). Readers experience the
story through the character’s eyes and thereby practice with perspective-taking (Hoffman,
2001). Literary narratives could thereby help business school students in their productive
imagination, stimulating empathy and considering multiple perspectives when they
recognize a moral challenge.
The final step of moral imagination consists of free reflection (Hargrave et al., 2020),
whereby people think ahead and imagine different possible courses of action. This is the
most creative part of moral imagination and should ideally not be limited by reality or
personal boundaries, making fictional narratives ideal practicing grounds (Michaelson,
2017). Narrative experiences have been labeled “simulations” of real life, stimulating
mental processes similar to learning from experience (Mar & Oatley, 2008), wherein
students can practice this creative process, encouraging moral improvisation for future
moral challenges (Michaelson, 2017). Johnson (1994) argues people need both
imagination as well as reason since these are not opposites but complementary to moral
imagination and project different creative solutions onto the future. The immersive
experiences offered by complex literary narratives rely on both cerebral as well as
emotional sense-making processes, strengthening their mutual application in moral
imagination processes (Harris & Brown, 1989; Michaelson, 2017; Nussbaum, 1997;
Young & Annisette, 2009), a skill that has been considered crucial for business ethics
students and managers (Fesmire, 2003; Hargrave et al., 2020).
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6.3 METHOD
6.3.1 Research design
This case study explored the impact of a literature-based business ethics course at a
business school in the Northeastern United States. Students read one work of well-known
world literature per week to reflect—both on a personal level and in a group setting—on
complex ethical decision-making, business ethics, moral complexity, and moral
leadership. Since the aim of this study was exploratory, focusing on student experiences,
we employed an inductive case study design with in-depth qualitative methods, including
class observations, interviews, and a qualitative survey (Silverman, 2016). This enabled
us to perform a grounded analysis of personal course experience and individual change
patterns (Cornelissen, 2017).

6.3.2 Course design and pedagogical principles
The 13-week course consisted of three modules of Moral Challenges, Moral Reasoning,
and Moral Leadership. In the first module (the first five weeks), students analyzed the
texts for moral challenges and discussed these intuitively without abstract ethical theory.
The first weeks of intuitive exploration are in line with discovery-based learning,
whereby students first explore scenarios before applying abstract theory (Alfieri et al.,
2011). In week six, ethical theory (i.e., utilitarianism, duty-based ethics, right-based
ethics, and communitarianism) was introduced to help students in their intuitive sensemaking process (Sucher, 2007). This was the start of the second module, on Moral
Reasoning (weeks six to nine), which further explored moral theory in conjunction with
the literary narratives. The final module, on Moral Leadership (weeks 10 to 13), focused
on moral complexity using non-fiction novels, such as autobiographies, to stress decision-
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making embedded in the real world (Sucher, 2007). For a full overview of the modules
and literature, see Appendix 6A.
In addition to the individual reading process before class, class discussions were
considered a vital element of this course, following narrative pedagogy (Goodson & Gill,
2011; Ironside, 2005) and social constructivist theories of education (Richardson, 1997).
In line with guided discovery learning pedagogies (Alfieri et al., 2011), students
interpreted the novels first individually and in weekly group sessions before analyzing
their moral complexities. The process pedagogy of the class discussions was “describe,
analyze, judge, and reflect,” whereby (1) students would describe different elements of
the story (e.g., who are the characters and what is the story setting?), then (2) analyze
moral complexities (e.g., what type of moral problem or challenge is presented?),
followed by (3) judging and evaluating the story’s characters (e.g., how do you evaluate
the character’s actions and moral decisions?); after that (4) students would engage in a
final overall reflection, including exploring links between the story and organizational
life (Sucher, 2007). Starting the discussion with describing the main story elements
showed students how hard, if not impossible, objective interpretation is and counters
people’s automatic tendency to immediately pass judgment based on initial reactions and
instead first interpret and reflect (Haidt, 2007).
An open atmosphere was created by the instructor, who would refrain from
expressing any individual, normative position toward the moral dilemmas and made sure
divergent opinions could be freely shared, giving all students opportunity to speak.

6.3.3 Literature selection
In the literary narratives selected for this course, protagonists were presented with
complex moral challenges in multifaceted moral environments. These moral challenges
covered elements of moral leadership. Second, to show the universality of moral
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challenges and enhance moral imagination, the selected literary narratives revolved
around a variety of characters in diverse cultural and historical contexts. Diversity was
considered an important topic—five classes in the course were based on stories with
female protagonists, and four others raised questions related to ethnicity and cultural
change. The final selection of literature consisted of novels, short stories, plays, and
autobiographical books, ranging from a deadly feud set in ancient Greece (Antigone by
Sophocles), to modern-day leadership challenges (Personal History—Katharine Graham)
to the moral predicaments posed to traditional clans in Nigeria when the British
missionaries arrived (Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe). The flow in this course is to
allow the greater complexity of literature to dominate in the first two modules (the nature
of moral challenges and the ways that people reason morally), while the last module of
the course, on moral leadership itself, consists almost entirely of non-fictional texts about
real leaders. Three readings in moral philosophy are assigned at critical moments in the
course. For a full list of the literary narratives and how they fit in the overall course
design, see Appendix 6A.

6.3.4 Participants
Fifty-eight MBA students participated in the study. Students knew beforehand about the
research project, and they received more information about the study during the first
class. It was an elective course, and participation in the research project was voluntarily.
All students signed an informed consent form containing important research information
in line with the ethical standards of the Institutional Review Board. Of the sample, 61%
was female and 39% was male, with an average age of 29 years (SD = 2.8). Participants
had an average work experience of 5.4 years (SD = 2.3) and read on average 2.7 novels
per year (SD = 0.9). Participation in additional data collection, such as in the online
surveys and interviews, was also voluntary. It was made clear to the students that grading
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and course credit were entirely separated from participation in the study. In line with this,
the principal researcher and the teacher of the course were different people. The principal
researcher did not communicate to the course teacher which students were participating
in the different data types and communicated research findings only after the course had
finished. This was also communicated to the students, so they could express their
opinions freely in the surveys and interviews.

6.3.5 Data collection procedure and measures
This study relied on several qualitative data sources to achieve deeper insights into both
personal and group change, thereby establishing the triangulation of different data
sources (Gibbert & Ruigrok, 2010; Pratt, 2009). Table 6.1 gives an overview of the
different data sources, data treatment, and participants for each data source. The data
consisted of 23 interviews, 26 hours of audio-recorded class discussions, 35 pre- and
post-surveys with open essay questions, and 58 pages of field notes. Additionally, 22
participants drew their own change graphs (similar to Guillemin & Drew, 2010). These
contained on the x-axis the 13 course weeks and corresponding literary works; the y-axis
was left blank (see Appendix 6B, Figure A for the plain figure and B–F for examples of
different ways in which participants filled in the graphs). Participants were prompted to
freely draw their graph in line with their personal experience in accordance with our
research aim to inductively explore individual differences in course experience during the
13-week program (part of the second explanatory program in Cornelissen, 2017; see also
Gerring & McDermott, 2007).
The interviews lasted 53 minutes on average (ranging between 40–70 minutes) and
took place in a private room on campus, where they were audio-recorded and later
transcribed.
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Table 6.1: Data type, treatment and participants
Data Type

Data Treatment

Number of
Participants*

In-person observations of the 13
weekly class sessions where the
narratives where discussed.

58 pages of field notes made
during the sessions
26 hours of audio-visual
recordings of class
observations, re-watched,
partly transcribed and
analyzed and coded in
Atlast.ti.

58 Participants

Pre- and post-surveys with
qualitative essay questions about
career identity, moral leadership,
moral development and the
course experience

Created in Qualtrics Survey
Software. Data was
analyzed coded in Atlast.ti.
Demographic data was
retrieved from the presurvey

35 Participants in
both the pre- and
postsurvey
46 participants in
the pre-survey
only

In-depth interviews (average
duration 53 minutes, range: 4070 minutes) in the two weeks
after the course

Audio-recorded and
verbatim transcribed. Data
was analyzed coded in
Atlast.ti

23 Participants

Change Graphs, where students
freely drew their course
experience on an empty page
labelling everything they
experienced during the course,on
an X-axis depicting each class
session (see appendix 6B)

Graphs were digitalized and
analyzed in Atlas.ti. The
comments made during the
drawing process where
audio-recorded, transcribed,
analyzed and coded in
Atlas.ti.

22 participants

Notes: There were 58 students in the course who all signed informed consent and agreed to be participants
in the study project. *Participation in the interviews, surveys and change graphs was on a voluntary basis,
resulting in a different number of participants per data type. In total, we have group data of 58 students and
personal data (via Interviews, Change Graphs or Surveys) of 47 participants.

The interviews were semi-structured, leaving room for extra input from the participants,
with questions centered upon personal experience with a) the literature, b) the weekly
class sessions, and c) whether the participant had experienced personal change during the
course, specifically focusing on moral awareness and moral leadership. The interview
protocol, which was refined based on two pilot interviews, can be found in Appendix 6C.
Participants were encouraged to answer honestly and take as much time as they needed.
They could always skip or decline to answer questions or stop the interview entirely. A
saturation (“interview to redundancy” Trotter, 2012, p. 399) approach was used.
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The surveys were distributed online via Qualtrics, with a pre-survey in the first week
of the course and a post-survey in the week after the last course session. In the presurvey, the following background characteristics were measured: age, gender, work
experience, and reading habits (how many books they had read in the past year).
Subsequently, people were asked in open questions to write about their views on
leadership and their future work self—how they see themselves in their future career
(similar to Brokerhof et al., 2020; Strauss et al., 2012, p. 580). In the second survey, these
open questions were repeated, and essay questions about the literature, class discussions,
and changes in views on moral leadership were added. In total, 35 students participated in
both surveys. See Appendix 6C for a full overview of the interview protocol and survey
questions.
All class sessions were attended by the principal researcher, who sat in a corner of
the classroom. The researcher did not participate in the discussions but quietly observed
and made notes of the interaction and content. The sessions were audio-visually recorded
through the built-in classroom recording devices of the university.

6.3.6 Data analysis and rigor
Figure 6.1 gives an overview of the different steps in the qualitative process analysis and
the data sources that were used per step. First, the interviews, open survey questions, and
parts of the class discussions were coded in Atlas.ti to uncover first-order concepts,
second-order themes, and aggregated dimensions (Gioia et al., 2013) to reflect on general
course outcomes. Second, this enabled us to focus on the question: What were the general
course outcomes, and what course elements and learning mechanisms were contributing
to these outcomes? Third, we zoomed in on individual differences in course experience,
focusing on the question: What moral positions did students describe they had before,
during, or after the course? These were mapped onto a moral change model, the Moral
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Change Flow, whereby we assessed how the different moral positions were situated in
relation to each other (Harré & Secord, 1972; Tsoukas, 1989). The fourth step focused on
how students described their personal moral change journey during the course. This step
consisted of analyzing different individual change patterns in moral development,
whereby similar patterns of change were grouped together into distinct change
trajectories. We also analyzed which course elements and learning mechanisms
stimulated these temporal patterns of change. For each step, we systematically aimed to
falsify findings and relations (Gibbert & Ruigrok, 2010) to enhance internal validity,
which allowed us to capture the distinct trajectories instead of assuming similar
developmental patterns for all students.
Figure 6.1: Steps of qualitative process analysis
Coding step

Open coding

Analysis with as main data sources
the in-depth interviews and open
essay questions of the surveys
•Identify first order concepts, second order
themes and aggregated dimensions

•Based on the themes and aggregated
dimensions, effective course elements were
uncovered, such as the use of literary
Identify course narratives, dominant learning mechanisms and
outcomes and
general course outcomes
learning

Supporting data

• Class observations
• Change graphs
• Field notes

• Class observations
• Change graphs
• Field notes

mechanisms

Zoom in on
individual
change

•Identify individual change processes
•Map moral positions taken throughout the
course onto Moral Change Flow

•Group individual patterns in distinct change
trajectories
•Explore prominent learning mechanisms for
Identify change the different trajectories

• Change graphs
• Change graph
labels

• Change Graphs
• Class Observations
• Field Notes

trajectories

Note: After each of the steps we went back to the data to systematically falsify findings in order to safeguard
internal validity (Gibbert & Ruigrok 2010). The first and second steps are presented in Table 6.2-4, the third
step in Figure 6.2 and Appendix 6D, and the fourth step in Figure 6.2 and Table 6.5. A general overview is
offered in figure 6.3.
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6.4 RESULTS
In this section, we will first focus on the general course outcomes, analyzing which
course elements and learning mechanisms were most effective in stimulating moral
development. Second, we will zoom in on individual differences. While students all
experienced moral development through the use of literary narratives via different
learning mechanisms, differences emerged when students described their developmental
process. We grouped these into three different pathways of individual moral change.

6.4.1 General course outcomes
General course outcomes show that different aspects of using literary narratives as course
material offered a new approach to teaching business ethics. Via class discussions,
reflection, emotional struggle, and an expanded moral vocabulary, students developed
“moral muscle”—a term that emerged from the classroom discussions, which can be
conceptualized as a combination of moral awareness, the motivation for day-to-day moral
practice, and moral character strength.

6.4.2 The use of literary narratives as course material
The use of literary narratives was seen as a defining course element offering more
openness, ambiguity, and complexity; promoting more immersive reading experiences;
and fostering moral life lessons (see Table 6.2 for an overview and empirical
illustrations). Most participants described how they formed deep connections with the
characters, actively placing themselves in their shoes, and being emotionally involved
with their predicaments. All students described that their experience with literature
differed compared to traditional teaching methods, such as textbooks, scientific articles,
and also cases, which were described as simplified versions of reality with of a binary
moral dilemma in the end.
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Table 6.2: The use of literary narratives as course material
First order
category
Narratives were
open
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I mean authors are, the ones we read, good authors, afford enough ambiguity and multiple
readings and interpretations that their works are remembered because they foster and
prompt this kind of discussion. They don't provide all the answers. (participant 13)
We saw a variety of different situations across the course. And the applications of it were a lot
more realistic than just understanding whether somebody should insider-trade or not. I don't
think that the scenarios that we saw were as extreme as what you would get in a case-based
class. They were more nuanced and more open to interpretation. And that might be
because of the, if you're writing a book, you have 200 pages, whereas if you're writing a case,
you have 15. So they were able to go into more depth and explain more background, which
is more realistic (participant 14)
In the books everything is blurry, like the good things are always somewhat bad, the characters Narratives
offered
are… no one is perfect as a character etcetera so I think it’s much more efficient to have
complexity
something that is less clear cut, so that we’re able to discuss really difficult topics
(Participant 18)
the choices weren't as seemingly black and white as they are in other classes (participant 14)
I think the individual stories, while I had never experienced anything like the people in the books Narratives were
personally
had, there was something about how the author wrote those stories that was so relatable.
engaging
Like I really felt like I got dropped into their world and felt the pain that they felt.
(participant 21)
so compared to like the other typical business school stuff like the cases, I think that it was more
content than usual. So that was, I think it made it like deeper engagement with some other
knowledge. So I think it almost stuck with me more, like what I read and the material that
we covered, I think I will remember longer. (participant 11)
Narratives
I think a lot of everything that I had read in school was from the perspective of the Western or
offered new
the white view of those doing the conquests and setting up these colonies. And there hasn't
perspectives
been anything that I had read previously that was of the perspective of the natives that
were seeing their culture shift and the disparity between people looking to adapt between
the new culture and maintain the traditions of the old one. So I found that pretty unique in the
first thing of that nature that I've read. (participant 14)
The literature allowed me to expand my horizons and to learn from other people’s perspectives
(participant 2)

Second order
theme
Narrative
characteristics

Immersive
narrative
experiences

Theoretical
Explanation
Literary narratives
were described as
more complex, less
straight-forward and
more ambiguous
than traditional
methods. They
offered a rich base
for exploring
different moral
concepts both
personally and in the
class discussions.

Students described
immersive narrative
experiences whereby
they were deeply
engaged with the
narratives, exploring
new perspectives as
if they were in the
characters’ shoes.

Table 6.2 (continued)
I think books can give you an easier access to like more people, more ways of thinking about
the world, more methodologies to make decisions. (…) you really have time to get in their
head, and in the way that they think (...) you really put yourself in their shoes, and you start
to think in the way that they do. And from a school setup, as practical and as real as possible.
(Participant 10)
I think you think about it when you're reading through the examples in the book, and you can
kind of take yourself through thought experiments about what you would do in that
situation. (Participant 15)
the learning that I got from reading the books was tremendous (Participant 7)
the lessons that we were learning I could see like, I think it was like it prepared me to be
ready to apply that to things that I was facing outside of class better than reading like a
scientific journal article about something or even a case study. I mean a case study tries to
do a similar thing because it's some protagonist, but it's not like the same depth I think
(Participant 11)

Narratives
promoted
thought
experiments

Narrative life
lessons

Narrative
Learning
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The literary narratives
and the immersive
experiences allowed
students to
experiment with
different situations
similar to thought
experiments or
simulations of livedexperiences. They
described moral
learning of life
lessons, which were
personal and
extended beyond the
business ethics
classroom.

This ambiguity and complexity of narratives was at times experienced as confusing: “It
does force you to be more free, you have to take more risks on your interpretation of
events, so literature can be very confusing. You have to be humble in admitting that you
might not understand something” (Participant 14). When asked what literary narratives
had influenced students the most, the answers were varied, indicating that the students
connected differently to the stories and protagonists. Students generally reported learning
from both characters and narrative contexts that they could identify or recognize
themselves in as well as narratives told from different perspectives, set in different
cultures and time periods, which allowed them to expand their horizon. Overall, the
combination of different narratives was found most effective.
Students reported that the literary narratives offered them “thought experiments,”
where they could experiment with different moral challenges. Especially the fictional
stories were mentioned in this context, which students described as more imaginative,
useful to freely explore moral concepts, and facilitating “safe arenas” for open
discussions. For example, Participant 5 talks about the influence of fiction:
“I think that there is a lot that can be, that there's a lot to understand just from sort
of almost people's imaginations of what people, sort of what scenarios people can
create and sort of the ways that they make you think potentially outside of the box”
(Participant 5).
While overall the interpretation of the books and stories was seen as less clear-cut
and harder than other teaching methods, such as case studies, most students described a
different kind of learning experience since they empathized with the stories’ characters,
trying to understand the world from their perspective:
I think all of the characters were very different, when you just start reading about
them. But then what they go through in terms of how do they identify what’s the
moral challenge they're faced with, or how do they think about thinking about what
is the right thing to do, how do they interpret the context that's around them to help
them make their decisions, I think those were pretty universal takeaways.
(Participant 10).
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6.4.3 Learning mechanisms
The literary narratives promoted change via the following different learning mechanisms:
(1) learning from peers, (2) reflection, (3) emotional struggle, and (4) the expansion of a
moral vocabulary. Table 6.3 gives an overview and representative quotes of each learning
mechanism.

6.4.3.1 Learning from peers
All students indicated that the classroom discussions were crucial for their personal
learning, making these the most prominent learning mechanism. Class discussions helped
students to interpret the books and stories from different angles, confronted them with
personal bias, and made them understand and incorporate different moral views (see
Table 3 for an overview and illustrative empirical data). While many students
experienced the class discussions as “enjoyable,” they also found that the discussions
pushed them to investigate their own biases and assumptions, a process they sometimes
found uncomfortable. The use of literary narratives enabled the group to discuss
controversial and personal topics, which were not typically discussed in other MBA
classes. Throughout the course the class discussions evolved. We identified three
different phases, as follows: from a parallel phase, where the discussions consisted of
opinions expressed in relative isolation, to a conversion phase, where common
understanding was found, toward a debate phase, characterized by intense disagreements.
The use of predominantly fictional narratives in the beginning seemed to propagate
an open exploration of concepts and students having intuitive, parallel discussions
interpreting characters. An example of a back-and-forth discussion about a character’s
behavior was in session 4, which focused on the story Blessed Assurance. The main
character, Jerry, reflects on the period when he was 19 years old and working for his
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college tuition in a morally questionable job as a funeral insurance collection agent in a
poor, black neighborhood. If clients could not pay their premium two weeks in a row,
they were dismissed from the insurance program no matter how long or how much they
had contributed before. Jerry tried to help the clients but ultimately failed, leaving Vesta,
an older woman with whom he had developed a strong bond, to die without having her
desired funeral despite years of payment. As an older man, he is still tormented. He visits
the funeral of someone he does not know from the same community as Vesta, and he
pours his heart out in public during the church service. In this session, the students
discussed whether he had any right to do this at a stranger’s funeral, and they expressed
interpretations of his emotional state. For example:
It’s like a white guy goes to a stranger’s funeral that he is basically putting in as a
proxy for another black. He’s like ‘Ok. I’m just going to another one’ and then he
stands up and makes it all about him and his guilt.
I think we are really harsh on him. I don’t think it is about him, this is about him
wanting to grieve. (…) He was just a nineteen year old kid and he’s mourning his
connection with this woman he really cared about.
(Quotes from class session 4)
After moral theory was introduced and applied to the play Trifles by Susan Glaspell
(2010), the students expanded their moral vocabulary. This helped to create a common
understanding (see also the section on “expanded moral vocabulary” below), whereby
students could better communicate why they thought something was morally “right” or
not, moving the discussion from the parallel phase to the conversion phase. In the weeks
that followed, this shared understanding grew, which elucidated differences in moral
views between students, leading to more obvious disagreements and pushing the
discussions to the debate phase after the ninth session.
And I think there was more, I would say more diverse opinions being expressed as
the classes progressed, probably because people were speaking up their mind more
clearly. I'm sure that's what I did. (...) we agreed less at the end (...) I think people
were more okay to disagree with one another. (Participant 10).
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The debate phase was characterized by intense debates, which were personal and at
points highly emotional and extended beyond the literary narrative discussed. Students
indicated that non-fiction promoted more intense debates compared to fiction because
students had stronger opinions about the stories that were rooted in the real world. “I feel
that people's cultural contexts came into play a lot more in the nonfiction ones than they
did in the fiction ones. Because it's almost like it's fiction, we don't know how much of it is
true, if any of it is true, whereas in the ones that are nonfiction, you know it's true. And
it's just a very, I felt the discussions went very differently” (Participant 23). During
session 12, two students were crying in the classroom because they felt so emotionally
involved in a debate about complex moral decision-making in the U.S. military.

6.4.3.2 Reflection
Another often-mentioned learning mechanism during the course was the process of
reflection. Students explored their own moral views and dared to appraise their own
assumptions with openness and criticism by looking at morality from different angles and
perspectives, even when this sometimes made them feel uncomfortable. This created a
deeper understanding of the self in relation to narrative characters, classmates, and moral
theory. Students experienced more holistic life lessons and reflected about their own role
in the world. Students also noted that reflecting before automatically acting “on your gut”
could be helpful for the future. As Participant 42 wrote: “I think about my ethics and
values much more now. I am more likely to proactively make ethical decisions.”

6.4.3.3 Emotional struggle
Most students expressed that they had experienced emotional struggle during the course,
either while reading the novels or in the class sessions.
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Table 6.3: Learning mechanisms
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I definitely think that, again I think to the point I'm broadening, like hearing
the opinions that were different from myself made me realize that my
initial read on the literature was too narrow, or I hadn't taken other things
into consideration and so I think was able to broaden my view on what
my thoughts were on the literature (participant 6).
The discussions we had in class put me very much out of my comfort zone,
and it was a good learning experience for me to have discussions about
topics that I don't usually think about or discuss (…) It made me realize
how my own biases can influence my judgment of situations around
me. (Participant 38)
the [story] Blessed Assurance and the point of empathy is not something that
I thought of as that important before coming to class. But coming to class
and hearing people discuss it made me realize how important it was and I
think that I came to class thinking ‘well he didn’t do anything wrong, it’s
part of the industry, the industry is bigger than him, what can he do?’
Etcetera. And then during the class people said you know how he needs to
talk to people to understand their suffering and I thought that is fair. And
then I changed my mind and I realized once you know how hard it is for
the people and how terrible your actions are, then you have a duty to
change things. And so in this particular case I did completely change my
mind. (Participant 18)
I think it's made me okay with being comfortable in kind of reflecting. I
think as human beings we have this distaste for being uncomfortable or
anything that causes pain. But how do you become okay with pain and
discomfort? And I think this course has taught me to reflect, and like I'm
having debates with my class fellows about some really hard topics. So
how I've changed, I've become okay with sharing my personal points of
view confidently, knowing that they may be challenged or rejected or
disputed. It's okay. (Participant 17)
I reflect more and I think I got a deeper understanding about myself
(participant 36)

First order category

Second order theme

Theoretical Explanation

Broadened
interpretation of
the literary
narratives

Learning through
Class Discussions

Class discussions helped
students to interpret the
literary narratives,
confronting students with
their own preconceptions
and personal bias. While
initially students may have
been reluctant to learn from
peers, the open atmosphere
in the classroom allowed
them to open up and
incorporate different moral
views in their own thinking.
This ultimately promoted
deep learning experiences.

Learning through
Reflection

Reflection happened in
response to the literature and
the class discussions.
Students became more
comfortable exploring
different moral views and
engaging in critical reflection
Awareness of one’s own
perspective in relation to
others was enhanced,

Confrontation with
personal bias
through
discussions
Understanding and
incorporating
different moral
views

More comfortable
with critical
reflection

Understanding the
self
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We all probably have a way that we would most naturally think. But it's
better to not just go with your gut instinct. (…) you also have to think
about okay, people who think differently than me, how would they view
this? And you'll probably get to a better outcome if you take all of
that into account before making a decision. (participant 16)

First order category
First reflect, then
decide

Second order theme

At a couple of points, like it was just like there's so much pain here, that I
started crying in a couple classes and a couple of times doing the
reading, and just because of the amount of pain. (participant 11)
And it was kind of difficult to continue reading, and like feeling motivated to
read it because it was just such a dark story, and it was kind of troubling.
And it would kind of linger with me throughout the day. Like the days
where I would read it, it would just kind of, the story would just be in
the back of my mind. But it was also just powerful, and very
memorable. (Participant 21)
I think change cannot happen 'til some part of you is rustled.
(Participant 17).
Before the class, I don't think I would have been able to articulate that that's
how I either think, or at least want to think, about these situations. But
the class gave me sort of a lexicon for it. (participant 13)
I think in the beginning, I think before we were able to put some frameworks
around like what is morality,(…)I think the ideas were there, but it was a
lot of sort of broad language about right and wrong and things like that. It
was just very broad. And then towards the end of class I think because we
had read these books and developed this literature and then developed sort
of a common understanding of what we were talking about and how to
think about moral leadership, that the language became much more
definitive. I think people still had different opinions, but it was much
easier to understand where people were coming from. (participant 5)
It's definitely made me more cognizant of how decisions can be evaluated, so
which lenses people are taking to come to their conclusions, and it's put
words to concepts that I think I inherently understood. It's given me
names and lists of other concepts that I hadn't previously considered.
(participant 14)

Emotions during
reading and
class discussions

Learning through
Emotional
Struggle

Emotional impact
on daily life
Personal change
through
emotions
Deeper
understanding
of the self
Deeper
understanding
of others

Awareness of moral
concepts

Theoretical Explanation
promoting a new
understanding of self. The
realization that more often
reflecting before acting on
your ‘gut’ would help in the
future.
Emotional struggle was
experienced during the
reading process and the
class discussions. While at
times difficult it made the
course more personally
engaging, creating a moral
change on a more personal
level.

Learning through
Moral vocabulary, or a new
Moral Vocabulary
moral lexicon, was
expanded through the
literary narratives, the class
discussions and applying
moral theory to narratives.
Students could formulate
and communicate their
moral views better, creating
a deeper understanding of
the self and the other, and
clarifying moral concepts
that were vaguely familiar
before.

The most common emotional terms they used were struggling, sadness, feeling helpless,
anger, feeling uncertain, feeling uncomfortable, and turmoil. Reading the books or stories
often took several days, and some emotional stories (The Sweet Hereafter was often
mentioned) would linger in the background of daily life. The heated classroom debates
sparked emotions, including incidents of crying, as mentioned above. In contrast, the use
of humor during class sessions was also common, possibly as a way to lighten the
intensity of the discussions. Even though the experience of emotional struggle was tough
at times, students expressed that it was not enjoyment of the literature that drove their
change—labeling enjoyment and change separately in their change graphs, explaining
that these were often not correlated. It was the struggle from which they learned the most
and that emotions promoted a different kind of learning than the more “rational” courses
they often experienced in business schools. As Participant 19 stated: “it kind of, I think
uses a different part of your brain, I guess, than what you would use for the rest of the
[business school regular course] readings” (Participant 19). Some students reported
learning the most from these emotional experiences. Participant 17, for example, even
indicated in her change graph that all her learning occurred though deep emotional
involvement and the experience of “turmoil.” She explained how this made her
involvement with the narratives deeper and more personal, opening her up for new
insights and perspectives.

6.4.3.4 Moral Vocabulary
Through reading and discussing the narratives, students expanded their moral vocabulary
and learned to express moral viewpoints. The fact that they could do so gave students
both a deeper understanding of their own moral perspective and of the perspectives of
others, characters as well as classmates. The discussions evolved when students were able
to clearly communicate their personal opinions, most markedly after the introduction of
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moral theory in the session on Trifles. In this session, moral theory was introduced, and
several students described this session as “light-bulb” learning, a sudden understanding of
different moral viewpoints that lasted the rest of the course. Participant 37, for example,
wrote in the survey:
I recall at the beginning of the class people tossed around words like "moral" and
"immoral" loosely, but after the Trifles class we started to put more clarity around
*why* we thought things were "moral" and "immoral," which helped illustrate
people's perspectives more. (Participant 37)
For Participant 13, the expansion of moral vocabulary was the most important learning
mechanism, increasing his insight into his own views and those of others.

6.4.4 General course outcome: development of “moral muscle”
Students explained how the use of literary narratives and the learning mechanism
mentioned above stimulated the development of “moral muscle.” This metaphor emerged
in the class discussions, and students kept referring to it, both in the classroom and in the
interviews and surveys. Students described how they had come to realize that moral
decision-making and moral leadership are like regular muscle: with conscious attention
and practice, they can strengthen over time, ultimately building moral character. Prior to
the course, many students had assumed that moral decision-making would be something
for “later”—a future in the business world wherein they would be managers with the
power to influence events. However, students recognized that moral decision-making
occurs for everyone on a daily basis. It can be relatively small moral decisions that you
may often not automatically notice. The literary narratives and the class discussions made
clear that it is easy to miss the moral angle of a situation. As Participant 15 said:
I think initially with some of the books, it didn't strike me what the moral dilemma
was until we really got into the crux of the discussion. And I think they kind of turned
you on to the fact that you never know when these challenges are going to come (…)
So because you never know, you have to just use always be preparing yourself to be
ready. I think a class like this helps, because it helps you identify how you think
about morality. (Participant 15)
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Moral leadership, similarly, can be expressed by anyone at any point in their career.
Participant 2 described a change in his behavior during the course based on this principle.
There was an open bill to be paid by the student society. The party in debt had forgotten it
and had not sent any reminder for months. Prior to the course, Participant 2 would have
preferred to let it slide (“it’s up to them to ask for the money”), but now this did not seem
fair. He encouraged the student society to pay the bill, which he probably would never
have done prior to the course.
Interviewee 2: [after] everything I’ve learned about integrity, it’s those very tiny
actions where you compromise your integrity, where you compromise your values,
where you feel uncomfortable, you’re like, oh, it’s completely fine, it’s just a small
amount, that will then lead to a bunch of other things. Because if I do it once, I will
do it again and again and again, so…
Interviewer: It’s a slippery slope?
Interviewee 2: Yeah. I’d rather say no, so now we’re taking the right approach. But
it took quite a lot of discussions.
The concept of moral muscle increased students’ moral awareness, motivation for day-today practice, and the desire to build moral character in the long term. Similar to regular
muscle, students articulated the idea that through heightened sensitivity to the moral
angle of situations, and regular moral practice in daily life, their moral muscle would
become stronger. Ultimately, their capability for reflective moral action would help build
and maintain moral character. The development of moral muscle was also linked to a
more dynamic idea of moral leadership—behavior that can evolve or change across time
and different contexts. Table 6.4 gives an overview with representative empirical quotes
of the main elements of moral muscle development.
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Table 6.4: Course outcome: developing moral muscle
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I think it's more about how do you train the muscle of awareness. Just 'cause I think, I personally think it's a
muscle, just like you train your body when you go to the gym. (Participant 23)
I am now more aware that moral challenges are not always easy to identify, and I should be aware of that in
order to better identify them. (Participant 38)
you're always going to be faced with these tradeoffs and these decisions that you have to make, that at the
surface might not seem moral decisions, but if you really double-click on them, sometimes they
could have moral implications. (participant 15)
It's sort of in these small decisions that you make when you might not be in a position of great leadership, but
that you can start sort of exercising that muscle. Because I think we all think that one day we're going to
wake up and all of a sudden be moral leaders because we're leaders. (…) maybe that's not it. Maybe that's
not moral leadership, but it's exercising your moral judgment and your moral reasoning on a day-today basis so that when the moment comes for leadership, like you'll be in the right position to make that
decision. (Participant 5)
When you're producing a product and making decisions around employment and things like that, there's a lot
of moral decisions that come into play just sort of on a day-to-day basis. And so I think I'll try to be
very cognizant of what those are, 'cause they're not necessarily going to be big decisions that are really
obvious that it's a moral call, but the day-to-day where you're making a moral choice, to be aware of
those. Because I'm sure at some point in life there will be a big decision to make (…) I want to be ready
for that. (Participant 8)
It's even little things like this where I'm using that moral muscle in like a small situation. And I can only see
myself using that moral muscle more and more as I progress and work. (participant 12)
I'm not saying we should expect ourselves to be perfect, 'cause I think we will all have moral lapses. But I
think at the end of the day, if you've deployed moral character, like if you were aware about
exercising your moral muscle when you were going through those challenges, I don't think you can
ask yourself for more. And if history is going to judge you harshly, then so be it. (Participant 23)
It made me think deeply about my place in the world and the person I want to become (Participant 41)
Moral willpower is actually something that takes a lot of time to build. So if you think about building a
muscle, you go to the gym the first day, you're not as strong. If you just keep doing it for a really
long time, you get really strong. And I think to that point, I completely agree with the fact that morality
is like if you keep building it every day, you'll just have a strong like moral code that you can abide
by that you can't just like wake up one day and like try to have it when you need it. (Participant 15)

First order
category
Moral
Awareness

Day-to-day
Moral
Practice

Build Moral
Character

Second
Theoretical
order theme Explanation
Developing The concept of
Moral
moral muscle as a
Muscle
general course
outcome
encompasses
attention to and
awareness of
morality in daily
life.
Regular reflection
and daily practice
will grow and
maintain moral
muscle, similar to
training physical
muscle. Student
stressed the
importance of
taking reflective
moral action
regularly even for
small moral
challenges.
Ultimately, training
moral muscle will
build moral
character,
increasing
familiarity with
taking morality
into account.

6.4.5 Individual differences in moral development during the course
Through the grounded analysis of the interviews, surveys, and change graphs, we noticed
that, besides these general learning mechanisms and course outcomes, there were also
clear individual differences in moral development (see Figure 6.1 for the different steps
in the qualitative analysis process). Through our grounded analysis of personal change,
we revealed three individual change patterns that moved through five moral positions.
While individual change occurred within the same course using the same course input
and learning mechanisms, different elements of narratives, learning mechanisms, or
facets of moral muscle development were relevant for the three trajectories.

6.4.6 Three individual change trajectories
We identified two main aggregated dimensions in how students described moral ways of
thinking they had experienced at any point before, during, or after the course. The first
dimension is Moral Scope, where participants demonstrated positions ranging from
Simple (not much reflection), Complex (deliberate reflection, awareness of moral
complexity), and Integrative (being able to shift moral perspectives when flexibility is
needed while not losing one’s own moral code and beliefs). Within the second dimension,
Moral Reference, we identified two poles of Self and Other. When the “Self” was the
moral reference, participants relied on themselves to distinguish right and wrong, while
participants in the “Other” pole would base their moral opinions on the people around
them, blending in with the group or authority figures.
Through crossing these two dimensions, we could generate the following five moral
positions: (1) Simple Self, where participants feel they themselves know right from
wrong and do not reflect much. Students lean toward moral absolutism and consider their
own moral values as the center of morality. (2) Simple Other, where participants rely on
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other people around them or authority figures for moral decisions and do not reflect
much. They tend to blend in morally, adjusting their moral opinion to their environment,
finding it hard to formulate a personal moral opinion. (3) Complex Self, where
participants’ moral reference point is still located within themselves, but they are aware
of moral complexity and that other people may think differently. They realize their own
beliefs are not universally right and that there is a gray area where right and wrong are
not easy to define. (4) Complex Other, where participants do not have a strong personal
moral code but are aware of the complex morality of other people, using these insights
for building bridges or for strategic purposes, leaning toward moral relativism. They are
aware that they have not developed a personal moral code and that this would be helpful
for moral decision-making, something we labeled “consciously inept.” (5) Integrative,
where participants are (becoming) aware of their personal moral compass while testing it
against the environment and people with different moral opinions. This enables them to
make morally embedded decisions. While they have a personal moral compass, they are
still flexible in exploring different moral perspectives, at times adapting their moral code,
thereby actively moving back-and-forward from their own moral code toward the moral
beliefs of others they encounter. Appendix 6D shows the grounded structure (Gioia et al.,
2013) and empirical data for these different moral positions.
Via qualitative process analysis we plotted the students’ initial positions with regard
to the main dimensions of moral reference and moral scope and change processes during
the course on a map, which we labeled the Moral Change Flow. Then, we uncovered
individual change patterns—that is, how did they shift moral positions during the course?
Three main change trajectories were found, representing groups of participants who
showed similar temporal patterns of change. See Figure 6.2 for the Moral Change Flow
depicting the five moral positions with the three change trajectories.
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Figure 6.2: Moral change flow
Figure Legend
Moral Position

Description

Simple Self
Moral Absolutist

Believes in objective ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ and that he or she
(deep down) knows what this is. Does not critically
reflect on own morals or values.

Simple Other
The chameleon
Complex Self
Reflective Partisan
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Complex Other
Reflective pragmatist

Integrative
Moral integrator

Believes that others (often people with authority) know
right from wrong. Tends to blend in seamlessly with
environment. Does not want to stand out.
Is aware of own moral compass and knows how this relates
to other moral philosophies/ frames. Is aware of the
complexities of morality and the grey area of right and
wrong.
Is aware of other people’s moral beliefs and the complexity
of morality. Does not have a strong personal moral
compass, but is smart in building bridges between
different moralities. Can lean towards moral relativism.
Actively keeps evolving personal moral compass in contact
with others and environment. Reversely, can apply own
moral compass in different contexts. The higher in the
model, the more comfortable the person is with
exploring the tensions between maintaining a strong
personal moral code, while still at times adapt this to
different environments and other perspectives (zigzag).
The scales represent the need for guidance when
integrating moral self and other (e.g. asking for advice).

Moral Reference Point
This figure shows personal change during the course with on the x-axis the participant’s moral reference point and on the y-axis the moral scope. Each number reflects one of the
three change trajectories. The line in the integrative area depicts the tendency to actively shift between the moral reference points “Self” and “Other”;

Table 6.5 gives an overview of the three trajectories and illustrations of empirical
data. We want to stress that the five different moral positions in the Moral Change Flow
are not a hierarchy; different moral positions can be useful for different situations.

6.4.6.1 Change trajectory one
In the first individual change trajectory, consisting of about 31% of the participants,
students started from Simple Self and moved toward Complex Self during the course.
Participants in this trajectory began the course considering their own moral values to be
the center of morality, believing in one universal right versus wrong and leaning toward
moral absolutism. Students reported they had thought that morality was simply a process
of looking inside yourself—“knowing” right from wrong—and that the course would
uncover this more clearly. They explained how they realized during the course that
morality is not universal and that there is a gray area of morality, where right and wrong
were no longer perceived as clear-cut and simple. The movement toward moral
complexity was evident in self-reports of deep reflection on the gray areas of morality
(where the right way to resolve a moral challenge is not apparent or where conflicting
moral principles defy easy choice-making) and an awareness of different ethical
perspectives and the intricacy of right and wrong. For this group, moral muscle growth
most strongly represented moral awareness in complex situations. While at the end of the
course students in this trajectory had more empathy and understanding for other people’s
moral views, they continued to believe that distinctions between right and wrong did exist
and did not integrate change in their personal moral compass.
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Change Trajectory
CT 1
From Simple Self
to Complex Self

206
CT 2
From either
Simple Self or
Complex Self to
Integrative

Table 6.5: Empirical data linked to the three change trajectories

Illustrative Empirical Data

Description

How common?*

It made me realize how my own biases can influence my judgement of
situations around me. (Participant 38)
There's like a lot of that gray in the middle, which I think I'm more
willing to accept. But there is, I think there is still a right versus wrong
for me. (Participant 5)
I used to think that I had a very strong moral compass. I felt like I had very
clear delineators for right or wrong, but I couldn't really verbalize as to
why I thought that thing was right. I just felt like it was universally
right. Now there is obviously things like the framework. So sometimes
when I talk to people now and they have a different opinion, I'm like
okay, why does this person think that the person is right? Maybe, I
don't know, I'm coming from a utilitarian perspective, and this person's
coming from a Kantian perspective. So at least that, now I'm in full
realization that both people could be right. I might still perceive mine
as more right from my own angle, but I can see why they think it
and why it's valid. (Participant 12)

Participants in this trajectory entered
the course in the Simple Self area,
with the expectation that there is
one right versus wrong and that
they would learn how to clearly
assess this and decrease moral
uncertainty. At the end of the
course, they gained a more
nuanced understanding of
morality and the ‘gray’ area of
right and wrong, they evaluated
their own values more critically
with increased moral awareness,
while their moral reference point
still remained deeply rooted in the
self.

Quite common:
31% of the
participants could
be categorized in
this trajectory

I now think more about the impact I have on other people and try to be
more cognizant of understanding their motives. (…) I should strive and
understand the people I am not aligned with and not proactively
fight or dismiss them. (Participant 44)
I think before the course, going into it I thought about moral code, and you
have a very defined set of things that are right and wrong, and you stick
to that. And you demonstrate more leadership by being consistent in
sticking to that moral code. But in fact that's not necessarily, there
might be some situations in which you should deviate or reexamine, and
that part of moral leadership is the ability to constantly reexamine
your assumptions about morality. (Participant 9)

Participants in this trajectory entered
the course in the Simple Self or
Complex Self area, so with either
little or some personal moral
awareness and critical reflection
on their own values and moral
compass. At the end of the course
they moved to the integrative
field: they could actively contrast
their own moral beliefs with those
of other people and see the value
in adjusting their moral opinion in
some instances.

Most common:
53% of the
participants could
be categorized in
this trajectory

CT 2 (continued)

CT 3
From Simple
Other or Complex
Other to
Integrative
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Illustrative Empirical Data
I realize at the beginning of the class when we introduced other theories,
that I was kind of picking and choosing some theories just when they
kind of supported what was my intuition or my first reaction. (...)
forced me to open up and kind of use those theories not to just confirm
what I initially thought, but really to change my mind. And I changed
my mind for some of the questions just [by] incorporating the
others’ views. (Participant 10)

Description
They emphasize active listening to
others and the continuous process
of testing their assumptions about
morality.

How common?

I just reflect on the negatives or always try to please everyone, that’s just a
recipe for failure. And you can never succeed if you’re going to measure
your success by everyone else’s standards or measure your happiness or
what’s right. I think there is a basic level, and sure, we should all respect
that. But after that, you need to develop your own moral compass and
live by that. At least that’s what those three books show me. (...) A lot
of the business decisions that we have to make are not black and white.
A lot of decisions that I make in my life and even at [business school]
are not really that simple, so how do I navigate it? And I feel that what
this class provided me was in a way a compass that I can follow, my
own values, which are not very crystallized just yet. But at least I
know that I can now start to look for that. (Participant 2)
When I started the class I had no clue, everything was relative... (…)
[[pointing at upwards line in the change graph] I guess you could
describe this line as ‘How ready do I feel to articulate my moral
code?’” So that’s how my moral view changed for this class. But it’s
definitely not over. I feel that this class kick-started my thinking (…)
there is more work to do (Participant 18)
I see moral leadership now as far more flexible and not as an aspirational
habit/character - I am now more comfortable in picking my own side
when deciding on difficult things. (…) I reflect more and I think I got
a deeper understanding about myself (Participant 36)

In the beginning of the course,
participants in this trajectory
resided in the Simple Other or
Complex Other area. Their moral
reference points was located in
other people, whereby they
flexibly adjusted their moral
opinion to blend in or
strategically used other people’s
morality. Through the novels and
short stories and class discussions
the value of a personal moral
compass was discovered, which
they started to develop, while
they still remain sensitive to
context and the outside
environment. In the end of the
course, they integrated their own
moral compass with their
environment.

Most rare: 16% of
the participants
could be
categorized in this
trajectory

An illustrative example is Participant 5. When she started the course, she was
convinced that “There's a right and a wrong.” When reading the first narratives, she
thought that her interpretation was clear and sound; however, the insights of classmates
broadened her perspective: “I read it and walked away with very clear opinions about
who was right and who was wrong, why they acted the way they did, why they didn’t. And
then hearing my classmates disagree and hearing people have very different reactions
about why they think someone did something, how they viewed the action was both eyeopening and just it really brought, I guess, brought to the front of my mind that everyone
does have different, very, very different judgments.” This gave her a deeper, more
complex understanding of morality: “So I think in some ways that blurred a little bit for
me and made me understand just how much complexity is, how much complexity is out
there.” At the end of the course, she had gained more empathy for other people’s moral
opinions and no longer believed in one universal right versus wrong. While she described
an increased acceptance of the complexity of morality, she ultimately held on to her
initial beliefs: “there's like a lot of that gray in the middle, which I think I'm more willing
to accept. But there is, I think there is still a right versus wrong for me.”

6.4.6.2 Change trajectory two
In the second and most common trajectory, with about 53% of the participants, students
ended the course in the Integrative field of the Moral Change Flow—reflecting on other
people’s moral perspectives while being aware of their own moral compass. As a starting
point, all students believed morality was located within themselves (self as moral
reference point); however, their moral scopes differed: some moved from Simple Self via
Complex Self to Integrative, and others moved from Complex Self to Integrative. For this
group, the classroom discussions, the emotional struggle, and the expansion of moral
vocabulary stimulated appreciation for other people’s moral views. The use of non-fiction
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was mentioned as especially helpful for exploring these different perspectives. At the end
of the course, some students were still actively seeking balance between both the self and
other moral reference points (represented by the scales pictogram in the model). This
group stressed how important it was to surround oneself with people who think
differently from themselves and could represent alternative points of view. Others who
moved further into the Integrative field actively placed themselves in the shoes of others
while not losing sight on their own beliefs. They were ready to change their own moral
views but only if they believed this was based on compelling arguments or new insights.
Thereby they felt able to make morally embedded decisions.
An illustrative student who went through this change trajectory is Participant 9.
Initially, she entered the course with the convictions of right and wrong, comparing her
personal moral compass to a pie chart—some things were always right, others always
wrong, and there was a small part of “gray” in the middle that bothered her. In fact, by
taking the course she hoped to gain even more clarity on what is universally right and
wrong: “what I wanted to achieve through the course was to narrow that gray area, but
that wasn't what the course was about. Like if anything, I feel like my gray area has
expanded a little bit, but it's more so that you don't need to have this set list of things that
are always wrong and always right.” Moving to the moral position of Complex Self, she
discovered that moral challenges are not as clear-cut as she expected. Additionally, she
realized that changing one’s moral stance can be acceptable, and through the class
discussions she sometimes integrated other people’s perspectives into her moral compass.
She started to critically assess her moral beliefs and actively contrasted them with other
perspectives and different moral frameworks: “you should always be reexamining that,
not just the gray area, but the list of things that you think are always right and the things
that are always wrong. (…) You want to be constantly challenging yourself and
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challenging your assumptions.” After the course, she wanted to keep challenging her
moral code by critically assessing her own beliefs and by regularly asking other people
for moral advice.

6.4.6.3 Change trajectory three
The third, least common change trajectory, with about 16% of the group, was distinct
from the first two trajectories. Students in this trajectory started the course not with
themselves but with other people as their moral reference point. Students in this change
trajectory moved from the Simple Other through the Complex Other to the Integrative.
Most started at Simple Other, but some at Complex Other. They had no strong personal
moral opinions, looked to others to adjust their moral opinion, and often managed to
blend in a group. In the Simple Other position, they would do this with little reflection,
while participants starting in the Complex Other position used this as a conscious
strategy, sometimes labeling themselves as morally strategic or ambivalent at the start of
the course. Thought experiments, especially the ones in fictional narratives, were helpful
to explore moral concepts and challenges in-depth. Through reflection and classroom
discussions, they realized that having a personal moral compass matters. All participants
who followed this change trajectory expressed that at the end of the course they were
developing their personal moral compass, looking for their moral self, and while they felt
they would remain open to other people’s perspectives, they aimed to avoid getting lost in
moral relativism. While in the first two trajectories the core change was toward gaining
more complexity in understanding other moral perspectives, the third trajectory shows an
opposite movement, from an “everything goes” moral relativist point of view toward the
desire to develop a stronger moral compass.
An illustrative example is Participant 18. He entered the course with no strong
personal moral opinions, thinking there is no such thing as “right or wrong,” only what
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people would label as such: “when I started the class I had no clue, everything was
relative...” He would describe himself as strategic and able to understand and connect
with people from diverse moral backgrounds. However, during the course, he clearly
expressed that he felt pure moral relativism would actually be problematic: “saying:
‘everybody has a valid point of view and good and bad don’t really exist. Let’s forget
about this’ that leads to moral disengagement, which is the holocaust or other things that
happen like this.” He realized he felt consciously inept at personal moral decisionmaking and wanted to develop his own personal moral code. While drawing his change
graph, he explained the ascending line throughout the course as “How ready do I feel to
articulate my moral code?” He felt he was not there yet and would need to work more on
developing his moral code, but he was able to consciously reflect on what he thought
morality is about. While still being open to the validity of other people’s beliefs, he
would not merely adopt those but contrast them against his own developing moral
compass.

6.4.7 Practical manual
The findings above are summarized in a Practical Teaching Manual (see Figure 3), which
can be helpful to design future business ethics courses using literary narratives. First, the
main principles of using literary narratives as course material are shown, such as the main
selection criteria for literature and the influence of fiction versus non-fiction. Second, the
manual depicts how the four learning mechanisms (reflection, emotional struggle,
learning from peers, and expanding moral vocabulary) contribute to the development of
moral muscle. Lastly, boundary conditions and pedagogical design principles provide the
conditions necessary to stimulate these learning mechanisms and moral development.
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Figure 6.3: Practical teaching manual

Overview how the use of literary narratives stimulated the development of moral muscle via different
learning mechanisms, specified for the individual change trajectories.
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6.5 DISCUSSION
Previous studies have theorized about the pedagogical usefulness of fictional narratives in
business ethics education (Badaracco, 2006; Garaventa, 1998; Gerde & Foster, 2008;
Kennedy & Lawton, 1992; McAdams & Koppensteiner, 1992; Michaelson, 2017, 2016,
2014; Shepard et al., 1997; Sucher, 2007; von Weltzien Hoivik, 2009), which could offer
an alternative teaching approach to address moral issues around traditional business
school education (Bennis and O’Toole, 2005; Ghoshal, 2005). This qualitative case study
explored student experiences with a literature-based business ethics course and highlights
the following three main findings: it introduces the concept of moral muscle as a main
course outcome, it shows different learning mechanisms through which literary narratives
contribute to this moral development, and it shows heterogeneity in moral learning
trajectories, indicating individual differences.

6.5.1 The concept of moral muscle
The concept of “moral muscle” emerged in the study as a main course outcome. Based on
our findings, we define moral muscle as the dynamic individual capability for reflective
moral action, characterized by moral sensitivity and sustained practice, in order to build
and maintain moral character. The first part of this definition stresses the dynamic nature
of moral muscle. This can be contrasted to personality-based moral dispositions, which
are relatively stable over time or even trait-like (Brown & Trevino, 2006; Ciulla, 2004;
Haidth, 2001; Treviño, 1986) or fixed developmental steps (Kohlberg & Hersh, 1977).
Similar to real muscle, moral muscle can grow when it is regularly exercised, but it
atrophies when it is neglected in daily life. A strong moral muscle heightens a person’s
capability for reflective moral action, and a weak moral muscle would lower this
capability.
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Second, moral muscle is characterized by moral sensitivity, which we
conceptualize as moral awareness—the ability to interpret moral challenges in diverse
situations and identify possible solutions (similar to Hannah, Avolio and May, 2011, p.
666). This element of moral muscle has strong ties with the concept of moral imagination
(Johnson, 1994; Fesmire, 2003; Hargrave et al., 2020; Werhane, 2008), which stresses
recognizing moral challenges, becoming familiar with diverse perspectives on these
challenges, and exploring various possible responses (Hargrave et al., 2020; Johnson,
1994). Also, it encompasses the mental components of moral decision-making expressed
by Rest and colleagues (1999) and the work on moral capacity by Hannah and colleagues
(2011), who group moral capacities into two categories of moral maturation and moral
conation. Moral muscle, however, as an umbrella term, also captures the necessity of
sustained practice itself, extending beyond the moral intention for action. Examples of
this practice aspect were found when students applied their moral muscle outside of the
course environment, making different decisions than they would have made prior to the
course, such as Participant 2, who decided to pay a certain bill because he found it was
the morally right thing to do. Similar to going to the gym for building physical muscle,
students explained how moral muscle practice requires genuine moral motivation. This
desire of students to “act ethically” is often hard to achieve in a business ethics classroom
(Watson, 2003, p. 93) and can be contrasted with “sham ethics,” whereby students merely
focus on ethical impression management and appearances, a tactic that is—often
unintentionally—promoted by the hegemonic organization-centered worldview of
traditional business schools (Giacalone & Thompson, 2006).
Finally, moral muscle contributes to building and maintaining moral character.
Students stated the desire to gradually gain experience with moral issues in different
contexts and develop personal, distinctive ways to respond to those. Students articulated,
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for example, that they should start now with training their moral muscle to be ethically
“ready” in the future. Similarly, students considered gradually building moral character to
be essential for acquiring an ease with taking reflective moral action, a capability they
would need to exercise for moral leadership in future management positions. Building
moral character does not conceptualize moral leaders as moral managers, who need
organizations to comply with external ethical standards (Lemoine et al., 2018); instead, it
refers to an intrinsic quality that requires time to develop. This idea is in line with
Selznick’s (1957) notion of moral character, whereby people gradually develop their own
distinctive way of looking at complex moral issues that they encounter in life (see also
Solinger et al., 2020).

6.5.2 Assessing the value of a literature-based business ethics course
We found that using literature for business ethics education stimulated the development
of “moral muscle” in MBA students. Literary narratives were considered valuable
learning material due to their ambiguity and complexity. In line with previous studies,
students described literature as less clear-cut and more complex than regular teaching
methods, including case studies (Michaelson, 2016; Young & Annisette, 2007; Harris &
Brown, 1989; Sucher, 2007; Badaracco, 2006). Students also described immersive
reading experiences, where they felt emotionally absorbed into story world, the
protagonists’ lives, and their moral predicaments (Gerrig, 1993; Busselle & Bilandzic,
2008). Immersive reading experiences offered students thought experiments and life
lessons, which resembled mental processes similar to learning from experience (Mar &
Oatley, 2008).
Which novels and short stories had the most impact varied across students, but
variety in literature selection appeared to promote learning. The literary narratives—
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taking place in different social contexts, cultures, and historical periods—made students
aware of the pervasiveness of morality in all domains of life, stimulating a broader,
human-centered worldview (Giacalone & Thompson, 2006). Additionally, students
mentioned that the process of putting themselves in the shoes of the stories’ characters,
immersing themselves in their world, offered new insights. This is in line with the
theoretical assertion that reading books can create a “temporary expansion of the
boundaries of the self” (Slater et al., 2014, p. 439). This theory stipulates that when
people read a book, they are temporarily relieved from the demanding task of maintaining
their own identity; they can thereby expand the boundaries of the self, assimilating parts
of the story and its characters (Slater et al., 2014). These changes can remain even after
the story is finished.
The value of literary narrative promoted learning through the following four
different mechanisms: (1) reflection, (2) emotional struggle, (3) class discussions, and (4)
the expansion of moral vocabulary. Throughout the course, literary narratives also
promoted a reflection and a deeper understanding of the self and others. In many cases,
story characters served as role models or even desired selves (Markus & Nurius, 1986;
Brokerhof et al., 2018), promoting moral courage (Comer & Swartz, 2017). For example,
students mentioned Kay Graham, who made a bold moral decision, and the story of
Thomas Moore, who was willing to stand up (and ultimately die) for his moral beliefs.
Yet, characters also functioned as warning symbols, such as the character Jerry in Blessed
Assurance, who stimulated students to critically reflect on how they wanted to look back
on their life when reaching his age. Such critical personal reflection has been associated
with higher moral awareness (Begley & Branson, 2007) and taps into the reflective
process of posing moral identity questions (Michaelson, 2016; Young & Annisette,
2009).
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Additionally, students indicated that emotional struggle—experiencing fear,
anger, frustration, and sadness—functioned as important learning mechanisms. This is in
contrast with studies that consider negative emotions to interfere with deep learning
(Goleman, 1995; Auster & Ruebottom, 2013). However, Ayikoru and Park’s (2019)
research on the use of film in tourism studies also found that emotional engagement,
including negative emotions, promoted deep learning and critical thinking. Perhaps
emotional struggle through narrative experiences is key for learning, in line with theories
that stress how people experience “eudaimonic fulfillment” through fictional narrative
experiences, whereby emotional struggle is considered especially meaningful (Oliver et
al., 2017). Since neurological research proposes that personal emotional engagement with
moral issues activates brain regions distinct from cognition-based reasoning processes
(Greene, Nystrom, Engell, Darley & Cohen, 2004), promoting emotional engagement can
be a valuable addition to existing business school curricula (Bennis & O’Toole, 2005).
Literary narratives also stimulated learning from peers. Literature offered a safe
environment to discuss morally complex topics during the class sessions (as in Boyd,
2009), stimulating the evolvement of the group discussions from “parallel” discussions,
whereby students merely expressed their own opinion, toward more communal
understanding in the conversion phase, resulting in heated discussions in the debate
phase. Students indicated that dialogical learning strongly contributed to their moral
development, similar to social learning processes through dialogue stressed by narrative
pedagogy (Ironside, 2006; Goodson & Gill, 2011). The multifaceted interpretations in the
classroom showed that recognizing and defining moral challenges was not as
straightforward as students had previously assumed and that solutions were more
complex, too (Young & Annisette, 2007); this could counter students’ naive beliefs that
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business ethics are uncomplicated and straightforward (Grafström & Jonsson, 2019;
Swanson, 2004).
The fourth learning mechanism was the expansion of moral vocabulary. What was
distinctive about this course was that theory was introduced later in the course in line
with constructivist pedagogy (Fink, 2013; Richardson, 1997) and discovery-based
learning (Alfieri et al., 2011). During the first weeks, the students engaged in intuitive
interpretation of the narratives. After ethical theory was introduced, students were able to
label their own beliefs, which deepened self-understanding while also making it easier to
communicate personal views and beliefs to others in the classroom. Students indicated a
steep learning curve, or “light-bulb” moment, when theory was introduced, showing that
theory was at this stage welcomed as a helpful tool. This is in contrast to the notion that
moral theory merely causes confusion and apathy in business students (Solomon, 2001).

6.5.3 Individual differences in moral development
When zooming in on individual differences in moral development, the study reveals
heterogeneity in the moral learning trajectories students described during the course.
When participants entered the course, they varied in their moral reference points (locating
morality within the self or in other people) and moral scopes (simple, with little
reflection; complex, with reflection; or integrated, reflecting on morality while
integrating morality between their personal moral code and their social context). During
this study, students were in flux over three distinct change trajectories on the Moral
Change Flow (see Figure 2). These dynamic patterns expand existing theory as moral
change resembled a journey (similar to Scott et al., 2019), showing different starting
positions, learning routes, and end states of moral development. This is in contrast with
traditional theory on moral development, conceptualizing development through fixed
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stadia, which are generalizable across different people (for example Kohlberg & Hersh,
1977). Instead, this individual journey suggests a more process-oriented and dynamic
approach toward moral development, in line with recent moral leadership theory
(Solinger et al., 2019). These individual differences are relevant for business ethics
teachers to take into account as they suggest that not all students will learn and develop in
the same way. A mix of different narratives (e.g., both fiction and non-fiction) could, for
instance, address the learning needs of different groups of students.

6.5.4 Theoretical contributions
The study’s findings contribute to studies in the field of business ethics education by
introducing the concept of moral muscle. As an umbrella term, moral muscle
encompasses psychological processes as moral imagination (Johnson, 1994; Hargrave et
al., 2020), moral capacities (Hannah et al., 2011), and mental components of moral
decision-making (Rest et al., 1999) while it also requires sustained practice, stooled on
the motivation to act morally (Watson, 2003). Without regular practice, moral muscle
will atrophy, but with practice, this dynamic ability for reflective moral action will
gradually build moral character (Selznick, 1957).
Furthermore, literary narratives contributed to the development of moral muscle
by offering moral complexity, immersive reading experience, and holistic life lessons,
whereby four different learning mechanisms (reflection, emotional struggle, learning
from peers, and expanding moral vocabulary) were important for this moral development,
contributing to studies that propose the value of literary narratives for business ethics
education (Michaelson, 2017; 2016; 2014; Badaracco, 2006; Sucher, 2007; von Weltzien
Hoivik, 2009; Shepard et al., 1997; Gerde & Foster, 2008; Garaventa, 1998; McAdams &
Koppensteiner, 1992; Kennedy & Lawton, 1992). Third, the findings build theory on
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individual differences in moral development by showing heterogeneous learning paths,
which offer a dynamic conceptualization of moral development (Scott et al., 2019;
Solinger et al., 2019).

6.5.5 Limitations and future research
More research is needed to explore the generalizability of the findings, long-term effects,
and the applicability of separate learning mechanisms for moral development in business
settings. With one complex case study, the scope of this study is limited. Other groups of
participants, such as managers, could expand the understanding of individual differences
in moral development in different contexts. Additionally, in the current study students
chose the course as an elective, indicating a perhaps higher-than-average motivation for
working on their moral development (Ferrer-Caja & Weiss, 2002). A group of less
motivated students might have yielded different outcomes, perhaps showing less moral
development (see the study of Harris & Brown, 1989). In the case of a less motivated
group of students, certain classroom conditions have been suggested to promote
motivation, such as high group interaction and engaged faculty that stresses learning and
reflection over course outcomes and grades (Ferrer-Caja & Weiss, 2002). The
pedagogical approach suggested in this study can provide these classroom conditions.
Additionally, the constructivist course design, whereby students explore concepts instead
of being instructed how to think, can also promote learning and motivation in less
motivated students (Alfieri et al., 2011; Fink, 2013).
While the use of literary narratives and the learning mechanisms found in this
study all contributed to moral development, they were not studied in isolation, and
thereby their separate impacts remain uncertain. In addition, it cannot be assessed which
combination of learning mechanisms is most beneficial for learning or whether there are
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other learning mechanisms valuable to moral development. Future research could
investigate whether employing separate learning mechanisms could yield moral
development as well and whether there are other learning mechanisms not yet discovered.
During the course, moral leadership development was in flux; however, long-term
effects need to be investigated to see whether training one’s moral muscle actually works
similarly to training actual muscle. Students in this study suggested that moral muscle
would deteriorate without regular attention and practice. Thereby the moral change
students experienced through this course could be reversed without regular exercise,
making people eventually return to their departure points. As previous studies have
shown that the transfer of soft skills from a training environment to the workplace can be
difficult (for a review see Botke et al., 2018), this might lead to moral muscle atrophy.
For a successful transfer of skills, personal motivation helps. Furthermore, future
workplace environments also influence a successful transfer of skills, such as workload
and supervisory support (Botke et al., 2018). These workplace factors could be discussed
during the fourth step of the class sessions, which is devoted to exploring links between
the story and organizational life. Future studies could investigate different ways to flex
one’s moral muscle, inside and outside organizational contexts, to keep the dynamism of
the moral development in flux (e.g., reading literary narratives in a group setting) or to
shed more light on the long-term effects of moral development.

6.5.6 Practical implications
On the basis of this study, and with the aforementioned limitations in mind, MBA
programs could be advised to include literary narratives in their business ethics
curriculum. The complexity of literary narratives offers students a holistic approach
toward business ethics, showing the pervasiveness of moral challenges in everyday life.
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Additionally, a literature-based course may stimulate emotional involvement and
reflection and allow for more controversial topics to be discussed in the classroom.
Introducing moral theory after a few sessions, in accordance with a constructivist
teaching approach (Fink, 2013), would make the application of moral frames more
tangible and concrete and would expand student’s moral vocabulary. Lastly, introducing
the metaphor of “moral muscle” offers a process-oriented perspective toward moral
development, whereby students are better able to recognize moral challenges, are
motivated to practice their moral decision-making on a daily basis, and gradually build
moral character. The practical manual (Figure 3) gives an overview of how the use of
literature contributed to students’ moral muscle development through different learning
mechanisms and which boundary conditions and pedagogical design principles apply.

6.6 CONCLUSION
This study investigated a pedagogical method for business ethics education using world
literature to simulate real-life complexities and stimulate complex moral development.
The findings showed that literary narratives offered students unique life lessons and
spurred moral development through different learning mechanisms, which involved
group discussions, reflection, emotional struggle, and the expansion of a moral
vocabulary, whereby complex moral concepts could be understood, applied, and
communicated. Students displayed different change patterns, indicating diverse
trajectories of moral development with different prominent learning mechanisms,
suggesting that there are alternative paths of moral development rather than fixed
developmental stages. Moral development resembled the growth of moral muscle, pliable
and dynamic moral capability that can be taught and learned in a business school setting,
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whereby people gradually build moral character by practicing recognizing moral
challenges and making moral decisions in their day-to-day lives.
…one of the takeaways as well from the class is that it's like a moral muscle that
you're flexing on a day-by-day basis. It's not like ten years down the road when you're
officially in a leader position and you make a big decision. You're making decisions on a
day-by-day basis. (Participant 12).
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7.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

“There's always room for a story that can
transport people to another place.”
J.K. Rowling
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7.1 INTRODUCTION
Since the “linguistic turn” in organizational studies, research pertaining to organizational
storytelling and the use of narrative devices in the workplace has advanced exponentially
(Brown et al., 2009; Czarniawska, 1997; Flory & Iglesias, 2010; Gabriel, 2000). In addition,
studies have investigated the seam of literature and organizations (De Cock & Land, 2006;
Munro & Huber, 2012) and have assessed the ways in which organizations are represented in
movies and popular culture (Bordwell, 2006; Panayiotou & Kafiris, 2010). However, the
reverse – research on the influence of fictional narratives on work and career variables - is
still scarce (Bal, Butterman, & Bakker, 2011; Duncan, & Massie, 2005; Islam, 2009;
Poulson). In this doctoral dissertation, I set out to study the influence of fictional narrative
experiences at work. I started this dissertation with the following overarching research
question: How do fictional narrative experiences influence individuals’ personal development
in the context of work? “Personal development” in this context is used as an umbrella term to
refer to the various ways in which fictional narrative experiences can stimulate people’s
personal awareness, change, and growth in the context of work and career. The different
studies focused on the following research themes: (1) The influence of fictional narrative
experiences on career identity (2) The impact of fictional narrative experiences on people’s
future work selves (3) The role of fictional narrative experiences in personal moral
development. I theorized that fictional narratives could stimulate people to reflect on their
identity, on who they currently are; inspire people to think about who they aspire to become
in the future; and, ultimately, stimulate people to reflect on what type of person they think they
ought to be, reflecting on their moral character.
To provide an in-depth answer to these questions and gain a comprehensive insight
into this new research topic, I set out conceptual, inductive, deductive, and abductive studies
using various research designs (qualitative, quantitative, retrospective, and experimental) with
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several methodological approaches (interviews, surveys, lab and field experiments,
observations, and change graphs) and a variety of participant samples (young professionals,
business school students in The Netherlands and the United States, workers with a chronic
illness, and sales professionals).
The findings of this dissertation indicate that the books, movies, and television series
that people engage with for leisure and pleasure can be linked to changes in their career
identities. These fictional narrative experiences could offer people work role models and
inspire possible work selves, shape the narrative construction of career identity, and evoke indepth reflection on the self. Additionally, findings indicate that fictional narratives can
contribute to the awareness and development of people’s future work selves, thereby offering
directions for future career steps. Furthermore, complex narrative fiction seems to have the
potential to spark moral development in the context of business ethics education. In the
following sections, I will summarize the main findings of this thesis and then reflect on the
theoretical contributions and implications, limitations, avenues for future research, and
practical implications of this dissertation.

7.2 SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS
An overview of the different chapters of this dissertation can be found in Table 7.1. For each
chapter, the title and the research focus are given and the main outcomes of each chapter are
summarized.
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Table 7.1 Overview of key findings per chapter
Chapter Title

Research focus

Fictional
Narratives and
Identity
Change: Three
pathways
through which
stories
influence the
dialogical self

3

“What would
Qualitative study with inDumbledore do
depth interviews with
as a manager?”
young professionals and
How fictional
qualitative surveys with
narratives
students investigating the
influence
influence of fictional
career identity
narratives on career
identity.
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2

2

Conceptual study exploring
the influence of fictional
narratives on the dialogical
self, combining different
scientific literatures,
mainly: dialogical selves
theory, possible selves
theory, narrative identity
theory, narrative impact
studies, and literary studies.

Key findings
• Fictional narratives can influence the Dialogical Self in different ways.
• Three dominant pathways were identified in previous studies and literature:
- (1) The personal pathway, whereby people add fictional characters to their external
domain of self as role models or to their internal domain of self as possible selves.
- (2) The narrative pathway 2, whereby people apply narrative devices that they
experience in fictional narratives, such as plotlines, metaphors, narrative structures, and
themes, when constructing their narrative identity.
- (3) The reflective pathway, whereby people adopt a meta-position of self, reflecting
on different I-positions and their internal dialogue, focusing on deeper existential
questions regarding who they are and who they ought to be.
• The findings empirically grounded and extended the conceptual outcomes of Chapter 2,
building a new, revised theoretical model. Three main mechanisms of narrative
influence were found: (1) strengthening or changing career-related I-positions, (2)
offering narrative templates to structure career identity; and (3) stimulating reflection
on career identity by encouraging people to adopt a meta-positions of self. The first
mechanism was the most prominent form of fictional narrative influence.
• Reflection was relatively less common in the survey sample, but when people
experienced this type of influence, it had a profound and enduring effect.
• Fictional narrative experiences appeared to be embedded in people’s personal narrative
repertoires, the body of their previous narrative experiences, and their cultural narrative
repertoires, containing the narrative experiences of an individual’s social environment.
• Other process facilitators were emotional transportation, identification with story
characters, and the verisimilitude or realness of the narrative.

In the original book chapter, published in 2018, this pathway was labelled the “cultural pathway”; however, in this PhD dissertation and other
subsequent publications, it has been renamed and is referred to as the “narrative pathway”.

Illness narratives
and chronic
patients’
sustainable
employability:
The impact of
positive work
stories

Experimental study focusing
• Positive stories were associated with sustainable employability, or the perceived ability
on the influence of a
and motivation to maintain a healthy working life until retirement age, when patients
positive, hopeful work story
became more aware of their desired possible future work selves.
of someone with a chronic
• Identification with the main character moderated the relationship between positive
illness on fellow patients’
work stories and sustainable employability.
sustainable employability.
• There was no direct effect of reading a positive work narrative and, while reading a
positive narrative induced positive emotions, it did not influence sustainable
employability.

5

The lure of greed
outside the
business
school: How
popular Wall
Street
narratives
influence
desired future
work selves

Abductive study with three
mixed-method experiments
investigating the influence
of popular Wall Street
narratives, such as The Wolf
of Wall Street, on the
desired future work selves
of business school students
and financial sales
professionals

6

Developing moral Inductive case study exploring • The use of literary narratives in the business ethics classroom stimulated the
muscle in a
a narrative intervention in
development of “moral muscle,” which can be defined as the dynamic individual
literaturethe context of business
capability for reflective moral action, characterized by moral sensitivity and sustained
based business
ethics education, whereby
practice, in order to build and maintain moral character.
ethics course
students read and discussed • Literary narratives offered students immersive reading experiences, provided thought
one work of literature per
experiments, and functioned as safe arenas for the discussion of complex moral issues.
week.
• Moral muscle development was stimulated by: (1) the evolution of group discussions,
(2) reflection, (3) emotional struggle, and (4) the expansion of moral vocabulary
through the application of theory.
• The study also revealed heterogeneity in moral learning trajectories across the duration
of the course, showing that students came onto the course with different starting
positions, learning routes, and end states of moral development.
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4

• For business school students, as well as sales professionals, morally ambiguous story
characters in popular Wall Street narratives were perceived as more desired future
work selves.
• Qualitative data indicated that these greedy main characters were perceived through a
“winner perspective” of successful, wealthy, and self-made men.
• Greed narratives were also associated with lower levels of empathy, indicating an
activation of the psychological mechanism of “self-reliance”.
• In contrast, narratives adopting a “victim perspective” - with main characters suffering
due to financial malpractices – were related to higher levels of empathy.
• The findings suggest that it is worthwhile to discuss popular Wall Street in business
school settings and contrast these with narratives from different perspectives (e.g., the
perspectives of victims of financial malpractices) to stimulate critical reflection.

The five chapters of this dissertation explore different facets of the main research question
and offer new empirical insights. Chapter 2 reviewed relevant scholarly literature and
proposed a new conceptual model with three pathways through which fictional narratives can
influence the dialogical self: the personal pathway, the narrative pathway, and the reflective
pathway. Chapter 3 further explored the influence of fictional narrative experiences on career
identity with a qualitative study. Young professionals and business school students asserted
that fictional narrative experiences influenced their career identity via different mechanisms:
by strengthening or changing career-related I-positions, by offering narrative templates to
structure career identity; and by stimulating reflection on career identity. The findings
empirically grounded and extended the proposed pathways of Chapter 2. I built an extended
conceptual model with these mechanisms, a broadened perception of fictional narrative
experiences and process facilitators, such as identification with story characters and narrative
transportation. The results of the online field experiment in Chapter 4 showed that a hopeful
illness narrative of a worker with a chronic illness can be linked to higher sustainable
employability in fellow patients when they become more aware of their desired possible
future work selves or identify with the main character. The three mixed-method experiments
in Chapter 5 found that business school students and sales professionals considered “greedy”
characters in popular Wall Street narratives to be desired future work selves. The findings
also elucidated the appeal of the “winner perspective” and suggested that greedy narratives
activate the mechanism of self-reliance, whereby people focus on fulfilling their own needs
and become less aware of the needs of other people. Chapter 6 explored the influence of a
literature-based business ethics course on moral development and found that reading and
discussing literary narratives stimulates the development of “moral muscle” in MBA students.
In addition, I identified heterogenous personal change trajectories of moral development,
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stressing individual differences. This challenges existing theory that centers around the notion
of “fixed stages” in moral development.

7.3 KEY THEMES AND THEIR THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
The three main themes run as a red thread through this dissertation: (1) The influence of
fictional narrative experiences on career identity (2) The development of future work selves
through fiction, and (3) The role of fictional narrative experiences in personal moral
development. In the sections below I will discuss these three main themes and will outline the
ways in which each chapter offer new insights.

7.3.1 The influence of fictional narrative experiences on career identity
The first key theme that this dissertation investigated is the processes through which fictional
narratives are related to changes in people’s career identity. Table 7.2 provides an overview of
the contributions and key themes of each chapter. In the Introduction I defined career identity
as the interactive structure of I-positions comprising a person’s self-definition in the context
of work and career, which guides career aspirations, motivations and behavior. I
conceptualized this through the framework of dialogical selves theory (Hermans, 2014;
Hermans, & Kempen, 1993; Hermans et al., 1992), which considers the self to be polyphonic
in nature, with multiple I-positions which are considered changeable and in constant dialogue
with one another. Throughout the chapters of this dissertation, I show that there are multiple
ways in which fictional narratives could potentially influence career identity.
In Chapter 2, I built a theoretical model conceptualizing the influence of fictional
narrative experiences on the dialogical self. Although several studies have shown that
fictional narrative experiences can shape people’s identity (Djikic et al., 2009; Kuiken et al.,
2004, Ross, 1999; Sabine & Sabine, 1984), this chapter sheds a new light on different
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processes underlying this change. Drawing on literature from narrative impact studies (Djikic
et al., 2009; Green et al., 2002; Miall & Kuiken, 2002), literary studies (Bakhtin, 1973;
Koopman & Hakemulder, 2015), possible selves theory (Markus & Nurius, 1986; Strauss et
al., 2012), and narrative identity theory (McAdams, 2008; 2001), I constructed a conceptual
model and identified three main pathways through which books, movies, and series could
influence people’s career identity. First, a person could expand the self, whereby fictional
characters become I-positions in the external domain of self (as role models) or in the internal
domain of self (as possible selves). I labelled this “the personal pathway”. Second, people
adopt narrative devices from the stories they experience, such as narrative themes, structures
or plotlines, to construct their narrative identity. Consequently, this shapes the inner dialogue
between different I-positions and adds temporal coherence to a person’s self-concept. This is
the narrative pathway 3. Third, fictional narratives can evoke deep reflection. Individuals can
adopt a meta-position of self, whereby they take a “helicopter view” from which they reflect
on who they are and who they want to become. Through this pathway, a fictional narrative
can stimulate thought processes concerning existential life questions, moral development, and
critical self-reflection. This is the reflective pathway.
In Chapter 3, a qualitative study inductively grounded different ways in which
fictional narrative experiences can influence career identity. Findings were in accordance with
Chapter 2, showing that there are different mechanisms through which fictional narratives can
influence career identity. First, by changing or strengthening specific I-positions through role
modeling and vicarious learning; second, by using narrative templates to structure the
inherent temporality of the self; and third; by encouraging people to take a meta-position of
self, reflecting on the totality of I-positions. Most participants indicated they experienced the
first mechanism, whereby narratives influence I-positions via role modeling and possible
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In Chapter 2 this is the cultural pathway.
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selves. They described, for example, how they considered fictional characters to be exemplary
for career behavior, leadership style and resilience, and some had even based job or study
decisions on fictional narrative experiences. In this way, individuals described how fictional
narratives helped them navigate different career options, like a career compass (Mcardle et al.,
2007). Additionally, in line with the work of McAdams (2006; 2008) common narrative
themes (e.g. good versus bad) or narrative plotlines (e.g. “from rags to riches”) were
employed to structure participant’s narrative identity. While third mechanism, deep reflection
by taking a meta-position of self, was more commonly described by interview participants, its
occurrence was not present in all participants of the survey sample, suggesting it may be
either less common at a younger age or harder to access for people without the help of an
interviewer. However, when people experienced his type of influence it was profound and had
a long-term effect on them. This is in line with studies suggesting that deep personal
reflection induced by fiction is both profound as well as a relatively infrequent phenomenon
(Kuiken et al., 2004; Seilman and Larsen, 1989).
Beside these mechanisms, different process facilitators emerged from the data, such as
identification with the main character, transportation into the story-world, and perceived
truth-likeness or verisimilitude. These are consistent with previous research (Busselle &
Bilandzic, 2009; 2008; Cohen, 2001; Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Ryan, 2015). Additionally, the
conceptualization of narrative experience was broadened. While Chapter 2 focused on single
fictional narrative experiences (e.g., reading a book, or watching a movie), Chapter 3 revealed
that people are often influenced by their entire “personal narrative repertoire” – referring to all
of the stories a person has previously experienced. In some cases, people are even influenced
by fictional narratives they have not experienced directly themselves, but have instead only
heard of via friends, family, or colleagues. An individual’s career identity can still be
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influenced by this when he or she is confronted with story characters representing their jobs,
personal character traits, or work stereotypes.
The experimental studies in Chapters 4 and 5 both primarily explored the personal
pathway of fictional narrative influence and the mechanism whereby fictional characters can
inspire I-positions. Chapter 4 focused on the ways in which people’s awareness of their
desired possible future work selves mediated the influence of positive work stories on
sustainable employability in patients with a chronic illness. In addition to this - and similar to
the findings in Chapter 3 - Chapter 4 suggested that identification with the main character is
important in order for stories to influence people. Identification significantly moderated the
influence of positive work stories on sustainable employability. Overall, Chapter 4 suggested
that some form of personal engagement with the narrative – either via an increased awareness
of desired possible future work selves or through identification with the main character – was
of key importance for a hopeful work story to inspire a more long-term vision towards
working life.
Chapter 5 specifically investigated the influence of popular Wall Street narratives on
future aspirations of business school students and sales professionals. The findings of three
mixed-method experiments indicated that morally ambiguous characters in “greed” narratives
were considered desired future work selves by both business school students and sales
professionals. Qualitative data showed that these morally ambiguous characters were
perceived from a “winner frame” – that of self-made, wealthy, and successful men. This
chapter also implied that influence via the personal pathway is distinct and separate from
influence via the reflective pathway. The first mechanism, whereby existing I-positions are
strengthened or new I-positions are added to the self, happened with relatively little
conscious, critical, or moral reflection. Participants did not necessarily question the moral
behavior of the “greedy” fictional role model or possible self. When participants were
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confronted with narratives told from the perspectives of victims of financial malpractices,
they showed higher levels of empathy. It could thus be useful to discuss Wall Street narratives
with greedy characters in conjunction with narratives told from a victim perspective to
stimulate empathy and enhance critical reflection on the culture of greed.
Finally, the inductive case study in Chapter 6 showed that literary narratives with
complex moral dilemmas can stimulate MBA students to adopt a meta-position of self,
reflecting on who they are in the context of morality and business ethics. MBA students were
stimulated to critically reflect on moral issues by reading and discussing literary narratives.
These literary narratives, telling stories of diverse characters experiencing different complex
moral challenges, promoted moral development through different learning mechanisms.
Reflection, both individually as well as in a group setting, was an important learning
mechanism. Similar to the findings of Chapter 3 and consistent with previous research
(Busselle & Bilandzic, 2008; 2009) students asserted that literary narratives promoted
narrative transportation into the story-world. These immersive narrative experiences offered
students thought experiments and life lessons, which resembled mental processes similar to
learning from experience (Mar & Oatley, 2008).
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Table 7.2 Contribution per chapter to new insights on the influence of fictional narrative experiences on career identity
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Key theme 1: The influence of narrative experiences on career identity
Chapter
Chapter contribution
Key contribution
2
This chapter proposes a new conceptual model of the different ways in which
• Based on several theories, three different pathways
fictional narratives can influence the dialogical self, based on scientific
were identified through which fictional narratives
literature from dialogical selves theory, narrative identity theory, possible
could influence the dialogical self.
selves theory, narrative impact studies, and literary studies. Three pathways are • Fictional characters can be considered role models
conceptualized: (1) the personal pathway, whereby a fictional character
or possible selves (personal pathway).
becomes a role model or a possible self and an I-position is added to the
• Narrative devices can be used to guide inner
external or internal domain of self; (2) the narrative pathway, whereby the
dialogue and construct a coherent personal narrative
narrative devices people experience in fictional narratives shape the way in
(narrative pathway).
which different I-positions are structured into a coherent narrative identity; (3)
• Fictional narratives encourage people to deeply
the reflective pathway, whereby people adopt a meta-position of self after
reflect on both I-positions and their inner dialogue
experiencing a fictional narrative and critically reflect on who they are and who
(reflective pathway).
they want to become, focusing on life questions and moral development.
3

Chapter 3 explores the influence of fictional narrative experiences on career
identity in a qualitative study. The findings suggest different mechanisms
through which fiction is related to changes in career identity. The pathways
described in Chapter 2 were empirically grounded and extended, as this Chapter
deepens the understanding of the underlying mechanisms by which identity
change takes place. Most participants perceived fictional characters as role
models and possible selves via vicarious learning. Taking a meta-position of
self was not experienced by all participants, but if it happened it had a profound
influence. A new, extended conceptual model was built, which included process
facilitators, such identification with the main character, emotional
transportation into the story-world, and verisimilitude of a fictional narrative.
The findings also show that fictional narratives are not experienced in a
vacuum, but are rather embedded in people’s personal narrative repertoires (the
body of stories a person has experienced) and people’s cultural narrative
repertoire (stories experienced through other people and culture). Embedded
narrative experiences still appeared to exert an influence on an individuals’
career identity, through influencing work stereotypes, ethics, or work roles.

• In the interviews and qualitative surveys,
participants indicated they had experienced changes
in their career identity due to fictional narrative
experiences and that this happened through
different mechanisms.
• Changes in I-positions through role modeling and
vicarious learning was reported the most.
• People asserted that fictional narratives were
especially influential if they could identity with the
main character, if they became transported into the
story-world and if this story-world felt ‘real’ to
them.
• People described not only how they were
influenced by individual fictional narrative
experiences, but also by their personal narrative
repertoires and (to a lesser extent) cultural narrative
repertoires.

The experimental study in Chapter 4 investigates whether a positive, hopeful
work story of a person with a chronic illness can positively influence the
sustainable employability - the perceived ability and motivation to maintain a
healthy working life until retirement age - of patients with the same condition.
The results contribute to insights into the personal pathway and the mechanism
whereby identity is changed through strengthening or changing I-positions.
When workers with a chronic illness become aware of their desired future work
selves or identify with the main character, they adopt a more long-term vision
towards their future career.

• Reading a positive work narrative of someone with
a chronic illness was related to higher levels of
sustainable employability for fellow patients who
were influenced via the personal pathway and
temporarily appeared to strengthen desired careerrelated I-positions.
• When people became more aware of desired future
work selves, or when they could identify with the
main story character in a hopeful story, they
adopted a long-term vision towards their work and
career.

5

The three mixed-method experiments in Chapter 5 suggest identity change after
fictional narratives experiences via the personal pathway and the mechanism of
strengthening or changing I-positions. Business school students and sales
professionals considered greedy characters in popular Wall Street narratives to
be desired future work selves. Participants perceived these characters through a
“winner perspective” of wealth and success, whereby they generally did not
critically reflect on the moral implications of the characters behavior. The
results suggest that changes related to strengthening or changing I-positions via
vicarious learning in fictional narratives and that this does not require conscious
or critical reflection. Therefore, this type of influence can be considered distinct
from taking up a meta-position of self via the reflective pathway.

• This study indicates that greedy characters in
popular Wall Street narratives seem to influence
business school students and sales professionals via
I-positions and the personal pathway.
• Qualitative data suggests that these characters are
attractive because they are portrayed as winners.
• As these were morally ambiguous characters, it
seems that the influence of fictional narratives on
career identity via changes in I-positions and the
personal pathway does not require critical moral
reflection.

6

The inductive intervention study of this chapter explores whether literary
narratives with complex moral dilemmas can stimulate MBA students to adopt
a meta-position of self. The findings indicate that literary narratives with moral
challenges offer opportunities for moral imagination, stimulating the
development of “moral muscle”. Participants asserted they learned from the
narratives as if they were learning from experience. Reflection, both
individually as well as in a group setting, emerged as an important learning
mechanism that evoked personal change and students showed individual
differences in moral development. The chapter thereby deepens the
understandings of how fictional narratives exert influence on people’s career
identity via reflection on morality and business ethics.

• Literary narratives with complex moral dilemmas
can encourage MBA students to adopt a metaposition of self (reflective pathway)
• Reflection, both individually as well as in a group
setting, was an important learning mechanism that
evoked personal change.
• The findings indicate that literary narratives with
moral challenges can stimulate the development of
“moral muscle”.
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7.3.2 The development of possible future work selves through fiction
The second key theme of this dissertation is that fictional characters in books, movies and
television series can become possible future work selves. These characters inspire people to
engage in mental time travel to the future and explore who they want to become with regards
to their work or career. Previous studies have suggested that narrative experiences can offer
people opportunities to experiment with possible selves (Martínez, 2014; Richardson et al.,
2007) and this dissertation explored this idea in the context of work. In the original theoretical
framework of Markus and Nurius (1986), there is a clear distinction between desired, feared
and expected possible selves. Strauss and colleagues (2012) applied the concept of possible
selves to the context of work, defining possible future work selves as “representations of the
self in the future that encapsulate individually significant hopes and aspirations in relation to
work” (p. 581), thereby only stressing desired, hopeful selves. They discovered that desired
future work selves give direction to people’s careers as they stimulate pro-active career
behaviors (Strauss et al., 2012). In this dissertation, I have mainly focused on desired future
work selves (especially in Chapters 4 and 5), however the findings of Chapters 3 and 6
indicate that feared work selves could also be formed through fiction.
Chapter 2 conceptually explored the ways in which fictional characters can become
part of the dialogical self. Via the personal pathway, fictional characters can become role
models and possible selves, becoming integrated into the self. While role models and possible
selves are strongly intertwined (Lockwood & Kunda, 2002), possible selves are more closely
related to I-positions in the internal self-domain. I hypothesized that, when possible selves
derived from fictional characters become part of the self, they resonate with existing Ipositions or even expand the internal domain of self with new I-positions.
The qualitatively study with young professionals and students in Chapter 3 empirically
explored and expanded theoretical understanding of the mechanisms whereby fictional
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characters can be considered possible future work selves. Several participants described how
they wanted to pursue a certain career based on a character in a fictional narrative. The
playful nature of this type of narrative influence suggests that reading a book or watching a
movie can be considered a form of identity play, whereby people can explore different (work)
identities through fiction in a playful or even flirtatious manner (Ibarra & Petriglieri, 2010).
These findings can also be linked to the expanding “the boundaries of self” theory of Slater
and colleagues (2014, p. 439), whereby people (temporarily) expand the self when they are
transported into a book, movie, or television series. Our findings suggest that after the
narrative experience, this expansion of self can remain sometimes for years after the narrative
experience itself. The findings also showed that morally dubious characters, such as Jordan
Belfort (The Wolf of Wall Street) and Harvey Specter (Suits), were often mentioned by
business school students as desired future work selves.
The findings of Chapter 4 showed that, if people with a chronic illness become more
aware of their desired possible future work selves after reading a hopeful work story, they
score higher on sustainable employability - the perceived ability and motivation to maintain a
healthy working life until retirement age (Van der Klink et al., 2016). Hopeful narratives had
to resonate with a patient, through identification with the main character or by raising
awareness of desired future work selves, to exert an influence. Merely reading the positive
story – even when this induced positive emotions – did not relate positively to sustainable
employability. Awareness of desired possible future work selves after reading a hopeful
narrative was related to higher sustainable employability. This finding is consistent with the
study of Strauss and colleagues (2012) who showed that awareness of desired possible future
work selves increases proactive career behavior and career planning. Proactivity and
awareness of the need to sustain a career in the future are in turn key concepts of sustainable
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employability (Van der Klink et al., 2016). Thus, positive work stories of fellow patients
could raise awareness of the desired future work selves for people with the same condition.
Chapter 5 investigated the influence of popular Wall Street narratives on the desired
future work selves of business school students and sales professionals. Three mixed-method
experiments showed that business school students and sales professionals considered the main
characters in The Wolf of Wall Street and other popular greed Wall Street narratives as desired
future work selves compared to more critical or realistic narratives. Qualitative analysis
revealed that these characters were interpreted from a “winner perspective” – of success,
wealth, and self-made men - a perspective often dominant in classical American Dream
narratives (Sandage, 2009). Participants rarely engaged in critical, moral reflection of these
characters and mainly perceived them to be successful and exciting. When students read
narratives from the perspective of victims of financial malpractices, they scored higher on
state empathy in comparison to students reading Wall Street narratives with a greedy main
character. Furthermore, participants reading a victim narrative were less likely to consider
“being a stockbroker” as a desired future work self, compared to participants being exposed to
greedy characters, which could indicate the lure of greed in shaping the desired future selves
of both business school students and sales professionals.
Chapter 6 showed that complex literature made students reflect on the type of person
they wanted to become in the future. In an inductive intervention study, students read and
discussed one literary work every week for a business ethics course. The reading experiences
offered students thought experiments and life lessons, which resembled mental processes
similar to learning from experience (Mar & Oatley, 2008). The narratives, which expanded
students’ horizons, often covered entire lifetimes of characters and made students therefore
also reflect on their own future. This resonates with a study by Mar and colleagues (2010),
who found that fictional narratives covering entire lives of characters, can stimulate young
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people to reflect on their own future and contribute to building life experience. In Chapter 6,
students asserted that, through the narrative lessons offered by literary narratives, they had
grown “moral muscle” and were motivated to gradually keep building moral character in the
future, incorporating morality more prominently into their daily life. The desire to build moral
character expresses a complex desired future self, or combination of selves, whereby
individuals seek to regularly engage in self-reflection. The findings of this chapter also
indicated that literary characters can sometimes be regarded as feared work selves – work
selves people want to avoid or are afraid of becoming (Markus & Nurius, 1986). An example
of this is the fictional character Jerry in the short story Blessed Assurance, who, as an older
man, is still tormented by a morally dubious job he had when he was 19-years old to save
money for college. Students referred to this character as an example of how moral issues at
work can still haunt you later in life and they wanted to avoid turning out like this character
and feel morally regretful in the future.
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Table 7.3 Contribution per chapter to new insights on the development of possible future work selves through fiction
Main theme 2: The development of possible future work selves through fiction
Chapter

Chapter contribution
In chapter 2 possible future selves are part of the personal pathway in the
conceptual model. Building on previous research and dialogical selves theory which considers the self as pluriform and consisting of different and, at times
opposite I-positions – the model conceptualizes the ways in which fictional
characters can become desired possible selves, whereby they are integrated into
a person’s identity. Possible future selves in fiction can resonate with existing
I-positions or expand the self via the personal pathway, wherein an I-position is
added to the internal domain of self.

• This chapter conceptualizes the notion that
fictional characters can become possible future
work selves.
• They can resonate with existing I-positions or
expand the self by adding new I-positions.

3

In this qualitative chapter young professionals and students indicate that fictional
narratives inspired desired possible future work selves, wherein their career
identity was expanded by fictional characters or certain facets of these
characters, such as work conduct, leadership, or resilience. Identification with
fictional characters appeared to be important in order for characters to be
considered desired future work selves. Via identity play, people explored
different work selves through fiction in a playful or even flirtatious manner.
Often, morally ambiguous characters, such as Jordan Belfort (The Wolf of Wall
Street) and Harvey Specter (Suits), were cited by students as possible selves
and role models. Fictional characters who become possible future selves could
influence people’s career aspirations and influence career behavior.

• This chapter indicates that people can consider
fictional characters to be future work selves,
which could guide future career behavior.
• Business school students relatively often
mentioned morally ambiguous characters as
desired future work selves.
• Identification with fictional characters was
important.
• People playfully explored different future work
selves through fiction.

4

This experimental study finds that, when chronic patients read a hopeful, positive
work story of a fellow patient and this increases awareness of their desired
future work selves, they score higher on sustainable employability - their
perceived ability and motivation to maintain a healthy working life until
retirement age. Findings suggest that, when stories can tap into people’s
desired future work selves or inspire new I-positions, they can create a more
long-term vision towards a person’s future career.

• When workers with a chronic illness read a
positive work story of a fellow patient, they
scored higher on sustainable employability when
they became more aware of their desired future
work selves.
• Personal engagement with a positive story made
participants adopt a more long-term vision
towards their personal future career.
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5

Three mixed-method experiments show that business school students and
financial sales professionals consider greedy and successful main characters in
Wall Street narratives as desired future work selves. Characters that are
portrayed from a “winner perspective” are perceived as more desired future
work selves compared to realistic or more critically presented characters in
Wall Street narratives. Narratives told from the perspective of victims of
financial malpractices are related to higher levels of empathy in comparison to
students who read a fragment of The Wolf of Wall Street. Additionally,
participants reading a victim narrative were less likely to consider “being a
stockbroker” as a desired future work self, compared to participants being
exposed to greedy characters. Findings indicate that the lure of greed in popular
narratives inspires the desired future selves of both business school students
and sales professionals.

• Findings indicate that greedy characters in that
in popular narratives inspire the desired future
selves of both business school students and sales
professionals.
• These characters are perceived as winners –
successful, self-made men.
• A narrative told from the perspective of victims
of financial malpractices was related to higher
levels of empathy in participants.
• People experiencing these victim narratives were
less likely to consider “being a stockbroker” as a
desired future work self.
• Results suggest the lure of greed in the
development of desired future work selves of
business school students and sales professionals.

6

Chapter 6 shows that complex literature makes MBA students critically reflect on
the type of person they want to become in the future. An important element of
“moral muscle” is the motivation to gradually build moral character over time.
Participants are motivated to develop and integrate their personal moral
compass into their (daily) life and decision-making. While this is more
complex than “adding” another I-position to the self, it expresses a complex
desired future self, or combination of selves, which gives moral direction to
people’s future career identity. The desire for regular reflection in the future,
can be linked to regularly adopting a meta-position of self, engaging in critical
self-reflection. Secondly, these findings show that literary characters can
sometimes be regarded as feared work selves: students wanted to avoid turning
out like some of the characters in the literary narratives, who functioned as
warning symbols for their personal futures.

• The narrative pedagogy in the business ethics
classroom made MBA students critically reflect
on the person they wanted to become in the
future.
• An important element of developing moral
muscle is the desire to gradually build moral
character in the future.
• Students also mentioned that certain fictional
characters represented feared future work selves,
that they were afraid of becoming.

7.3.3 The role of fictional narratives in moral development
The third key theme in this dissertation is the influence of fictional narratives on moral
development. Most stories often express one or more moral culprits in the plot (Singer &
Singer, 2005), and therefore, stories have been considered useful for moral reflection (Booth,
1983) and ethical criticism (Nussbaum, 1998). Fictional narratives are thus considered useful
in the context of business ethics education (Badaracco, 2006; Garaventa, 1998; McAdams &
Koppensteiner, 1992; Michaelson, 2017, 2016, 2014; Shepard et al., 1997; Sucher, 2007).
Still, in a business ethics context, evidence for this is mostly anecdotal and few studies
empirically explored how narratives could stimulate moral development in business school
students (for an exception see Harris & Brown, 1989). At the same time, fictional narratives
have also been considered problematic in the moral messages they communicate, when for
example stories about serial killers inspire similar behavior in people who watch or read these
stories (Brophy, 2010; Helfgott, 2015). Little is known regarding the influence of morally
ambiguous characters in fictional narratives concerning organizations and business and
whether these characters also influence readers or viewers. Several chapters in this
dissertation contribute to new insights with regards to the role of fictional narratives in moral
development.
In Chapters 2 and 3, I found that critical moral reflection induced by a fictional
narrative experience likely occurs via the reflective pathway and the mechanism whereby
people adopt a meta-position of self, creating an overview of different I-positions and the
internal dialogue of their associated voices (Hermans, 2014). This can be linked to research
that shows how complex narratives can make people reflect on their identity, their norms and
values, and their life (Johnson, 1993; Kuiken et al., 2004; Nussbaum, 1998). In Chapter 3,
participants asserted deep reflection evoked by fictional narratives containing thoughtprovoking elements and challenging ideas (Hakemulder, 2004; Koopman & Hakemulder,
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2015). While critical personal reflection was often brought up in the interviews, it was less
often mentioned in the open surveys with students, suggesting that this mechanism of
narrative influence is either rare or more difficult to articulate for people in a survey setting.
Participants also described moral development via the narrative pathway, whereby fictional
narratives conveyed central moral dichotomies, such as good versus evil. This taps into
studies that show that fictional narratives can enhance people’s belief in a just world (Appel,
2008). Additionally, the Chapter 2 suggests that people use moral archetypes in fictional
narratives, such as heroes and villains, to morally classify real people, for instance when
people compared president Donald Trump to Lord Voldemort, the evil villain in Harry Potter
(Kickham, 2016). Lastly, Chapters 2 and 3 also showed that morally ambiguous characters
can become role models or possible selves. For example, several participants felt personally
inspired by Jordan Belfort in The Wolf of Wall Street or Harvey Specter in Suits.
Chapter 5 specifically focused on this phenomenon, investigating the influence of
“greedy characters” in popular Wall Street narratives on the desired future work selves of
students and sales professionals. In three mixed-method experiments, The Wolf of Wall Street
(both the movie and the book) was contrasted with critical or realistic Wall Street narratives.
Across all experiments, greedy characters were perceived as more desired future work selves
compared to contrasting narratives. Qualitative data indicated that the perception of the main
character as a “winner” was attractive for the participants. This winner frame, whereby the
main character is a wealthy, successful, and self-made man, was strongly related to feelings of
excitement and reduced moral reflection. This is in line with previous studies that have shown
that the dichotomy of winners versus losers is central to classical tales of the American
Dream. This technique has been frequently employed to justify social and economic
inequalities (Danilova, 2014; Sandage, 2009).
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The findings of chapter 5 also indicate that presenting business school students with
alternative Wall Street narratives, told from the perspective of victims of financial
malpractices, increased students’ state empathy compared to greedy narratives. This could
indicate that greedy characters in popular Wall Street narratives might make people generally
less attuned towards the needs of other people and more self-reliant, as has been demonstrated
in research on the psychology of money (Vohs, 2015; Vohs et al., 2006). After reading victim
narratives, business school students were less likely to consider becoming a stockbroker as a
desired future work self, compared to students’ perceptions after reading greed narratives.
This could indicate that, perhaps sub-consciously, it is the wealth and the luxurious lifestyle
that attracts students to this profession. This attraction, along with participants’ the lack of
critical moral reflection, can be explained by the willing suspension of disbelief (Ferry, 2007).
People actively suppress critical reflection in order to enjoy art, and in this case, become
absorbed into a narrative world of wealth and success. Popular Wall Street narratives, like The
Wolf of Wall Street, are representative of a wider culture of greed. Perhaps actively discussing
these narratives with business school students in conjunction with alternative narratives, told
from the perspectives of victims of this culture, could stimulate moral reflection and
awareness. Alternatively, narratives with morally motivated stockbrokers who are portrayed
as winners, could possibly also be effective to counter the culture of greed.
Finally, the main research focus of Chapter 6 was to explore the use of literary
narratives in business ethics education. Students read and discussed one work of literature per
week reflecting on a variety of moral challenges. The study contributed to research that
proposed the value of literature-based business ethics courses (Michaelson, 2017; 2016; 2014;
Badaracco, 2006; Sucher, 2007; von Weltzien Hoivik, 2009; Shepard et al., 1997; Gerde &
Foster, 2008; Garaventa, 1998; McAdams & Koppensteiner, 1992; Kennedy & Lawton,
1992). In this study, narratives functioned as “safe arenas” in which complex moral issues
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could be explored, offering students life lessons, resembling learning from experience (Mar &
Oatley, 2008). A mix of different literary narratives, occurring across different cultures,
historical times, and social contexts, showed the universality of moral challenges and offered
students the opportunity to sometimes recognize themselves in the narrative or the stories’
characters, and at other times, to broaden their horizons. Students demonstrated that this
alternative pedagogy towards business ethics stimulated the development of “moral muscle” the dynamic individual capability for reflective moral action, characterized by moral
sensitivity and sustained practice, in order to build and maintain moral character. Four main
learning mechanisms contributed to the development of moral muscle through literature: (1)
the evolution of group discussions, whereby the perspectives of peers added to a broader
understanding of the moral challenges presented in the literature; (2) reflection, through
which students started to critically think about morality in their own lives; (3) emotional
struggle, whereby students felt emotionally transported into the story world and felt more
personally involved with the story; and (4) the expansion of moral vocabulary due to applying
moral theory to the narratives. This narrative application made theory more concrete and
tangible to students. At an individual level, students’ moral development was heterogenous:
students varied in their moral starting positions upon entering the course (either locating their
moral reference point in themselves or other people), and they developed via different
personal change trajectories and had different end-points. These findings emphasize
individual differences in the ways in which the narrative pedagogy stimulated moral
development in students, highlighting the dynamic nature of moral development (Scott et al.,
2019; Solinger et al., 2019).
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Table 7.4 Contribution per chapter to new insights in the role of fictional narratives in moral development
Key theme 3: The role of fictional narratives in moral development
Chapter
2&3
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5

Chapter contribution
Chapters 2 suggests that moral reflection after reading a book or watching a movie
or television series often happens via the reflective pathway, wherein people
reflect on themselves, on life questions, and on morality. The findings in Chapter
3 empirically grounded these findings and uncovered that this happens through
the mechanism by which people can adopt a meta-position of self as a result of
reading a book or watching a movie. Furthermore, moral themes presented in
fictional narratives (e.g., good versus bad) can serve as narrative templates to
structure people’s career identity. While, hypothetically, fictional characters
could be moral role models and stimulate moral reflection, findings of Chapter 3
indicate that many business school students were inspired by morally ambiguous
characters, such as Jordan Belfort (The Wolf of Wall Street) and Harvey Specter
(Suits). These findings therefore suggest that, when fictional narratives promote
moral development, this is most likely to occur via conscious reflective
processes.
Chapter 5 shows that business school students and sales professionals considered
greedy characters in popular Wall Street narratives, such as The Wolf of Wall
Street, as desired future work selves. These wealthy, successful characters were
perceived through a “winner perspective”, evoking little critical moral reflection.
In line with research on the psychology of money, greedy characters in popular
Wall Street narratives made participants generally more self-reliant and less
attuned towards the needs of other people. In contrast, presenting business
school students with alternative Wall Street narratives, told from the perspectives
of victims of financial malpractices, was related to higher levels of empathy,
making students more sensitive to the needs of other people. Popular Wall Street
narratives, like The Wolf of Wall Street, are representative of a wider culture of
greed. Discussing these stories in conjunction with narratives from the
perspective of victims of this culture could evoke reflection and encourage moral
awareness.

Key contribution
• These chapters suggest that fictional narratives
can stimulate reflection and critical moral
thinking.
• Additionally people adopt narrative themes such
as “good versus bad” in their self-narratives.
• Fictional characters could also be regarded as
moral role models and possible selves,
strengthening or changing I-positions in the self.
However, findings of Chapter 3 indicated that
many business school students were inspired by
morally ambiguous characters.

• Business school students and sales professionals
considered greedy characters in popular Wall
Street narratives as desired future work selves,
interpreting them as “winners” without critical
moral reflection.
• Lower levels of empathy after reading a greed
narrative indicated an activation of the mechanism
of self-reliance, whereby participants were less
attuned to the needs of other people, instead
focusing more on themselves.
• Narratives told from the perspectives of victims of
financial malpractices were related to higher
levels of empathy afterwards and could therefore
counter the influence of popular greed narratives.

6

Chapter 6 explored the influence of an alternative pedagogy in a business ethics
course: using literature to discuss complex moral topics and stimulate moral
imagination in students. The course stimulated the development of “moral
muscle” - the dynamic individual capability for reflective moral action,
characterized by moral sensitivity and sustained practice, in order to build and
maintain moral character. Narratives functioned as “safe arenas” in which
complex moral issues could be explored and students described immersive
reading experiences. Four main learning mechanisms stimulated students’
learning process through literature: (1) the evolution of group discussions, (2)
reflection, (3) emotional struggle, and (4) the expansion of moral vocabulary
through the application of theory onto narratives. On an individual level,
students’ moral development was heterogenous: students varied in their moral
starting positions, developed via three distinct personal change trajectories, and
had different end-points. This stresses the heterogeneity and the dynamic nature
of moral development.

• Reading and discussing literary narratives in
which the main characters experience complex
moral challenges stimulated the development of
“moral muscle” in MBA students.
• Narratives described diverse moral challenges and
functioned as “safe arenas” wherein students
could complex moral issues.
• Learning was stimulated through: (1) the
evolution of group discussions, (2) reflection, (3)
emotional struggle, and (4) the expansion of moral
vocabulary.
• Students’ moral development was heterogenous,
whereby three main change trajectories were
uncovered in the data.
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7.4 THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS AND RELATED FUTURE
RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
There are several theoretical implications of this dissertation, generating new research
questions and offering direction to future research. First, I will explore two general theoretical
implications. After this, I will focus on how this dissertation informs theory on career identity,
future work selves and moral development.
The first general theoretical contribution of this dissertation is the conceptual model
proposed in Chapter 2, and the empirically grounded and revised model in Chapter 3, which is
further empirically explored throughout the subsequent chapters. This model unites different
theories, such as dialogical selves theory (Hermans, 2014), narrative identity theory
(McAdams, 2008; 2001), possible selves theory (Markus & Nurius, 1986; Strauss et al.,
2012), narrative impact studies (Djikic et al., 2009; Green et al., 2002; Miall & Kuiken,
2002), and literary studies (Bakhtin, 1973; Iser, 1988; Koopman & Hakemulder, 2015), into
one overarching model encapsulating the different mechanisms through which fictional
narrative experiences can influence the self. By conceptualizing identity change through
dialogical selves theory, not only three different pathways of change are identified, but this
dissertation also sheds new light on how different mechanisms could actually change people’s
identity: via changing or strengthening I-positions, by offering narrative templates structuring
people’s inner dialogue and self-narratives, and via encouraging people to adopt a metaposition of self and critically reflect on their totality of work-related I-positions and the inner
dialogue that connects these. Future research could further empirically explore this model and
dive deeper into the different process facilitators or mediators, such as identification with
fictional characters and narrative transportation. In addition, future studies could focus more
on the types of stories or situations in which particular mechanisms are activated. Lastly,
future research could shed more light on the longevity and lasting effects of changes in career
identity through fictional narrative experiences.
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Second, several studies in this dissertation provide a glimpse of the potential of using
fictional narrative interventions to stimulate personal growth, for example by increasing
sustainable employability (Chapter 4), enhancing empathy (Chapter 5), and sparking moral
development (Chapter 6). While previous studies have found narrative interventions to be
successful in public health (Petraglia, 2007), psychological therapy (Borden, 1992), and
career counselling (Severy, 2008), the finding that interventions with fictional narratives,
using books and movies, can be effective in the context of work is relatively new. More
research is needed to explore the generalizability of these findings of this dissertation and to
further investigate the conditions under which these interventions are most successful. For
example, Chapter 4 indicated that personal engagement with a narrative is necessary for its
ability to foster personal growth. Future research could investigate different ways to stimulate
this engagement. Furthermore, Chapters 5 and 6 indicate that fictional narratives can stimulate
empathy and moral development by showing people new perspectives and different
worldviews. Future studies could specifically address the effect of presenting multiple
perspectives in fictional narratives on empathetic and moral growth.

7.4.1 Implications for theory on career identity
Career identity is often considered a discursive phenomenon (LaPointe, 2010) and narrative
practice (McAdams, 2008; Meijers, 1998) embedded in people’s social and cultural contexts
(McAdams, 2013, McLean, et al., 2007). This dissertation shows that fictional narrative
experiences, as part of an individual’s personal and cultural repertoires, can contribute to the
development of their career identity and that the personal, narrative, and reflective pathway
are related to different types of identity change. Fictional narratives can strengthen existing Ipositions or expand the self with new I-positions and voices, that give direct to people’s
career; narrative templates from fictional narrative can influence the ways in which people
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make sense of their inner society of I-positions, shaping their internal dialogue and the
construction of their narrative identity; and fictional narratives can encourage people to adopt
a meta-position of self, whereby they consciously reflect on both their I-positions as well as
their internal dialogue by taking a “helicopter view” of the self. This dissertation shows that
these three pathways and mechanisms of identity change can co-exist, functioning in distinct
ways. While future research could explore the influence of separate pathways, studies could
also more actively compare different mechanisms or uncover whether or not some narrative
experiences can influence people simultaneously through more than one pathway or
mechanism.
Second, by integrating different theories (dialogical selves theory, narrative identity
theory, possible selves theory, and narrative impact studies) into one model, the notion of
career identity can be broadened as well, which offers opportunities for future research. While
the model was developed to conceptualize the influence of fictional narrative experiences,
perhaps the integrated conceptual model could extend beyond fictional narrative experiences
to other types of social, cultural, and environmental influences people encounter. Indeed,
studies, for example, suggest that the reflection can be activated during career counselling
(Hermans, 2014) or by temporarily letting people work in different roles or with people from
different ethnic, or socioeconomic backgrounds (Mlcek, 2014), that career writing practices
may extend people’s narrative templates (Lengelle, 2014) and that identity play in various
contexts can stimulate change via the exploration with different possible selves (Ibarra &
Petriglieri, 2010). The conceptual model could thus be more broadly applied to research on
career identity development, thoroughly exploring how change occurs and what experiences
stimulate different mechanisms of identity development.
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7.4.2 Implications for theory on possible future work selves
One theoretical implication of this dissertation is that fictional narrative experiences can
contribute to the development or awareness of future work selves. While findings indicate that
engaging in identity play (Ibarra & Petriglieri, 2010) can enhance this process, future research
should explore the usefulness of fictional narrative experiences for identity play in more
depth. Moreover, the addition of new future work selves after a fictional narrative experience
can be linked to the theory of Slater and colleagues (2014), who hypothesize that fictional
narratives can expand the boundaries of self. Future research could more comprehensively
connect these theories, whilst also focusing on the long-term effects on possible future selves.
Strauss and colleagues (2012; 2016) found that the salience of future work selves is
related to more proactive career behavior. In Chapter 4, awareness of desired future work
selves inspired people to adopt a more long-term vision of their future career, increasing
sustainable employability. Future studies could investigate whether this “mental time travel”
through the awareness of future work selves could be more purposefully applied. For
example, according to “the end of history illusion” (Quoidbach et al., 2013) people have
trouble imagining the future and they expect to change less in terms of personality and
identity in future years than they do in reality. The finding that fictional narratives can inspire
future selves, which in turn can stimulate sustainable employability, is perhaps helpful in
counteracting this illusion. Future studies could further assess the conditions under which
fictional narratives can help people to explore future identities.
Besides inspiring desired future work selves, this dissertation also suggests that people
also encounter feared or avoided possible future work selves in fictional narratives. In Chapter
6, for example, these feared future work selves made people critically reflect on how they
wanted to live their working lives in order to avoid (moral) regret in the future. This suggests
feared or avoided future work selves could influence career behavior in the present, similar to
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desired future work selves. Current theory on future work selves (Strauss et al., 2012)
focusses only on desired selves: hopeful perceptions of the future that give people direction in
their work and career. Even though feared selves are part of the original possible selves
framework of Markus and Nurius (1986), their influence on people’s work and career remains
largely uninvestigated. Future research could further explore feared selves in the context of
work in general, how fictional narratives can inspire feared future work selves, and how
feared future work selves experienced in fictional narratives can shape people’s career
expectations and behavior.

7.4.3 Implications for theory on moral development
The findings of this dissertation indicate that fictional narratives can play a role in moral
development. Different pathways, however, underpin different types of moral change. The
largely automatic assimilation of greedy characters as desired future work selves in Chapter 5
likely does not stimulate moral development (or even hinder it), while Chapter 6 showed an
avenue of using literary narratives for moral muscle development in the context of business
ethics. The notion of moral muscle is new and encompasses psychological processes such as
moral imagination (Johnson, 1994; Hargrave et al., 2020), moral capacities (Hannah et al.,
2011), and mental components of moral decision-making (Rest et al., 1999). It also requires
sustained practice, rooted in the motivation to act morally (Watson, 2003). Without regular
practice, moral muscle would atrophy, but with practice, this dynamic ability for reflective
moral action will gradually build moral character (Selznick, 1957). According to the
participants of the study in Chapter 6, reading literary narratives constituted such practice and
contributed to moral muscle development. The ways in which fictional narrative experiences
offer moral life lessons and facilitate deep moral reflection could be further explored in future
studies. The complexity, diversity, and different moral challenges presented in the literary
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narratives seemed key the narrative’s ability to facilitate to moral development. Future studies
could explore whether similar types of moral development can be evoked through different
types of stories. Similarly, studies could investigate individual differences and the types of
fictional narratives that stimulate learning for different individuals.
Even though the morally ambiguous main character in The Wolf of Wall Street was
perceived as a desired work self by students and sales professionals, this occurred after
passively watching the movie or reading excerpts of the book. Perhaps some of the learning
mechanisms uncovered in Chapter 6 that contributed to moral muscle development (i.e. group
discussions, emotional struggle, reflection, and the expansion of moral vocabulary) could also
stimulate critical thinking for narratives like The Wolf of Wall Street, thus resulting in moral
development. Future research could explore whether these same conditions of moral
development can be replicated in different contexts, uncovering the separate impact of
learning mechanisms and potentially revealing other learning mechanisms not yet discovered
in this process.
Finally, participants in Chapter 6 showed that the narrative pedagogy stimulated
diverse personal trajectories of moral change, with different starting positions, journeys, and
end-points, suggesting individual differences in moral development. This is in contrasts with
traditional theory conceptualizing moral development through fixed stadia, which are
generalizable across different people (for example Kohlberg & Hersh, 1977). Both the notion
of moral muscle and these heterogenous change trajectories offer a broader and more dynamic
conceptualization of the processes underlying moral development (Scott et al., 2019; Solinger
et al., 2019). This dynamic conception of moral development - and the role of fictional
narrative experiences as a mode to facilitate this development - can be fruitful soil for future
research.
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7.5 LIMITATIONS AND RELATED FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTIONS
There are several limitations to this dissertation that should be addressed. These will be
discussed below and linked to new avenues for future research.
First, there are several limitations with regards to the research samples that this thesis
relies on. The samples mostly consisted of participants in The Netherlands and the United
States, and, as such, care must be taken when generalizing these results cross-culturally.
Future studies could investigate the influence of narrative fiction on career identity in other
cultures. Furthermore, several chapters of this PhD dissertation partly rely on a sample of
business school students (Chapters 3, 5, and 6). This was integral for Chapter 5 (where the
student sample was representative of those a potential future career in financial sales) and
Chapter 6 (which focused on MBA students enrolled in business ethics education), but it can
be considered a limitation for Chapter 3, which partly relied on data from young professionals
from various working fields, but also on business school students. Testing general theory with
a student sample has clear limitations for the generalizability of research findings (Peterson,
2001) and future studies should therefore replicate this study with different samples.
Nevertheless, Hanel and Vione (2016) found that for general findings of theoretical patterns
student samples are often acceptable, since students vary mostly randomly from the general
population and replicate general patterns. The three pathways and mechanisms of narrative
influence are therefore likely generalizable across the general population. Yet, since studies
have found that the development of career identity is especially prevalent during young
adulthood (Kerpelman & Schvaneveldt, 1999; Meijers, 1998), this could influence the results.
There may be variations in how often different mechanisms are stimulated or what type of
fictional narrative experiences influence people across their life span. Lastly, since the student
samples in this dissertation were enrolled in business schools, it is likely that students from
other departments are attracted to different fictional characters or other fictional narrative
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experiences. For example, it is less likely that students from linguistic fields, physics
departments, or psychology departments will consider Jordan Belfort from The Wolf of Wall
Street a desired future work self, because this character does not align with their professional
interests.
Second, this dissertation focused on the various ways in which fictional narratives
could influence career identity, possible future selves, and moral development. It has,
however, not extensively assessed how people select the fictional narratives that they
experience. In other words, this dissertation primarily examined the influence of fictional
narratives on career identity; not the influence of career identity on the selection of fictional
narratives. Even though this process is represented by the feedback loop in the conceptual
models of narrative influence central to this dissertation, it requires further exploration.
According to the uses and gratifications theory of media selection, people consciously select
the media and entertainment they experience (Ruggiero, 2000). Thus, people also exert
influence on the fictional narratives that influence them. Selective exposure theory (Frey,
1986) and the concept of confirmation bias (Nickerson, 1988), for example, suggest that
movies and books that are actively selected by participants reinforce existing their beliefs or
identity structures (Pennycook, et al., 2017). Recent changes in the selection of media could
reinforce and confirm people’s existing beliefs and preferences even more. For instance, the
existence of “echo chambers” on social media – in which people are offered stories that match
their interests - have shown to confirm people’s existing worldviews (Quattrociocchi, et al.,
2016). Similar algorithms are currently applied to other media outlets, such as the customized
content in the Netflix recommendations section (Cohen, 2018). This could strengthen the
processes by which personal media selection affirms and maintains people’s identity (Slater,
2007). However, there is also empirical evidence that shows stories can still challenge people
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when they are self-selected (e.g., as in Wigfield & Guthrie, 1997). Future research could
explore different aspects of story selection and its influence on people’s career identity.
Third, the situational contexts of narrative influence have not been extensively
researched in this dissertation. For other media, such as video games, situational contexts
have shown to dictate the influence of these media on people’s state of mind and behavior
(Gentile et al., 2009). It is likely that when and where people experience a fictional narrative
will matter for the way they are influenced by it. Perhaps reading a book in the subway
commute to work will exert a greater influence on people’s career identity than reading a
book during the weekend. Alternatively, fictional narratives experienced during holidays
could give people more time to reflect on them, encouraging them to adopt a meta-position of
self. Or possibly people’s life stage matters, whereby fictional narratives experiences during
adolescence could be most influential as this is a pivotal time in the development of people’s
career identity (Kerpelman & Schvaneveldt, 1999; Meijers, 1998). Future research could
explore the influence of these situational and contextual factors on the influence of fictional
narrative experience. In addition to contexts, new types of fictional narrative experiences
could also be further explored. For example, streaming services seem to promote bingewatching in audiences (Matrix, 2014) - “the marathon-consumption of serialised content from
the same TV show for an extended period of time” (Jones et al., 2018, p.498). Jones and
colleagues (2018) suggest that profound binge-watching promotes hyperdiegetic exploration
of narrative worlds, whereby spending time in the narrative world is no longer tied to the
narrative experience itself, but extends into people’s daily life as they google extra
information, spend time on fan fora, listen to film-music, or purchase narrative franchise.
A fourth avenue for future research is the role of motivation on the influence of
fictional narrative experiences. The chapters of this dissertation did not specifically address
this. In Chapter 6, the results of the narrative intervention could be enhanced because it was
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an elective course, which could indicate a higher-than-average motivation for participants to
work on their moral development (Ferrer-Caja & Weiss, 2002). A group of less motivated
students might have yielded different outcomes, perhaps showing less moral development
(Harris & Brown, 1989). This is also relevant in the context of career counseling. Future
studies could explore to the extent to which the motivation for personal growth and narrative
experiences could influence the potential effectiveness of career training or counselling using
fictional narratives.
Fifth, more research is also needed to explore the influence of different types or forms
of fictional narratives. Chapter 3 suggested that the influence of books was less prevalent in
young people than the influence of movies. However, when people were influenced by a
book, the effect was more pervasive and enduring. This finding should be further investigated.
Additionally, in Chapter 5, multiple forms of the same narrative were used across different
experiments (the book, the movie, and a short clip from The Wolf of Wall Street). However,
this chapter and this dissertation at large did not specifically compare the effects of books in
comparison to movies within one experiment. Potential future studies could examine this
difference in more depth.
Last, this thesis explored the influence of fictional narratives on different work
variables, such as career identity, possible future work selves, and moral development.
Subsequent work in this research area could expand these findings. Are there, for example, Ipositions that are more frequently influenced by fictional narrative experiences? How do
individual differences (e.g. openness to experience or reading habits) influence how fictional
narratives shape career identity? While this thesis has answered several research questions,
many more new questions emerge from the findings. As this is a relatively new research
domain, there remains a lot to be explored with regards to the influence of fictional narratives
in the context of work and career.
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7.6 PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
There are several lessons for practice in the current dissertation. The findings of the different
chapters indicate that fictional narratives can influence work-related variables: they can shape
people’s career identity, inspire possible future work selves and contribute to moral
development in the context of business ethics. I have structured the main practical
implications in the form of three different questions that this dissertation sheds new light on.

7.6.1 Will reading literature make you a better person?
The findings of this dissertation contribute to the societal debate on the advantages of reading.
Participants of different studies described narrative experiences resembling learning from
experience, which helped them grow as a person. In Chapter 6, reading literary narratives
helped to facilitate moral development in business school students, a learning phenomenon
they described as the growth of “moral muscle”. Reading and discussing literary narratives
broadened their personal horizon, enhanced their understanding of moral complexity, and
increased their motivation for day-to-day moral practice. Another type of personal growth can
be seen in Chapter 4, where the experience of a hopeful narrative of a fellow patient helped
people with a chronic illness to develop a more sustainable outlook on their personal career.
Moreover, in Chapter 3, students and young professionals described deep reflection due to
their narrative experiences, in which they gained a new insight into their personal identity.
Stating that reading literature makes you a “better person”, however, is too simplistic and
does not represent all of the findings. In Chapter 5, for instance, business school students and
sales professionals who read or watched the story of The Wolf of Wall Street considered the
morally ambiguous main character a desired future work self - someone they aspired to be.
Therefore, fictional narratives about corruption and immoral behavior could inspire people to
behave in a similar way (as was the case for a serial killer whose murders were inspired by the
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book and TV character Dexter, see Brophy, 2010; Helfgott, 2015). This cannot be considered
personal growth.
Perhaps the best answer to the question is therefore: yes, reading can potentially make
you a better person, but this is dependent on certain conditions. First of all, it depends on the
actual story. Fictional narratives must offer the reader something that they can actually grow
from. In Chapter 6 it was important that literary narratives presented diverse moral challenges
and were told from different perspectives, allowing participants to both identify with familiar
characters and to broaden their horizons through new story-worlds. Fictional narratives
thereby offered “thought experiments”, simulating moral imagination. In Chapter 4, it was
participants’ personal engagement with positive, hopeful narratives that helped to increase
their sustainable employability. Furthermore, in Chapter 3, fictional narratives offering some
element of surprise or complexity made people reflect on themselves. Second, narratives do
not operate in a vacuum, certain learning mechanisms can instigate personal growth. Chapter
6 explored learning mechanisms and boundary conditions necessary for personal moral
development. The growth of moral muscle was stimulated by: reflection, emotional struggle,
learning from peers and expanding moral vocabulary (see Figure 6.3 for an overview). In
Chapter 4, the positive, hopeful narrative only contributed to a higher sustainable
employability when patients personally engaged with the narrative, either by becoming more
aware of their own desired future work selves or by identifying with the main character.
Third, it is hard to say whether reading one book can make you a better person. The findings
of Chapters 3 and 4 indicate that it is possible to be influenced by one fictional narrative
experience, but the findings of Chapter 6 suggest that it is the multiple perspectives offered by
a variety of different narratives that ultimately offer people life lessons.
Overall, the findings of this dissertation suggest that, for individuals, regularly reading
literary narratives with complex moral challenges from diverse perspectives could potentially
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broaden their horizon and stimulate moral reflection and development. Discussing these
narratives in group settings, for example in a book club, could offer people more diverse
interpretations of these narratives and thereby facilitate a deeper learning experience. In the
context of organizations, reading books and short stories could offer employees more
immersive and emotional learning experiences in comparison to habitual organizational
training programs. Diverse narratives could offer employees holistic life lessons and help
them to critically reflect on their own moral development in and beyond the workplace.
Similarly, for business school education, the use of fictional narratives could help students
develop a broader perspective of organizations and their role in society, countering the
hegemonic organization-centered worldview often propagated in MBA programs (Ghoshal,
2005) with a human-centered worldview (Giacalone & Thompson, 2006). This could broaden
students’ perspectives and, as they would carry these new perspectives with them in their
future working life, this could possibly transform organizations from within.

7.6.2 Can the fictional narratives you experience for leisure and pleasure
still influence your career identity?
When people read a self-help book or watch an educational documentary, they may do so
with the intent to learn valuable life lessons. However, when people read a novel or watch a
movie, they often do this mainly for leisure and pleasure - for entertainment. Can such
narrative experiences still influence a person? The findings of this dissertation suggest that
they can. Participants in Chapter 3 mentioned that they the books that they read or the movies
that they watched for fun, inspired them - sometimes for a brief period, sometimes for years.
They were inspired by fictional characters, influenced by plotlines, and stimulated to reflect
on themselves. For example, the sales and project manager who, as a child, wanted to become
as brave as Mulan stated that she was still inspired by Mulan’s character. As was the
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management consultant, who considered becoming a lawyer after watching Suits. These
experiences were akin to identity play - the process of flirtatiously and playfully exploring
provisional work selves (Ibarra & Petriglieri, 2010). Additionally, Slater and colleagues
(2014) theorize that personal change does not have to happen when people are self-aware. In
fact, sometimes a decreased self-awareness is especially fruitful for identity change. When
people get immersed in a fictional narrative experience, they are no longer constrained by the
demanding task of maintaining their own identity and they can thus expand the boundaries of
the self, assimilating parts of the story and its characters.
Hence, experiencing narratives for enjoyment can change people’s identity in general,
and their career identity in particular. For practice, this means that the playfulness of fictional
narrative experiences can be applied to settings in which the open exploration of career
identity is beneficial; for example, in career counselling or coaching. Via identity play,
fictional narrative experiences could help people explore provisional work selves and
potential careers, which could then be further discussed and explored in coaching or training
sessions. With questions and guidance, counselors could specifically target different pathways
to stimulate different types of development. Chapter 4 shows that it could be especially
helpful for workers with a chronic illness to read a hopeful story of someone with the same
condition. As personal engagement with the narrative was required for the story to have an
influence, career counselors could select personally relevant narratives and employ narrative
experience as method of opening clients up to new possibilities and long-term aspirations for
work. Finally, in the context of organizations, books, short stories, movies, and television
series can also be used to spark employees’ imagination of what the organization and their
role in it could be, tapping into people’s emotions and initiating a different way of thinking.
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7.6.3 Can fiction stimulate mental time travel?
Several chapters of this dissertation focus on whether fictional narrative experiences can
inspire possible future work selves, whereby people add role models or possible future selves
to their identity (Chapters 3 and 5), or become more aware of desired selves, helping them to
adopt a more long-term vision regarding their future career (Chapter 4). These findings
suggest, that characters in fictional narratives can thereby become assimilated into the self and
thus give direction to a person’s future. Additionally, the findings of Chapter 6 show how
literary narratives offer people holistic views on who they are and who they want to become.
In books and movies people sometimes follow fictional characters for entire lifetimes (or even
longer). Their life journeys can encourage people to reflect on their own life and their future.
In line with previous studies (Mar et al., 2010), participants in Chapter 6 felt that they learned
life lessons from fictional narratives, in a process akin to learning from personal experience.
The character Jerry in the book Blessed Assurance was an example of a character that made
students think: how do I want to look back on my working life when I retire? What will the
influence be of choices I make now? What is really important? In this way, fictional
narratives can help people to engage in mental time travel into their personal futures.
Since people can have trouble imagining their personal future (Quoidbach et al., 2013)
narratives could be employed to enable people to engage in mental time travel and help them
to become aware of their desired future work selves. This awareness could in turn stimulate
proactive career behavior (Strauss et al., 2012) and could therefore be used in the context of
career counseling, coaching, and organizational training programs. In organizational contexts,
more holistic perspectives offered in complex narratives can be applied to help managers and
employees to think more about the future of the company and the mission statement of the
organization in the long run.
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7.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Human beings are storytellers. With this sentence I started the introduction of this PhD
dissertation, elaborating on the notion that fictional narratives are influential cultural symbols,
that fiction can spark people’s imagination of what could be, and that narratives have been
considered central to organizations and working life. With this research, I aim to shed new
light on the way books, short stories, movies and television series can influence people’s
career identity, future work selves and moral development in the context of work. The main
conceptual models, introduced in Chapters 2 and 3, combine theories of different scientific
disciplines into one coherent model, which was further empirically explored and refined
throughout the subsequent chapters of this book. My findings suggest that fictional narratives
can influence career identity via different pathways and mechanisms: people can personally
connect with narrative characters, incorporating them in the self as desired future work selves;
fictional narratives can offer people narrative devices to construct their career identity; and
complex stories can challenge people and inspire them to deeply reflect on themselves,
stimulating moral growth. With this dissertation, I hope to contribute to a new theoretical
understanding of the influence of fictional narratives in the context of work. Since this is a
nascent research field, I would like to invite other scholars to build upon these findings
through further study in this area. There is much more that this field has to tell us. This
dissertation is only the beginning of the story.
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APPENDIX 3A
Interview protocol
1. Introduction and general questions
Thanks a lot for participating in this interview! The duration of the interview is
about 45 minutes. Your responses will be kept confidential and anonymous in line
with the ethical standards of [name University]. You are free to withdraw from the
interview at any time. Should you have any questions later, please contact me via email. The theme of the interview will be the workplace and careers in stories
(books, movies, series), and your career experiences. There are no right or wrong
answers to the questions, we are interested in your opinions and experiences.
● Please tell me about your educational background, and your current job!
● In general, what types of books/movies/series (or other stories) do you like?
● Can you give me a couple of your favorite books/movies/series?
2. Fictional narrative influence based on top-of-mind stories the interviewee
chooses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What were the key work-related themes/takeaways/learning points you got
from this movie/book/series?
Did you see any resemblance in this movie/book/series to your work life? If
so, please elaborate.
Was there a character whose work/leadership behavior reminded you of
yourself? In what ways?
Did this story, in any way, made you want to actively change yourself in
some characteristic in the work domain? If so, how?
Is there a character whose work qualities you found particularly
appealing? In what ways?
Did a character of any of the stories become a role model in your work life?
Can you give some specific examples?
Did you discover a new career path/industry/job you wanted to undertake
based on a story?

3. Fictional narrative influence based personal experiences with narratives
about interviewee’s profession.
● There are probably a several books and movies about your industry. Have
you seen/read any of them?
● Have you found any associations with yourself in the work domain while
watching the movie? Anything you would like (not) to become?
● Did you identify characters you would like to be as, related to their work
life? Please give some examples
● How did the story depict the industry? What were some themes and
stereotypes you could identify?
4. Fictional narrative influence based on how interviewee things narratives
portray their profession.
● Based on these kinds of stories, what do you think the general perception
about people working in your job or industry is?
● Is there any truth in this perception? If so, what? (If not, why?)
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APPENDIX 3B
Qualitative survey
Dear participant,
Thank you for your participation in the study: fictional narratives and career identity.
this study, you will answer questions about the impact books, movies or televisions
have on various aspects of your thinking about work. We are interest in your honest
opinion. There are no right or wrong answers. It is expected that different respondents
react differently. Also, there is no need to rush. Most questions are open questions and
we want you to take time in answering them.
Followed by informed consent
Demographic questions
Gender
Age
Nationality
Work experience
Reading habits
Movie/television series habits
Favorite genre (tick all boxes that apply)
Social desirability check
Think about books, movies and/or tv-series you have watched in the past which had a
significant impact on you in general. They have made you for example think about
what type of person you want to be (or not!), what your life story might be like, how
to deal with personal issues, how to be a friend or colleague etc.
•
•

Which book titles first come to mind?
Which movies or tv/online series first come to mind?

On this page and the next two pages are three essay questions about: 1) fictional
characters, 2) stories and reflection on your career and 3) designing your own career
story. Please take your time to answer these longer open questions.
Essay questions about fictional narratives
1) Fictional characters
Now, think about the (fictional) characters in books, movies and tv series that have
inspired you to think about work, your studies or career. It can be that these
characters have inspired you in your own study or career choices, or that they gave
you an idea of what it would be like to work in a certain job, that they displayed work
traits you either like or dislike, that they were role models you would aspire to
become or that you just really enjoy putting yourself in their working life.
Can you think of book or movie or television character(s) that had a significant
influence on you in terms of thinking about your future job or career? If so, where
they work role models (why not)? Did you want to have a job or career similar to
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them?
Did they present traits that you like or dislike, loathe or admire? Why was this the
case? How was it to put yourself in their shoes?

Please elaborate on your answer!
How many books, movies or television series can you think of that depicted
characters that have influenced you in your career or identity in any way?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you think about fictional characters that made an impression of you, where did you
mostly encounter them? (Multiple answers possible!)
▢
Books (1)
▢
Movies (2)
▢
Tv or online series (3)
Do you think there is a difference between characters in different media in how they
influence your thinking about your career? For example, is there a difference between
reading a book or watching a movie?

2) Fictional narratives and reflection on your career
Think about book, movies or tv/ online series that made you think about or reflect on
yourself either by their setting, storyline, characters, plot or genre.
Where there stories that gave you a surprising insight or made you really think about
or reflect on your own career, your job or the workplace in general? If so,
Which stories stimulated reflection (where possible refer to concrete titles of books,
movies or series)? What was it about these stories made you think and reflect on
yourself? How did these stories influence your thinking about work or your own
career/studies? How long did this increased reflection last?
Please elaborate on your answer and take your time!
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How many books, movies or television series can you think of that made you think
about your career in any way?
If you think about fictional narratives that stimulated reflection for you, where did
you mostly encounter them? (Multiple answers possible!)
▢
Books (1)
▢
Movies (2)
▢
Tv or online series (3)
Do you think there is a difference between different media in whether they stimulate
reflection on your career? For example, is there a difference between reading a book
or watching a movie?

3) Designing your career narrative
Most people have an idea or image of themselves in their future career. What do you
think is important in your job? How do you see yourself in your future workplace?
Such images are referred to as Possible Future Work Selves.
If your Future Work Self would play a role in a book, movie or tv-serie, what genre
would it be?
o
Comedy (1)
o
Sci-Fi (2)
o
Horror (3)
o
Romance (4)
o
Action (5)
o
Thriller (6)
o
Drama (7)
o
Mystery (8)
o
Crime (9)
o
Animation (10)
o
Adventure (11)
o
Fantasy (12)
o
Other (13) ________________________________________________
Please describe your career narrative about yourself in the future:
What would your story be? What would be main events? What would the setting be?
How would you develop in your career?
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Please describe as elaborately as possible and take your time!

Q31 What would major themes be in your career narrative?
________________________________________________________________
Shorter open questions
Below are seven open questions about factors that may influence whether a fictional
narrative will make an impression on you.
1) To what extend is it important to you that you are completely 'lost' in a book, film
or tv series? (e.g. you forget time and space for a while and are absorbed by the
narrative)? Can you give an example?
Please describe your answer
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
2) To what extend is it important to you that you can identify with one or more
character(s) in the story? How does this work for you?
Please describe your answer
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
3) To what extend is the narrative world important to you? Does it matter to you
whether a story world is realistic or not, historical or modern, resonates with your
personal environment, or takes place in a fantasy world to make an impression on
you?
Please describe your answer
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
4) Are there any other factors or elements of experiencing a fictional narrative that
influence whether a book, movie or tv series influences you?
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Please describe your answer
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
5) Have you been influenced in your thinking about work or your career due to other
people around you talking about fictional narratives in books or movies/ television
series that you have not read or watched yourself?
Please describe your answer
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
6) Is there a fictional character you would like to consult for advice on your work/ and
or career?
Please describe your answer
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
7) How do you select which books to read or which movies/television series to
watch?
Please describe your answer
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX 3C
List of fictional narratives quoted, mentioned or referenced in Chapter 3
Titel

Type of Narrative

Link

8 Mile

Movie

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0298203/

Antigone

Play (by Sophocles)

De Aanslag

Book (by Harry Mulisch)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Antigone#In_Sophocles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Assault

Dynasty

Television series

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt6128300/

Friends

Television series

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0108778/

Girlboss

Television series

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt5706996/

Gossip Girl

Television series

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0397442/

Grey’s Anatomy

Television series

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0413573/?

Harry Potter

Book (by J.K.Rowling)
Movie

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Potter
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0241527/

House of cards

Online series

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1856010/

How to Get Away with
Murder

Television series

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt3205802/

Forrest Gump

Movie

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0109830/

Mulan

Movie

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0120762/

Parks and Recreation

Television series

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1266020/

Pére Goriot

Book (by Honoré de
Balzac)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Père_Goriot

Ratatouille

Movie

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0382932/

Scandal

Television series

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1596363/

Sherlock Holmes

Book (by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Sherlock_Holmes

Suits

Television series

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1632701/

The Big Short

Movie

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1596363/

The Blacklist

Television series

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2741602/
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The Class (Entre les
murs)

Movie

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1068646/

The Devil wears Prada

Movie

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0458352/

The Giving Tree

Poem by Shel Silverstein

The Good Doctor

Television series

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
The_Giving_Tree
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt6470478/

The Good Wife

Television series

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1442462/

The Heart

Book (by Maylis de
Kerangal)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
The_Heart_(novel)

The Lord of the Rings

Book (by J.R.R. Tolkien)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
The_Lord_of_the_Rings

Movie

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0386676/

The Office

Television series

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0386676/

The Old Man and the
Sea

Book (by Ernest
Hemingway)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
The_Old_Man_and_the_Sea

The Pursuit of
Happyness

Movie

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0454921/

The Stranger

Book (by Albert Camus)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
The_Stranger_(Camus_novel)

The Wolf of Wall Street

Movie

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0993846/

Therapy (In Therapie)

Television series

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1655076/

To Kill a Mockingbird

Book (by Harper Lee)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
To_Kill_a_Mockingbird

Wall Street

Movie

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0094291/

War Dogs

Movie

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2005151/
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APPENDIX 4A
Illness narratives stimuli
Condition 1: Positive work story
Original Text (Dutch)
Zon in April
Voorzichtige zonnestralen prikken door een dik wolkendek. Ze schijnen door het raam op
mijn bureau, op het computerscherm. Ik kijk op de klok: 12 uur, bijna lunchtijd. Ik sta op, pak
een banaan van de fruitschaal en loop naar buiten, het bos in. De bomen wuiven zachtjes op
de warme lentebries, hun eerste blaadjes dansend in de wind. De grond is bezaaid met witte
bloemen en het gekwetter van vogels vult de lucht. De natuur bruist van het leven. Ze lijkt
wel net zo energiek als ik. Ineens besef ik welke maand het is. April. Vijf jaar geleden...Wat
was alles toen anders. In een flits zie ik ze weer haarscherp voor me. Beelden van het
ziekenhuis, van eindeloze uren in bed, van dokters, medicijnen, pijn... Huiverend wandel ik
verder over het bospad, mijn gedachten bij het verleden.
Wanneer het precies begon weet ik niet meer. De buikpijn, de vermoeidheid, de diarree... Ze
waren er al jaren - misschien altijd al. Het was alleen steeds wat erger geworden, als een
sluipend monster dat beetje bij beetje mijn leven was gaan overnemen. Het zette zijn klauwen
in feestjes, vakanties, mijn studie... Niet zeuren, dacht ik dan. Doorzetten. Iedereen heeft toch
wel eens last van zijn buik? Ik ging een paar keer naar de dokter, maar die dacht dat het door
stress kwam. Dat zal wel kloppen, dacht ik. Ik was altijd zo bang om me aan te
stellen. Hoofdschuddend neem ik een hap van de banaan... Maar toen was er opeens die ene
dag in april, vijf jaar geleden. De dag waarop het monster toesloeg en ik niet meer overeind
kon komen door de buikpijn. Toen ging het ineens snel. Spoedonderzoek... Ontstoken
darmen... Prednison. En de genadeklap, de diagnose. Een chronische darmziekte... Ik zie de
dokter nog voor me. Chronisch, zei hij en ik wist: dit gaat nooit meer over. Dit blijft. Voor
altijd... De wereld stortte in. Mijn studie en toekomstige carrière, vrienden, een gezin later,
reizen, hobby’s – niets was meer vanzelfsprekend. Ik zag mezelf al wonen in een
bijstandsflat, gevangen in een doelloos, eenzaam leven. En onder al dat getob was daar steeds
de buikpijn – de donkere grondtoon die alles grauw kleurde. De lente zette door en het weer
werd steeds mooier, maar dat jaar klopte de lente niet.
‘Hallo!’ Eerst zie ik de labrador, dan het stel wat erbij hoort: de oude buren van mijn ouders.
Ik aai de hond die tegen me opspringt.
‘Bink! ZIT!’ brult een mannenstem. De grijze vrouw loopt me lachend tegemoet. ‘Dát is lang
geleden! Hoe gaat het met jou?’ Ze kijkt me onderzoekend aan en zegt spontaan: ‘Je ziet er
goed uit, zeg!’
Ik grijns. ‘Het gaat ook goed. Heel goed, eigenlijk!’
‘Wat fijn!’ Ze kijkt me stralend aan. ‘Dat is je zo gegund, na al die...na die tijd. Het is alweer
jaren geleden, maar ik weet het nog goed. Wat was je bleek! Je kon amper op je benen staan.
En kijk nu eens!’ Ze knipoogt. ‘En ik hoorde dat je een leuke baan hebt, fulltime zelfs!’ Ik
knik en grijns opnieuw. Bink sprint intussen het bos in. Ze knijpt me even kort in mijn arm.
‘We moeten gaan. Veel succes met alles!’
Nog even blijf ik staan. Ik eet mijn banaan op en gooi de schil in de bosjes. Het is inderdaad
ongelooflijk hoe het nu gaat. Je ziet er goed uit, zeg! De woorden galmen nog na in mijn
hoofd. Inderdaad, wat gaat het goed. Wie had dat durven dromen? Beetje bij beetje werd het
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monster getemd. Ik bouwde mijn leven op, ging weer studeren, eerst in deeltijd en daarna
zelfs voltijd. Het leren omgaan met mijn gezondheid ging met vallen en opstaan, maar het
was toch een fantastische tijd. Wat heb ik ondanks alles veel beleefd – vrienden, feestjes,
reizen. Als ik goed oplette, kon het allemaal. Na mijn studie solliciteerde ik en kreeg een
leuke baan in een bedrijf... Niks bijstandsflat. Niks eenzaam! Niks doelloos! Als ik naar
boven kijk, zijn de wolken bijna weggetrokken en stukken stralend blauwe lucht lachen me
tegemoet. Ik loop terug.
Vijf jaar verder...Gelukkig maar! De ene dag gaat beter dan de andere, dat wel. Maar mijn
baas weet hoe het zit en heeft er begrip voor. Na een paar mindere dagen, haal ik het werk
ook altijd weer in. Tot nu toe heb ik nog geen deadline gemist. Ook mijn collega’s begrijpen
het. Ik ben er altijd open over geweest, ook al was dat soms best moeilijk. Maar ze reageerden
fantastisch. En ze accepteren het als het even wat minder gaat. Sterker nog: ze steunen me. En
ze maken er zelfs grapjes over. Zoals een half jaar geleden, toen mijn buik de hele dag
gromde. Het ging maar door. Marijn, een nieuwe collega, keek me na een tijdje heel vreemd
aan. Robin, een andere collega, moest er hard om lachen. ‘Kijk maar uit, Marijn. Het
grommende monster mag je niet!’ Sindsdien vragen mijn collega’s – inclusief Marijn - soms
hoe het met het monster gaat. Ik moet glimlachen als ik er aan denk. ‘Rustig,’ kan ik dan de
laatste tijd vaak zeggen. En vandaag al helemaal.
Het bos wordt dunner en voor me ligt het kantoor. Mijn baan is niet alleen ontzettend leuk en
interessant, ik werk ook nog eens op een locatie midden in de natuur. Vaak wandel ik tijdens
de lunch met collega’s, maar vandaag wilde ik even alleen gaan. Ik voel de warme zon op
mijn gezicht en voel me dankbaar. Het bos achter me, licht op door de felle zon. Hoe zal het
over vijf jaar zijn? Ik geloof er weer in - in een stralende toekomst. Dan ben ik bij de deur.
Vol vertrouwen stap ik de bedrijfshal binnen.
Free Translation in English
Sun in April
Careful sunrays pierce through a thick layer of clouds. They shine through the window on my
desk, on the computer screen. I look at the time: 12 o’clock, almost lunch time. I get up, grab
a banana from the fruit bowl and walk outside, into the forest. The trees wave gently in the
warm spring breeze, their first leaves dancing in the wind. The soil is dotted with white
flowers and the twittering of birds fills the sky. Nature busts of life. It seems as energetic as
me. Suddenly I realize what month it is. April. Five years ago... Everything was so different
then. In a flash I relive them. Images from the hospital, from endless hours in bed, from
doctors, medication, pain. Shivering, I continue my walk on the forest path, my mind drifting
into the past.
I cannot remember when it had started. The stomach aches, the fatigue, the diarrhea... They
had been there for years - perhaps even all my life. Gradually, they had been getting worse,
like a monster insidiously taking over my life. It put its claws in parties, holidays, my studies.
Don’t whine, I thought. Be strong. Doesn’t everyone have stomach troubles sometimes? I
went to the GP a few times, but he thought it was just stress. He’s right, I thought. I was
always so afraid to be a wimp. I shake my head and take a bite of the banana. But then
suddenly there was that one day in April, five years ago. The day on which the monster struck
and left me unable to stand up due to the pain. All of a sudden everything happened quickly.
Medical investigation. Inflamed intestines. Prednisone. The final blow, the diagnosis. A
chronic bowel disease. I still see the specialist in front of me. Chronic, he said and I knew:
this will never be over. This remains. Forever... The world collapsed. My study and future
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career, friends, a family in the future, traveling, hobbies – nothing was certain anymore. I
envisioned myself living in a shelter, caught in an aimless, lonely life. My worrying these
days was always accompanied by the throbbing stomach ache – the dark earth tone that
colored everything gray. Spring arrived and the weather became more and more beautiful, but
that year spring did not make any sense.
“Hello!” First, I see the labrador, then its owners: an old couple that used to live next door to
my parents. I pat the dog that pops up against me.
“Bink! SIT!” roars the man’s voice. The gray woman walks up to me, smiling. “It’s been a
long time! How are you?” She looks at me inquisitively and spontaneously says: “You look
fantastic!”
I grin. “It’s going well. Very well, actually!”
“How wonderful!” She looks at me radiantly. “You truly deserve that, after all that... that
time. It’s been years ago, but I remember it all so well. You were so pale! You could hardly
stand up. And look at you now!” She blinks. “And I heard you found a good job, fulltime
even!”
I nod and grin again. Bink sprints into the forest. She briefly touches my arm. “We have to go.
Good luck with everything!”
I stand there for a while. I eat the rest of my banana and throw the peel into the bushes. It’s
indeed incredible how well I am doing these days.
You look fantastic! The words still echo in my head. Indeed, it is all going so well. Who had
dared to dream? Step by step the monster was tamed. I rebuilt my life, started my studies
again, first part-time then fulltime. Learning to cope with my health condition was a process
of trial and error, yet still I have fond memories of that time. In spite of everything, I had so
many amazing experiences – friends, parties, traveling. As long as I took good care of myself,
I could have it all. After my studies, I applied for a nice job in a company. No living in a
shelter! No loneliness! No aimless future! When I look up, the clouds have almost evaporated
and patches of brilliant blue sky are smiling at me. I start walking back.
Five years down the line. Fortunately! Still, some days are better than others, but my boss
knows about my situations and understands it. After a few less productive days, I usually
catch up on work. So far, I have not missed a deadline. My colleagues understand it too. I
have always been open about it, even though this was difficult sometimes. But they responded
fantastically. And they accept the ups and downs of it. In fact, they support me, even by
making jokes about it. Like a few months ago, when my stomach was growling all day. It
went on and on. Marijn, a new colleague gave me strange looks after a while. Robin, another
colleague, laughed hard. “Look out, Marijn. The grueling monster does not like you!” Since
then, my colleagues – including Marijn – sometimes ask how ‘the monster’ is doing. I smile
when I think about it. “Quiet,” I can often say lately. And today as well.
The forest is thinning and the office is in front of me now. Not only is my job fun and
interesting, I also work in a location in the middle of nature. I often walk with colleagues
during lunchtime, but today I wanted to go for a walk on my own. I feel the warm sun on my
face and feel grateful. The forest behind me lights up through the bright sunrays. How will my
life be in five years? I believe in it again – in that beautiful future. Then I am at the door. With
renewed confidence, I enter the business hall.
*
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Condition 2: Negative Work Story
Original Text (Dutch)
Kil in April
Voorzichtige zonnestralen prikken door een dik wolkendek. Ze schijnen door het raam op
mijn bureau, op het computerscherm. Ik kijk op de klok: 12 uur, bijna lunchtijd. Ik sta op, pak
een banaan van de fruitschaal en loop naar buiten, het bos in. Ik rits mijn jas goed dicht. Het
waait flink en de boomtoppen zwiepen heen en weer, hun blaadjes klapperend in de wind. De
grond is bezaaid met takken en de wind giert door het bos. De lente zet nog steeds niet door.
Ik bedenk me welke maand het is. April. Vijf jaar geleden...De maand dat alles stilstond. In
een flits zie ik ze weer haarscherp voor me. Beelden van het ziekenhuis, van eindeloze uren in
bed, van dokters, medicijnen, pijn... Huiverend wandel ik verder over het bospad, mijn
gedachten bij het verleden.
Wanneer het precies begon weet ik niet meer. De buikpijn, de vermoeidheid, de diarree... Ze
waren er al jaren - misschien altijd al. Het was alleen steeds wat erger geworden, als een
sluipend monster dat beetje bij beetje mijn leven was gaan overnemen. Het zette zijn klauwen
in feestjes, vakanties, mijn studie... Niet zeuren, dacht ik dan. Doorzetten. Iedereen heeft toch
wel eens last van zijn buik? Ik ging een paar keer naar de dokter, maar die dacht dat het door
stress kwam. Dat zal wel kloppen, dacht ik. Ik was altijd zo bang om me aan te
stellen. Hoofdschuddend neem ik een hap van de banaan... Maar toen was er opeens die ene
dag in april, vijf jaar geleden. De dag waarop het monster toesloeg en ik niet meer overeind
kon komen door de buikpijn. Toen ging het ineens snel. Spoedonderzoek... Ontstoken
darmen... Prednison. En de genadeklap, de diagnose. Een chronische darmziekte... Ik zie de
dokter nog voor me. Chronisch, zei hij en ik wist: dit gaat nooit meer over. Dit blijft. Voor
altijd... De wereld stortte in. Mijn studie en toekomstige carrière, vrienden, een gezin later,
reizen, hobby’s – niets was meer vanzelfsprekend. Ik zag mezelf al wonen in een
bijstandsflat, gevangen in een doelloos, eenzaam leven. En onder al dat getob was daar steeds
de buikpijn – de donkere grondtoon die alles grauw kleurde. De lente zette door en het weer
werd steeds mooier, maar dat jaar klopte de lente niet.
‘Hallo!’ Eerst zie ik de labrador, dan het stel wat erbij hoort: de oude buren van mijn ouders.
Ik aai de hond die tegen me op springt.
‘Bink! ZIT!’ brult een mannenstem. De grijze vrouw loopt me langzaam tegemoet. ‘Dát is
lang geleden!’ Ze aarzelt en zegt dan: ‘Ik sprak je ouders laatst en hoorde dat je nog altijd zo
aan het tobben bent.’
Ik slik. ‘Ach ja, het gaat nog steeds niet zo goed.’
‘Wat vervelend...’ ze kijkt me meelevend aan. ‘Ik zou het je zo gunnen dat het eindelijk eens
beter gaat, na al die...na die tijd. Het is alweer vijf jaar geleden, maar ik weet nog goed dat je
de diagnose kreeg. Wat was dat heftig. En wat was je bleek. Hopelijk komt er deze zomer
weer wat kleur op je wangen.’ Ik knik en glimlach mechanisch. Ze kijkt me vriendelijk aan.
‘Ik wens je veel gezondheid toe. En: volhouden, hè! ’ Ik knik opnieuw, maar mijn ogen
branden. Bink sprint intussen het bos in. Ze knijpt me even kort in mijn arm. ‘We moeten
gaan. Veel...sterkte met alles!’
Nog even blijf ik staan. Ik heb de banaan in mijn hand tot moes geknepen. Met een zucht gooi
ik hem in de bosjes. En: volhouden, hè! De woorden galmen nog na in mijn hoofd. Alsof dat
zo makkelijk is! Vijf jaar tobben, dokters, diëten, alternatieve genezers, een tijdelijke baan,
daarna weer ziek thuis... Steeds de hoop - en daarna de teleurstelling. Waarom blijf ik
volhouden? En waarvóór? Ik slik, maar de brok in mijn keel verdwijnt niet. Mijn buik gromt
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en ik grom mee - van de pijn. Het monster heeft gewonnen... Boven mij pakken naargeestige,
grijzewolken samen en de eerste spetters vallen. Ik loop terug.
Nu alweer vijf jaar verder... De ene dag gaat beter dan de andere, dat wel, maar werk vinden
lukt maar niet... Met veel moeite heb ik in het jaar na de diagnose mijn opleiding afgemaakt.
Daarna kreeg ik een baan met een jaarcontract. Het was leuk om te werken en gaf energie,
maar het bleek al gauw fysiek te zwaar. Ik werd steeds vermoeider en mijn buik werd steeds
actiever. Ik ging in deeltijd werken, maar bleef achteruit gaan. Ik was er open over naar mijn
collega’s toe. Ze wisten zich alleen geen houding te geven, en maakten grapjes achter mijn
rug. Ineens zie ik ze weer voor me op de dag dat Marijn, een nieuwe collega, bij het bedrijf
kwam werken. Mijn buik gromde de hele tijd. Het ging maar door. Marijn keek me na een
tijdje vreemd aan. Toen ik terugliep van de wc, hoorde ik alle collega’s lachen. Ze zagen mij
niet. ‘Kijk maar uit, Marijn,’ lachte Robin. ‘Het grommende monster mag je niet!’ Ik voelde
me vreselijk toen ik terugliep. Uiteindelijk ging het gewoon niet meer: ik zat volledig ziek
thuis. Even blijf ik staan om op adem te komen. Ik denk niet graag terug aan die tijd. Mijn
contract werd niet verlengd. Uiteraard. Te riskant, vond mijn baas.
Het bos wordt dunner en voor me ligt het flatgebouw. Bijna thuis. Ik ben uitgeput. Gelukkig
is mijn woning vlakbij het bos, dan kan ik er af en toe uit. Dat breekt de dag. Ik heb nog
steeds geen werk kunnen vinden dat ik aankan. Hoe zal het over vijf jaar zijn? Ik durf er soms
niet meer in te geloven – in de toekomst. Het begint harder te waaien. Grote druppels vallen
naar beneden, spatten op mijn wangen, op mijn jas, op mijn schoenen. Ik laat het grauwe bos
achter me en ga naar binnen.
Free Translation in English
Chilly in April
Careful sunrays pierce through a thick layer of clouds. They shine through the window on my
desk, on the computer screen. I look at the time: 12 o’clock, almost lunch time. I get up, grab
a banana from the fruit bowl and walk outside, into the forest. I zip up my coat carefully. The
strong wind makes tree tops swing back and forth, their leaves flapping in the wind. The
ground is dotted with branches and the wind is pouring through the forest. Spring still has not
arrived. Suddenly I realize what month it is. April. Five years ago... The month that life stood
still. In a flash I relive them. Images from the hospital, from endless hours in bed, from
doctors, medication, pain. Shivering, I continue my walk n the forest path, my mind drifting
into the past.
I cannot remember when it had started. The stomach aches, the fatigue, the diarrhea... They
had been there for years - perhaps even all my life. Gradually, they had been getting worse,
like a monster insidiously taking over my life. It put its claws in parties, holidays, my studies.
Don’t whine, I thought. Be strong. Doesn’t everyone have stomach troubles sometimes? I
went to the GP a few times, but he thought it was just stress. He’s right, I thought. I was
always so afraid to be a wimp. I shake my head and take a bite of the banana. But then
suddenly there was that one day in April, five years ago. The day on which the monster struck
and left me unable to stand up due to the pain. All of a sudden everything happened quickly.
Medical investigation. Inflamed intestines. Prednisone. The final blow, the diagnosis. A
chronic bowel disease. I still see the specialist in front of me. Chronic, he said and I knew:
this will never be over. This remains. Forever... The world collapsed. My study and future
career, friends, a family in the future, traveling, hobbies – nothing was certain anymore. I
envisioned myself living in a shelter, caught in an aimless, lonely life. My worrying these
days was always accompanied by the throbbing stomach ache – the dark earth tone that
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colored everything gray. Spring arrived and the weather became more and more beautiful, but
that year spring did not make any sense.
“Hello!” First, I see the labrador, then its owners: an old couple that used to live next door to
my parents. I pat the dog that pops up against me.
“Bink! SIT!” roars the man’s voice. The gray woman slowly walks up to me. “It’s been a long
time!” She hesitates and says: “I talked to your parents the other day and heard you are still
struggling with your health.”
I feel a lump in my throat. “Oh yes, it’s still not going so well.”
“I’m so sorry to hear that...” she gives me a sympathetic look. “You deserve to feel better,
after all that... that time. It’s been five years ago, but I remember it all so well. The time you
got your diagnosis. Difficult times. You were so pale. Hopefully, this summer there will be
some more color on your cheecks.”
I nod and smile mechanically. She looks at me with kindness. “I wish you good health. And:
don’t give up!” I nod again, but my eyes are burning. Bink sprints into the forest. She briefly
touches my arm. “We have to go. I truly wish you well.... The best of luck with everything.”
I stand there for a while. I have squeezed the banana in my hand to a pulp. With a sigh, I
throw it in the bushes. Don’t give up! The words still echo in my head. As if that’s so easy!
Five years of struggle, doctors, diets, alternative healers, a temporary job, then sick at home
again... Every time the hope – and every time the disappointment. Why do I keep trying? For
what? I swallow, but the lump in my throat does not disappear. My belly is growling and I’m
joining in – from the pain. The monster has won. Above me, gloomy gray clouds breed the
first splashes of water. I’m going back.
Five years down the line. Some days are better than others, but I still cannot find a job. With
much effort, I completed my education in the years after the diagnosis. After this, I found a
temporary job with a one-year contract. It was good to work and it gave me energy, but
physically it soon became too heavy. I became increasingly tired and my illness flared up. I
switched to working part-time, but my health continued to decline. I had always been open
about my health issues to my colleagues, but they did not care at all and made jokes behind
my back. I can still relive the day that Marijn, a new colleague, started to work for the
company. My stomach was growling all day. It went on and on. Marijn gave me strange looks
after a while. When I came back from the toilet, I heard all my colleagues laugh. They did not
see me. “Watch out, Marijn,’ laughed one of them named Robin. ‘The grueling monster does
not like you!” I felt terrible walking back. In the end, I was unable to work: I was sick at
home every day. For a moment, I pause to catch my breath. I don’t like to think about that
period. My contract was not renewed. Of course, that was understandable. Too risky,
according to my boss.
The forest is thinning and my flat is in front of me now. Almost home. I’m exhausted.
Fortunately, my house is near the forest, so I can easily go for a little walk sometimes. It
breaks the day. I still cannot find a job I can manage. How will my life be in five years? I
sometimes do not dare to believe anymore - believe in a better future. The wind swells to a
storm. Large drops of rain fall down, splashing on my cheeks, on my coat, on my shoes. I
leave the gray forest behind and enter the building.
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APPENDIX 4B
PFWS Question text
Possible Future Work Self
Most people have an image or idea of themselves in their future work or career. We call this
their Possible Future Work Self. These Future Work Selves can strongly differ between
people.
Some people have one clear vision of themselves in their future work, others see different
possible jobs as part of their future career. And while some people think of their dream job,
others see a future they want to prevent, such as a boring job or becoming unemployed.
Please describe below how you see yourself in your future work. What does your future look
like in terms of work or career? Feel free to describe this in your own words! Please take your
time.
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APPENDIX 4C
Sustainable Employability scale
I expect that, until retirement age, I…
… will be physically able to work

Definitely
not

… will be psychologically able to work
… will be motivated for my work
… will want to keep working
… will have the right knowledge and skills
to work
… will be able to perform well in the work
that I do
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Probably
not

Maybe

Likely

Definitely

APPENDIX 5A
Question for measuring people’s future work self
Question text for measuring people’s future work self
Your future work self.
Most people have an idea or image of themselves in their future career. Such images are
referred to as possible future work selves. These future work selves can vary strongly. We
often see future scenarios for ourselves that we desire and aspects we want to avoid.
Please imagine your desired future work self, the future work or career you strive towards.
To what extend do you consider [name of main character inserted], the main character
of the movie you have just seen, a desired future work self?
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Week Literary Work
1
2

3

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

APPENDIX 6A
Pedagogical Supplements

The Use of Force – William Carlos Williams
A doctor is confronted with a young patient’s resistance of cooperating in medical research that is crucial for her health.
American Ground: Unbuilding the World Trade Center William Langewiesche
Moral decision-making in a chaotic situation where a small
group of city bureaucrats and engineers came to manage the
“unbuilding” of the World Trade Center.
The Theban Plays (story of Antigone) – Sophocles
Right-versus-right conflict (competing rights) in ancient Greece
Blessed Assurance - Allan Gurganus
A young white insurance collection agent is torn between
helping his black clients and his own needs for employent
Things fall apart - Chinua Achebe
An Iba clan confronts the arrival of Christian missionaries and
British colonial authorities
Trifles – Susan Glaspell
A play wherein two friends must decide whether to help a farm
wife accused of murdering her husband
The Sweet Hereafter - Russell Banks
Four individuals respond in the aftermath of a school bus
accident
The Remains of the Day - Kazuo Ishiguro
A butler reckons with the consequences of a life in service to a
British lord
A Man for All Seasons - Robert Bolt
Sir Thomas More looks for a way to reconcile duty to King,
religion, family and self
The Prince – Niccolò Machiavelli
Pragmatic a-moral leadership manual, which mainly focuses on
ways to remain in power
Personal History - Katharine Graham
The leadership of Washington Post publisher Katherine
Graham during the investigation s of the “Pentagon papers”
and Watergate
Just and Unjust Wars - Michael Walzer
US president Harry S. Truman’s decision to use the atomic
bomb and its consequences
This Child Will Be Great: Memoir of a Remarkable Life by
Africa’s First Woman President - Ellen Sirleaf Johnson
The memoir of the complex moral challenges of xxx

Pedagogical Aim
Module 1: Moral Challenges
Students read about different moral
challenges (e.g. right-versus-right
dilemmas) in various social,
historic and cultural contexts.
Students discuss these intuitively in
the classroom, becoming aware of
different types of moral challenges
and how hard it is to recognize
these.

Module 2: Moral Reasoning
Four ethical theories (utilitarianism,
duty-based ethics, right-based
ethics and communitarianism) are
introduced and applied to the
stories.
In the class sessions students explore
topics like agency, obligations,
assumptions from multiple
perspectives.
Module 3: Moral Leadership
Students focus on moral complexity
of people in leadership positions,
using non-fiction novels, such as
autobiographies, to stress decisionmaking embedded in the real
world.
In the class sessions students explore
topics like moral legitimacy,
power, moral courage, moral
impact.

Course grading consisted of class participation (60%) and an essay (40%). For more details on the
pedagogy and the two moral texts see Sucher (2006; 2007). For alternative selections of literary narratives
for business ethics education see for example: Gerde & Foster, 2008; Kennedy & Lawton, 1992; Martin,
Edwards & Sayers, 2018; McAdams & Koppensteiner, 1992; Michaelson, 2017; Shepard, Goldsby &
Gerde, 1997).
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APPENDIX 6B
Change Graphs

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Instruction: “Please draw your own personal experience with regards to the course over these last
13 weeks. On the left is the beginning of the course and on the right is where you are now. You are
completely free to draw what you want: the graph can consist of either one line or multiple lines,
block charts or other shapes; you may have experienced one principal change or more than one
type of change; some things may have increased during the course, some may have declined and
some things may have stayed the same. There is no right or wrong, just draw how you experienced
these weeks.”
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APPENDIX 6C
Interview Protocol and Survey Questions
Interview Protocol
Preparation for participants:
A) Material: What was the most compelling piece or pieces of literature you have read in the
course. Preferably a chapter, paragraph or quote, but it can also be the entire book. What was
it in this text that made it so compelling?
B) Class session: Think of one memorable class discussion, remark of a fellow student or break
out session that gave you a new insight or made you change your mind
Interview Structure:
Introduction: explaining interview duration and structure and that there are no right or wrong answers.
You can always skip questions, ask for clarification or withdrawal at any moment.
Three parts of the interview:
A) Personal interaction with literature
• How was it to read literature for a course? How was it compared to other teaching
methods?
• What was your experience with reading the stories?
• What piece(s) did you find compelling and why? (PREP A)
• Was it easy or difficult to put yourself in the shoes of the (main) characters, if so why?
Can you give an example of a main character with whom you could easily identify? And
one that was hard to identity with? Why?
A) Group interaction during class discussion
• How did you experience the discussions, did you feel you were free to participate? (e.g.
context, structure, ambience?)
• What was easy and what was difficult in the classroom discussions?
• What were important topics raised in the class discussions?
• How was it to hear to other opinions in the classroom?
• Where there any changes in the class discussion as the course progressed?
• Which class discussion(s) was/were the most impactful? (PREP B)
B) Personal change and view on moral leadership with regards to the intervention
• Did you experience personal change as this course progressed? And if so, how?
• Did the course change your awareness of moral issues and if so, how?
• Did it change how you perceive moral leadership, and if so how?
• Did you find a link between the stories you read, the discussion you had and your view on
moral leadership?
• Will this course help you understand other people’s moral beliefs better, why (not)?
• Is there something you are you still struggling with?
• What goal did you have when entering this course? (e.g. didn’t get to read, business
ethics, literature- or arts-based teaching, innovative). What happened? Was it what you
had hoped for?
• Do you think the insights of this course will help you in the future when you will
encounter real life situations with moral complexities?
• How do you think the insights of this course will influence you in the future? (Think of:
your working life, career identity, leadership skills, personal life)
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Survey Questions
Pre-survey
Demographics: age, gender, work experience and reading habits
Essay Questions: participants were asked to write in a multiline text box about a) their future work self
(Strauss et al., 2012: 580; Brokerhof et al., 2020) and b) their view on leadership.
This is an essay question.
Explanation
Most people have an idea or image of themselves in their future career. What do you think is
important in your job? How do you see yourself in your future workplace? Such images are
referred to as Possible Future Work Selves.
Question
Please describe how you see your Possible Future Work Self or Selves. What comes to mind
when you think of yourself in your future job or career? You are completely free to describe
this the way you prefer. You can choose to write a few sentences, a short narrative or loose
words (minimum of 5 words) you associate with your future work self. Please take your time!
This is an essay question.
Explanation
Please think about leadership.
Open Question
What comes to mind when you think of this topic? You are completely free to describe this the
way you prefer. You can choose to write a few sentences, a short narrative or loose words
(minimum of 5 words) you associate with leadership. Please take your time!
Post-survey
In the second survey these two essay questions were repeated and essay questions about the literature,
class discussions and changes in views on moral leadership were added.
• Which book, story or textual fragment(s) of this course did you find most compelling? Why?
• Which discussion, comment of buzz group session during the lectures made the biggest
impression on you and why?
• Has your view on moral leadership changed? Why (not)? And if so, how?
• Has your moral awareness changed as a result of this course, why (not)?
• How would you summarize your learning experience?
• Did you experience other ways of personal change during the last few months?
All essay questions in both surveys were followed with a textbox:
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APPENDIX 6D
Schematic Overview of Concepts, Themes and Dimensions
of Individual Moral Development
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TABLE D1
Empirical Data linked to First order Categories and Second-level themes for Simple Moral Scope
Empirical Data

First order categories

I realize at the beginning of the class when we introduced other theories, that I was kind
of picking and choosing some theories just when they kind of supported what
was my intuition or my first reaction. (Participant 10)
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leadership based on your own personal principals, and that is it. Like that is the only
thing you think about while making a decision, that whether this is in line with
my moral principle, my moral compass or not. (Participant 1)
I might make this decision, which is morally just, someone else might make this
decision, which is morally, a different decision, which is morally unjust.
(Participant 23)
I think before the course, going into it I thought about moral code, and you have a very
defined set of things that are right and wrong, and you stick to that. And you
demonstrate more leadership by being consistent in sticking to that moral code.
(Participant 9)
I came in having a very strong opinion about certain things being right and certain
things being wrong and thinking I have very bright lines. (Participant 23)
I had very clear delineators for right or wrong, but I couldn't really verbalize as to why I
thought that thing was right. I just felt like it was universally right. (Participant 12)
I thought morality was measured by your degree of resolve and stubbornness
(Participant.43)
I think coming into the class I was like leaders should not compromise their values in
any way, even if it means they get kicked out of something or they fail. ((Participant
11)
I see humanity and universal law as like a funnel, so there are broad parameters of right,
wrong, good, evil. (Participant 17)

Second-level themes
Moral Reference Point
Self versus Other

Dimension
Moral Scope
Level of moral
reflection

Simple Self
Own moral values
are considered
center of morality

Self as Moral Refence Point
with little moral awareness
or critical reflection

The belief in one
right versus wrong

Same as above

Moral Absolutism

Same as above

Simple
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before the class, to me, morality just really meant doing something right as per society
define it. I wrote a definition of morality, but I wrote it based on what I thought the
professor wanted to hear (Participant 2)
I didn’t know at the end like where I should side because both sides were compelling.
So I think it would have been interesting, and I bet this is intentional that she did not
tell us, but if Professor [name] said where she sided, if she liked the character or not
or felt they were a moral leader or not, but I’m sure she doesn’t want to bias us. But I
was not sure what to take away (Participant 4)
I struggle with who at the end of the day is going to say what I did was moral or not
moral. I wish there were an independent omnipotent entity that could say that's
the right [thing to do] (Participant 7)
I go, show up, I contribute a fact here, a fact there. You don’t have to contribute a lot
just to be average. My goal was never to be a top scholar, so to be like the best of the
best. It was also not to be the worst. So somewhere in the middle. And then once
you understand how to be in the middle, you’re good. And then you can just sit
back and enjoy the discussion and let those people that feel very strongly voice their
opinion. You’re like, “Oh yeah, that’s very interesting ( (Participant 2)
When our class is discussing, I’m not sure if someone’s right or wrong. It’s hard to
tell when we, you know, everyone’s talking. I don’t necessarily know if I should be
writing down what they’re saying or if they’re saying something totally wrong. It’s
hard to tell. (Participant 4)
I felt like I wasn't qualified to talk about the things that came up. I felt like I wasn't
ready to judge somebody else's ethical decisions. And I really struggled with the
higher level discussions on moral judgment. And so I think like I self-selected out
of a lot of those discussions. (Participant 20)
when I started the class I had no clue, everything was relative (Participant 18)
I would struggle to pass judgment on certain moral challenges and decisions that
people made because I would come back to like the consequences argument. And
like you can always justify, you can justify so many things, almost everything.
(Participant 13)
there's not one morality. Life would be very easy if there were a rulebook. I'm like a
very rules-based person.(Participant 7)

First order categories

Second-level themes
Moral Reference Point

Dimension
Moral Scope

Looking for others to
tell you what is
morally ‘right’

Simple Other
Other as Moral Reference
Point with little moral
awareness or critical
reflection

Simple

The chameleon

Same as above

No personal moral
opinion

Same as above
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I started thinking more about okay, like why do I have these values? Like do these values
make sense universally? Are these values just good for the society that I'm in? And
that's I think really important if you think about business like as a global enterprise,
right. If you go to other countries and their way of doing business is very different than
the way that we do business, and is it okay for us to judge that as like that's just
objectively wrong, or it just feels wrong to us because like we weren't brought up to do
business that way? (Participant 19)
I think initially in the class, I had a more unified definition of what was a moral action or a
moral decision or more generally of what good was. I think it changed because we went
through a series of characters who thought about it differently. We learned the
importance of context, emotions. So I think my level of certainty around what is
objectively right or wrong really changed. (Participant 10)
I think I walked in and thought there is a moral leader. There's someone who out there is a
moral leader. There's a right and a wrong, and I feel like what this class has taught me is
that that a person's moral leadership in this one instance may be someone else's worst
nightmare or may have done something to someone else that in their eyes, this person is
in no way a moral, there's no one out there who I think could universally be called a
moral leader. So I think in some ways that blurred a little bit for me and made me
understand just how much complexity is, how much complexity is out there.
(Participant 5)
I expected the course to help me define more solidly, like expand on the list of things
that were always right and the list of things that were always wrong, and shrink the
piece of the pie that's gray. That's what I expected; that's not what I learned. But I
now walk away with tools that help me navigate the gray area. (Participant 9)
Then there's like a lot of that gray in the middle, which I think I'm more willing to accept.
But there is, I think there is still a right versus wrong for me (Participant 5)
I'd summarize it as just clarifying the layers of moral thinking. Where previously I saw
blacks and whites, now I see more shades of gray. (Participant 27)

First order categories

Second-level themes
Moral Reference Point
Self versus Other

Dimension
Moral Scope
Level of moral
reflection

Anti-universalism

Complex Self
Self as Moral Reference
Point with extensive moral
awareness and critical
reflection

Complex

Gray area

Same as above
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part of it is trying to recognize a pattern of moral code in others that are close to me so that I
can see how they react and how they make decisions. So that like seeing the patterns,
and also part of it is like combined with empathy. So like really trying to get a better
view at somebody else's level on what they're trying to work through, because it's easy
to like go in day in day out and walk by somebody and know in your mind what they're
working through but never really embrace it and like consider it for yourself. But I
think, like basically an exercise of what we did every single class, I'm like really
breaking it down and trying to feel what it's like to live in somebody else's shoes, will
help me going forward, recognize when somebody's struggling, or just recognize that
people are making decisions every day that deal with moral leadership. (Participant 21)
I think the way that I've progressed from before the class is at least I'm trying really hard to
understand why that person thinks the way they do, through a lot of the moral lenses that
we've talked about. And just generally being more empathetic. But I still haven't
figured out when I should change my mind, especially for something that I feel is so
core to my beliefs. (Participant 12)
I just felt that the feelings or the thoughts that the protagonist went through were some
thoughts that even I went through. And in a relationship, there's another party as well.
Probably they also went through that, so I think that kind of like fostered empathy,
both towards myself and towards the other person, and just like the process of like
forgiveness and like yes, we'd all like to be moral people all the time, but sometimes you
make these early mistakes or missteps, I would say, that kind of help you be a more
forgiving, more empathetic, and maybe a more moral person” (Participant 17)
you have to like let it go 'cause you can’t please both parties simultaneously. I think that’s
right versus right. But because of that, you can be less hard on yourself since you know
like there’s no way of pleasing both. So I think when I make decisions where I kind of
kick myself because I let something kind of slide 'cause I had to go the other route, I
now know that hey, it’s okay, so don’t kick yourself because you can’t please both sides.
(Participant 4)

First order categories

Second-level themes
Moral Reference Point

Empathy for other
people’s views

Same as above

Dimension
Moral Scope
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Empirical Data
Anyone can really say that they've always done the right thing by their principles (…)
everyone has their own definition of like morality. Like I think there were very few
things that we objectively say is like bad, and it's bad for everyone” (Participant 19)
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everybody has a valid point of view and good and bad don’t really exist. (Participant 18)
I think that for example if, and a lot of what he said was very practical and applicable to
business contexts, where you can do the same thing, but it doesn't sound so bad actually.
You acquire a company, fire everyone, elevate the next batch because they'll be
loyal to you. So for me, The Prince was not really a moral lesson, but it was more like
practical advice on what I do. (Participant 7)
The Prince helped me understand the sort of pragmatic nature of moral situations and
leadership situations, as well as probably This Child Will Be Great in understanding,
you can be the biggest idealist in the world, and then you get into the position and
you realize how difficult things are, and you need to be pragmatic I think.
(Participant 6)
I was happy when we read The Prince because the prince erm doesn’t do this dichotomy,
doesn’t look at things as bad.. good versus bad, but looks at things from a more
utilitarian perspective to remain in power. So he doesn’t really care about whether
things are good or bad. (Participant 18)
So there’s a lot of reflection. I think the biggest change is that I’m actually thinking about
the like moral issues. It sounds bad, but I never really approached problems thinking
about it, you know, very, beyond like the economic benefits or the practicality of the
decision but actually thinking about does this align with my values? What I view as
right and wrong, is something I’m now just actively thinking about. (Participant 4)
I want to be adaptable but at the same time find a sort of moral code by which I can
continue to behave personally and professionally. (Participant 2)
I think when I'm stuck, I'll be able to slow down a little bit and like think about decisions
more. And I think that's probably like important at this phase in my life where I
think I still don't fully understand my own values. Like it's not as instinctive as it
was for some of the other characters later on. So I'll be able to like parse through like
our lenses. (Participant 20)

First order categories
Moral Relativist

Second-level themes
Moral Reference Point
Complex Other
Other as Moral Reference
Point with extensive moral
awareness and critical
reflection

Strategic Pragmatist

Same as above

Consciously inept

Same as above

Dimension
Moral Scope
Complex
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I now think more about the impact I have on other people and try to be more cognizant of
understanding their motives. (…) I should strive and understand the people I am not
aligned with and not proactively fight or dismiss them. (Participant 44)
there is a difference between passively listening, but still sticking with what you
believe, and actively listening, which is incorporating their thoughts and their
reasoning to the way that you reason yourself while not being influenced, and it’s
different. You change your mind because you think it brings something, and it makes
your thoughts better is different than just being influenced and passively change your
mind. (Participant 10)
Interviewee 3: Moral leadership takes a lot of thought. You can’t just feel your way into it.
If you go with your gut reaction, you’re probably going to miss something important,
and you won’t know until long afterward. Then you can mitigate that by keeping the
principles we talked about in mind but also by just keeping people on speed dial that
have a different perspective than you and floating ideas with them and say, “Hey,
how would you see this?” That’s what we did in the class, and I think it was effective at
helping to give if not an answer, a round assessment of the potential answers. But then
as a leader, you have to make a choice. But at least you do so with more than just your
own two eyes, you know. (Participant 3)
I see moral leadership now as far more flexible and not as an aspirational habit/character - I
am now more comfortable in picking my own side when deciding on difficult
things. (…) I reflect more and I think I got a deeper understanding about myself
(Participant 36)
“I feel that what this class provided me was in a way a compass that I can follow, my own
values, which are not very crystallized just yet. But at least I know that I can now start
to look for that.” (Participant 2)

First order
categories

Second-level themes
Moral Reference Point
Self versus Other

Dimension
Moral Scope
Level of moral
reflection

Integrative

Incorporating other
people’s views in
own moral compass

Integrating Self with
Other or Other with Self
Coming from either Self or
Other as moral reference
point, people move to the
integrative field and are
still actively searching for a
new balance

Developing own
moral compass

Same as above
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I’m still kind of sorting through exactly what my moral code is. Like I feel like I could say
it in a more nuanced way now than I could at the start of the semester, but I don’t think I
have a fully fleshed out here’s everything I’m going to stand behind for the rest of my
life. And so that’s probably something that still leaves open for me a little bit of like
what do I do to develop that best, and how can I make sure that I’m kind of holding true
to that on an ongoing basis? So I feel like I have the start for It (…) that’s not
something that it feels like oh, this semester gave me exactly what I need to go forward
and never think about it. But I guess the semester also kind of taught that you shouldn't
really stop thinking about the decisions that you’re making. So you should always
be thinking about it (Participant 16)
I think from what I know, most companies have their code of ethics in these trainings that
every employee has to do. So that is one mechanism, systemic check mechanism that is
there. But that does not take away my personal responsibility to check in as well.
And I think the way I can apply it is just by talking and thinking and reflecting about the
decisions before I make them. (Participant 7)
I feel that now I'm going to be a lot more cognizant of where kind of like my bright lines are
compared to where the code of conduct of whatever the school I go to or workplace I go
to are, and how I feel about that and whether I actually want to be a part of that
community or not. And I think just actively thinking about those things is something
incredibly strong, or sorry, incredibly powerful, and I think it's something that honestly,
I think everybody should actually think about. Because we talk about bright lines in
[other courses]. And I think it's very easy to say there are bright lines, but I think
questioning your own and questioning the ones that are imposed on you in a
thoughtful way and then being able to decide based on those things, how you want
to act and how you want to behave I think is very strong (Participant 23)
“[I] have a stronger foundation of assessment and judgment. Do I like the way that they're
making decisions? Does this worry me? How will this impact me or the person next to
me? I think that's where I've changed, is that this isn't just like somebody else,
presidents and leaders of countries, in some cases they were. This is happening every
day in big and small organizations. (Participant 21)

First order
categories

Second-level themes
Moral Reference Point

Morally Embedded

Moral Integrator
Having moved further into
the integrative field, people
are able to integrate moral
code with the environment
(and visa versa)

Dimension
Moral Scope
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“having strong values, but still being adaptable to situations without like, without
breaking your values and like justifying it after the fact. (Participant 19)
if you think about Thomas More, it is all about consistency, that you have a certain set of
principles you follow that no matter what happens. Like if kingdoms are destroyed in
the process, then so be it. Whereas a Machiavellian approach is more sort of preserving,
like being fluid about your principles and basically preserving the overall structure,
because that is valuable in itself. And I guess, and like through the class discussions,
though the stories we have read, we have seen the risks of extremes of both these
approaches. So yeah, so my struggle is how do you find that balance within that
spectrum. (Participant 1)
What are the pitfalls of sticking so rigidly to a moral code? I think before the course, going
into it I thought about moral code, and you have a very defined set of things that are
right and wrong, and you stick to that. And you demonstrate more leadership by being
consistent in sticking to that moral code. But in fact that's not necessarily, there might
be some situations in which you should deviate or reexamine, and that part of moral
leadership is the ability to constantly reexamine your assumptions about morality.
(Participant 9)

First order
categories

Second-level themes
Moral Reference Point

Being consistent
and flexible in
moral code

Same as above

Dimension
Moral Scope
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Human beings are storytellers. People listen, read, watch and create narratives on a daily
basis. As narratives are interwoven in our daily lives, they also infringe upon a large part of
our conceptualisations of work and of organisational cultures. Since the “linguistic turn” in
organizational studies, research pertaining to organizational storytelling and the use of
narratives in the workplace has advanced exponentially. However, research on the influence
of fictional narrative experiences – reading a book, or watching a movie or television series –
on work-related variables is still scarce. This is surprising since novels and movies can offer
people new and broader perspectives on business and organisational behaviour, help them to
make sense of their career, and spark people’s imagination, encouraging them to think of how
working life or organizations could be.
This PhD dissertation explores the relationship between people’s fictional narrative
experiences and their personal development in the context of work. The overarching research
question of this PhD dissertation is: How do fictional narrative experiences influence
individuals’ personal development in the context of work? I use “personal development” here
as a general, overarching term pertaining to the ways in which fictional narrative experiences
could initiate personal awareness, change, and growth in the context of work, careers, and
business ethics. This dissertation thereby focuses on three separate yet interrelated aspects of
personal development: (1) The influence of fictional narrative experiences on career identity;
(2) The impact of fictional narrative experiences on people’s future work selves; and (3) The
role of fictional narrative experiences in personal moral development. Whilst these key
themes represent different aspects of personal development, they are also interrelated,
gradually exploring more in-depth forms of personal development. Fictional narratives could
encourage people to reflect on their identity, on who they currently are; stimulate people to
think about who they aspire to become in the future; and, ultimately, inspire people to reflect
on what type of person they think they ought to be, by reflecting on their moral character. Due
to the novelty of the current research topic, the research approach of this dissertation is
diverse, using various research designs (qualitative, quantitative, retrospective, and
experimental) with several methodological approaches, and a variety of participant samples.
Chapter 2 proposes a conceptual model that theorizes different ways in which people’s
identity can be influenced by fictional narrative experiences. This chapter lays the conceptual
foundation for this dissertation. The model was composed by combining theory from multiple
scientific disciplines. In the proposed conceptual model, fictional narrative experiences can
influence the dialogical self through three different pathways: the personal pathway, the
narrative pathway, and the reflective pathway. When people are influenced via the personal
pathway, fictional characters expand the self. They become new I-positions in the external
domain of self (via role models) or the internal domain of self (via possible selves). In the
narrative pathway, it is dialogue between different I-positions that is influenced. Here, people
use narrative devices, such as narrative themes, structures, or plotlines, from the stories they
experience to construct their narrative identity. The reflective pathway encapsulates the deep
personal reflection that people experience through fictional narrative experiences. This
chapter mainly focuses on the first key topic: the influence of narratives on identity and career
identity. However, it also connects this first topic with the other two key topics, as possible
selves and future selves are also introduced into the model as part of the personal pathway and
moral reflection and development is introduced as part of the reflective pathway.
Chapter 3 further explores narrative influence on career identity through in-depth interviews
and qualitative surveys with young professionals and business school students. It empirically
grounds and extents the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 2. Participants described
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different mechanisms through which fictional narratives exert changes in their career identity,
such as strengthening specific I-positions through role modeling and vicarious learning, using
narrative templates to structure the inherent temporality of the self, and learning to assume a
meta position and reflect on the totality of I positions. The findings also suggest, that fictional
narrative experiences are embedded into the previous narratives people have experienced
(their personal narrative repertoire) and the fictional stories that circulate in their culture at
large (their cultural narrative repertoire). Furthermore, different process facilitators were
found, such as narrative transportation into the story world, identification with fictional
characters, and perceived truth-likeness or verisimilitude. I constructed a theoretical model
depicting the mechanisms through which fictional narrative experiences can shape a person’s
career identity, the broadened notion of fictional narrative experience, and the process
facilitators. This chapter provides new insights into different key themes of this dissertation. It
builds on theory regarding how fictional narrative experiences are related to changes in
people’s career identity. To a lesser extent, it also offers insights into how fictional narrative
experiences contribute to the development of future work selves and how participants
experience moral development through personal reflection.
Chapter 4 is an experimental study investigating the relationship between experiencing
hopeful illness narratives and the sustainable employability of workers with a chronic illness.
In an online field experiment, I investigated whether or not a hopeful illness narrative of a
worker with a chronic illness could enhance the sustainable employability of fellow patients,
focusing on the role of desired possible future work selves and identification with the story
character. My findings indicate that higher scores on sustainable employability can be found
for people reading a hopeful work story when they feel personally engaged with the story.
This can either happen through a higher awareness of their desired possible future work selves
or through identification with the main character. This chapter mainly contributes to the
second key theme of this thesis by shedding new light on how narrative experiences can make
people aware of their desired future work selves and how these can help people to visualize a
sustainable career for the future.
Chapter 5 explores the influence of popular Wall Street narratives on the desired future selves
of business school students and financial sales employees. Three mixed-method experiments
found that all participants considered morally ambiguous main characters in greedy Wall
Street narratives to be more desired selves compared to realistic or critical narratives. An
underlying mechanism was the winner’s perspective adopted by these narratives – an exciting
portrayal of self-made, successful men. Another mechanism was empathy and self-reliance.
Narratives told from the perspective of victims of financial malpractice were related to higher
empathy, whereas greed narratives were related to lower empathy, indicating an activation of
the mechanism of self-reliance, whereby people who focus on money and wealth become
more self-centered and less focused on others. Due to their impact on empathy, contrasting
popular greed Wall Street narratives with victim narratives in, for example, the business
ethics classroom could be effective in raising awareness of malpractices and corruption on
Wall Street. This chapter contributes to the second key theme of future work selves, showing
that fictional characters in greed narratives can be considered desired future work selves and
shedding new light on underlying mechanisms. It explores the influence of greed narratives
on both business school students as well as on people working in the field. Additionally, this
chapter contributes to the third key theme of moral development as critical victim narratives
appeared to stimulate moral reflection and empathy.
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Chapter 6 is an inductive case study exploring the influence of a 13-week narrative
intervention in the context of business ethics education. MBA students in a business school in
the northeastern United States read and discussed a piece of world literature every week. The
literary narratives were set in different cultures, social contexts, and times and each narrative
revolved around a different moral challenge. Students commented that the narratives offered
them safe arenas in which to explore complex moral issues. They felt like they were given
new perspectives on morality and business ethics. At the end of the intervention, they had
developed “moral muscle”, encompassing moral awareness, motivation for daily moral
practice, and the desire to build moral character. This suggests a pliable and dynamic moral
capability that can be taught and learned in a business school setting through a narrative
pedagogy. This is especially meaningful as traditional business ethics courses have been
criticized for being too abstract and rational. Different learning mechanisms contributed to the
development of moral muscle and students showed heterogeneity in moral learning
trajectories, with different starting positions, learning routes, and end states of moral
development. This chapter mainly contributes to the third key theme of this dissertation by
building new theory on how fictional narrative experiences can contribute to moral
development. An important factor to consider is that, when building moral muscle,
participants build moral character by reflection on their identity. Results are thus also related
to the reflective mechanisms proposed in the conceptual models of Chapters 2 and 3.
With this research, I aim to shed new light on the way books, short stories, movies and
television series can influence people’s career identity, future work selves and moral
development in the context of work. The main conceptual models, introduced in Chapters 2
and 3, combine theories of different scientific disciplines into one coherent model, which was
further empirically explored and refined throughout the subsequent chapters of this book. My
findings suggest that fictional narratives can influence career identity via different pathways
and mechanisms: people can personally connect with narrative characters, incorporating them
in the self as desired future work selves; fictional narratives can offer people narrative devices
to construct their career identity; and complex stories can challenge people and inspire them
to deeply reflect on themselves, stimulating moral growth. With this dissertation, I hope to
contribute to a new theoretical understanding of the influence of fictional narratives in the
context of work. Since this is a nascent research field, I would like to invite other scholars to
build upon these findings through further study in this area. There is much more that this field
has to tell us. This dissertation is only the beginning of the story.
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Mensen zijn verhalenvertellers. Elke dag luisteren, lezen, kijken en creëren ze verhalen.
Omdat verhalen zo vervlochten zijn met ons dagelijks leven, dragen ze bij aan een groot deel
van onze opvattingen over organisaties en bedrijfsculturen. Sinds de “linguistic turn” in de
organisatiewetenschap is het onderzoek naar het gebruik van verhalen op de werkvloer enorm
toegenomen. Zo is er onderzoek naar de verhalen die verteld worden door werknemers of het
gebruik van “storytelling” om werknemers te motiveren. Onderzoek naar de invloed van het
lezen van een roman of het kijken van een film of televisieserie op werkgerelateerde factoren
is echter nog schaars. Dat is best verrassend, want deze fictieve verhalen kunnen ons een
nieuw perspectief bieden op organisaties en werkgedrag; ze kunnen ons helpen om onze baan
of carrière in een nieuw licht te zien en bevorderen daarbij onze verbeeldingskracht. Hierdoor
kunnen fictieve verhalen mensen aanmoedigen om dieper na te denken over hoe hun
professionele leven of organisatiecultuur zou kunnen zijn.
Dit proefschrift onderzoekt de relatie tussen de fictieve verhalen die mensen hebben gelezen,
gehoord of gezien en hun persoonlijke ontwikkeling op het gebied van werk. De
overkoepelende onderzoeksvraag van dit proefschrift is: Hoe beïnvloeden de ervaringen die
mensen hebben met fictieve verhalen hun persoonlijke professionele ontwikkeling? Ik gebruik
'persoonlijke ontwikkeling' hier als een algemene, overkoepelende term die betrekking heeft
op de manieren waarop verhalen persoonlijk bewustzijn, verandering en groei kunnen
initiëren in de context van werk, carrière en bedrijfsethiek. Dit proefschrift richt zich daarbij
op drie afzonderlijke, maar onderling samenhangende aspecten van persoonlijke
ontwikkeling: (1) de invloed van fictieve verhalen op loopbaanidentiteit; (2) de impact van
fictie op hoe mensen hun werkgerelateerde toekomst zien; en (3) de rol van fictieve verhalen
in persoonlijke morele ontwikkeling. Hoewel deze hoofdthema's verschillende aspecten van
persoonlijke ontwikkeling vertegenwoordigen, zijn ze ook met elkaar verbonden, waarbij
mijn onderzoek zich geleidelijk meer focust op diepgaande vormen van persoonlijke
ontwikkeling. Fictieve verhalen kunnen mensen aanmoedigen om na te denken over hun
identiteit - over wie ze nu zijn, over hun aspiraties voor de toekomst - wie ze willen worden, en
uiteindelijk over wat voor soort persoon ze naar hun idee behoren te zijn, hun morele
karakter. Omdat dit een nieuw onderzoeksgebied is, zijn de onderzoekshoofdstukken van dit
proefschrift divers, waarbij gebruik wordt gemaakt van verschillend type onderzoek
(kwalitatief, kwantitatief, retrospectief en experimenteel) met verschillende methodologische
benaderingen en een verscheidenheid aan proefpersonen.
Hoofdstuk 2 introduceert een conceptueel model dat nieuwe theoretische inzichten genereert
in de verschillende manieren waarop de fictieve verhalen die mensen gehoord, gezien of
gelezen hebben hun identiteit kunnen beïnvloeden. Dit hoofdstuk legt de conceptuele basis
voor het proefschrift en combineert verschillende theorieën uit meerdere wetenschappelijke
disciplines. In het conceptuele model kunnen fictieve verhalen het “dialogische zelf”
beïnvloeden op drie verschillende manieren: via de persoonlijke route, de verhalende route en
de reflectieve route. Wanneer mensen worden beïnvloed via de persoonlijke route, inspireren
fictieve personages het zelfbeeld van mensen en verbreden daarmee het dialogische zelf.
Personages worden nieuwe ik-posities in het externe zelfdomein (via rolmodellen) of het
interne zelfdomein (via nieuwe ik-posities). Via de narratieve route wordt de dialoog tussen
de verschillende ik-posities beïnvloed. Als mensen op deze manier veranderen, gebruiken ze
verhaaltechnieken uit boeken en films, zoals thema's, verhaalstructuren of plots, om hun
narratieve identiteit te construeren. De reflectieve route omvat de diepe persoonlijke reflectie
die mensen ervaren door middel van fictieve verhalen. Dit hoofdstuk richt zich voornamelijk
op het eerste belangrijke onderwerp van het proefschrift: de invloed van verhalen op identiteit
en loopbaanidentiteit. Het verbindt dit eerste onderwerp echter ook met de andere twee
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hoofdonderwerpen, aangezien mogelijke ik-posities en toekomstige ik-posities ook in het
model worden geïntroduceerd als onderdeel van de persoonlijke route en morele reflectie en
ontwikkeling worden geïntroduceerd als onderdeel van de reflectieve route.
Hoofdstuk 3 verkent de invloed van verhalen op loopbaanidentiteit door middel van diepteinterviews met jonge professionals en enquêtes onder studenten bedrijfskunde. Op basis van
de empirische bevindingen wordt het conceptuele model uit hoofdstuk 2 aangepast en
uitgebreid. De proefpersonen beschrijven verschillende mechanismen waarmee fictieve
verhalen veranderingen in hun loopbaanidentiteit bewerkstelligen. Zo kunnen mensen
observationeel leren van fictieve personages en hen beschouwen als rolmodel. Daardoor
worden specifieke ik-posities versterkt. Ook bieden verhalen narratieve technieken die
mensen kunnen gebruiken om hun eigen carrièreverhaal te construeren. Ten slotte kunnen
mensen reflecteren op hun zelfbeeld en daardoor meer overzicht krijgen over het geheel van
ik-posities. Verder beschrijven de deelnemers dat de invloed van verhalen op hun
werkidentiteit niet op zichzelf staat: de ervaringen die ze hebben met fictieve verhalen zijn
ingebed in de eerdere verhalen die ze zelf gehoord, gezien of gelezen hebben (hun
persoonlijke verhalen-repertoire) en de fictieve verhalen die circuleren in hun cultuur als
geheel (hun culturele narratieve repertoire). Verschillende factoren bevorderden de invloed
van boeken en films, zoals het gevoel dat je volledig opgaat in de verhaalwereld, identificatie
met fictieve personages en waargenomen waarheidsgelijkenis of waarachtigheid in het
verhaal. Op basis van de onderzoeksuitkomsten, heb ik een aangepast theoretisch model
geconstrueerd dat weergeeft op welke manieren fictieve verhalen invloed hebben op
loopbaanidentiteit, hoe deze verhalen zijn ingebed in het bredere narratieve repertoire van
mensen en welke factoren dit beïnvloedingsproces faciliteren. Dit hoofdstuk biedt nieuwe
inzichten in verschillende hoofdthema's van dit proefschrift. Het bouwt aan theorie over hoe
ervaringen met fictieve verhalen verband houden met veranderingen in de loopbaanidentiteit
van mensen. In mindere mate biedt het ook inzicht in hoe fictieve verhalende ervaringen
bijdragen aan de ontwikkeling van “future selves” en de morele ontwikkeling van de
deelnemers door persoonlijke reflectie.
Hoofdstuk 4 is een experimentele studie die de relatie onderzoekt tussen het ervaren van
hoopvolle verhalen en de duurzame inzetbaarheid van werknemers met een chronische ziekte.
In een online veldexperiment heb ik onderzocht of een hoopvol lotgenotenverhaal van een
werknemer met een chronische ziekte de duurzame inzetbaarheid van medepatiënten zou
kunnen vergroten. Daarbij heb ik gekeken naar de invloed van positieve emoties als reactie op
een hoopvol verhaal en de identificatie met het verhaalpersonage, en of het stimuleren van
een desired possible future work self - ofwel een gewenst werktoekomstbeeld - van
deelnemers een mediërende rol speelt. De uitkomsten van het experiment suggereren dat
mensen die een hoopvol verhaal over een chronisch zieke in een werksituatie lezen hoger
scoren op duurzame inzetbaarheid als ze zich persoonlijk betrokken voelen bij het verhaal,
doordat ze zich bewuster worden van hun gewenste werktoekomstbeeld of doordat ze zich
kunnen identificeren met de hoofdpersoon. Dit hoofdstuk draagt voornamelijk bij aan het
tweede hoofdthema van dit proefschrift, dat gaat over hoe mensen zichzelf in hun toekomstige
werk of carrière zien. De resultaten werpen nieuw licht op hoe verhalen mensen kunnen
helpen met het visualiseren van een duurzame carrière in de toekomst.
Hoofdstuk 5 onderzoekt de invloed van populaire Wall Street-verhalen op het desired future
work self van bedrijfskundestudenten en financiële sales professionals, ofwel hun gewenste
werktoekomstbeeld. Uit drie experimenten blijkt dat alle deelnemers moreel twijfelachtige
hoofdpersonen in hebzuchtige Wall Street-verhalen, zoals Jordan Belfort in The Wolf of Wall
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Street, als meer gewenste future selves beschouwen dan hoofdpersonen in realistische of
kritische verhalen. Een onderliggend mechanisme is dat mensen zich graag identificeren met
winnaars – succesvolle, self-made zakenmannen. Andere belangrijke mechanismen die uit het
onderzoek naar voren kwamen zijn empathie en zelfredzaamheid. Verhalen die verteld
werden vanuit het perspectief van slachtoffers van financieel wangedrag op de beurs
stimuleerden empathie bij deelnemers, terwijl verhalen vanuit het perspectief van hebzuchtige
zakenmannen minder empathie opwekten. Dit wijst op een activering van het psychologische
mechanisme van zelfredzaamheid, waarbij mensen die zich richten op geld en rijkdom
egocentrischer worden en minder gericht zijn op de behoeften van anderen. Vanwege deze
impact op empathie, kan het contrasteren van populaire “hebzuchtige” Wall Street-verhalen
met verhalen van slachtoffers in de context van bedrijfsethiek effectief zijn om mensen meer
bewust te maken van financiële wanpraktijken en corruptie op Wall Street.
Dit hoofdstuk draagt bij aan het tweede hoofdthema van dit proefschrift. Fictieve personages
in hebzuchtverhalen over Wall Street werden gezien als desired future work selves, een
gewenst werktoekomstbeeld, zowel bij bedrijfskunde studenten als werknemers in de
financiële sector. De resultaten geven een nieuw inzicht in de psychologische mechanismen
die hierbij een rol spelen. Daarnaast draagt dit hoofdstuk bij aan het derde hoofdthema van dit
proefschrift: de invloed van verhalen op morele ontwikkeling. Kritische verhalen stimuleren
morele reflectie en empathie met name als ze verteld worden vanuit het perspectief van
mensen die slachtoffer zijn van financiële wanpraktijken.
Hoofdstuk 6 onderzoekt via een inductieve case study de invloed van een 13-weekse
narratieve interventie op studenten in het bedrijfsethiekonderwijs. MBA-studenten van een
business school in het noordoosten van de Verenigde Staten lazen en bespraken wekelijks
wereldliteratuur. De literaire verhalen speelden zich af in verschillende culturen, sociale
contexten en tijden, en elk verhaal draaide om een morele uitdaging. Door zich in te leven in
de verhalen, konden studenten op een veilige manier complexe morele kwesties onderzoeken
en bespreken. Studenten verkregen hierdoor nieuwe perspectieven op moraliteit en
bedrijfsethiek. Aan het einde van de interventie hadden ze “moral muscle” – morele
spierkracht - ontwikkeld, die bestaat uit moreel bewustzijn, de motivatie om dagelijks bezig te
zijn met de morele kant van het leven, en de wens om moreel karakter op te bouwen.
De uitkomsten suggereren een veranderlijk en dynamisch concept van moreel vermogen: als
een “spier” die getraind kan worden. Deze training kan plaatsvinden in een business school
omgeving met behulp van een narratieve didactische methode. Zo’n methode is met name
zinvol omdat de kritiek op traditionele cursussen bedrijfsethiek vaak is dat ze te abstract en te
rationeel zijn. Een didactiek met verhalen biedt hiervoor een alternatief omdat morele
vraagstukken zo tot leven komen en studenten emotioneel geraakt kunnen worden.
Verschillende leermechanismen droegen bij aan de ontwikkeling van morele spierkracht en
studenten vertoonden heterogeniteit in hun morele leertrajecten, met verschillende
startposities, leerroutes en eindpunten van morele ontwikkeling. Dit hoofdstuk draagt
voornamelijk bij aan het derde hoofdthema van dit proefschrift. Het genereert een nieuwe
theorie over hoe fictieve verhalen kunnen bijdragen aan morele ontwikkeling. Tevens bleek in
dit onderzoek identiteit een belangrijke rol te spelen bij het bouwen aan morele spierkracht en
een moreel karakter. De resultaten zijn dus ook gerelateerd aan de conceptuele modellen van
de hoofdstukken 2 en 3.
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Met dit proefschrift streef ik ernaar nieuw licht te werpen op de manier waarop romans, korte
verhalen, films en televisieseries de carrière-identiteit van mensen kunnen beïnvloeden, hoe
ze kunnen bijdragen aan het werktoekomstbeeld van mensen en hoe ze morele ontwikkeling
op het gebied van werk kunnen stimuleren. De belangrijkste conceptuele modellen,
geïntroduceerd in de hoofdstukken 2 en 3, combineren theorieën van verschillende
wetenschappelijke disciplines in één coherent model, dat verder empirisch wordt verkend en
verfijnd gedurende de volgende hoofdstukken van dit boek. Mijn bevindingen suggereren dat
fictieve verhalen carrière-identiteit kunnen beïnvloeden via verschillende routes en
mechanismen: mensen kunnen zich identificeren met personages, waarbij ze delen van deze
personages overnemen in hun zelfbeeld; fictieve verhalen kunnen mensen verhaaltechnieken
bieden om hun narratieve carrière-identiteit te construeren; en complexe verhalen kunnen
mensen uitdagen en inspireren om op zichzelf te reflecteren, daarbij stimuleren ze morele
groei. Met dit proefschrift hoop ik bij te dragen aan een nieuw theoretisch begrip van de
invloed van fictieve verhalen in de werkcontext. Aangezien dit een relatief nieuw
onderzoeksgebied is, wil ik andere wetenschappers uitnodigen om op deze bevindingen voort
te bouwen met verder onderzoek. Er is veel meer te ontdekken in dit vakgebied. Dit
proefschrift is slechts het begin van het verhaal.
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